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LOUISIANA IN FRENCH LETTERS

INTROBUClIOH

Tile French have seen Louisiana in many different 
lights: as pictured In the accounts —  sometimes dry and 
matter-of-fact, sometimes brazenly mendacious —  of the early 
explorers; as an Eldorado which drew Parisian speculators to 
the bank-windows of the shrewd Soot,, John Law; as a worthless 
stretch of marshy lands handed over to Spain, and then sold 
to the United States by Napoleon; as the gorgeous country of 
Meschaceb/, peopled by Chateaubriand*s Indians, birds, bears, 
and fragrant trees; as the home of French colonial memories, 
and the refuge of a serene and picturesque culture sought by 
a few modern travelers in the United States who refuse to be 
■content with visiting New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and 
Hollywood. Louisiana of these French records is the subject 
of this dissertation.

There is little to be added to the detailed, thorough,
and well-documented histories of Louisiana which have already
been written in French and English® Therefore, our chief ' 
purpose here was not geographical or historical but psycho
logical and literary. It has been to discover how the French
people Icnev/ or thought of the distant Empire given them in the 
New World by a few hardy explorers* What was their reaction 
to this fabulous new province across the Atlantic? Now and



then some ©van of the first of the missionaries or travelers 
in this strange land who recorded their experiences were 
found to be sensitive to the picturesque” of the magnifieient
landscapes, the rivers, mountains, and boundless prairies —  
although this sense of the "picturesque* as is well known, 
was not greatly developed in the seventeenth century, and the 
■word itself had not yet been borrowed by the "French from the 
Italians,» These accounts of the first explorers show that 
they were inclined to consider the practical aspects of life.
The things which interested them were the fruit and grain that 
the country produced, the animals (the delicacy of their flesh 
and the warmth of their furs), the gold and precious stones —  
or even baser minerals ~  that they hoped to find in Louisiana, 
their Eldorado.

Moreover, since the seventeenth century was traditionally 
more interested in human psychology than, in external nature, 
the early French travelers in Louisiana concerned themselves 
more with the inhabitants of the country than with the scenery.
A great deal of anthropological ("avant la lettre"} information 
about the Indians is found here and there in the writings of 
the predecessors of Lafitau and Charlevoix. They describe 
the manners and customs of the savage tribes upon whom the 
French looked with a great deal of sympathy, their religion, 
food, war, and women. This branch of French writing, although 
seldom literary, already displayed a curious interest in the
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primitive mode of savage life. In the exhaustive series of 
worts which he lias written on the subject M. Chinard has 
showed' how the classical age of France, traditionally pic
tured as rational and dignified, could also appreciate 
primitivism, and dream of an Arcadian life nearer nature.

Her place in various French records of the seven
teenth century already established, from the second quarter 
of the eighteenth century Louisiana becomes a subject of 
interest and importance to French literary artists. Writers 
of the first rank, Abbe' Provost, Chateaubriand, and others 
of repute, from Charlevoix to Paul Morand and Andre” Demaison, 
accord Louisiana a place among the muses from distant lands 
which inspire French literature.

It should be made entirely clear at the outset what 
is meant by "Louisiana* and what by "French letters*"

Louisiana is today one of the forty-eight states in 
the Union (admitted April 30, IBIS). I am interested not 
only in the present state of Louisiana but in the vast region 
included in the Louisiana Purchase«

''"'L^Exotianie américain dans la littérature française 
ajàA?J3. , Hachette, 1 9 n T ^ TMeriqïïi~^Tle~ ,̂ ^ve
je oi i uv <- mets la. littérature française as XVLle et m T M Î Ï e  
siTcXeT’Tari^T^^ôFT^sMT^ÛExôTismi^am^Tcaln dans 1Toeuvre 
de Chateaubriand, Paris, Hachette, 1918.«
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Sven the name, formerly written most often with two 
"Ns," lias troubled etymologists. Some attribute the name 
to an ingenious association of the names of Louis XIV and 
Ann of Austria. M. le Baron Karo de Villiers in his scholarly 
work, La Louisiane. Histoire de son nom et de ses frontières 
successives3 thinks such an explanation impossible, since Ann 
of Austria died in 1666, and would scarcely be remembered 
fifteen years later* The spelling of the name, as well as 
its origin, remained for a long time uncertain. Cavelier de 
La Salle wrote it "Louysiane;" to Father Hennepin it was 
first "Louisiane” and then "Louisiaene;” and finally, when 
the name wag accepted by the Conseils du Hoi, for about ten 
years it was spelled "Louisiana©.n It is, doubtless, to 
Cavelier de La Salle that Louisiana owes its present name.
On April 9, 168S, when La Salle boldly claimed possession of 
this newly explored territory, he did so in the name of Louis 
XIV3 King of France and Navarre, and called it "pays de la 
Louysiane." The choice of the name may have been due to a 
suggestion- made by Abbe Bernou, who was one of La Salle1 s 
closest friends, as well as his scientific and geographical 
adviser.2 Little'is known of Abbe' Bernou, except that he 
advised, encouraged and aided La Salle in his projects®

X© Baron Marc de Villiers, La Louisiane.- Histoire
de son nom et de ses frontières successives. 1681-1819, p". 6
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The territory of Louisiana, as it was baptised by La
Salle in Laron and April, 1662, included a large part of the 
present states of Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri* It did not include 
Mobile and the Pearl River• The faulty maps and strange 
geographical ideas of the day are responsible for the vague 
limitations assigned to the territory that Louis XXV accepted 
in 1684®

However, many of the French writers who mention 
Louisiana in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen
turies have still vaguer conceptions of its geographical 
extent. Some oi them include all the northwest and even 
Canada. It was not until 1701 that Louis XXV decided to make 
the colony of the lower Mississippi entirely independent of 
New France, or Canada. Even then the boundaries of Louisiana 
°n the northwest and the western side were never clearly de
fined® Louisiana came to include the present states of 
Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma.

When Napoleon sold Louisiana to the United States, the 
American Government claimed {droits La Salle)the whole 
country drained by the rivers which flow into the Mississippi, 
iiiis included even Montana and Wyoming • The area thus ceded 
by Napoleon to tne United Stares included roughly more than 
1,000,000 square miles. Not included in Louisiana were, how
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ever, the present states of Florida, Georgia, the Carolines, 
the Virginias, and Pennsylvania.

The expression "French Letters" was adopted in prefer
ence to "Freneh Literature" for reasons which will soon be 
obvious. By "French Letters" is meant, first of all, the 
writings of Frenchmen, and not the hooks or articles written 
in Louisiana in the French language. The French, literature 
of Louisiana has already been diligently analyzed and studied 
by Ruby Van Allen Caulfield in a Columbia University disserta
tion,, and again very ably and thoroughly by Mr. Edward 
Larocque Tinker. That literature is, as a rule, more con
spicuous for its good-will and its conscientious spirit and 
moral purpose than for its artistic value. The part which 
Louisiana has played in the vast chorus of literature written 
in French outside of France is disappointing and far inferior 
to the output of Belgium, French Switzerland, of" French 
Canada.

The word "letters" is taken as wider than "literature" 
and narrower than "writings" (which would have included
historical and geographical material)♦ A purely historical 
study would have given more importance to archives, reports 
by governors, navy officers, and police officials who repre
sented France in Louisiana. Those are impersonal documents 
which concern us only insofar as they provide ns indirectly



with material on the opinion France formed of Louisiana.
On the other hand, very few of the French writings 

on Louisiana are worthy of an eminent place in French litera
ture. In the works of raen Tilth little or no literary talent 
who wTote in French on Louisiana, 1 shall search for literary 
Intentions or attempts at producing an artistic effect. If 
only a few of these writers are worthy of a. distinguished 
rank in the roll call of literature, the others, who fried 
and, often, failed, have a claim to the attention of the liter
ary historian. They provide the background and often the 
material for the happy few whom posterity has chosen to remem- 
her«’“'' ■

%  :  r v ,Since 1 shall several times judge writings on 
Louisiana from the "literary” point of view, and begrudge the 
■ title literature to much that was written, I shall evoke here 
the authority of the great master of French Literary History, 
Gustave Lanson. In an article on "La, méthode de 1*histoire 
l i t t é r a i r e Revue du Mois, 10 Octobre 1910, p .338, he wrote 
the following lines' WKÎcK 'I shall quote in their original 
clarity; ”Le signe de l'oeuvre littéraire. c' est 1' intention 
ou 1'effet,d'art, c'est la beauté ou la grace de la forme.
Les écrits spéciaux deviennent littéraires, par la vertu de 
la forme qui élargit ou qui prolonge leur puissance d'action. 
La littérature se compose de tous les ouvrages dont le sens 
et l'effet ne peuvent être pleinement révélés que par 
l'analyse esthétique de la forme.

/ Il résulte de là que dans 1'immepse amas de textes 
imprimes, ceux-là nous appartiennent spécialement qui, par le 
caractère de leur forme, ont la propriété de déterminer chez 
le lecteur des évocations Imaginatives, des émotions esthéti
ques . C*est par la que notre étude ne se confond pas avec les 
autres études historiques.”
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It need hardly be added that those who best deserve 
a place in French Literature on Louisiana, are not necessa
rily those who depicted that country most accurately or those 
who actually saw it® Neither Abbe Prevost nor Chateaubriand 
depicted Louisiana as it really was, nor is it certain that 
even those writers who visited the southern banks of the 
Mississippi and therefore wrote from observation, have not 
“been mistaken, hasty or rash in their conclusions. Literary 
history need not be indignant at this. It learned long ago 
to study writers, movements, and countries, not as they 
actually ’were, but as they appeared to a light-hearted poster
ity which preferred striking and mythical lies to stark and 
austere truth.

It does not follow, however, that only brilliant tel
lers of golden lies will be dealt with in the succeeding
chapters. Doubtless, French boys and girls who shed, tears 
over the mournful story of Des Grieux digging the grave of 
his inconstant mistress in the sand of Louisiana, or the 
generation that dreamt of Chateaubriand’s majestic river and 
the love of some Atala, or took pity upon Celuta*s utter de
votion to her strange husband, cared little for the-histori
cal accuracy of the novels they were reading. But there is 
another branch of French Literature concerning Louisiana, 
which is not entirely devoid of beauty, although, it clings
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obstinately to the pursuit of some truth. The early pio
neers and explorers of Louisiana, such as La Salle, Tonty, 
loutel, courageous travelers like Charlevoix, and sympathetic 
historians like Le Page du Pratz, have deserved more than a 
mention in this labor of love for a great past.

. The difficulty of the subject lies in the huge mass
of confused material, which has accumulated during three
centuries® A conscientious attempt has been made to include
everything; of importance concerning Louisiana in French
literary works, but there must be sins of omission. An
exhaustive inquiry into all the reviews and newspapers of
Prance would, doubtless, have provided a few more details.
Yet the general aim of the present study and the choice of
material included, in spite of its limitations, will perhaps
not be seriously questioned.

Some may conclude that this long and painstaking
research has produced results disproportionately meager.
This is true in a sense, sine© I have made no attempt to
alter substantially the common view that Louisiana plays a
comparatively small part in French exotic, imaginative, or
philosophical literature. It is also true that the two great

/writers who introduced Louisiana in French literature, Abbe 
Provost and Chateaubriand, have been so thoroughly and
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excellently studied that there is little left to say about 
Marion Les cant and At ala. But it is not a useless task in 
literary history to ascertain and to prove a negative pro
position, as I have attempted to do* And should you not 
like to know whether Montesquieu or Voltaire was ever 
concerned with the French colony which 'bore the name of the 
”Grand Monarque”? And whether Rousseau or Abbe' Haynal 
mentions it? Many such questions properly occur to students 
of literature and need patient, scientific treatment..

Perhaps 1 can. pass on to the reader some measure of 
the stimulus and satisfaetion which were mine in refusing 
to consider the close and concentrated study of a single 
limited period or a single minute aspect of French literature, 
and in choosing instead the delights of browsing through 
hundreds of volumes, by great, minor, or obscure writers; 
of living in their pages through a period of three hundred 
years; of traveling happily with them through two continents; 
and then, though keenly conscious of my imperfect knowledge, 
of attempting to imbue with life a subject which to me is 
teaming with vitality, for the very simple reason that it 
deals with that part of the United States which is my own 
"petite patrie."
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A task such as this one could not have Dean undertaken
and still leas completed without the encouraging help or 
other workers and of helpful advisers and guides*

First of all, a subject such as this, which requires 
long and. varied reading In several fields, naturally owes 
much to bibliographies, catalogues of libraries, and many 
existing monographs® I have resorted to the texts in every 
possible way, and have always fried to verify the information 
offered by preceding writers, and to examine their opinions 
critically and impartially before they were rejected or 
accepted* But I have also contracted an important debt to 
the very competent scholars who have covered the same ground 
In some eases: 'Professor Heinrich, Professor Atkinson, and 
above all Professor Gilbert Chinard, whose works on Franco- 
•American relations have set a high standard of which I should 
like to be more worthy.

1 have added a fairly extensive bibliography. In the 
preparation of this work I have used the facilities of the 
Louisiana State University Library in Baton Rouge, Louisiana; 
the Tulane University Library in New OrleansLouisiana; the 
Columbia University Library; the New York Public Library; and 
the Bibliot.lieq.ue Nationale. My sincere thanks are due to the 
members of their respective staffs.

A work of this kind, moreover, dealing as it does with 
little known material, requires a considerable number of
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quotations. 1 otiose to give some of these quotations in the 
French text whenever 1 wanted to emphasize their literary 
value, or to give a sample of the style of the writer under 
discussion. In all other cases, I translated the quotations 
into English, in the hope of making my work more accessible 
to English-speaking readers« ■



CHAPTER 1

THE EARLY HISTORICAL AMD LITERARY BACKGROUND

SIMMAHI
The Spanish claims in America® Failure of Jean 

Ribaut’s colony in Florida® French explorers in America in 
tlxe seventeenth century: Cartier; Marquette and Joliet;
La Salle’s three expeditions; D ’Iberville* s two voyages to 
Louisiana® Documents published concerning seventeenth 
century explorers® Role of tile Extraordinary Voyage in 
literature dealing with North America,

it wag not France but Spain which early in the
sixteenth century emerged as the first explorer, conqueror

1and coloniser of America*' Tales of the wealth of Mexico and
Peru fired the imagination of Spanish adventurers, and their

1 'The first European explorations in America were made
by the French, according to the story told by the arçheologist, 
Albert Porta and reported ip the Bulletin de la Société des 
Professeurs français en Amérique, February 1922, pp. 7-23, 
in an article efSotTiîT~m”,îEaPari de la France dans la for
mation de l’Amérique J* According to this legend, it appears 
that as early as the first century after Christ, the country 
which is today Louisiana, was visited by an inhabitant of the 
land which was not yet "la doulee France." A Gallic colonist, 
Julius Sabinus, is supposed to have come with a few companions 
and settled on our shores in 78 A® D. He had revolted against 
the Emperor Vespasian, and had been sentenced to seven years* 
exile in Tullia Major (which would seem to mean our distant 
continent)• Sabinus, so the tradition maintains, settled on 
the banks of a river, later named after him, the Sabine River, 
which divides Louisiana from Texas. This early explorer 
returned to Gaul after the death of Vespasian, The reader 
can decide for himself how much history there is in this 
story.
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search for these untold riches led them to Florida and the 
present coast of Louisiana on the Gulf of Mexico* As the 
result of the explorations of Ponce de Leon, Narvaez, Cabeza 
de Taca, Hernando de Soto, and Coronado, Spain claimed 
Florida, which was equivalent to the eastern half of the 
present United States, or the country from Mexico to New» 
foundland. After several attempts at colonization, in 1558, 
1559, and 1561, Philip decided that because of the undesirabil
ity of the location, Florida was not likely to be colonized, 
by the French. However, in 156S the unexpected happened.
Under the inspiration of Admiral Goligny, Jean Ribaut, a 
Hugenot from 'Dieppe, founded a colony at the mouth of what is 
today the Salat John River, in. Florida, He explored the 
country north of that spot and reached, the present state of 
South Carolina, where he established the colony of Port Royal. 
Leaving thirty men behind him, Ribaut then returned to France. 
Want and deprivation drove the men left behind to cannibalism 
before they were rescued by an English vessel."" Ribaut 
returned in 1565 with more Hugenot colonists, but they were 
all murdered soon afterwards by the Catholic subjects of His 
Majesty, the King of Spain® Louisiana thus escaped for the 
first time the possibility of becoming a Protestant French 

colony, as it might have been if Ribaut's companions had

“Francis Parkman, Pioneers of France in the Hew World,
p. 46
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walked west of Florida instead of north.* It possibly escaped 
the same fate again when Louis XJ¥ frowned upon settlements 
in the New World by the Hugenots banished after 1582*

France’s role in the discovery and exploration of what 
is now the United States becomes predominant with the begin
ning of the seventeenth century* Of course, Canada had 
received much earlier the visits of hardy Frenchmen. The 
French led by the famous Jacques Cartier explored that 
northern part- of the continent (the Saint Lawrence, in 1555) 
and soon after, the Great Lakes region* As early as 1610, 
the present state of Michigan was partly explored by French 
adventurers or missionaries. In 1634, lean Nicolet penetrated 
as far as Wisconsin, Between 1670 and 1679, Ohio, Illinois, 
and Indiana were visited by French missionary explorers, the 
'most famous being the expedition of Marquette and Joliet, 
which first reached the Mississippi in 1673, and that of 
Robert Cavelier de La Salle.

In 1669, La Salle set out from Montreal in search of 
the Mississippi, It is possible that he may have reached the 
great river by way of the Illinois, as Abbe de Gallinee 
contended,3 but this point Is open to discussion. This was 
La Salle’s first expedition.

‘P, Margry, Mémoires et Documents, I, pp. 343-576,
’’Récit de l ’Abbé de ÇfallinfJeT" " "
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In 1679, La Salle set out on his second great expedition. 

He reached the Illinois in January, 1680, was detained, left 
again on January 1, 1682, and reached the mouth of the 
Mississippi in April, 1682. He took possession for France in 
til© name of his Majesty Louis XX?, "of this country of Louis
iana, the seas, harbors, ports, bays, adjacent straits, and 
all the nations, people, provinces, cities, towns, villages, 
min.es, minerals, fisheries, streams and rivers within the 
extent of the said Louisiana, from the mouth of the great 
river St'. Louis, otherwise called the Ohio, - - - as also 
along the river Colbert, o r ’Mississippi, and the rivers which 
discharge themselves thereinto, from its source beyond the 
country of the Na&ouessiaux - - - as far as its mouth at the 
sea, or the Gulf of Mexico, and also to the mouth of the River 
■of Palme - - -H’4 That famous expedition is recorded in 
Membra’ s Journal, published in Le Clereq., and in part by 
Tonty. Some of La Salle’s own letters were utilized by Abbs'" 
Bernou, who drew up a report in Prance, and perhaps by Hennepin 
also.

La Salle than went to France in 1683, where he prepared 
for a new attempt by sea. In 1684, he started with Beaujeu 
on his third and last expedition. After aimless wandering on
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the coast of Mexico, -and vain searching for the mouth of the 
Mississippi, La Salle was killed, in 1687® Joutel, lean ' 

Cavelier, and Father Anastaie Dousy, the survivors of that 
unfortunate expedition, have left accounts of varying merit 
concerning it«

In 1689, D ’Iberville continued the task which La Salle's 
death had left incomplete® He undertook a second voyage in 
1699, and reached the Natchez country* D ’Iberville died in 
1706 while preparing for his third expedition®

The history of the French explorers, missionaries, and 
colonists in seventeenth century America Is a magnificent 
epic which has not yet been told nor worthily sung by French . 
writers* The most reliable and the most readable among the 
numerous historical works devoted to that period is Farkman’s 
series of volumes, especially his impartial and moving account 
of La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West, The enig“ 
inatic figure and tragic fate of La Salle have since inspired 
several biographers« Many details are -still uncertain or 
open to question; the errors and faults of La Salle will 
always ha appraised differently by different historians* 'But 
the main historical events appear elearly, and though opinions 
upon details may diverge, they agree on the courageous and
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magnificent task accomplished by these hardy explorers between
1670 and 1700*

Those men of action, whether .professional explorers, 
priests, or traders, were,, however, more accustomed to 
handling the sword, or rather the axe, than the pen* Their 
canoes and their gunpowder, their peace pipe, or their breviary, 
mattered more to them than writing paper on which to record 
their deeds with accuracy. Their style has nothing of 
La Bruyère5s artistic workmanship ; it is undeniably remote 
from trie splendid harmony and majesty of Bossuet®

Nevertheless, most of these early French adventurers, 
in the midst of terrible hardships and endless ordeals, 
realized the importance of the printed word® The greatness 
of their efforts would he wasted, so they felt, unless they 
'recorded them for the king, the ministers at Versailles, and 
posterity® Propaganda then existed in fact, if not in word, 
for few moderns have teen more expert at launching their 
opinion than Louis Hennepin® Hence there resulted many 
diverging accounts, founded on uncertain geography and 
assertions as vague as were the maps of those times.

Moreover, literary ownership was not then as clearly 
evolved a conception as it is today. A modern writer who ' 
borrows from his predecessors or his contemporaries at least 
tries to conceal his transgressions, but in the seventeenth 
century even Molière could unashamedly proclaim, ”Le prends
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mon M e n  cm j© X© trouve.4’ Explorers in the wilds of America,

\many of whom had probably never heard of MoXiere, freely 
borrowed from each other, adorning the truth when it seemed
too bare, and giving as their own whole passages stolen from 
each other or from some borrowed document.

Several modest and patient investigators who, by 
collecting, classifying, and publishing the documents left by 
seventeenth-century French explorers, have mad© it possible 
to form a clear idea of that moving chapter of Franc o-Amerl-

Rcan relations®’” Three or four are to be mentioned, as having 
provided the basis for this study.

Toward the middle of the last century, B. F, French 
tuid,ertook the publication of the.Historical Collections of 
Louisiana. The first volume (1846) included English trana- ■ 
iaticms of several French documents of the late seventeenth 
and the early eighteenth century, three memoirs of La Salle, 5

5No discussion of Franco»American relations would be 
complete without mention of the name Emile Lauvrilre. His 
monumental Histoire de la Louisiane Frangaise, 1675-1959,
was published by the Louisiana State University Press at 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1940. The point of view of the
writer is that of a patriotic Frenchman deploring the mistakes 
committed “by his- countrymen in their American colony® The 
facts, however, are very accurately and conscientiously 
related, and the Archives of several French Ministries have 
been carefully explored by the author® The purpose and 
character of the hook being purely historical, we found the 
emphasis of M. Emile Lauvri^re*s history fairly remote from 
our own subject.
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and accounts by Jonty, Touted, and Hennepin® A second volume 
(1350) added texts referring to the Spaniard De Soto in 
Floridaf an English memoir by Daniel Core, and a translation 
of Marquette1s and Joliet's account of 1673® The following 
parts refer to Bernard de la Earpe, Charlevoix, Jean Hibaut, 
Dumont., and Ciiampigny. In B. F. French’s work is found, in 
addition, a narration of D ’Iberville* s voyage made in 1698 
(published in 1869), and a memoir addressed in 1697 to the 
Count de Pontohartrain, in Louisiana, by M. de Bemonville 
(also published in 1869)®

The collection of texts edited and published in 
English translations by John G-, Shea is even more valuable®
Els Discovery and Exploration of the Mississippi Valley 
appeared in 1852, and contained the original narratives of 
Marquette, Allouez, Membre, Hennepin, and A® Douay. J* Gr.
Shea also made available, in a fluent English translation, 
the useful account of Father Christian Le Clercl, a Recollet 
Missionary, whose work is entitled Premier Stallissorient de la 
Foi dang la Nouvelle France, 1691® Shea’s volume also 
includes Membre*s Journal, which had first been printed in Le 
Clercq*s account® In 1858, he published the original text of 
the Relation du Voyage of Cavelier de La Salle, written by the 
discoverer’s brother, Abbe Jean Cavelier, Shea used a .manu
script loaned to him by the historian Francis Parkoian. Shea, 
’who was deeply interested in that period of French and American



history^ published, several other early accounts of Louisiana: 
father G-ravier* s travel diary in Louisiana, written is. 1700
1701 (published by Shea in ,1859); the amusing and informative
Relation du Voyage des Uraulines a la Nouvelle Orleans in 
1737 (published also in 1859)«

A third American scholar deserves the gratitude of 
modern historians for having made available in a convenient 
and methodical form the famous Lettres édifiantes des missions 
étrangères, which had such a. profound influence upon french 
thought and curiosity in the eighteenth century. Reuben 
Gold Thwaites entitled that long series of valuable documents 
(in the original texts and with an English translation, notes, 
and maps), the Jesuit Relations.

Second to none of these historians, or ftantiquarians’', 
devoted to the early history of franco in America is the 
frenchman, Pierre Margry.0 At a time when few of his country
men were interested in that period, Margry, an official and 
keeper of the archives in the french Navy Department, under
took patient investigations to exalt the glory -of La Salle 
and his companions• He was fortunate in discovering many

®The most precise notice on Margry (1818-1894) is to 
be found in the Publications of the Louisiana Historical 
Society, Volume 1, Part III, 1896, p. 1016. It is written 
tty b r. Gustave Devron. Another Louisianian, Bussiere Rouen, 
read a paper on Margry, on March 2, 1923, at the Athen^e 
Louisianais and published it in April of the same year In the 
Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Volume 5, No. 2, pp. 193-800®
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documents lost among tiie dusty shelves of French "notaires", 
more than four hundred pages of letters written by La Salle
himself, and other accounts arid reports of the same period®
The publication of his six big volumes was made possible
through the unfailing interest of Francis Parkman, and the

7assistance of the Congress of the United States® The work 
appeared in Paris between 1879 and 1888. The order adopted 
by the editor is not the best imaginable; he has grouped 
many smaller documents or "proces-verbaux" under misleading 
heading's• His interpretation of the documents has, in 
several cases, been questioned, especially his contention 
that it was La Salle who first reached the Mississippi,8 It 
is none the less clear that the ensemble of documents, 
relationsj diaries, and letters published by Margry constitutes 
the necessary solid foundation on which any modern work dealing 
with seventeenth-century Louisiana must be built.9

7Of. Margry* s preface to his first volume®
O
'1, G. Shea opposed it, calling it «P. Margry1s La 

Salle Bubble." (Of, United States Catholic His'torical Magaz 1 ne, 
1891-1893, Volume 4, pp. 251-268). Many historians maintain 
the claim of Marquette to that discovery to be stronger and 
safer. Among this group are two French historians, Brucker 
and Harrisse. '

qFor the- detailed contents of Margry*s volumes, consult 
the bibliography. A very useful bibliographical and critical 
appendix is to be found at the end of Joutel’s Journal of La 
Salle’s last Vojage, translated into English by H. Reed Stiles 
and published by McDonough at Albany, in 1906. The bibli
ographical appendix is by Applet P. C. Griffin.
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. When Cavelier de La Salle took possession of a vast
empire in the Hew World in the name of the Sun King, neither
Louisiana nor the Mississippi played an important part in the
literature of the day. The cannibals which Montaigne had
observed in Rouen and praised with a subtle and profound
irony, were not from. North America hut from Brazil* And the
Indians, whose cause lie defended against the cruel avidity
of Spanish conquerors in his humorous essay, Les Ooches, were
not those of the southern United States®

However, it was natural at a time when traveling was
precarious, and. tales flourished of golden treasures and
primitive goodness to be found in distant lands, that readers
and listeners should be fascinated by tales of travelers to
far away lands more fascinating than familiar Europe. These
■ curious and extraordinary voyages play an important role in
the French literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries* Professor Lanson had pointed it out and Professor 

.10Atkinson has proved it conclusively. That popular branch of 
literature lias satisfied sometimes cleverly, but more often

Lanson, Revue des Cours et Conferences, 1907-1910,
G® Atkinson, The Extraordinary Voyage in French 

Literature before 1700 ; The Extraordinary"Voyage in'French 
Literature from 1700 to 171,0 fTa~TatTgratïïreg^graphlque 
franc aise de la Renaissance: Les Relations de voyages au XTI1 
sTlcli~~ët~T‘~?volut ion des id^es. Oontribuf lon^lNetude" de 
la formation de I*esprit an XYII1 sTIoTiT ~
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tediously and monotonously, several demands of the public: a 
demand for realistic {or supposedly realistic) details concern
ing navigation and geography, a taste for imaginary or fanciful 
fiction, and a passion for moral and didactic lessons disguised 
under tales of political utopias and ironic criticisms of the 
French monarchy,» As is well known, most of these imaginary 
relations took advantage of French curiosity concerning distant 
lands, and utilized it to criticise their country in an in
direct way. This type of novel, the account of the fantastic 
voyage, became conspicuously successful in the latter half of 
the seventeenth century, gradually replacing the heroic and 
prenieiix novel.

The diligent and exhaustive research of Professor 
Atkinson has established conclusively that very few of these 
■extraordinary voyages borrowed anything from North America.
Asia was then a more romantic land, as was the Austral 
Continent, which contemporary geographers supposed existed 
in the southern hemisphere as a necessary and symmetrical 
balance to the weight of the northern hemisphere,^  Gabriel 
de Foigny and Denis Tairasse, probably the best known, and, 
philosophically, the most important of these authors of 
imaginary utopias, both placed the adventures of their heroes

11 X
/ A. Baimbaud, be Continent austral: hypotheses et

decouvertes,
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in the Austral land* The third famous extraordinary voyage 
which holds an eminent place in the history of free thought 
is: Voyages de Jacques Masse, published by Simon Tyssot in 
1710. The hero might have landed on our shores, since he 
left for Martinique, and the author goes so far as to borrow 
a few details from, the natural history of the islands» But 
the traveler* s ship floundered off Gape Finlsterre, and was 
taken to Portugal. Further adventures took him to the Cape 
of Good Hope. The literary discovery of America and Louisiana 
will have to be postponed until Manon Lescaut boards her un
happy vessel at Havre de Grace«

The other titles which can be gleaned from Professor 
Atkinson’s bibliographies concern those parts of North America, 
which are without the boundaries of Louisiana. Examples of 
these are: Laudonni^re, I ’Histoire de la Florida situe'e en 
In.des, 1536; and Thomas de Bry, Merveilleux et estrange rapport, 
toutefois fidele, des commaditea qui se trouvent en 'Virginia, 
des naturels habitant d* icelle, laqtielle a efe nouvellement 
decouverte, 1590. In the following century, Vincent le Blanc, 
a trader and traveler from Marseille, wrote (in collaboration 
with Pierre Bergeron), a curious work; Les Voyages fameux du 
Sieur Vincent le Blanc, 1648, the third part of which dealt 
with the Mediterranean and the two Americas«, In none of these 
books is Louisiana mentioned, which in view of the fact that 
its name did not exist, and that it had hardly been explored,



is scarcely surprising. The first appearance of Louisiana in
French. Letters was to be through a narrower and more humble 
gate —  the records of a few courageous explorers who were to 
attempt to immortalise their deeds la writing* Their sympathy 
for the Indians will be less philosophical and more sincere 
than that of more utopian writers. Their geography will be 
less imaginary, hawing been acquired more painstakingly 
through i? portages" from one water way to another, or in forests 
among herds of buffalo and numerous rattlesnakes.
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JESUITS AMD RECOLLECTS

SUMMERY"
Marquette and Joliet's expedition® Value of Father 

Marquette's narrative. Louis Hennepin. His early life. 
Success of Hennepin's writings® Characteristics of his
work® Hennepin’s contribution to French Literature concern
ing Louisiana. Father Zeno be Membre7. Accompanied La Salle 
on his second and third expeditions. Literary value of his 
written account. Father Christian Le Clercq.

The name of Father Marquette, a, pioneer in the history 
of Christianity in America, remains associated with the 
northern part of the United States more than with Louisiana® 
It is clear, however, that the French missionary was the 
first to reach and to identify the Mississippi and to leave 
as well a description of the fauna of its valley."*'

Born in the north of France, at Laon (Aisne), in 
1637, and inculcated with a spirit of ardent devotion to the 
Virgin, Marquette entered the society of Jesus at seventeen.

Information concerning Marquette is found in: (a) a
narrative of his voyage to the Mississippi and the Arkansas 
as published by Thevenot in his Recueil de voyages, 1681, and 
reproduced in French’s Historical Collections of Louisiana 
(New York, 1846); (b ) the publication of Marquette's complete 
Journal {as prepared by Dablon in 1678) by J . G, Shea, 
ïïlseovëry and Exploration of the Mississippi Valley, 1853, 
and reprinted since; (c) the first volume of Margry's 
Memories et Documents; id) Vol. LIS of Thwaites * s Jesuit 
Relations. One may consult with pleasure and profit the 
volume of M. Charles de la Roncière, Au fil du Mississippi 
avec le Père Marquette, Paris, Blond et Gay, 1935. ' '
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He soon felt attracted to the hard task of a missionary in 
remote lands* He reached Quebec, September 20» 1666, and 
as lie traveled to Lake Superior, began at once the study of 
languages of the North American tribes* His memory is 
associated there with Sault Saint Mary and with Lapointe®
It was at this time that Joliet was appointed to go on a 
mission with Father Marquette, their object being wto teach 
them, (the savages) of our great God whom they have hitherto 
unknown A1'" IMontsnac» the governor of New Francs» who was 
strongly prejudiced against the Jesuits» preferred that the 
glory of discovering the huge river of which the Indians 
spoke should be shared between the missionary priest and
Joliet, a young Canadian from Quebec, whose parents had

5emigrated from La Rochelle®"'
■ The two men, accompanied by five other pioneers» left
May 17» 1673, in two canoes» proceeded to Green Bay» ascended 
the Fox River» reached the Wisconsin after a difficult ■ 
portage» and then the Mississippi* They descended the river 
to the Arkansas, thus ascertaining both its navigability and 
its general direction® Father Marquette Questioned the

Mia G-. Shea» Discovery and Exploration of the Missis
sippi Valley, p. 14. ~ 3

3,'"'Charles de la Ronoiere, An fil du Mississippi avec 
le Here Marquette, p. 87®
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Indians concerning the nearness of the sea. The following 
excerpt from his simple and naive account deserve quotation 
in his own language:

Nous entrons lieu re us erne lit dans 1© Mississippi le 
17 juin, avec une joie que je ne peux pas expliquer.».
Mous suivons doucement son'cours» qui Va au Sud et 
au Sud-Bst jusqu’aux 43 degres d’elevation. ' C’est 
ici que nous nous aperse\rons bien que tout a change 
de face. 11 n'y a presque plus de bois ni de 
montagnes. Les îles sont plus belles et couvertes 
de plus beaux arbres. Mous ne voyons que des " 
chevreuils et des vaches» des outardes ©t des cygnes 
sans "ailes, parce qu’ils quittent leurs plumes en 
ce pays« Nous recontrons de temps en temps des 
poissons monstrueux» un desquels donna si rudement 
contre notre canot que je crus que c’était un gros 
arbre qui l’allait mettre en pieces.4

This passage is one of the earliest examples of almost 
literary pros© concerning the Mississippi Talley and tile 
country which the eighteenth century was to call Louisiana®
It is quite exceptional, however» and is much more carefully 
written and shows more poetic feeling than the rest of 
Marquette’s diary. It is all the more interesting as it 
foreshadows modestly, not the utilitarian, psychological, or 
ethnographical kind of literature which Louisiana was to 
inspire for over a hundred years, but the poetical and pictur
esque interpretation which will flourish, somewhat paradox
ically it seems, at a time when nature was beginning to be 
spoiled and to lose its original colors. It would perhaps 4

4B. G. Thwaites, Travels and Explorations of the
Jesuit Missionaries, Toi. CXX3TIII, p. 106.
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not be too much to say, from this striking passage, that 
Marquette possessed some of the conscious —  too conscious —  
qualities of Chateaubriand• The courageous priest entered 
into these new realms with a sense of wonder® The strange 
birds, the wild animals, and the vast forests must hare 
struck his imagination with the charm of a vision of Paradise, 
Lilas Saint Francis of Assisi, he felt at home among 'those 
strange creatures® Perhaps obsessed by the monstrous 
gargoyles of the Cathedrals of the lie de France, or the 
vreird beasts often painted on the early maps, lie depicts one 
of them as a monster raising its grey head and straight ears 
above tiie water.

Kg vain pride, however, entered the soul of Marquette 
and his companion; so acquisitive desire to take advantage 
■of their discovery by surveying and exploiting the vast 
expanse of land for furs, hides or metals® The service of 
God and of their country filled their hearts with the pure 
joy with which a great cause rewards its workers. Dablon, 
who related Marquette's life and travels, emphasizes above 
all the piety and devotion of the missionary, his "angelic 
charity, his candid kindliness, his continuous union with 
God."5

Ibid., p. 206.5
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The narrative of Father Marquette' s first voyage, 
told how lie and Joliet®”  ̂stopped and meditated upon the 
course they were to follow* They were undecided whether to 
descend the river further towards the south or to return to 
New France* In the naive joy of their discovery, the memory 
of the terrific hardships endured in canoeing day and night 
among unknown lands was forgotten* They ascertained that, 
without any doubt, the river flowed towards the Gulf of 
Mexico, and, in all simplicity, decided to return*

Marquette’s simple narrative, expressed at times in 
faulty spelling and in a naive way is remarkably innocent of 
pompous declamation and boastful rhetoric. Its author makes 
no attempt to describe the Indians and their customs; he 
merely pities the savages to whom the truth of Christianity 
'has not yet been revealed. However, the sheer simplicity of 
iiis story, as well as the maps which Joliet and Marquette 
drew on their return gives conclusive evidence of their dis
covery, and proves to posterity the validity of their modest 
and glorious claim. Hot long afterwards, Marquette’s failing 
health made a prompt return to New France Imperative. On the 
fourth of December, 1674, they reached the Chicago River, and 
Marquette, being too weak to continue the march by land,

/ u 'On Joliet, consult: Ernest Gagnon, Louis Jolliet, 
depouvreur de Mississippi et du pays des Illinois, premier 
"de l*Yie 'd̂ 'iiiticos'tiT ~



stopped with a few friendly Indians* He died there May 18,

1675 •
Joliet, who in 1674 made th® first map of the Miss

issippi drawn with the direct knowledge of the land, was 
rewarded, scarcely adequately, with an island in the G-ulf 
of the Saint Lawrence, where he built a house for his family 
and his trade. He died late in the seventeenth century.
His place in the literature of early Louisiana is not an 
important one, for while returning from his expedition to 
the Mississippi, he lost all his papers in the rapids of 
La Chine, shore Montreal, and was therefore forced to he
content with writing from memory a brief memorandum to be

8presented to ifrontenac.
The contrast is sharp between Marquette’s holy figure 

and the'humility with which his extraordinary expedition was
conducted, and the florid and boasting accounts of another 
priest and explorer, Louis Hennepin. The latter is a 
Recollect, remembered for several books in which he popularized
the name of Louisiana, Hennepin was in fact, the first to 
use in the title of a book the name given by La Salle to the 
vast colony he had discovered®

This was assuredly not s. literary masterpiece, and the

uTwo versions of this narrative are in Margry’s first 
volume. Of. also on Joliet, Margry’s articles in Revue 
Canadienne, December, 1871, and January-March, 18r?2„
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reputation of the author is far from being unblemished." 
Hennepin's account of what was happening in Louisiana does 
not reveal a very noble soul. His works were, nevertheless, 
skilfully advertised and widely read® Even today they 
provide some entertaining passages for bored modern readers. 
As for the unreliable Recollect, it is only too clear that 
he has borrowed or stolen from contemporary accounts.
Yet he did more than any other writer of the seventeenth 
century to make Louisiana known to Europeans, to advertise 
the new land, and to lure to it the subjects of Louis X U  
or of William III of Great Britian.

9The chief bibliographical date on Hennepin's works 
have been gathered by Victor Hugo Paltsits, and published 
.in Thwaites’s edition of A New Discovery, Chicago, 1903, 
p* XLIV, The introduction by Thwaites to the same volume 

■ contains the chief details of Hennepin's life and a just 
and shrewd appreciation of his works. The introduction 
by Grace Lee Nute to the Description of Louisiana, recently 
translated by Marion- E. Cross, University of Minnesota . 
Press, 1958, also deserves to be consulted. A Canadian 
writer, M* 1® Dionne, has written a useful book entitled; 
Hennepin,.ses voyages et aes oeuvres♦ Quebec 1897, but not 
without some inaccuracies® No writer of the group of 
French explorers demands more painstaking analysis of 
borrowings than Hennepin. The titles of his three ambitious 
volumes are given In the text.

’ 10Hennepin’s unreliability is proverbial and is
amply proved by the excessive claims which he makes for 
himself throughout his work; it has been further demon
strated by every authority on the subject. See Hennepin 
and references to him. in the bibliography.
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In reality, Hennepin. was not a Frenchman* He was 
born in Belgium in 1640, and was consequently a Spanish 
subject. Next to nothing is known of his childhood, but 
very earl;/ he must have felt both a strong urge for travel, 
and a desire for solitary and religious life. Strangely 
enough, this adventurer in the wilds of the Northwest and 
the prairies of so-called Louisiana is even credited with 
having written a Morale Pratique du Jans/nisme.

1 always found in myself a strong inclination to 
retire from the world and regulate my life according 
to the rules of pure and severe virtue; and. in 
compliance with this humour, I entered the Franciscan 

' order, desiring to confine myself to an. austere way 
of living* '

Thus Hennepin wrote in the first chapter of his
A New Discovery. ^  Fie became a Recollect Franciscan at
Bethune in 1660, thus entering a French ecclesiastical
province, that of Saint1 Denis, later to be called the province

18of Saint Anthony of Padua® Once he was ordained a priest, 
Louis traveled in Germany and Italy, and then became an army 
chaplain with the French, in the War of the Netherlands 
(1673-74). His fondness for adventure was to carry him much

11The quotations from this work are taken from the 
second London edition of 1698, as reprinted by R. C-. Thwaites 
in 1903, E volumes,

18""'Hennepin also gave the same, name to the falls he 
discovered on the upper Mississippi,
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farther away®
WI was overjoyed,” wrote Hennepin in the game' first 

chapter of A Hew Discovery, "when I read in history of 
the travels and voyages of the fathers of my own order, 
who, indeed, were the. first that undertook missions 
into any foreign country® And oftimes represented to 
myself, that there could be nothing greater or more 
glorious than to instruct the ignorant and barbarous, 
and lead them to the light of the gospel

Very different from the courtly a'bbes of that period, 
he depicted himself as haunting taverns where sailors spoke 
of their adventures. It was quite heroic of him, as he 
pointed out, ” . . , for the smoke of tobacco was offensive 
to me, and created pain in my stomach . . . But this occu
pation was so agreeable and engaging that I have spent whole 
days and nights at it without eating.” His resolution to 
travel thus strengthened, he was overjoyed when he finally 
received the order to repair as a missionary to Canada.

He left in 1675, probably with two other Recollects 
who also have left their names in the early history of the 
Mississippi Valley: Christian Le Clereq and Zenobe Membre/. 
The trip was eventful if we may believe Hennepin* s vivid 
and imaginative account of several fights with pirates from 
Turkey, Tunis and Algiers, and a battle between swordfish 
and whales which he beheld with "incredible delight11.

In Canada, Hennepin first preached or otherwise • 
fulfilled the duties of his ministry along the lower Saint 
Lawrence and Fort Frontenac {today near Kingston, Ontario)•
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III 1678» lie joined La Salle’s party, which was setting out
on its famous voyage down the Mississippi and into the Gulf
of Mexico® Eere Hennepin’s narratives, or rather, his
narrative began, for lie told the same adventures and events,

13differently seasoned, in his three volumes.
Hennepin's history covers the years 1679-1680, when 

preparations for the great expedition were made® The 
Recollect was sent in advance to Fort Frontenac. The modest 
equipment which lie carried is in striking contrast with his 
pompous style. It consisted of ft. . , a portable chapel, 
one blanket.j a mat of rushes, which was to serve for bed and 
quilt,n La Salle "was absent from the fort until July, 1679. 
His devoted lieutenant, Tonty, had little patience with. 
Hennepin. He even threatened to destroy the notebooks kept 
by the missionary. But though he was doubtless right in 
suspecting the veracity of the friar’s notes, in carrying 
out these threats the valiant man of action might have 
deprived posterity of one of its most interesting accounts 
of seventeenth century Louisiana.

The departure of La Salle’s famous expedition took 
place late in 1679, not without grumbling, quarrels, and 
even desertion in the ranks of the exploring party. On

.13His A New Discovery includes a rapturous description 
of Niagara FaTYS and of the Great Lakes. (Chapter Til).
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January 1, 1680, Hennepin and Father Membra exhorted the 
"grumblers" to turn oner a new leaf and ncontinue firm in 
their duty/’ They reached Fort Crèvecoeur, where they had 
to wait for more supplies® Hennepin, suffering from an 
abscess on the mouth, tried to return to Canada, but could 
not prevail upon any of the other missionaries to take his 
place in a smaller expedition on which he was then dispatched® 

Upon La Sal.less order, Hennepin, Michel Ako, and 
another Frenchman named 'Me Picard* left the main party to 
descend the Illinois River and part of the Mississippi to 
survey that part of the country. They set out on their 
mission, but were soon taken prisoners by the Sioux. After 
suffering many hardships, they were finally rescued by the 
”coureur d.e bois” DuLuth, who had great influence with the 
Sioux. Hennepin was then received by the Jesuits at Green 
Bay. In the spring of 1681, his party reached Montreal.
He describes himself as "lean, tired, and tanned, clothed 
in old garments, patched up with pieces of wild bull-skins.” 
The following autumn he sailed for Europe, and in the 
solitude of the convent of his order at Saint-German-en- 
La.ye wrote his first literary work®

The Description de la Louislane, nouvellement 
decouverte an sud Quest de la Nouveile France , par ordye du 
roi, avec la carte du pays, les inoeurs et la manière de
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vlvre des sauvages appeared early in 1685, nehez la veuve 
Sebastien Hure, rue Saint Jacqa.es, pres Saint Severin.w 
It was signed by **le R. P. Louis Hennepin, missionaire 
recollet et notaire apostolique.’* The book had a great 
success, and also incurred the hostile criticism which 
success usually brings. It was reprinted in Trance in 1684, 
1688, 1720; translated into Italian in 1686, 1691; into 
Dutch in 1588, into German in 1689, 1692; and into English 
in 1880, by John G. Shea, at Hew York*

Interest in the adventures of explorers and mission
aries in .North America was very keen in classical seven
teen tii-century France, which some historians say was in
terested only in France, the ancients, and the study of the 
human soul. The Jesuit Relations had been suppressed in 
1673. Hennepin* s book, appearing at the opportune moment, 
therefore profited by the interest which the absence of any 
other similar literature naturally stimulated. Miss Grace 
Lee Nut©, in her interesting introduction to the recent 
American translation of the book,^ insists that Hennepin*s 
book was, in fact, a broadside fired at the Jesuits in the 
constant war between that order and the Recollects. It 
seems indeed likely, as Miss Grace Lee Nute suggests, that

14Hennepin* s Description of Louisiana; University 
of Minnesota Press, 1958, Foreword by Grace Lee Nute, p. 
XIV.
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Abbe7 Bernou, a supporter of La Salle in France, Lei pied 
Hennepin In the arrangement of his narratire* Bernou saw 
in the hook, imperfect as it was, useful publicity for 
La Salle's achievements. He also cherished the hone that
the new realm of Louisiana! might be reserved to Recollect 
missionaries, and kept free of the Jesuits, who were all
powerful in Canada *

Hennepinj in the meantime, was not content with his 
success. In 169?, he published at Utrecht another volume,
longer and mors ambitious: Decouverte Hurt très grand Pays, 
siting dans I ’̂ erlque entre le Nouveau Mexique et la mer 
glaciale. He omits from his new book the most interesting
part of his former volume, the anthropological account of 
the customs of the Indians® Instead, he adds a brazen
dedication to the King of Great Britain, William III:

’’Having lived eleven years15 in Northern America,
I have had the opportunity to penetrate farther into 
that unknown, continent than any before me; wherein 
I have discovered new countries, which may be justly 
called the Delights of the New World.1' He adds that 
his sole purpose is to ”. . . serve as guide to your 
subjects, to carry into those regions the light of 
the gospel and the fame of your heroic virtues. My 
name would be blessed amongst those nations, who live 
without laws and religions . . . and they would have 

■ the happiness of being converted to the Christian • 
faith, and the advantage of seeing at the same time 
their fierceness and rude manners softened and

15
A voluntary mistake, for Hennepin lived six years 

in America.
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civilized by the commerce of a polite and generous
nation, ruled by the most Magnanimous King in the 
world®”

Three pages of such bombastic flattery follow.
Patriotic motives were not very powerful in. that age, .least 
of all in the heart of the Recollect Friar, for William III 
had been at war with France, Hennepin1 3 first adopted 
country, from 1689 to 1697. As for La -Salle, he is mention
ed, only indirectly in the preface as a gentleman who had 
formed great designs upon the mines of the country, and who 
died tragically. The author’a devotion to his friends was 
apparently no stronger in him than his devotion to his 
country.

This second volume, which was reprinted seven times 
in French between 1698 and 1737, also enjoyed the following 
translations: four into Dutch, two into German, one into 
Spanish, and one into English, the last two being abridged• 
The success of the second volume was at least as great as 
that of the first volume, though the work was very inferior 
in merit. It borrowed more than freely from Le Clercq’s 
Establissement de la Foi, which contained Membre’s valuable 
account of La Salle’s voyage of discovery, Hennepin went 
so far in identifying himself with his authority that he 
actually asserted that he had been to the Gulf of Mexico.
He may even have finally believed his own lie, though he 
had stated the contrary in his former and more accurate book.
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Sightfully did La Salle warn his friends in France of
E©Ba@piBiS

On© lias to toot? tola, for ii© will not fail to 
exaggerstt everything; that is in tils character; he 
wre-th too me that he « a  almost burned, when to,® was 
not even in. danger of it; tot h« thinks it is 
honorable to act this way, and lie talks mors in
oo.n formalise with what to© wishes than what ho knows«-1®

leiinepis than seeias too toaoe run into difficulty with 
toll® French authorities sad, to have taken, refuge In the pro
tection of the Pyottirtajato King of England, on whom to® wss m  
rm&j too l@Ti.ah flattery* In 16&S, e.t tftrecht, Hennepin
published a third volume; Ro u tecu Voyage 4*ton mis, plus 
«rani cu© l*larop®. gvec lea reflexions..M.
5 1 e m  dc La Salle our lea a ana A© 3te. Serb®. It toad two 
editions ©ash la French-and Semen, end on® in Butch» The
hook was hastily and clumsily pat together, with «van greater 
borrowings from to© Clereci* On th© strength of that public-
cat ion, toe asked tois s'uparlors to send him again too the Hew 
World, The King of France ordered the governor of Canada to 
fc«v© him errfwVl stou-id to® over land th#r®« It is probable 
that the one*- famous author died in obscurity sosi® years
later. The date and place are not know®.

ith wiiat the 
pat

author
study,

mailto:l@Ti.ah
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since he traveled only in Canada, and from Lake Superior 
and Lake Ontario to Lake Peoria (Fort Ci4vecoeur). His 
explorations did not reach much farther south than the 
Illinois Elver, and his capture by the Sioux prevented his 
taking part in the descent of the Lower Mississippi to what 
is today called Louisiana®

Hennepin, however, popularized the name "Louisiana" 
through the publication of his first volume® His second 
volume gives a complete (if often unreliable) account of the 
course of the Mississippi, of the climate of the country, 
arid of the customs of different tribes of Indians® Many of 
the passages written by Hennepin about the calumet, the 
buffalo, the flora of Louisiana, the superstitions of the 
natives, their religious or irreligious attitude, are typical 
of all 'French Literature of travelers in the seventeenth 
century.

Throughout his writings the reader is always conscious 
of the intruding personality of the Recollect Missionary, 
who certainly knew nothing of Pascal’s precept that "le moi 
eat h&i'ssable"* La Salle’s merit suffers in comparison with 
his owni the daring plans, the original conception of the 
discovery of the Mississippi are presented as his own. 
Hennepin’s competence, indeed, extended to the most varied' 
realms; for according to him, he was an explorer, a priest, 
a leader, a diplomat with savages, a geographer, and even a
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pioneer in the science of ethnology, for he asserted that
1 9the word nCanada” comes from the Spanish ”11 capo di Nada” 

the name given, by the Spaniards to that country which they 
had discovered first and abandoned because they thought it 
i^orthless® Indeed, little credence can be given to his 
boasting assertions. Even if contemporary evidan.ce did not 
deny his claim to the discovery of the great River, the mere ' 
clumsiness of his lies, the insistence math which he hammers 
them info u s , would point to an uneasiness in the man who 
knew that while the truth may he uttered once, a lie requires 
more insistent repetition. Several times in his A New Dis
covery he fakes pains to assert: "I was the first European 
who discovered the course of the Meschaslpi, and the delicious 
country about it, so all others have seen nothing but what 
I had seen before.” Hennepin at least understood the great
ness of the discovery of La Salle, and realized that posterity 
would consider that first descent of the mighty river a high 
claim to glory.

As a geographer, Hennepin had only vague conceptions. 
The map which he affixed, to the original edition of the 
Description de la Loulsiane is singularly blank as to what 
is to he found south of Fort Orevecoeur. ”La Loulsiane” is 17

17A Hew Discovery, Chapter XII. Hennepin, a Spanish 
subject, might at least have written ”E1 cabo de”.
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printed there in capital letters, and the distance between 
the Illinois River and the Gulf of Mexico is about one 
third of what it should be. In his second volume, in which 
he assumes an even more boastful tone he asserts that he 
can. solve trie vexing question of the northwest passage to 
China and Japan, All efforts have failed before his, but 
’*1 know well what I say . . . By the help of my discovery, 
and the assistance of God, I doubt not to let all Europe see
that a passage may still be found thither, and that an easy

IP ■one too.** '
His remarks on the climate of the part of the .American 

continent, where he had actually traveled, are no less positive, 
and no more trustworthy* He asserts that the winter is no 
more severe in the Illinois country than in Provence, In 
'the winter of 16*79, the snow stayed on the ground for twenty 
days, but the Indians had never before experienced such a 
severe winter. Again, he maintains in his A New Discovery 
that "the hardest winter lasts not above two months in this 
charming country; so on the fifteenth of January there comes a 
sudden thaw which made the rivers navigable, and the weather so
mild as it is in the middle of Spring*„¿0

18A. Hew Discovery, Thwaites* Edition, I, p, S69.

•^Description of Louisiana, Cross translation, p. 78. 
SO,A New Discovery, Thwaites* Edition, p. 170,
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Hennepin’s accounts are chiefly valuable, however, 
as early evidence of the wonder and envy with which the 
first European travelers looked at the valley of the Miss
issippi. Although the facts used "by the author are often 
second-hand, he does record a. wealth of information con
cerning Louisiana and its inhabitants during the seventeenth 
century®

The virtues of other missionaries whose names are 
associated with the discovery of the Mississippi Valley 
(from Father Marquette to Zenobe Membre and Christian 
Le Glereo) may redeem the lack of Christian humility as 
well as other faults for which the Flemish Recollect, now 
'honored as a pioneer and a hero in Minnesota, had 'been 
blamed. ■

Father Zenobe Membre does not appear in too favorable
a light in Hennepin*s works. What is even more disconcert
ing, this faithful companion of La Salle has also been 
harshly treated by serious historians of the Wrench ex
plorations in Americas Parkman, Shea, and even. Thwaites. 
D'Iberville deals with him in. a severe and unjust manner 
"as a liar who has disguised everything,w merely because of 
his own discovery that he could not rely upon some geographi
cal indications given by Membre/,
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A. recent exhaustive study by Fa trier Eabig, solidly 
based on documents, has, .however, vindicated Membre^ s 
claims to fame»-"“ Thanks to Father Babig*s work, Membre
can now be given his proper place among seventeent h-century 
explorers and among -French writers on Louisiana» Like 
Hennepin and Le Olercq, also Recollects, Membre* came from 
the Spanish province of Artois, which France annexed in 
1659» In June, 1675, he left with Hennepin, Le Olercq, and 
another missionary for New France» After a stay of some 
years in the region of the Great Lakes, he was sent to the 
country of the Illinois, where he observes the Indians of 
that region very carefully ana tried to learn, their dialect» 
He was rather critical of their many vices and faults. In 
1680j his companion, Father Ribourde ,  was murdered by the 
'Indians as he was saying his prayers in a solitary forest. 
Grief-stricken and disheartened, Father Membre then paddled 
up the Illinois River, and returned to Canada.

Upon Lis arrival. La Salle, who was preparing his •• 
second expedition, selected Membre as one of the twenty- 
three Frenchmen who were to accompany him® In 1682, they 
reached that part of the country occupied by tribes of the 
North. He was equally pleased with the Taensas tribes

v t ■ ■
w-i¥arion A. Habig, O.F.M., The Franciscan Here 

Marquette. A Critical Biography of Father Zeiiobe Membre, 
O.F.M., New York, 1954® .. ’ ' * ’ ~ ~
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which lie met farther south (in the present parish of Tensas, 
in the Louisiana of today)* Father Membre7 comments upon 
the much higher level of civilization to he found among 
the southern tribes of Indians, especially the Natchez.
With the rest of La Salle's party, he reached the sea at 
the mouth of the Mississippi in April, 1682. His name is 
second on the "proces verbal" of the occupation of Louisiana 
which was drawn up by La Salle's notary. The return journey 
was a painful one for the Franciscan. He arrived in Quebec 
just in time to leave on a boat sailing for France. He 
reached France in the same year (1682/ and in an official 
report written in 1683, was•the f irst to make known there 
the course of the Mississippi. He retired quietly to his 
monastery in Flanders, not leaving France again until 1685*

At that time La Salle was organizing a new expedition 
in which lie included three Sulpioians and three Franciscans® 
Zenobe Membr^ was superior of the latter group. The story 
of the ill-fated voyage to the Gulf of Mexico, of the quarrel 
between La Salle and. Beaujeu, does not have to he retold here. 
Misfortune and. death hovered over the unhappy. survivors at 
Fort Saint Louis in Texas• Hembre’s task was to console the 
sick and bury the dead• He tried to make life more pleasant 
for his weary companions, as Joutel's Journal relates, by 
planting, a garden and growing vegetables for them® He even 
hunted buffaloes, and was more than once gravely injured by
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the fierce animals, which, unless shot in the spine, are 
able to attack the hunter even when badly wounded. La Salle’s 
tragic assassination occurred in 1687. Membra7 and several 
of the colonists left at Port Saint Louis mere murdered by 
the Karankawa Indians, probably in 1589«

lather Memore has left a ¿journal of his expeditions 
from 1678 to 1682, published in Le Clereq. fs Ltablissement de 
la fol (1691)* Le Clereq. gives the beginning only in an 
abridged form; he gives Membre’s complete account only from 
the establishment at Fort Orevecoeur, that is, from February, 
1680. However, there are some omissions concerning the 
period from June, 1681, to November of that year. When he 
departed for Europe in 1682, the good Franciscan Father had 
left a copy of his journal in Quebec. It was later published 
by Father Le Clereq., in 1691. Father Membre’s document, 
presented to his countrymen in 1683, is entitled'. Relation 
de la decouverte de 1’embouchure de la rivière Mississippi.
His claim to a modest niche among the French writers on 
Louisiana rests upon this account.

Comparative accuracy and reliability are the main 
qualities of Father Membre*s writings, as far as both history 
and literature are concerned• He makes no attempt to adorn 
the truth; he never tries to give a preeminent place to his 
feats, nor does he let his own personality obtrude itself 
in the course of his narrative. His never-failing devotion
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to La Salle, which fee expresses very warmly more than once,
ip o

is ills greatest virtue ♦iJf" His tone throughout is grave and 
religious. He refrains from exalted flights of rhetoric 
even when his party reaches its long-desired goal, the Gulf 
of Mexico®

Father Membre pays little attention to picturesque 
details or to the beauty of the virgin soil of America,
Had not the .Franciscan missionary to watch every stroke of 
his paddles, every move of the .Indians, every plant lie 
touched lest it he poisonous? What struck him most vividly 
in the Mississippi Talley was the fertility of the soil, 
the luxuriance of the flora, and the great number of fish 
in the lakes and rivers®

It is rather difficult to judge Father Membre’s 
’accounts of his experiences from a literary point of view, 
since there exists only alleged quotations from his work and 
the lengthy summary left by a fellow Franciscan, Piety was 
more conspicuous in the missionary than literary enthusiasm. 
He presents the few details that he gives concerning the 
Indians in a very dry and matter-of-fact way. His style 
is characterized by short, disconnected sentences, for 
Membre tries in no way .to make his account vivid or striking.
The following lines, faithfully translated by J , iliea,

'Tlembre in Le Cleroqfs Etabl Is semen 1 1 111, p. 157.
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are a fair example of his prose:
Ttie greater part of these tribes make their cabins 

of mats of flat rashes sewed together double® They 
are tall of stature, strong and robust, and good 
archers. They had as yet no firearms; we gave some 
to a few. They are wandering, idle, fearful and 
dissolute, almost without respect for their chiefs; 
irritable and thievish. * . . They are lewd, and 
eves, unnaturally so, having boys dressed as women, 
destined only for their infamous purposes. They •
are very superstitious, although they have no 
religious worship. They are, moreover, great 
gamblers like^all the Indians in America that I am 
able to k n o w 3

It seems, however, that Membre was keenly attracted 
by the territory of the Southern Mississippi. The Missionary, 
rarely sensitive to beauties of the country, goes so far as 
to use the adjective ’’beautiful” to describe the region 
•around the Mississippi. The soil Is good, he says, and ”the 
banks full of canes until you reach the sea, except in 
fifteen or. twenty places where there are very pretty hills, 
and spacious, convenient landing places. The inundation 
does not extend very far, and behind these drowned banks you 
see the finest country in the world.” This for a seventeenth 
century writer, was, Indeed, the highest praise.

Sven the Indians of Southern Louisiana are more hand
some-, civil, liberal, and of a gay humor In comparison with.

1381,
p  >;i

'Tie Clercq, First Establishment, 
II, pp. 134-155.

New/York, J. Shea,
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the Illinois or with, the Iroquois, The animals are not 
cruel or "formidable to man". The cattle are big and easy 
to domesticate. The trees are huge and well suited for' 
shipbuilding; hemp is plentiful for making rope, and tar 
could he made remarkably near the sea.

As for religious matters, however, Membre7 is not 
hopeful. He does not tell of wholesale conversions, such as 
the desalts were fond of reporting in their accounts,» "These 
Indians are in a deplorable state of blindness, and there Is 
little hope of ever converting them to the true faith,"

Father Christian Le Clercq. does not deserve an im
portant place in this study, since he never saw Louisiana and 
never actually wrote about It himself. Born In Bapaume 
around 164-1, he belonged to the same group of Recollects 
as Hennepin and Membre. When he arrived in New France in 
1673 and was given charge of the church of G-aspe7, he took 
his work seriously, studying the language of the G-aspesi&ns, 
and translating the Lord* s Prayer in hieroglyphics to make 
It accessible to them«»

Father Le Clercq returned to .France in 1687, where 
he retired to a Franciscan Convent at Leus. In 1691, he 
published two books in Paris: Hourelle Relation de la 
Gaspesle and Premier Etablissement de la Foi dans la nouvelle
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Francee The first work, which concerns only Canada, is 
ascribed entirely to Le Clercq* The second one has a long 
sub-title, in which the name of Louisiana occurs. A map is
included, advertised as "Carte general© de la Nouvelle France 
ou est eomprls isicw la Louisiane, Gaspesie et le-'nouveau 
Mesique, avec leg ties Antilles." Apparently, the book had 
only a moderate success; it was not translated. The Journal 
des Savants for February, 1692, devoted a few words to it. 
Arnauld utilized it in his attack on the Jesuits in Morale 
Pratique des Jesuites.

It contained some violent attacks upon the Jesuits, and, 
therefore, they must have done all they could to suppress 
it or to disparage its contents,, Charlevoix, early in. the 
eighteenth century praised the book as "generally well 
written".

A great deal of the book is of dubious authorship. 
The names of many writers have been suggested,25 (including 
Count Frontenac, Pere Caron, Nicolas Denip and Father 
Leteune) as having collaborated or as having interpolated 
chapters, but without any definite proof. It Is evident, 
however, that the whole of Chapter XV is a vary partial 
attack on the Jesuits and their boastful accounts. The

25By Margry 
Douay and Hennepin (following in that respect Aaastase

and by J. G, Shea.
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author, writing in a much more vehement and sarcastic tone 
than Le 01ereq, ridicules the Jesuit claims of wholesale 
conversions, of Indiana who have become pious, of savage 
girls writing from the depths of the forests to the Ursuline 
Sisters, expressing their regrets because they are not able to 
go to confession ever;/- fortnight* Obviously, this is an echo 
of the attitude of the civil authorities of New France toward 
the Jesuits® .

Although Le Glercq. did not accompany La Salle on his 
expeditions to Louisiana, he has, in the second volume of his 
Hew BstablIshment, published long extracts from Membre’s 
diary. In Chapter 2XST, he -seems to have compiled the record 
of La Salle’s adventures at St. Louis Bay. In Chapter 7X7, 
he borrows again from Father Anastase Douay, who was an eye 
witness to the unfortunate ending of La Salle’s expedition.

That account, quoted from Douay’s diary, is fairly 
vivid and well told® The details and difficulties of La '
Salle’s party are reported with humor; the account of La 
Salle’s death, is deeply moving. However, the passage, ■ 
extending over fifty pages, has little claim to an enviable 
place in literature of Louisiana. Joutel’s account is both, 
fuller and more impressive. On the whole, Le Cl ere q.’ s 
lengthy volumes deserve to be remembered as the only source 
of both Membre’s and Douay’s records concerning Louisiana, and 
of La Salle’s adventures in the Southern Mississippi Talley®



CHAPTER III

WARRIORS M D  MjSN OIF ACTION

SuEMARY
to nt y f a daring seventeenth century adventurer in 

America. His ancestry and early life. His travels and ex 
periencea with La Salle and his party„ Joins D’Iberville 
in Biloxi. Tontytcj two memoirs. His place in French 
literature of Louisiana. Importance of Joutel’s account 
of La Salle’s last expedition, Jean Cavelier, Nicolas 
de La Salle, Mathieu Sagean.

It was natural for missionaries to keep a. record of 
their experiences in the strange wilderness they were explor
ing, the inhabitants of which they were trying, with little
immediate success, to convert to Christianity, Priests and 
dignitaries of the church are numerous in seventeenth 
century French literature, from none too humble Cardinal de 
Rets to Bossuet and Malebranche; but adventurers and warriors, 
unless they are Caesars or Napoleons are less prone to record 
the tales of their deeds, They leave it to poets or histo
rians to transmit the memory of- their greatness to posterity. 
It is to be regretted that Tonty11 s adventures inspired .no 
poetic pen, for next to his chief, La Salle, and to the 
brilliant naval commander, B tIberville, Tonty is probably 
the most daring and heroic figure in the epic of the French 
in America under Louis XIY. Because of his human understand
ing and his humble devotion both to M s  commander and to his
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U'

purpose f Tonty perhaps is a more appealing character than
the proud and stern figure of La Salle, One of his American 
biographers ranks him among "the Titans who with courage and 
manly fortitude forever strive against the decrees of the 
ods."1 In simpler terms, the missionary St, Cosmo, who 
traveled under his escort in 1699, calls him "beloved by all 
the voyagers —  the man who best knows the country. Be is 
loved and feared everywhere." •

Yet little is known of this hero, since lie hardly re
vealed enough of himself in his writings to justify his 
being included among the literary pioneers of Louisiana.
Like a few other eminent figures of the seventeenth century, 
Tonty was an Italian who chose to adopt France as his 
count Tv.*' His father, a Neapolitan banker, had been iorced to 
take refuge in Paris after an insurrection in his native city, 
He offered a plan of life Insurance, the Tontine, to the 
shrewd Mazarin. .It failed, and ne was- put into the Bastille. 
Nevertheless, his son, Henri, born In 1650, entered the

"0* 3. Seed, Masters of the Wilderness,■p. 108.

&The most helufuT general account of Tonty Is to be 
found in the Hartman'Club Papers, pp. 37-58. The author 
is Henry 2. Legeer. See also Charles B. Reed, Masters of 
the Wilderness , pp, 95-139, and Edmund Robert Murphy,
Henry de Tonty, Fur Trader of the Mississippi.
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jjrencn .army, in which he proved a courageous soldier. In
the battle of Lebisso, in Sicily, Tonty lost his hand. It 
was replaced by an iron hook. That iron hand, coupled with
a will of steel, was soon to make him. legendary among the
natives of North America, in 1678. he was recommended to 
La Salle by the Prince of Conti, and at once he gained the 
Adsting inendsnip and esteem of the great explorer. He
sailed for Canada and was soon placed in command of Fort 
Crevecoeur. One hardship followed another; his men deserted 
and he was wounded by the hostile Iroquois; yet his indomita. 
ble will never weakened. In 1681, he left with La Salle on. 
his great voyage of exploration, reached the Mississippi, 
passed the mouth of the Missouri, and beheld the powerful
river and the vast, strange country which it drained. In 
1682, alter crossing the marshy lakes of the south, and the
blue waters of the Gulf of Mexico, they reached the Delta.

La Salle having become ill on the return trip, Tonty 
was the first to announce to Frcntenac, in Quebec, the news 
of the momentous discovery of a. vast country, which had been 
named Louisiana. He then founded the famous Fort St. Louis
among tiie Illinois Indians, where he spent many years of his
life, .Meanwhile, La Salle returned to the Gulf of Mexico 
on aixs iaual expedition. Later, the loyal Tonty descended 
the river to join m s  cnief and friend, hoping to find him



alive. After a futile search, he left a letter"for him with 
an. Indian, chief,6 and returned to his fort, but case down • 
the river again in 1689 to rescue the survivors of La Salle’s
party-.in Texas. .This time he reached a. spot a few miles 
from the place where La Salle had been murdered, and after '• 
innumerable perils,, returned -once more to Ills fort among the ' 
Illinois. . . ■ '

In 1700.,' Tonty 'went down to Biloxi to help the new ' 
french hero, D ’Iberville, The one-armed man. proved, to be 
the most valiant fighter In the. war against the 'Indians.
In .1704, however, a vessel brought yellow fever to the colony, 
and Tonty,. having nursed, some of the sick, fell a prey- to the 
disease. His remains lie in Old Biloxi, y in that southern •
soil which he had been one of the- first to explore and to ' 
assist in settling, ■ ■ . '

' The main - events -of Tonty1 s career,' and the heroic , 
qualities of the man, are hardly adequately depicted in ■ 
French writings concerning Louisiana,. Is for the few authen
tic pages left by Tonty, they are the terse reports of a 
military pen and betray their origin just as do the pious
■accounts of the missionaries, On the whole, however, Tonty’s 
narrative is charming,. simple, discreet,' and unassuming. :

3 . ■ ' ■ ■ ■■ ■''The Chief of the Bayagoulas who, strangely enough,
fourteen years later, gave the letter to D’Iberville, .
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which are, • ; :;••<.■ i * . }.'■ .in'a re iris i,.> the French' ffavy ■
hepartafienf r.a Lio t r u it  Loo» n  .".■T.aJ :i in  tin an f  of. La Salle.' ■

in 1686-1689.■ Itit to till? .modam reader the matter' of fact -
■directness of. the solAIer la .a; relief . from M m  long ant , 
ragnt details ¿©und in t i m oemshenhth- century' llteratair© ' I . 
of t?eTOl,: V . . ■ ; op- ;■ 'T'e'e If. . "p , 1 ' . .. . ■

: Tonty. was with T© .Tall# -during, the- years 1678^1685 s- '
He told the story of thn„r- five ye- rs In ; ■■ e-s: ir '-Tittea,' ■ 
ill 1684* ■ - It WI8, O'.:, O.nv* at, 1 .uobcc, cl-:-tel 'r.-y/arih©r id, 1684»
a.M is a M r ©  so3©d t- . V.-r i civ ad;-t, '• ho Pod • i otol V-uity®
Tit- VsO.'l 00 r:„t.-rji Py a- op ¡r. Vp  ¡Jr t v - , • • - m  ■ /■
ora invert- 0 c'Vl '<rfP ̂̂ii.i *?, f ' P'P # . ■ .- - - . ; ■
' Testy ithen Frot© n »©solid pi itaair: Meittoinoi ejavot-e' ext.
Vj-J a V..-....1.—/ ~j. : .1. „ s ,■ o, . o L, ■ . J  , , or * 6' . ’silo on
P7'V, 1 1 „> ■ at , s U  jlair po ■ 1./* IT a
i 1 .it, ■ ' i i, r ‘©; 'a , ..j : \ s' fo't-L c . L ’1 '.'w .
”OfOP t *. , ’„cl >> .'ra,rv Li _ l - oi; h i '©©' ;.' i ©' !i es
Lipd 1.t oo.. ' Lip .oFVio . IpLlabsIrc do la irj;ncp dan© Ion mws
cJ'uLre -©» 1 i « L— ̂ O 18 . ■ ■ ... .. - ■ /

■ ■ ' ■ Fp 1,. ..-. .,. :1- :■ "‘» ill, f'-ro <:Lc basis of a Fork nufelisfeect



in 169? mhieh. Tonty refuse? to .aofcnowledge as- ills omit , .
Dernieres lJeooiiTortes.aa.a3 ltiurt/r:Hine:'seiptentr.ion&le de M, 
cie La Salle. -It is- much more literary in its style an? '' 

presentationy and resembles■in no way tie restrained brerity 
of ' an.. officer* s diary X ■ This Tolume, ypompous .and often ■ 
inaccurate, appeared in an English .translation, in .'.1698. A 
copy is in tee Bibliothegue. ifrcional fri Paris®: 1 Tonty ■■■ 
disatouecl ..the .latter, work repeatedly,' and a.ftribute? It,. : , 
gays Charlevoix/ .to some ^Parisian adventurer" olio ranted 
to mats money by such spurious or exaggerated publication, 
finally, 3 long-and. interesting .letter by. Tonty, written- at 
Missilimakinae.s 'hilly £5}. 1682-, was' published in BapIgX Book

1

' v.-« A -  •; <r-j “  -«a, g- ,v, .... >, ,... X  v.n f  t f>, 'p-*P I -  A'\ ? 7 p ]'-> c:, Tf .o 'p  A A" p: In  1 c> •;
1/Oil - t l.i--.r..ch.p„ hi O i l  L- ?, i t -  hi vDz.in to ?  i ln V  X  v==J. A- i t  u  \ i  h i l l  Ky- w i  X  u-'-A ;-r,,h u„- mo,

aniaaux .o'- ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ .1 ■
. ■ Such an affected style ■'■■and iriTQlTed feeling for
"Menseanoes**: ar© far remcrea from Tonty:i s maimor®

? 'Charlevoix,, Bistolre d,e la foutelle france,■■ II, p®
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The warrior, Maty, arrays on the alert for the. ■
rreaoiierous attempts of the Indians against the French' ox
- ' Q ■ . ' ■ , -pIorersM nevertheless observed, the country and its inhabitants

as did any early traveler in the Mississippi Valley. -The .
northern part of that country soon to be called Louisiana
struck .Mm with wonder and joy. , ■ .

■ lie country is as. charming, as can be; it is made '
. up of endless plains adorned with clusters of trees';

several unknown fruits grow there; one finds..there ' .
the first wile;, puff aloes, called. Sibola by the 
Spaniards,»,, The savages are very handsome, Their ■
huts are made of woven rushes. They are the best runners in Imerioa.iO. . . ■ . 1 ■

farther south, the country becomes more marshy, and the . 
paddling, obstructed by reeds and bushes, is often difficult. 
Yet, even there, Tonty is inclined to look on the bright side 
of things® Eis serene good temper is never disturbed or■ 
ruffled by minor unpleasant incidents of the trip. He writes

igp C..F.M,The' Franciscan fere Marquette 
of father

, 'Monty relates (Mangy, Ip p. 586} in-the simplest style
how- an Indian drew .near him on some .friendly pretense, and '■ 
si,abooci o.iia in one enosf, another one held a. knife over his- 
head, and from time to time, touched M s  hair as if to behead 
Mm, "The greatest hope'1 could cherish M' writes Tonty, Mas 
that they^would break my head Instead of burning me aliveM 
inrcmgn m s  presence of■ mind and daring courage, he-, succeeded 
in'intimidating them., • He withdrew’ to'tend his wound, .

10 ■" ' ' ■ ' . .Margry, I, p. 582, . .



that behind the screen of reeds and wild bushe.s which grow 
on the bands of ,fla Grand© Kiriere’" there: are -beautiful...- .. 
trees', such, as laurels, and palms, 'and many, others bearing' ■ 
fruit, such as the mulberryn o-Behind 'these, ■ are' meadows ' 
with wild, beasts j some of' amich could be domesticated, , ' 
nThe land ts-mam el ousg1 concludes Tonty 5' '"and iiv some :
■ villages', the "Indians1 ■ corn ripens in forty days,
. ■ "Tonty'seemed, to. possess that human-quality; of under
standing which La. Salle hacked. -. He .--displays it in his' : ' . 
^description of the Indian tribes--and in' his 'dealings '.with ' 
them. Several of. these tribes, • especially those 'in the ■. ■ .
southern part of the' Missiasippi halieyy win his praise, he,̂  
Lag, as he says> nfort homiestes" or-"fart : civile si hf Tonty’s 
reception by the chief of the Tae.nsa.s--constitutes."on© .of the 
narrative passages' in the literature written by.french ■
travelers in, Louisiana»-"“ The details, the attitude of the 
Chief f.s attendants,, the architecture- of the hut and its'. ■ "
furnishings p are 'described, by Tonty with a lceen eye for .the 
concrete and a total absence of literary adornment, ' Tonty 
is not very .curious about the' Indians- and their religion';' he

'^Ihid., r . 61S,

■x Ibid'.pp. 600-601.



does not try to analyze their psychology, he 'treats then 
as children, and yet as fellow-beings with a firmness . 
tempered with gentleness anti sympathy. ■ a ■ 1  . ■

Tonty mentions discreetly.the many hardships which 
la Salle’s, men. endured, The descent, oflthe Great.Elver' . 
appears to him as a most natural and simple undertaking, 
■For .several days the travelers had nothing "to eat but.wild 
garlic* They happened to find.the skin and four legs of 
a deer which wolves .had just eaten. nWe feasted 'upon 
that," says dont y simply, A fear ro lien tramp k ins w, ms all 
they had to eat for the newt few clays.-L̂  -But Tonty's- 
'good temper never failed him, There sere many deserters 
among' their companions; even, thé missionaries could not 
conceal their ■ discouragementBut their hardships were 
soon- forgotten'-when better times came, arid, their hunting 
provided them plentifully with, food, ■ . .. . ■ ' ■

The longest and .fullest account of La-dalle’s last 
expedition, to Louisiana was 0my.tt6n. b3r Henri. .Toutel. By 
no .means a literary masterpiece, it is, however, 'not only

it . ■ ■ ■ ■- " Tbid, . pp. 589-590. - ' .
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the most valuable historically(xi£ but .distinctly the most 
readable of the chronicles concerning. La ...Sail,e. Henri ' 
Joutel is mery little known except-through bis workr .He. 
does' not5 like■ Hennepin, project on Inflated ego into bis 
records; neither.is he, like Tonty a valiant fighter and 
leader of men; 'but Hie accounts bare given, him some tame 
as a chronic!ery and his -writings .are often .piloted today- 
in histories of. La. Salle and other early..'discoverers in 
Louisiana, ■ ' ■ '.

Like not a. few of the. boldest explorers of the new 
world, lout el came from the province of. Normandy-.. He was 
born In Rouen, probably between 1.643- and. 1645. lout el's 
father had been.the gardener of La Salle's uncle. .loutel 
served in the army Hfor sixteen or seventeen years.}n as. . 
■he writes in his - Journals and was> therefore, no. longer - 
a: young man when he heard of .La 3allefs voyages and volun
teered to take■ part in. them. ' ■ ■ ' f ■'
■ Next ■ to nothing, is known■ of tils training. He .¡mist 

have had a fair degree of education, for h© smites with 
clarity, end .seems to have- earned the respect of hia eon™
■ temporaries., Although kiiu military talents were evidently 
not comparable to those of Tonty,'he apparently enjoyed-

14. ■ \. biiori is the opinion of nargry f Lauvriere-, rar.kman
and other historians. ' ' . .



Is balìe An .oeniiden-.ee, and wrs appoint eel by . him ". h ..
:'È Intenda'rhn .of the 'party. In. this 'capacity-, he'.ox as in' ■ ...
.charge ■ of all the ad.min.ie tra tire retails, the supplies , ...and 
other practical eia tiers „ ■ is - • . 00 her,- An. liked by
overgone, his task, ras rorobablly to. temper the asperities- V
of his .chief. alleviate the hardships^ to provide - io.r
the comfort.-5'“ of . the expedition, and, to. keep os. faithful 
record of ©renta. ■ ■■ . ' . : ' .

It is clear' from his i'ournal that Joutel ess both
discreet ana modest, to ras not'ambitious, and does not ' ■ 
seam . to hare sought or enere iaecl authority a As long. as-. .
La Salle lived, the figure ajad personality of. the leader 
■overshadowed that of his Norman compatriot. . After the .. ■■■
murder of la-Salle, Joutel continued- courageously the work ' 
of his chief ,- but committed the grane mistake-of concealing ■ 
Le Salle* a-death from Jonty, ami their Canadian friendsthus., 
condoning the deception practiced by his companion, the Abbs' 
Cavelier3 a brother of the explorer.. : . ■ .

utter-La Salle's death., Joutel returned'to fueteo . 
af ter.a long and hazardous Journey, then left America-for 
good.t apparently without regret. He settled in koueri ond .

. . 1 r . ■ . ' ■■ ‘"'"Of course, mAorifurim mam coicoieuously absent .ip, ■
the terni.ble hardships'endured, by :th.ess ■ pioneers in 'unlmown. 
lands. ' ' ' ■ ■ ' ■ : ■ .-■■■■



lived there quietly:. ''Lleureux. fui co.name' IJIysss a. .fait uric 
h.uu ■. •■t /■ ■if he ras still alive. iim lfESp.. for: Charlevoix. ■ 
visited hia* ' ■■ ■ ■ , ; .-..i- . : ■' . 1 : ' ■:
' ' foutel apparently, vas appointed the official okistcriaii
of La Salle's. 1684H6B7 expedition., i.t any. rate, .he. eon- . 
sidered himself. as'-such from. the';first and tolerated no '' .
rival., for when .he discovered one-'daŷ  in ihe.wilds of,Texas1, 
that Father Marinins had' written memoirs in. which he' judged ■ 
La halle’s conduct adversely, he -seined and turned them.^ .
Inert he. wrote falo Journal, he discreetly censured other y 
historians of: the expedition,-re Glerc.p especially u1" who', 
claimed to owe hie information to ihther-..ÍD.a3tasí'us.. ̂ idiitel- 
contendsin a hardly . convincing' argument, that the .,
iecollet father was never sean taking..no tes on the expedí-“ ■ 
tíon. AÍ:3 Joutel himself took notes; diligently, The. begin- , ; 
niiig of .his fonmal is acourate.,. -containing many datesh' he ■ 
lost home of pis notes,, and .-admi-ts that, he. is. less exact in 
'the latter part of his wr it in gs ,~L̂  .However,. he never distorts

16

p. 110.

loutelf' o Journal, hi.It, Itilea hd.ition5.p. HE.

a. note to ills lour nal, given'. In

In a-note given in 1orgryp 111. p. 190.
ISjhargryp III, p, 16S,



the truth in the fashion, of .Father Fennipiri. . ' ■ ' ■
. J. out els u ou.rn.aI vms published'long 'after the ezpe-
dition l in. 1713 to' he precise), in: the form, of a resiuae by 
hi de. Michel, also claims'to' hare MrMthcailsecM it, and ■ 
advertises it in' the quaint seventeenth century fashion; ■
.-Many adventures, most' of which ore tragic, will please . 
the curious reader; and adore all he mi IT' admire the pro-, 
taction-of. Divine hroviden.ee, in preserving that small' ... 
company throughout those .vast regions and among so many 
barbarous nationuM In. spite of those who call loutel'a . 
'dreamer or, an. impostor, Michel praises his Journal ss a .
vindication, of La 3all©,s character . and enterprise. J out el

.,20however, complained to Charlevoix~'u that the. publisher of" 

Mis tournai mas most unfaithful. ■ To. the,modern reader this 

accusation seems true., Michel*a summary ; is . incomplete anti 

inaccurate, os hater'research has'proved. A geographer! 

Claude DelislOj made another ' summary of the game Journal in 

which he adds some details riot given by Michel. Margry has 

consulted this unpublished second resuiuem Moreover, Margry 

has published in the third volume of his Decouvertes et . ■ . 

Ihablls.seiiients des français fpp. 89-53.3î ; a maimscfipt copy

■'.'Margry, i 3 Introduction,- p,
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'■ Unlike Tcmty end the missionaries mentioned In this 
study,. tout el did not descend the 'Mississippi to., its- mouth, . 
but arrived by-sea on the expedition, during which.La Salle. . 
■and his naval-. commanders.' Bea.u.jeu, quarreled/. continually* eg 
they 'wandered about in the wild and marshy region around .the; 
Gulf of .Menicol Geography was mob then a highly ■ developed ;' 
science* and these hardy explorers had learned' neither .to ' 
notice'nor to'record exact descriptions. Besides traveling 
slowly* as 'they did, 'by canoe or>. by foot p they could- not see 
as a vito-ie the- main features of ,a geographical region as 
modern observers do. ■ Therefore,-no accurate.data concern-
jpg' the regions '.explored,' their soil, .their appearance* ■ 
their .characteristics, as distinct from, those' of adjacent- 
but differing area-s are found ■ either in Tout el* s record: 
or .in any other travel or* a .account' gt early America-,.. . ;

loutel’a aesthetic 'descriptions of the country- are 
expressed in the some vague and general style, which ■ ' 
.characterizes most of. the accounts' of other seventeenth .
century visitors bo' 'Meries ■» Mis; diction .being that of a- ■ 
good ninteride..rrtdf and, not of a poet, the region is repeatedly 
termed mine'1’ or pfbeautiful pi especially where there are 
rivers, brooks .and.. peadors ■ which .attract, the attention of.- 
the observer. M s  belles prairies, do belles futaies, de 
beaux o/ij-brages“ 'are his1 favorite empress ions , ■ home-.of M s
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statements * 'however,. are .more precise. The following pas
sages, in 'the conversational-, flattering style of Joutel.- 
are typical examples of his appreciation of nature-: ' ' .

■ Vers l’est et le .sud-est, tirant .vers', la "baie 
et la. inertie pays est fort beau, et il y a des •••. 
agréments a .la vue-, c’est à dire qu’il ressembl-w ■ 
ait a -des terres peuples-, telles pue l’on voit, . ■ .
par.exemple- dans le pays de Gaux,. avec des 1 ■ ' ■
gentilhommières et des' bouquets d@s bols ,.'.no- '■ ■

■ tammeftt- de chênes de plusieurs especes. Lès . .
' uns, .toujours verts, -ne .'.quittent point leurs 

feuilles; les autres, comme les nS’tres de ' .
Franc®;- h . . il' y en a qui portent des noix. . "
de galle, mais menues- et- en quantité; ils ■ - "

. portent aussi du gland; j’en ai mange'’de fort - ;
. doux.^l ' . ■ ' ■ ■ '■■■■■ .. - ■ ' ' ,.

' ' The practical-minded intendant has a keeireÿe.for
plants and for the products -. of the new'--'.country. Less - '■■■. 
enthusiastic about the wine of America 'than were the mis
sionaries, he prefers to use grape juice in soup or- In ' ■

>i2i ' '”r a g o u t s , He admires the mulberry trees, noting to what 
profitable use they might be put' in raising silk-worms,.' \
The blackberries seem sweeter to him than those he had - ■
.eaten in Normandy. Sorrel, onions;, and other vegetables ■

91 ' ■ '. : . ' ■ '^Margry,. Ill, p. 310, The-chief source of informa
tion concerning I out el’s J pirns a 1 is Margry’s text as. given 
in his Volume III.' -Occasionally, the English translation,, 
published in London by A, Bell In 1714, which has been re- ■■ 
produced- by .Henry Heed Stiles, ■ Jou.tel’s Journal of La Sailed s 
Last Voyage, 1906, will be quoted. There, is practically no 
bibliography on lout el. . ■' ' .

23Ibid., pi 211
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grow In tills fertile soil. Joui el’s painstaking Journal 
would furnish valuable informât ion to anyone interested in'' 
American flora of two or' three centuries ago. He mentions 
many flowers, paying much more attention to their leaves, 
and stalks than to their fragrance or colors.23 When the • 
explorers stayed long enough in one 'place;, Joutel. tried ■ ■ 
his hand at gardening. His record of successes and failures 
is most amusing. Melons- and pumpkins grew na vue d'oeil/* 
but.were as quickly nibbled by-' rabbits; and the only '
pumpkin which he could save, hoping to use its seeds for 
the next year,-was eaten by a larger animal, apparently a : 
crocodile. Huge files and rats devoured his carrots, 
celery, and asparagus. Animals of all kinds, according ' ; 
to the chronicler, were the deadliest foe of man. in this 
virgin country, ' ■. ■ ■
■ Joutel devotes several- pages to the fauna of south"-

ern part of the United States, In the salt water lakes, 
"which he observed closely, he -saw turbots asleep. Aise» ' 
where, eels, oysters, trout, .and other fish-which he 
could not identify by name attracted his attention. Since 
he was in charge of the.supplies .for the. explorers, Joutel

^^However,■Joutel does notice that -some of). the s 
Texas flowers being of different hues, "font- un email très 
agréable quand elles sont fleuries,!i - M.argry, III, p. 215.
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was naturally; interested In devising- culinary -recipes. . .
Eggs of .tortoises served to season the sauces for their' ' 
meals. They, tasted .rattlesnakes, and; found their, flesh ;' 
fairly good! The animals which most interested French . 
explorers in ..America were - the buffaloes., ..which 'they'' hunted ; 
mercilessly. such tales of -hunting and fishing .which-'' oc
cur here and there in lout el* s lengthy ■ Journal : afford a 
temporary relief-from, the sad and tragib story which., he ■ ■
relates. These patient French explorers;tried in'vain to 1 
find the mouth of the Great River where a; few years earlier 
La Salle had proudly planted the arms of .France.' ■ They 
wandered through the forests, at times-" crossing. rivers and ' 
streams in which many of. their boats were 'wrecked and a 
great part of their supplies lost. The men became!dis- ' . ■
couraged, and ill feeling'smouldered In their hearts. . .' ■ 
Several of them deserted, preferring the life of the savages 
to the prospect of the. endless toil which their chief 'im- . 
posed, upon .them* But in spite of all these drawbacks', .'the-'" 
courage of the leaders remained indomitable1.. ; ■ ' .

1 Though lacking In dramatic effect ,;-'.the - account of: ' 
the .wanderings of La. Salle and his companions: on the shores-

J A vivid account of buffalo hunting is given by 
J out el. Margry, III, pp. 197-200.- . ■ : ~ ' •
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of the G-ulf of Mexico is the most mewing part of Joutells ' 
Journal. Yet Jontel is- not blind to his chiefs faults«
He admires La Salle as a leader with a purpose, but he does 
not approve of his' severity, towards his men, nor of the 
fits of sullen temper which he'displayed as one misfortune 
after another baffled his efforts*. •'
. This excessive toil, writes Joutel, the poor sus

tenance which' the laboring men received, and that often •
retrenched as a penalty' for failure, to do their duty'; 
the uneasiness which M., tie La Salle, suffered-upon see» 
ing nothing succeed as'he had hoped,•an. uneasiness to 
which • he often gave- vent in insults to, his men/ when- . 
there was little res son for it; all these things to-
visibly declined, and more than thirty dxou, -. .

Hope of finding l1 the fatal river11 soon dwindled 
among these men, who had little incentive in the hope of 
recognition by. posterity, and who, unlike, soldiers were . 
not trained in discipline and obedience« The. expedition • 
culminated in several tragic events. ■ • . . ' .
.. In January, 1687, La Salle left with a party of . 

seventeen , including - two of his•nephews * • -Father Anastasius, 
the Abbé Cavelier, M s  brother, Durant, .and others. Four 
men, led by Duhaut, went on a hunting trip and killed some 
oxen. La - Salle sent his nephew, Moranget, with, horses, to 
take the meat and'dry it; and when- Moranget, none- too. tact-

get her afflicted very many so painfully

?f> -' ■ J Tile translation, of this quotation is borrowed from
Stiles’ edition, pp. 95-96, ' ■ ' ■
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.fuls berated them for not having, .'dried it sufficiently, ■ 
Duhaut and two' of M s  "companions killed him. ; •

Wli.en Moranget did .not return, La Salle, accompanied 
by Lather Anastasins, went to meet him.' La Salle seemed ■ 
anxious and oppressed by some gloomy- foreboding:

■ When, he came near the. dwelling, of the ..murderers,' 
looking out sharply -to dis cover '• something, he ob
served eagles fluttering about a spot, not '.far- -from- 
them, which made him believe that they had found ' 
some carrion about the mansion *• .-and hé-fired-a. shot* 
which wag thè', signal -of his death and, forwarded it. ,

La. Salle was questing one. of the men, iarcheveque, 
concerning his nephew when Duhaut, the murderer, suddenly ■ 
appeared and- shot M s  leader through the head. . The men 
spared Father Anastagius, who; expected the same fate as he 
hastened back to-'tell the ' tragic tale to lout el. The • 
.murderers then left the naked body of their -victim, among 
the bushes, where it was exposed to -the .wild beasts, and 
soon afterwards joineci the rest '-of the' party. Joutai k 
.expected to be killed also, especially since he.felt it" ' 
hia duty to punish the murderers'. According to' his own 
explanation, however,' he refrained from -doing. so-' upon the 
insistence of La Salle’s brother y the priests who con- . 
tended that- revenge should: -be left-to. God, Undoubtedly ' 
such -behavior■■ on the part - of Abb/. Cavelier and of Joutel.

9  A  . ' - . • ’ -"■'UStiles’ translation, \'p. 134, ■ ■
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lacked courage and frankness. . ' . • .
Their roving life.in the dismal company of the as

sassins makes interesting reading. They' lose their way • 
countless times in the boggy marshes, and even find again 
some of their former companions who had deserted therm to 
adopt the ways of the Indians ,27' La Salle was so feared . 
among the savages that they carefully concealed from them 
the knowledge of his death . The. murderers quarrel among 
•themselves and'kill each other. ' Finally,. however, ¿Tout el 
and a few 'companions reach'the river.which had eluded 
La Salle1 s obstinate and ill-directed, efforts'. ,fIt is a 
very fine river; and •deep.,M- drily notes J out el, !i the, breath 
of it about a Quarter of a league and the stream very, 
rapid.” They go to Fort Louis. of the Illinois -where they ' 
meet. Tohty.in 1668 . Not only do they conceal the news of 
La Salle1 s' death from- him, but Abb^ Cavelier and lout el, 
having borrowed a large sum' of money,- go up to Canada, and 
then to'France, where they arrive■in October. 1688.

P7 _ 'One in particular., a native of Frovence who, wore 
no clothes, and had almost completely forgotten his native 
tongue. . " ■ 1  . ' ■
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• ' Besides Father Bouay and Jtmtel, La Salle’s fruit
less and tragic journey, in search of the mouth of the 
Mississippi had another chronicler, the: explorer’s own 
brother, Lean Cavelier., ■ ; ■ ' 1 : '

Jean Cavelier,, however, has not left a glorious, and
heroic name such as his brother acquired by Ills .indomitable 
will s.nd his unity of purpose. Indeed, his attitude onA" 
more than one occasion was that;of a man inspired by sel
fish greed rather than by piety or devotion to .his'country,
His own narrative reveals very 'clearly his true character, y ' .

He was born in Rouen in 1636, just;.about the time 
that an■illustrious son of that city was writing the heroic 
story of he Gid.- At the, age of'.twenty-two, he entered the;' 
•seminary of Saint Ship ice. At thirty he was sent to New . ,
France as a Sulpioian ■ priest, and was joined-'there by 'Robert, 
the neat, year, .1667» Little is' known of Jean 'Cavelier’s' 
ecclesiastical tasks .in ■ Canada * . 'From 1679 to 1685 he was- 
again in France-;• ' When his then-famous brother, who.was " : ,-
preparing his last voyage to the Gulf of'Mexico, asked for 
priests to go with him", Jean Cavelier was among 'the Sulpi- ■ ' 
elans appointed by their superiors-to Accompany''the explorer.
After La Salle’s death, Cavelier.displayed'unheroic toler-. 
ance towards the. .murderers, As has ' been seen, it was'he ■ 
who prevailed upon Joutel' to leave-the punishment to Goa.-
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and to escape with, him to Illinois and then to Canada> ■ lie ■ ■ 
had nothing of the mystic, nor of: a. Saint''-Francis of Assisi* 
scornful • of material benefits to be - enjoyed- in 'this .world, .
for several years he tried repeatedly to obtain.payment:-of 
large' sums• of. money owed him by his -brother, the explorer.
The latter did not .hesitate»^®: to use the strongest terms 
in alluding to Jean Cavelier* s "treacheryAfter-£.a Salle’s 
murder, the able’s greed and cowardice deceived Tonty and . ■ 
prevented him. from going to the rescue of the expedition- ' 
left at Matagorda Bay, Jean Cavelier secured all'; the money 
he could from Tonty and. returned .to- France., in 1683; but 
instead of going immediately to Paris to organise a .new . 
expedition to save the colonists in-Texas-,, he - wandered 
from -Saiimur toMont .Saint Michel and Rouen , apparently on
pilgrimage, Most likely 'he was attempting to collect 

' ' '89money before the- death of his. brother became, known.
' --When he finally reached the court,.however,'he.did ' 

attempt to persuade-the French; to undertake, a new? expedition 
to Louisiana. Obviously his Memoir-was written -for that 
purpose*- However, he failed" in ills efforts, and died -in 
Rouen: in 1728, - a .wealthy man' at a time when many Frenchmen

' 28See a letter written by: Robert Cavelier to Thou ret
In 1680, published in Margry,- II, p. 87. ... .

■ • ̂ Introduction by. I. D.elanglez to-Cavelier’s'. .. .
Journal, p® 33. . ' ....- ; - - ' .
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had lost fortunes . in their hasty 'speculations on Louisiana's 
deceptive .promises» ■ " p .'. ' ' . ■ ; r ’ '

Ab'bei Jean Cavelier's sole literary work is a journal 
or rather a memoir relating his .-'brother’s- and his own .-ad--.- • 
ventures in 1684-1637» The. work -has'.been''studied- and' dis-.-' 
cussed by .Father Belangles, who iaas edited the manuscript "
■ in an impeccable -manner.*^5 Three' versions' of the. manuscript 
exist; ■ . ■ '. ■ : . . ■ '
. First, a. diary of the 'ill-fated' expedition, or an-' 

account, in the form of. a diary ».'.which, • with its allegedly - . 
precise dates, was' clearly-used by the Abbe7 in order, - to - 
make his account appear more; --authentic, - though, as a matter 
of - fact, 'it was: written long after the events occurred* '-•• ■
Furthermore, a - close .comparison.-with lout el’s more- reliable 
'Journal shows that .Cavelier’s dates are seldom accurate» ■

. Second,a reparti-was written for the minister, ■ • ; • 
•Seignèlay, when. Cavelier realised that M s  first account' • 
did not serve his 'purpose ' of- -persuading, -the French.governs • 
mentto- undertake, a new--, expedition 'to Louisiana♦ This re
port was.purchased in 1854 by'Francis Parkman, and loaned- ' 
"by him' -to 1.« G, Shea . The latter: .published it- in- French :

• In the introduction quoted in the•-previous 'note. ' :
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lacemptelmy sinoe'.it. does mat inolhde; an .account; -of,.fa fella's 
' • • , ■ *'i*?, ■-Hdwever» a t third. tent is ia ©sistene©■* ■

s 'oopy'-cf' afcieh ©ea naci© 'by Intern tnilf nriS. ia ©found in fh© .
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ed... in . go. .souisiDiy I't

'peso., . s o r e-iy "so ■ -'

ouired a modification, of the', first version.' of̂  Cavelierls .- . 

journal 'which. contained .-.idyllic descriptions of. tie' -country5; 

and of ■ Its .trees : and srd.ma.ls* Consequentlyy in order ton

draw-a :picture- of the needy cilscov-ered laud that would be 
more attractive to the .french secretary of the Treasury's ■ '
■Seignelay, supposedly more interested in mines and treasures 
tb.au In .lovely landscapes, Jean Oareiier rsdra-fteci his ■ ■  ̂'
first text! .latter pedanglea .says he "padded it with 
bucolic digressions,, descriptions .. of. a'puerile nature,■ with.' 
tales-of pearfs'and gold-mines A1 . '

As' literature, Cavelier* s' aecoimt ■ la' a dry- and '
soulless record! vague In its descriptions, and devoid, of ,
the truthful and honest, accent which is the charm, of lonty* s.
and Acutelds narrstiveo* ..-here is'a sample of his stylew .

Grossing beautiful plains arid prairies ' . ■ '
■■■ ' stretching-as f ar .as., -til© eye '-.could see, -w© ■ ■ ■ '

found, ss many buffaloes .and young''turkeys. - ' ■ g
■ Sever' have -there been seen ■ ■ ■

'' better and so riant different hinds of fruit,.p .

. '"'’''The lust part' of lean Gavelinr’u memoir as given. . 
in Sbnfgryu, 1X1, on. 595-516, is. a tyo-e of Abe most flatter“-'.
■ . ! j „ . . ■ ; " ■. c - u ■■ ■ ■ i '
to'the'hi ng or to members of the.-nobility, Cavelier en™ .

hi;: Pi.:, vUVl u V - WW ..0 -\r-:> Os jUU- U-WWO/'-L U U U ,  80™
peals for f inancial help-, and' promises to pray hod -daily . 
and eelehrate. innsses for the 'welfare yf his generousorapeaty



■ so a any kinds, of turds an d f crurr-regged .
. ■ ■ nnlaials , ■, , .With, regard to' the ■ ; ■ . I

. . buffaloes , their-, meat is .marvelous'* their.- ' ' f
hide, twice as big as that-of our'french - 

■ oxen, and the wool with, which their: hide ■ '
is cor ere a is exceedingly fine arid 'beauti”-. 
full. / In fine, we had all. the pleasure . ■
a.-Vi v ■.. 1 do ■; AW- 0 h A X hw ! d. © SSelhg .
so. many- beautiful and. curious .things ,;d4' . ■ ■ ' p

.- . ho sense o f  humor, no appreciation of th e  pictures™
quo 3 e n live n s  the d u l l  Pages of Cayeixor.’ s. narrative, . a . ■ 

strange lad of f e e l i n g ,  even, about the tragic death o f  h is

, oiiaractenses ius
account., hifh a wealth of material to. record during his 
perilous! days in the wild of Texas and his visits to many 
different -tribes of Indians, he' ignores ftp value of these ' 
experiences to an interested public, and merely. .oralsas. 
curtain tribes' of'. Indians because they-appeared ’imieux 
noiiceeag' 'better civilited, than others . The more' in- 
Yolxod. their ritual, the deeper their worship of their kings 
or chiefs, the sore-admirable they- appeared to. the subjects

• -;r ,::v. ' ' • ' o ' • .of .Louis h i V d  . ■ , . . ' 1 '

xlbel angles5 s edition and ■ translation,' p ,■ 71.» .. ;

tJdpe most arousing incident that Cavelier ■ relates is 
of his arrival with iris., companions- at a village: of..rn.e ... 
Palowas Indians, here, in their over-exuberant hospitality, 
the Indians bring to the hhnanrhnen Aware fifty of the most: 
beautiful girls of -their' village,■■ 'he pointed, to heaven,. . 
maxing signs that it pas an execrable custom, but they ■

.. , •  '* .The priest 
and his comp an ions finally'-refuse f vl.t.b. great, -.vehe.mence;, 
what-Tie palls "-the persecutions of these proouitutea 1 ’
Dsi8110,1 oaf s' ed.it ion ana pranai Avion, P* xi, . .



' .'Before corisideriug tie■ Biseov.erer on. ioffer .or
Louisiana,. hknoolf sixm very eiiBor.1'iguiks rum,,^vs
y i r"u"i ee .. on oni;GX:i ix> : x x'  : .; .. x c ■ ...i J .;x) ; ~ Ox ■1. .
rntĵ fi foolt® value as lOxlfs'VO is . oB j-ittiio. . oiginL.tionxxca, ■
One of thus i s kficoliup.o.e .lL tkJ.is, a yi&i:aesao.e y;B rot -a
ivrLativs .of too faxaouk. ho.man»■ Ho ' verb ■ffie .son of Q; ¡o.yg.D. 
offioial- in the Bony, department. T;ife v.;-es; ̂ premier, coaiids 
■ae la bixor invk' under. Ckkmrtix .dro.ni 1711 to 17.09',:-ire t m  
oonajisoioiser in the frenc-h., color.;; of Louisiana. At trio ; 
request of tie. irou.cA. o.mhof itieo , he rrote an. account.

«' «y f

itrag;

de I.. a telle'is certainly' not a. l y r i c a l outdo:rm ■

1 a nd cof Louisiana, the 1?; a ter 3 . cr t  ■imiss ip pi

sts anx i t- h a -or s ir1. or of. t f. 0 revx mm r i d evoked no
esihus iasxn chstercr ■ iLio tne ring ox m. i.s. a in on, 0.0. 01 x. y c m  3 ... 
'uh.o accepted .iaxorica a..p.ci thy rt’enoa orgLorofiris 00 3. 
matt or'of ooursei kiysyfkcis are-aeirted in. a clear'out mi 
■ interesixiiif nixrxxxier* the- sire -of me. x.sj.orxri.s is coroa,giby .. 

civen : tie- .aouer. of .the trees, are often, mentioned; and u@

5fciIt as puhl ishod in largry 5 iftt.



ars told whether it 'rained: and whether th.e-M.nd' blew. The
writer has little or no - interest :Ln the Inhabitants nor.in
'the scenery of tiro. new' world. ■ . His nearest .appryoGh. to.. a
literary, not© is.' probablwo to be .'found in such passages is.
these:' '' ■ . - s' . ' . ..

. . , ..The country- , .. » is .goou:i-'a'-little high,: ■■/ -
' -'-t full, of big trees 3 such as , ehrs u'weach, t r e e s . .
. plum trees and-mulberry 'trees-, lit. is in p. . ,-

ihro.ii that h.t happened; . the ..sir m s  iragT-ant; ■■ .
the p'eaoMtroes «ere in bloom. ■ . ' - -

Bl s inhere ? Monies he'La Salle tells of. finding a. basket
left by Indians who feed at his bmproaeM . .In tiros bashet
he found "‘-oiio hish', a-manls foot oon a child's hand, the
whole being smoked." ' .ho .utters■ not. one word of horror 'or
ourpillse3 and likewise not one. word, of toy or' pride when. ..
he mentions the pi.anti.ng of'■ the ■ trench 'king.f-s'. cost of arras-
m  the mouth of the Great.diver» to classical writer was-
ewer ..more- impersonal, ■ ... - ■ ' . '

' 'The most hQ.rM.i-Lb re .suee ntme.it h--sentury account is 
1'.-. r ; < I-1.■■ - :a■■■ ■ ■ - ■ . '  ■' M r  :■ :': ¿■■Jilin, h i  g j  i f -A  Lot i t
■ . ' ' ' in ■ .... " ■ ' ' ' ■ ' " ■,i i- h f M̂i8- a;utiLor * ■ vvho claims- to

hare accompanied La -talle in 15.7 M i  680, urorama. m o  re~ , 
port iron, ox:eraony at Brest,. ..trance,. In 1 VOi« us assorts

. , 37Putlishea by i. th Shea, 1363, 32. pages. ■■ -



that he traveled along the' Missouri diver end- discovered 
nines .of gold.«- the women of hnmrioag he not©f Id the ■ 
condescending manner of-a. drench ■■Connoisseur ,, rmre.uea.ufci- 
fill, mg white as lanropeans ? '. was .

, noil ch. t.ii ©y ]. on fed w i t h 
golden rlngsv- Iflsih fchO, g.anci fruit'mere plentiful inf ■ ' 
that land of oockaigne»' .The king of hh.ese oounfcries s '

,-fcuo.r : ■. ii r: great nu.ajifciti.es of ■■■■gold.} distributed it 
lavi.shlh 'to iFrehch visitors. hiLl ■ this .is■ neither history - 
nor literature, The drench readers or'Mat.hiau iagea.ii.s 
if ha had ho ny, weremviise...enough- to. be suspicious of this 
new andbiniimiog version of the. Arabian. Mights. In 
their' own fa iry tales, guoh ns her renal t was 'then writing s 
they found mora .sanity! and verisimilitude.'. . -. .



a l e d  a  * i b i s ;ra.i,h

lAimA/iy

' importance .of La tulle In. this "study, Ei.s. . 
letters. Sxis&rous biogra,shies of la Salle, in frenelxi end 
Iin.gl.iph.. IE Iberville.' His .expeditions to America. .
Turn rest in his fee remaining 'records, . ' .

■ In the history of Louisiana' in the seventeenth cen- 
turv. one name -bv-ershaclov/s. all others™™-tiie armae. of lobert 
'Oavel'ler A© .La- dalle, / n il, alio left secouats of Ireacli ■ , 
expeditions. refer to his leader ship, an'cl fell in various.- 
■rays tie story-of his exploits., iff his. faults 5 ; and-of ' -. 
his g/seataoss» ■ ■ /" " - . ..

' A study-' of hiix ova axiti.o.gs maul 1 , thereflor-e ,- .'pro“- . 
vide a .fitting climax to fhisi■ e-erly /phase of "Louisiana. " 
in lA/eiioh. if tiers a j TJnfortunht el y p most of Aa:iAllA?s . 
papers -had'been lost in IGSGp xhen his. fort mas-attacked*. ■ 
and after his. tragic death in. 1,681} some others vmre 
hurnea. Dp. his brother to -keep them, from falling into thie 
hands of'the Indians, uhi fact, for many■decades! it.mas 
thought that he h ad left no re cords' in' any forimwh.ateveix 
■ It mas not until .the nineteenth.oentury that xargry
discovered several .Aethers apd -reports' bur red. i.o the ' 
archives of the french. Navy report/gent an among the ' . ■



cinsty files of' Fhmuieh notaries, Lome oar be traced back . 
■to La Safle’a' own. pep; some were directly-inspired by him. 
In Largry’s first volume, for lap'tmnop:, besides several 
official reports., or ifproces-rerbaurr1 by. 1.8 Salle, re 
pom. ., .r.- f ty o'kr ■hrimr, why recorded inciting
La- Salle’ s .notes on the-maimers of the ■ Iroquois . withe 
saoie volume contains ■ a. ‘long off icio.l .orooiary of Ley os
'discoveries between 1675 and 1681 writ ter, by a frie.na.of- 
the explorer, to. whom La sail© had' furnished tne.infoma™ 
tnoru The second volume of kargry’s Explorations which 
is os v oiev eo La Vaiie , iiiC.LUO.ea ' severs..!.. ..Lrcooes 3 .. re per ts , 
O.D.CL a long end rainsole PawP/sDire of ra oalnW' 5 s expedition 
of 1680-1.681.1 . ' ' ■ . . ..

from such meager documents, .wilier, perforce had"no 
influence ,upon french Literafiire and-French opinion of- 
■the age, and from the scholarly studies .of miodsrn his-” 
torians, which sift the -truth from a two™century accumu*» 
lation of legendary tales, it may oe possible to discover ■ 
I.,a faj.l.es 8 true figure and character» ■ ' '

. -That La -3a 11 e was ' solitary, distant, outwardly 
cold-,' end extremely reserved Las'been noted by all his.

. ■ "'"Only a few pages (pp. 17-88. and pp. 535-550) of 
hargry? 3 third volume are by La dalle.» . ' ■



companions. -gome of his biographers hare called him ■ 
haughty, proud, and .morbidly secretive iri his.-fibsigns h 
ulnars have tried to explain his behavior 'on his lament“
. able -Texas' expedition by attributing it to some' abnormal 
strain or lack'of balance■ for which modern 'psychology' ■ 
would find a ready name, ' ■ . .. . '-. ' "

It required but little imagination for modern . ■
writers .to see in La-.dalle1 3 solitary figure tile 'mould ' ■ 
.of a .romantic hero-, .bent-.on aohirmi.ng his purpose, regard
less of add obstacles, -mne' force c.ui va,15 as Victor 
iiugo’s Hernajil calls himself, or a lonely superman ijn- 
prisoned, in .his greatness"and misunderstood by the average 
man, like Vignyfs Morse, ripuissant et solids ire f'h mis- : 
latest Meriosn biographer ,yL.. V. Jacks .,. depicts. La Salle' 
ns "a bewitched master .of an enchanted, craft, holding-- ... '
steadfastly to a fated, course, -his eyes fast fixed on. a. . . 
Xiope-compelling mirage,:-. his ■ rigid hands grasping the helm 
that only Death could., make h.ini 'relinquish'. , V shy
ness and solitude that, brooded incessantly, iridiis soul kept 
M m  "at a distance in spirit from, men, Let ns a .the' 'intellect 
..of a reel use'and the genius ■ of nn il-exaiide-r' or Cecil 1 
Vhodsg, He lived, in a curious coymiuaioh with mighty-;. '

■ • a - , . O '  ' .thoughts; he desired to found empires . " ' :.

".la* v* «a.o p s, nfh-J-®Ji.o,- 0» t4i,



■ i..a aalie’s letters and reports reveal pin.] as- d 
modest and slip as ee.ll as haughty,. Fri.de, or. nf'i.erte'J!i 
•uii nos ■ .oven a onx overrent, ■ ire und.ouD redly and. id a. lit Id felt, 
the most personal note in his 'writings is: that or the. 
'reatraiaad anger and indignation caused 'by ■ some- of-.the . 
vii.e sccusatioiis hurled at him* Him enemies eonstmntiy 
accused him'■of seeding personal glory at. the. expense-of- 
the coiUi.nerci.al profit wMchi.Ln itself seemed to them ■ :
sufficient reason for colonial expeditions. ‘They also ■
■ blamed him.-for raying too little attention to the comfort 
of his followers and for exacting, too strict obedience 
from them.. True it. is that La dalle va.s feared 'by'- hi« 
men as much as he was .loved. Apparently, however, they 
were as aifflcult a troop ten command as any modern 
battalion of the foreign legion, and the strictest dis
cipline was necessary. ifGette facilite dont on fit one 
to Dianpue est .hors bt usage aveo ees aortas cie gens, sui ■ 
tout re pluoarm iiDetci.ruf oDgsrveo xa Sslls lot his

• , * ' ■ • ■■ I f  o '  'to aura xn.ea and no ore language„’J oBldsphemyg drunkenness= 
end lewdness overe scone .of their lesser .crimes. If the ■ 
scute os’ three.r o.6m,ltxn 1 oft. much to bo desired., explains

3,"Intier written, from fort 1’ronter.ac, August 21, 
, - - * i .  ̂’ f II s p . 224, ■ 'r



pjy

La dalle . ciisexmere,4 it eas due.to their Hts(ibsdiancef
.Deeply religious Ly nature, La Salle was outragedlby tie
immoral eon duct of some of his followers „ His letters,
expressed in-the dig.ui.fied style which is ; charecfceris.tic'
of the'writer, girl its an ilea of the- type of ■ irer with ■
whom, tie explorer trad to deal, Lor instance,, there eras.

lieur d.e la Satloniiiere efui a vait. dissipi/ a faint - . '
Dominique, la- pluyart do seg- hordes r  des ' diver t is sen eats
indignes de sa ualssanoe,” and who prosed lazy, lewd., said

5 'utterly unreliableor bio siribborn, disobedient soldiers, 
who were the rabble of the country and were far ■ being 
models of behavior for the -Indianisavagesn TA,ss aoldats, ■■ 
llevea a Rochefort, apart pre-syue 'tons ete pris on la port© 
des aglisesj'ou its avalent gurus/ tout©' leur vie, ■ ..
wtaient ■ incupables ae' discipline ,!t°- . . .  ' ■

■ Dignity, reserve., and a lofty- sense of -honor :1m™ . -
press the modern reader as the dominant characteristics ... 
of'.the great explorer!. He never boosts, of his cuilertalm 
ings nor' of the rest -results aonisvecL .-He sacrificed 
iaoney, supplies , and ' ships for the Ring11 s .cause; never .. 
did he 0 , - 1 'for a reward. He :cared not at sit for .mut-erlal'

0 . ' 'Hie is referring, here to his companions in 1686 A : '
lArgry, III, .pi ollf. .- ■ . ■ p

Ala Sallees letter, April '13, in Margry, HI, pi 543
-. Altid., p „ -539, : ' : . '
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comforts : "Je n'ai eu .ni habits'ni cuisine qui ne 
ressentent plutôt la bassesse que le f a s t e he writes 
in 1680»̂  n ’ ayant point d ’autre attrait a la vie que ■ 
je mene que celui de l’honneur, dont je crois ces sortes ' 
d’entreprises âT autant plus dignes gu1 il y.-.a plus de . ■ ■. 
peril et de peine.” This ia the only passage in La Salle’s 
writings In which he mentions in moving words, the high . 
purpose which kept his courage undaunted through so many 
hardships. As a rule* he is cautious of any exaggeration ■ 
or over-statement. No flowery .'hyperbole mars the simplicity 
of his narrative» Yet under that shyness8 and dispassionate 
impersonality of style, there-appears true greatness * The . 
famous "procès-verbal1' which La Salle's notary drew up on 
April 9» 1682,9 recalls the valor and bravery of his .
followers* After weeks'of paddling their canoes down the 
mighty river, they reached blue water of the Gulf of 
Mexico® They had struggled against countless natural 
obstacles in the wilds of a strange continent inhabited \ ■

■ ■ ^Margry, II, p.„; 85. (The italics are. La Salle's), .

8In a touching passage published in Margry» II, .
p. 235, dated August 22, 1682, La Salle admits- suffering : 
from shyness : T,Si je manque d*.ouverture ou de caresses 
pour ceux que je fréquente, c’est uniquement par une '
timidité-qui m" est naturelle, et cuj- m*à fait quitter 
plusieurs emplois où j’aurais pu réussir sans cela*”

. ^Published in Margry, II, p p . .183 to 193. .
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by hostile savages , Tout forgetting t.heir hardships, ■ they 
stopped to dedicate the newly discovered country to their 
king* In a dignified ceremony marked.by impressiveness» 
yet striking in its. simplicity',''Là Salle gave Louisiana 
its name* Father Membre .chanted the Te Deumy the Sxaudiat, 
the Domine Salvum, fac Regem. The name of ’’Louis le Grand, 
Soi de France et de Navarre”.was carved on a column as 
that of the new ruler of the vast country. The greatness 
displayed by these heroic men rightly justifies, what a 
modern writer has said of Cavelier de'La Salle; "Nietzsche 
a dit que souvent un grand homme n ’ est pas tout a. fait un 
.homme ■ . , . Un tel homme (La Salle) ajoute a notre idee 
de ce que peut l ’homme."^ : ' ' ■ ■■
' On the whole, L'a Salle appears in hi s writings as. ■ 

a noble figure of the seventeenth century, devoted to a 
great cause with a singleness of mind which sacrificed 
all personal interests or family ties to his self-imposed 
task. One of the most human and moving documents pub
lished by Margrjr^ is a letter written by La Salle to his 
mother, from the port of La Rochelle., July 18, 1684. No

^ A .  Chevrillon in Louisiane et Texas, p . 31.
11 ■ 'Margry, II, p . 470. .
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pretentiousness, no boasting, no melodramatic foreboding' 
of death., but only'.deep, restrained emotion breathes in ■ 
those lines through the distant and formal reserve.which 
French people observed in their family relations in the ■ 
Century of Descartes, of Port-Royal, and of Madaine.de 
Grignan. . Cavelier addresses his mother as. "Madame et 
tres honoarea m^re” In this letter which announces his ■ ■ 
departure; ' . 1  ' ■ ■ A

' "We: are all cherishing good hope for a happy '
' success, ' :We are not going by: way of Canada but' ■

through the Gulf of Mexico. We passionately ■ ■
wish that the successful result of our enter- ■ ' '
prise may add to your happiness and alleviate ■ ■

■ your fears. I"shall spare nothing, assuredly, 1  ' : ■
to that.effect.' . And T beg you to keep yourself ' .
in good health for our sake®": . ■ ' , ' A

Cavelier de .La Salle does not appear as a dreamer 
in these pages, although he- has repeatedly been accused 
by historians of aiming too high. He accepted the fan- ' 
tastic tales of the Indians with a .shrug of the shoulders. 
In spite of a modern historian's hostile allegations, 1 ’2 

he was not seeking the merely material -values of gold, 
furs and wealth. His leadership was of the .practical, 
order, enabling him to choose vantage points from which ■ 
either to fight the Indians or to dominate them. He ' 
.could be"precise’and:practical when the occasion demanded,

-\p ■ ■ ' .■ m , de 7illiers in ,lfExpedition de La Salle dang
le Golfe du Mexigue» ' ’ ■ ;
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and although he Incurred debts for his enterprise, he ■ 
knew how to send .impressive official reports, full of . 
facts and figures, showing how much agricultural and com
mercial profit could be drawn from a conquered and peace
ful Louisiana ■ ■

The most complete document he has left, and also 
the best from a literary point of view, is a memoir which 
he sent to Mgr. de Selgnelayn It is not dated, but was 
written before his final voyage.14 After recalling in a 
restrained and dignified way'what he has already vac com*»: 
plished in his Majesty*s' service, La Salle suggests a . 
clear and comprehensive program for the future. The prin
cipal reasons why more strenuous efforts should be expen
ded in the development of Louisiana are clearly stated 
in logical order:. to spread the Christian religion; to 
extend the realm and glory of the King; to enrich France 
through all the products, no less abundant in the 
Mississippi Valley, which have made the English colonies 
rich, He then presents very logical answers to possible 
objections: the new colony will not injure the prospects

1L  ̂ 1See his Proces Verbal des travaux faits au Fort
Frontenac, in Margry, II, pp. 10-19. ' '

14Margry, III, PP. 17-28. ' '
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of ■'Canadabeing totally different in .-character; neither 
.will it impoverish France by drawing' too many immigrants.
In this seventeenth-century document is found, indeed, . 
clear foresight into the future. ■■.'■■■ .

In his dealings with the Indians, La. Salle was - . 
evidently guided by clear understanding. The notes which 
he gave to Abbe de Galllnee show his shrewd analysis of . 
their character, their customs, their religious eoncep- 
tions, and their opinion of Europeans . Cavelier, never ■
friendly with the Jesuits who claimed wholesale conver
sions of the Indians, contends that it was difficult to 
persuade the savages to adopt Christianity with any.degree' 
of sincerity. Ke seems to have been one of the seventeenth 
century explorers who knew best- how to.deal with the 
savage tribes. He learned their language, studied their 
psychology, and gained their love as well as their fear 
and respect. Distant and cold with his own. countrymen,. ■ .
he''knew how to win the Indians to his -cause with presents. 
Through a -remarkable gift, of oratory in the Indian dia- ■. 
lects, he succeeded in impressing them with respect for 
France and for her Great King. Two' centuries before ■
Lyautey and.the French conquerors 'of North Africa, ■ ■
La Salle conceived the plan of training an army of native 
troops to fight the English and help.France- retain, her ' ■ ■ 
young American colony. ' i
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In his attitude towards nature', Cavelier displays 
no deeper feeling than most of his contemporaries. ■
Idyllic descriptions of the American landscape can. scarcely 
be expected,, in the practical, writings of a man of action® 
Neither does he expatiate on the charms of primitive life, 
as Rousseau subsspuent1y does, nor on the magnificence of 
a moonlight night in the forests of the New World as ■ 
Chateaubriand does a hundred years later® To the explorer 
leading a group of men who were forcing their way through 
the wilderness, forests were merely obstacles® Streams, 
on the other hand, were their allies. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that .rivers provide the theme of La Salle’s 
most enthusiastic expressions ® ; The river of the Illinois 
is "as broad and deep as the Marne M'15 meandering among 
wide, marshes, and the Mississippi, or the Colbert. Biver 
as it was then called "flows between two riages of moun
tains, winding like the river itself. Across, here and 
there, there are open spaces, semi-circular in shape, 
covered with grass and trees• Beyond the mountains, one 
discovers vast lands, not so fertile nor so beautiful as 
along the Illinois -River. That great river is almost 
everywhere one or two leagues wide, and is cut by numerous 
islands, overgrown with entangled trees and vines, so that

15Margry, I , p . 463.
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It is difficult to cut one’s way across.11-L° '
.La Salle, who had won fame as a persuasive, orator' 

among the Indians,17 was not a professional men of letters:
At a time when French prose was.developing along the lines 
of fine workmanship of.a La-Bruyere, La Salle still writes
in the style of the early seventeenth century. His sen
tences are often long and Involved: "quoique," "qui," 
"que," and the frequent use of present participles, make 
them heavy and -ponderous ■ ' . , ■

But though he lacks clarity in his descriptions, 
though he is dry in his nprocès verbaux, n  or official '

' I6Ibid., p. 479.. ■ . ■ . ■

Farkman* quoting French documents of the time, 
calls him. "the greatest orator in North' America.n' {La ■. 
Salle and the Discovery of the Great West., p. 369) .

■ *̂ ®Here Is an example of that style -{Margry, II., 
pp, 50-51, Only one third of the sentence is quoted 
for it stretches or crawls over more than twenty lines ; 
"Donc, quoique 1 Tapproche du printemps et des dégels 
augmentât beaucoup la difficulté” des chemins par: ou il 
fallait passer, tout rompus de marais et traverse de 
rivières, sans parler de la longueur de ce voyage de 
près de cinq cents lieues en droite ligne, et du peril 
de rencontrer des sauvages de quatre ou cinq nations 
par oïi nous devions passer et 1Tarmée même des Iroquois, 
que nous savions venir par la route que nous devions 
tenir, et qui, nous rencontrant la nuit dans le pays ■ 
de leurs ennemis, ne manqueraient pas de nous charger, 
avant de nous reconnaître, n'y ayant jamais eu de - ■
Français qui eussent entrepris de semblables .
marches , . . .n . . ' ■



reports, (one would hardly expect administrative style to 
he otherwise), La Salle often strikes a note of terse and 
concise vigor in. his letters. These letters were scrib
bled in the forests while a thousand and one minor duties 
harrassed the explorer, who had to-watch his men, super
vise the. building of camps or forts, and give orders for 
the next day’s hunting. Yet they are never hurried; they 
never lose the fine and restrained dignity which- has been 
pointed out in preceding pages. The Frenchman who has 
rediscovered and published La -Salle'-s writings warmly 
praises the value of these original documents. . ■

The many pages of La Salle’s, (writes Margry 
in the Introduction to his first volume on page. ■ .
XXI), have' retained' a fragrance of wild places ■ '. .
and borrow a sombre brightness, as it were, .
from the hardships endured by the explorer . . . . '
They are stamped with true greatness, and in .
more than one passage the breath of fine elo- 
quenbe uplifts the soul of the reader. -

France has paid her debt to La Salle, in. history . 
and biography. Besides the volumes of important docu
ments published by Margry, Gabriel Gravier wrote, in ■' 
1870, in eloquent praise of his compatriot.19' 'P. Chesnel 
followed in 1901 -with a patient and favorable account of 
the great explorer « Charles de la Roncière summed up the 
career and-achievements of La Salle in 1956. In 1937,

: 19Por this volume, as well as the following ones, 
see the bibliography. ■ ■ ■ ■
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two hundred and fifty years after, his death, Andre/ 
Chevrillon praised the French discoverer.of Louisiana 
when .a distinguished French Mission'named'after Cavelier 
de La-:Salle visited Louisiana and Texas in order to 
honor one of the biost valiant sons of France® Only one 
French historian, Marc de Milliers, intent.on paradox, 
or on far-fetched originality,- has accumulated in a ' .
well-documented but partial work, objections and argu- ■ 
ments designed to dim the glory of La Salle, Even more, 
recently, however, an eminent French historian, Mr.. Je.ray, 
anxious to relate in an impartial and regretful way the 
epic of French Colonial undertakings in America, and 
their mournful failure, has written laudatory chapters 
on Cavelier in his book, 1’Empire ;f ran cals dTAmérique. ■ 
The inspirer and organizer of the Société France- 
Amerique, Mr. Jaray conceived, in 1937, the idea of a ■ 
Franco-Cahadian mission, designed to unite France and . 
America, This mission was named after the seventeenth- 
century explorer ■ ■ '

American historians have been no less lavish in 
their praise and admiration* Francis Parkman, in an : 
entire volume devoted to La Salle, weighs the faults and 
the virtues of the explorer, and praises his unrivaled .

PO ' ' ' ; 'The volume Louisiane et Texas, is the faithful
record of the French Mission. ' ' ■ ' . ■. ■



greatness* In 1951, a biography of La Salle, by L. V, 
lacks, accurate in the main facts, and romantically 
imaginative in its ■ reconstruction of the past, attempted, 
to revive the glory of La Salle for modern readers* In 
addition, a French novelist has taken. La Sallefs adven
tures as his theme.for a novel of French exploration in 
America. 2 1 As the states of Louisiana and Texas become 
older, richer, and prouder,of their past, it is likely, 
and. is to be hoped and desired, that their homage to the 
Frenchman- who first divined their future greatness will 
become more ardent. ■ : ' . ' '

■ Among the renowned French explorers in the New 
World, the name of D ’Iberville ranks high. In courage, 
daring, and vision he'stands second to none except La ' 
Salle, and perhaps Tonty, in the list of heroic French
men who tried, too soon or too hastily, to found an . 
empire in America. Nevertheless, there Is no more 
flagrant' example of the injustice of the:casual, and 
thoughtless way in which posterity often relegates real 
heroes to oblivion than the lack of recognition granted

' ■ 21M. -.Constant in-Weyer, Cavelier de La Salle. A



alike by France, Canada, and Louisiana to D ’Iberville. 
Today the states of Louisiana and Alabama remember Bien
ville , while they have well-nigh, forgotten the more valor 
ous part played by his short-lived brother, D’Iberville, 

Two biographies, however, both by compatriots of 
D ’Iberville, but both, it must be acknowledged, sketchy 
and inadequate, relate the story of his career and his ' 
feats of c o u r a g e . H e r o e s , however, are not always 
writers, and documents concerning them are often insuffi
cient, revealing little of the inner life of the man who 
must have breathed, felt, thought and lived under the man 
of action. Important information concerning D ’Iberville 
is to be found in the fourth volume of Margry’s 
Découvertes et Etablissements,- a collection of reports, 
official letters, and military or naval orders published 
in 1880.23 . ■ ' ■ '

j . ^^They are: Hlstolre du Chevalier D ’Iberville by 
Abbe Desmazures, and le Chevalier des Mere, Pierre 
Lemoyne D ’Iberville by Pascal Potvin. ■

^ T h e  parts of which D ’Iberville is undeniably the 
author'-and on which this short commentary■ on the French 
Canadian hero are based are as follows: Letter of June 
IS, 1698, pp. 51-57; letter of June 18, 1698, pp. 58-62; 
letter of February 17, 1699, p p . 100-102; D ’Iberville’s 
diary during his first expedition, 1698-1699, pp. 151^211 
his projects as exposed on August 11, 1699, pp. 528-352; 
his observations during his second expedition, 1699-1700, 
pp. 395-430; his diary of 1701-1702, pp, 503-525; and two 
memoirs dated 1702, pp. 580-584 and pp, 593-606. '
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Charles Lemoyne, while still a boy, left Dieppe, :. 
where liis father, was a modest innkeeper,- and made his. home , 
in Nev; France. He reared a family of thirteen or fourteen 
children, eleven of whom were hoys® His sons distinguished 
themselves on land and sea. . One .'of them,- 'Pierre.'Lemoyne, ■ ; 
fought against the English until the. Peace, of Ryswldk,; in ' 
1697. After 1698, the King5s ministers suggested to him 
that hé undertake an expedition into the. Gulf, of Mexico. . 
Three different expeditions'were made by B.?Iberville be- . 
tween December, 1698, and his premature death.■'He ' p■ :
founded a fort in the bay of Biloxi, explored- the lower , 
■Mississippi , and organized -french trade with,-the tribes ■ '
occupying what is today Louisiana and.Alabama,. 'In contrast 
with the snow-covered northern regions1 where his family had 
settled in Canada, he found the southern climate most ' 
delightful. The earth seemed more fertile, the trees ' 
larger',■, the game and fish more abundant, and the: birds with 
their multicolored feathers, much more beautiful. He con
ceived the ambitious scheme-of linking Louisiana to Canada, 
thus forming'a,-vast empire - in America for-France; but on Y 
his return from France, where' he had gone with the inten~
.tion of converting the Court to his ideas » he - became ill 
and was forced to stop in Cuba. He died there., in Havana, 
in 1706, at the age of .forty-five. . ; ■ ' Y  . ,
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The passages in which D ’Iberville mentions the 
fertility of the south ("leg plus belles terres que 1' on 
puisse jamais voirT’) are not different from remarks by 
Joutel and other explorers on the same subject. D'Iberville, 
however, anxious to avoid exaggeration, is careful to name 
the different kinds of trees, the wild ducks, geese, and. ' 
other forms of life, and. does not hesitate to contradict ■ 
earlier narratives when.he finds them untrustworthy, as in 
the case of the spurious record published under the name ' 
of Tonty, Seeking to verify certain statements, D'Iberville 
visited the temple and the houses of the Natchez, and fail
ed to discover there the precious stones, silver, and 
pearls which mendacious.accounts had reported. ' 1  ■

A fairly full description of the customs of the A  ' 
savages is attempted by the. gallant conqueror, who.aspired 
also to be a colonizer, and the founder of permanent estab- 
lishraents. In March, 1699, D’Iberville- visited' the '
Bayogoulas and observed the interior of their houses, as 
well as the architecture, very closely.: His account gives 
a detailed description of their beds, their earthenware, 
their dress, (or rather their lack of it), and also their 
burial places. His style, though dry, is clear and'precise. 
His sentences, unlike the long, involved, and clumsy state
ments affected by Cavelier de La Salle, are short and clear- 
cut. '■ .'
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■ To modern readers, the- most' interesting record . 
left'by-D'Iberville is probably the memoir in which he ■ ■'
drew his plans for the colonization of the mouth of the .
Mississippi, in June, 1702. H e :describes the country with 
geographical accuracy; he examines the different tribes, 
their customs, and their psychology. He estimates.the 
population of each tribe? and shows how France can best 
make use of the Indians. Urging that the district of the 
Mobile River be more .thickly settled, because it will com- ■ 
maud the whole of the lower Mississippi Wiley, he points ■ 
out with great emphasis the .cause of the weakness of all 
French undertakings in-America: the small number of French' 
emigrants. Hard-working, skilled laborers and farmers ". 
must be sent to the colonies, says tie, and not merely ' ■
rascals {rtdes gueux") or. poor people who want to get rich' ■ 
■.quickly, and who refuse to settle down .to-work or to build 
permanent establishments» . ; .

■ Such views, as well as the military objectives • • ' '
mentioned by D'Iberville, who was-an obstinate foe of the 
English, are set down with remarkable clarity and ■comric- 
ing emphasis® ' Unlike other ambitious colonists intentf .
on receiving substantial grants from the King, D ’Iberville 
does not-overestimate the wealth of Louisiana, nor the 
future of the country. He-.concludes with marked simplicity:
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"I have said nothing in the'present memoir which.
I did not know clearly, either directly' or through , 
persons whom I trust® Most of-my proposals are . ■ 
based on■reflections which I have made on the- . ■ ' ■
actual conditions in this land, and on what might ■ 
. be d o n e 24 ■ ■ . . ■ . ■ ■ '

Such modesty and competency met '.with approval at 
the court, and D 9Iberville was entrusted with further , 
development of French interests and enterprises in Louisi
ana until death ended his career. He is the one man who ; 
can lay a rival claim to Cavelier de La Salle’s title of 
"Father of French.Louisiana.” . ■ .. : t

6%argry, IV, p, 604®



CHAPTER Y

MISSIONARIES AND. URSÜLINES IN LOUISIANA,

, . ' SUMMARY ■ .
■ Importance of the Jesuit ’Relations, --Father'Janaimg 

Gravier. Father Du Ru. . Father-GabrielMarest® Father 
Du Poisson’s- two accounts. Father Mathurin le Petit’s . 
relation of the Hatches Massacre® Interest of other 
documents coneerning Louisiana found in the Jesuit-Rela- 
tions. Arrival of six French TJruulin© Sisters in Hew 
Orleanŝ . Mother Iranohepainf s-■ account. Interest of' ■ ■ v . 
Sister Marie-Madeleine. Hachard*s letters. ■ ■ ■ ' A

■ ■ The priests- and missionaries who first tried to : -.
spread the Christian faith in Louisiana.''were not' ■ scholars.
nor contemplative dreamers they were worthy companions : 
of heroes such as.D’Iberville. ■ Unable to depend upon the 
King or State for much-needed-financial helpf:they had to
appeal to the charitable impulses of the. Catholic world®
From this situation sprang the long series, of'Lettres
/ # / /édifiantes et curieuses écrites des missions e~
or Jesuit Relations, as the. current' English' title reads.

These'letters„ -without■claiming any particular liter
ary-merit» exerted wide influence® 1  Onlÿya few, howevers;[ ■ ■ 
deal with Louisiana. They reveal, to a: varying 'extent'» "

professor Chinard has with infinite patience {for 
the Jesuit Relations embrace over seventy volumes}-, summed -
up in a few pages their, philosophical message. Cf. ■
L1Amérique et le reve exotique au dix-septieme et au dix- \ 
huitième siecle, pp. 122-187
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the personality of their authors, who were mostly, though, 
not solely, Jesuits. They were also Recollets, whose con
tribution has been considered earlier.- There was at least 
one Sulpicistn--Jean Cavelier--who has received the- scanty 
praise to which lie is entitled. The remainder of these 
missionaries, as they appear in the Jesuit Relations, may 
now, for the sake of greater clarity, be grouped together 
and studied'without regard to strict chronology.^ :Their 
reports on Louisiana, and sometimes their travels there,.' ■ 
can be assigned to dates varying from the end of the seven
teenth century to the middle of the eighteenth. By their ' 
trend of thought, however,"as well as by their style, these 
missionaries are belated contemporaries of Louis XIY , and

^Tw q series of texts have^een used: One is / ' 
Lettres ¿dlfiantes et curieuses ecrites de missions etran-
Volumes VI and VII concern North America; volumes VIII and 
IX- South America. More recently and more conveniently,- .
R. G. Thwaites has collected and published, in the origi- 
aal text and in an/English translation, all.the letters 
of the Jesuit .Missionaries: The Jesuit' Relations and ■ .. 
Allied Documents, Cleveland, 1896-1900. Volumes LXV :
UTfeiiiiFTTniarest}, LXVI (J. Gravier), LXYXI1 (Le 
Petit), LXVI I. (Du Poisson, Nicolas de. Beaubois)are 
especially important in dealing with the lower Mississippi 
Valley and Louisiana. Several letters or reports of ' 
Father Xe Petit had been published separately, 'especially . 
the letter relating the massacre of the Natchez. A Jesuit 
Father, C. de-Rochemonteix, told in three volumes entitled, 
Les J¿suit»3 de la Nouvelle France au XVIIe siecle, the 
story of Jesuit establishments and missions in-New France.- 
(1895) . Finally a choice-of extracts from Thwaites and '- 
Margry was given in French:by Charles Upson Clark: Voya- , 
geurs» robes noires et /gbureiirs de bo is." (1934) . About, 
ten of these extracts concern Louisiana and -are accompa
nied with some useful notes® ■ . \ ■



not of the Encyclopaedists nor of the adventurous' creator .. 
of M&non Lescaut. : ■ ' ■ ■ '

■ . : ■ : ■ ■ 105

. ' By the Jesuit Father Jacques Gravier, there ■ are two
documents/ each over■sixty-five pages long, which give ■, ■ 
some of the most valuable information available on Indian 
tribes at the time of D'Iberville* s explorations./ Both 
were, published- by' J. Mv. Shea in the original French text 
in 1857 and 1859/® The first report, a long letter wit-" 
ten in February, 1694, and addressed to Father Bruyas, 
Father Gravier*s superior, narrates the incidents of ' ■
Gravier* s successful mission among the Illinois in 1693
1694. The second■one, addressed to Father 1. de Lamber-■ 
viller describes the different tribes encountered by the 
Jesuit Missionary as .he voyaged down the Mississippi to 
D'Iberville1 s' new' fort, ■ in 17GO-1707. ' ■ ' ■ ■ -

K few interesting facts stand out in Gravier*s 
account,, This priest, who' traveled extensively in the 
Mississippi Talley, was entirely unresponsive to its 
wealth of natural beauty. The practical difficulties of 
the journey evidently, left, him no leisure-for the• raptur
ous . contemplation of nature: ■ .

3For the exact and somewhat long titles of these twoRelations.,,, see the bibliography, The second one will be fOtlll'd IfTTol. LIT of Thwaites* publication. '
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■ •-Navigation on thé. Mississippi, writes - Father • •
' Gravier, is a very long,'tedious, and difficult enter

prise, especially up stream, and most unpleasant on 
account of the mosquitoes and varieties: of gnats ' ■ 
and flies, of heavy rains, excessive M a t y  the '■ 
nasty {"méchants{f ) landings in mud, end the bad 
food, 4 ■ ■

■ The only animal which aroused his interest is the 
crocodile* Gravier describes the'reptile at length as 
"an animal the color of a toad and the shape of a lizard", 
and wonders how the Indians'* arrows can ever pierce his ' 
scales. His two teeth nare more form!dalle than a bear’ s,T, 
he asserts ; and concludes naively; f,Cn watching him, and 
hearing him. snap his teeth, one is frightened,n

As one might expect. Father Gravier is a-much' 
closer observer; of human beings than'of scenery, which . 
was' very natural since his purpose was to save human ■ 
souls* He ' compares • the- characteristics of the different 
tribes which'he meets (■ Tamar ou chas , Arkansas, Totmekas, ' 
Taenaas, Natchez, Houmas) and distinguishes' carefully ' 
among them. His letters must have' been useful to the . 
historians of the American Indian, ■

But Gravier’s purpose was not to observe the sav- ' 
ages in a disinterested way. He was a robust proselytizer, 
and displayed unusual energy at his task, Indian medicine 
men, fearing a rival, eye him askance; stubborn'unbelievers' 
reason, with. him. Upon one occasion .he is violently ex- '

^Relation of 1701, {Ed.H ,  M, Shea) , p. 52. ' '



■ p el led f rosi .a house wile ré lie insists, upon baptizing a . 
baby,- all. his arguments that - a -baby" is . a slave of the ;: : ' 
devil failing .to convince.-the parents* Many scoff at. his 
insist enee. that xasn has an iJMSiortsi soul : m a n .dies; entire 
ly, they-say, .fo.r otherwise .one would- see resurrected - ; 
beings walking about the earth, . ■ . . A m

■ ■ The Jesuit .Relations being a- work of religious :i - ■ .
.propaganda, had necessarily to tell of touching and sweep
ing result s if - they were to succeed .in their avowed pur- ■ 
pose of inspiring gifts, /Father Gravier writes of gather
ing the converted Indiana'.in the eveningss and explaining 
the catechism to. them. The'.-proudest ..hunters and the ; .  
.fiercest .warriors'Would answer his questions like obedient 
children. He displays mòre, literary art than usual in- . 
depicting some touching .conversions one .of a girl- whom : ■ 
her parents liad compelled to marry against her will. ' ■ -, . 
This girl had -an insuperable "aversion for all that was 
contrary .to purity»“ Her., husband understood;her, anâ 
meekly.submitted to' their living-.together 'always as Prò- 
ther and sister. Another conversion' via¡s of a woman whose 
sorrow/ at the thought, of G-hr 1stTs crucifixion was such; . 
that she 'always wore a belt of thorns, -She had. an image 
of Jesus "in-her apart ment", '{.as. the- missionary speaks of 
of ' her- cabin-, . in. his dignified, classical' way), and used 
to weep, for hours" ss she gazed at it " ■ :



Gravler mentions, in the account of ills 'voyage 
down the Mississippi, Father Du Ru, also a .Jesuit-, who 
was'with D ’Iberville on his second voyage to Louisiana,"
• in' 1699. Du Ru returned to France -in- 1712 to conduct 
some negotiations concerning the privileges of his order 
in Louisiana. He remained there, dying at Rouen in 1741. " 
While Du Ru is not among the missionaries represented in 
the Jesuit Relations>■ a fragment of his diary, published 
in 1925, ranks him among the literary writers on Louisi- 
ana.^ He was also the author of a Memoire sur les ' 
Sauvages, which has completely disappeared.

■ ' Father Du Ru, fresh from his native Normandy, de- '
picfed Louisiana as an Arcadian land. His perceptions' 
had not been blunted by-painful wanderings in the country 
of the -Hurons and the Illinois. His illusions concerning 
the Indians remained unshattered to the end of his short 
stay: of three years. Some of his.notations are unusual, 
and make for him a-place among the predecessors of 
Chateaubriand.-®' ■ .■ '

■ ' ' ' . 108

e ' ■ • • - - \■■ ^Extrait d’un'Journal de voyage en Louisiane du Pere
Paul du Hu~TIWüTmWïïTTë~^aFTëngtr^~^5W^ê^YîXrïersTCTI W  
pages* * ' .

6He was not, however, one of Chateaubriand’s 
sources for before M. de Villiers’ recent'publication,
Du Ru’.s journal was unknown. The fragment of his recov
ered Journal was copied by the King’s geographer, Claude 

" -1720)f but was not widely reproduced.
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' Du Ru noted, for instance, that there are two'.-'. ■
streams- in the Mississippi'..(a peculiarity which Chateau.™ 
briand later mentions}, and that one can sail up-stream1 

easily by keeping to the banks, of the river* ’’Sometimes” , 
'he says, ”it seems as if there were one river go ing -up-and 
another going down*” 'He' also remarks, as the colorful 
painter-of the prologue of At ala: might have done;- "The 
parrots' are here in countless numbers and have■ wonderful 
feathers»w -'.-'And, more- materially,- he adds; "But they are 
very far from being, as good to eat as. they are beautiful ■ 
to look athr ' ■ ■. ■ , ' . -

The missionary's naive .remarks on the savages ax© . 
even more interesting. .He undoubtedly; deserves a modest " 
niche among the numerous Idealists; who', from'Montesquieu 
.to Rousseau,-' have praised the human©-qualities of primi- ' 
tive races. To be true, they are too indolent- even to ■ 
catch- fish in the Mississippi or to cultivate a vegetable 
garden. They are also superstitious; but those very ■ 
superstitions, consisting merely of a''vague worship of ■ ' 
their dead, serve-to bring about their conversion. Du Ru 
says that the Indians are sweet and meek creatures-,.-among 
who® one feels entirely at home. The chief -of the Natchez 
has .a beautiful face, "like an ancient emperor” ,. - He is . 
obeyed respectfully, and this obedience appealed to a
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subject of Louis XI?. f’We live with those savages as we 
do with brothers, and at nine in the evening I would . 
rather be with them in. their forest than in the. Rue St* 
Basques in Parish* ' ' ■ ■

Father Du Ru had s' somewhat peculiar way of inter
preting the word nhunianite", which is the chief quality he 
ascribes to the Indians. He tells of a storm.which came . 
up one day when he was among the Taensas, and how the 
thunder roared and the lightning flashed,. In order to 
appease the wrath of their gods, the Indians threw four ■ 
or five children into the fire, apparently as a matter of 
course. ,TThat is sad,H says Du Ru, "but if. anything may ■ 
make us feel better about it, it is the fact that those 
children had been baptized." . ■ . .

■ The next accouht left by French missionaries of ■ 
their experiences'in Louisiana is a brief letter by.
Father Gabriel Marest, dated November 9, 1712, and pub
lished in the sixth volume of. Q.uerbeuf's Lettres Edifiantes. 
The religious propaganda is much less noticeable in these 
few pages* Father Marest does not even try to depict the 
Indians of Louisiana as good potential Christians, nor ■ 
does he consider the mere sacrament of baptism sufficient 
to assure them a safe entrance into Paradise. They appear, 
or pretend,-to listen to our Christian preachings, says.' 
he, but forget them too easily. Among the Illinois, or
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even-'farther north, the women seem to lend;, a readier ear ■ '
to the truths of the gospel,. Father.'Barest attributes ■ : - - 
their responsiveness to the fact that they are ’’oppressed. ■ 
and humiliated by work*1’ He agrees with other missionaries, 
however, that this attitude is not found among the.women 
farther ■'do.wn the Mississippi Talley* . The ’’Menseanoes” . 
of his prudent-, ecclesiastical ■ style are better-when . . .
quoted in the.French text: ■ \ p ■ . ■ .
' rtLa, 1’ oisxvete qui regne parmi les .peraonnes. du
.sexe donne lieu aux plus affreux dar^glementsl et les ■
I’loigne eat ier©merit de la voie du saint,n ■ . ■

The natives of the sparsely'populated region, vlike - ■ 
Marot* s famous Gascon servant , are''“cowards, traitors-,; 
libertines, fickle, sly, born thieves, greedy ana over 
fond of. pl@asur@Tt--yet ■ ”au demeurant, les meilleurs fils . 
du m o M e M 1 The hopeless spiritual condition of.the ■ 
'natives,-however, does'not affect Father Merest’s sensi
tiveness to the natural beauty of the South--to the^ ' ■
'grandeur of its mighty 1ffather of Waters11* ■ ■ .

■ The central theme of Father .Barest’s- remarks: is 
found ■ in the first lines of his letter * It was that of 
not a few seventeenth-century1-travelers, with whom, the ■ 
philosophers of the eighteenth century later agree.,enthus
iastically:' ’’Nothing is more difficult than the conversion 
of these savages; we should first make men of them, and
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only then undertake to convert them to Christianity."
In 1727, .after the failure of Law1 s experiment ,7 

another missionary wrote two long accounts concerning ■ 
Louisiana., which are not only rich in. precise and valuable 
information,- but almost masterpieces of pros© in their 
own style® One of them was reproduced in the French '

• ■ Qliterary periodical Mesures, in the summer of 1939, as - 
the first example of American literature■(written in ' 
French by a Frenchman) deserving the consideration of 
modern readers® The author, Pere dm Poisson, died tragic
ally at the hands of the■Indians during the famous massacre 
of the Natchez,® in 1730. ■ ■

' Father du Poisson, "of whom next to nothing is known, 
was undoubtedly a gifted, writer,'whose purpose., obviously 
a literary one, is innocent- of self-aggrandisement® None 
of the pompous conceit of Father Hennepin mars his narra
tive® He does not claim for himself-the -honor of dis-.' ' 
covering a new country, nor of having converted numerous ' 
Indians to Christianity® • His gift is that- of the true

7 ■„ .■ Cf., infra, Part Ii, Chapter'1® .

•"Mesures., special number of Jiily-September, 1939, 
devoted to American literature. ' '

%hese two letters,, one of ten and the other of 
thirty-five pages, were first published in Querbeuf's . 
Let tres ' Edit jantes , Volume YX. Quotations', here are from 
the English text” given by Thwait©s, IXVTI of the Jesuit 
Relations. ' " ' '
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story-teller; lie relates his experiences with vividness' 
and with nthe eye on the object." • The narrative is well 
organized, fluent, and sMlfully' varied in-..int'erest,. the 
naivete of the. early travelers, being replaced'.by''.ah'. '
elaborate:and flowing style. . Several rhetorical passages, 
■pretending that the letter ■ is.; addressed to only one': or ■ ■ 
two correspondents,".and apologizing for its length and ■ 
lack of interest, denote a .subtle and conscious artist.

Modern lovers of the picturesque, or scholars : , ■' 
intent on tracing the origins of responsiveness . to nature., 
will .be disappointed, however, by Du Poisson*'a- -account',.- 
for human beings are most interesting to the' "-poor . . '.
•Mississippian” as', the .missionary"'calls .'himself, than. '••••' 
nature, on. which..he wastes. few words: . \ ; .. '

I shall only tell you, he says, -that'. the .Mi.ssi- : . , 
ssippi presents nothing .beautiful.. td: the traveler, ■ 
nothing exceptional save■itself. .Nothing mars, it 1 .. 
but the .continuous- forest' on both, sides, and the , -
-frightful solitude in which a person, .finds himself . - ", 
during the- whole■ voyage. 1 0 ■ ■ . ■ y ■ ■

He then- proceeds'-to relate his personal experiences. 
The usual ceremony of smoking-the calumet- is.described with 
detailed accuracy® ; A-..shrewd'.psychologist, he was- .-.'careful ' 
not to lavish gifts on the savages in vain: "X knew'S he'1.' 
writes, nthat when the. savage gives, --even, without' design, , 
double must be returned to him, or he will-probably-be . ■

' i°Letter to fere Patouillet, Thwaites -t .IXVIX, p. 249



displeasedHe,-therefore, refused all their offers of 
dancing for him '"without design”, and consented to watch 
them only when he could not do otherwise. ' Then, after ' 
observing their endless dances, and admiring the uncanny . 
precision, with xvhich they marked time, he finally re». ■ 
’warded them with a meal of corn.. of 'which he remarks j

"I never saw a. meal eaten with worse manners or'- 
Tilth better appetite„Tt̂ 2 But he promised - himself not to 
provide -such, -feasts - too often, for - he .-thought it would he 
unbecoming in a priest to, attract converts through the 
promise of such materia,1 satisfactions. Father Du Poisson;- 
had few Illusions concerning the generosity or the native" , 
goodness of man. ”We have learned by experience,fr he ■ 
asserts, Mth®t the more we give the savages, -the less
cause have we to be satisfied with them., •since gratitude

. . . ' ■ , . ■ ' ■ ' 1 »2 ■ is a virtue of which-they'have not the. slightest" ideia.”- ■;
Equally-shrewd, and raor'e general in interest are 

his remarks concerning French Colonial policy.. .In common.' 
with clear-sighted, observers of what France had accom
plished overseas since Champlain and La Salle, the mission“

. i:LIbid., p. 251. . , ■ .

12I b M . 5 p . 255.. ' ' ■ .
,  ■ • ■

Ibid., pp. 254-255. . ■/ ,
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ary concluded that the failure of French colonisation pas 
due to the lack.of well-organized ©migration® Adventurers 
and speculators could not take the place of hard-working . 
and courageous settlers® The French emigrants sent to . 
Louisiana lacked the patience for such pioneer tasks as . 
felling trees and burning- cane■brakes® "Ne reconnaissez-, 
vous'pas; la les-Français?" adds Father Du Poisson,- a true 
Freneliman in his severe; criticism of his compatriots® :. ■ .

The beginning-of his second; letter deserves t a -be ' 
.quoted in' the original French text:- . . . . .

' Etes-vous curieux, mon cher ami, dsapprendre la , /
' chose du monde la moins curieuse, et qui conte le plus

■ d’apprendre par experience;- c'est la manière de voyager 
. sur le Mississippi; ce que c’est que ce pays■si-vante, 

si décrié tout.'a la fois, en France, ©t quelle.■ espace.. ■
■ de gens. on.-y-trouve?Je n’ai rien autre chose à votis
■ mander à présent: si .la relation, -que. je. vais vous ■ .

' faire de notre, voyage-n'est -pas-intéressante, prenez»? ■ 
vous-en au pays ; si elle -est trop longue, prenez- 
vous en \ l ’envie que j’ai de m ’entretenir avec vous®

- The picturesque banks of the river, the hears 
drunk from, eating grapes, the colorful and luxuriant :
flowers which were .later . to . enchant' Chateaubriand’s . ' .
imagination,- do not claim.Father Lu Poisson’s attention 
for a moment®.. Instead, "he relates in.-facetious style, ' 
a detailed ■ account of 'the hardships." encountered by -travel-- 
ers in the country which Parisians, .charmed■ by Law, .had 
dreamed of as a radiant land of promise® -, . ' ': ' ■

' '' Branches projecting across the -river, almost-cause -
the death of'travelers' in their frail pirogues® They ■
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sail on, and are rewarded on their■arrival at Cannes
/ ■ ' ' . Brulees, by a host who invites them to feast upon a carp

weighing thirty-five pounds. They embark again, only to 
find the country flooded. Where to spend the night be
comes a problem, Foundations of boughs must be eon- ■. . ■■
structed first, so that the mattresses will not sink into 
the mud. Over each mattress a large canvas must be 
spread. Sleeping under these canvases is like lying in " 
tombs stifling with heat. And woe to him who does not 
.spread his canvas properly, for mosquitoes will add their 
blood-thirsty attacks, to his, other discomforts,'
. Often no camping ground can be found, and therefore 

no place to i?faire ■ chandler©sV ox’ cook, the meals* r,0n such 
days*, says the writer, "we■go to bed without supper; or 
rather, we have no supper, and we do not go to bed."^
The whole night is spent.in watchful fear of the mosqui
toes . To make things worse, there may come down the ; . 
river am. "embarr&s", or mass of floating trees which'have 
been uprooted by the water. A Chateaubriand writing in 
the quiet security of his study may wonder at the poetic 
beauty of these floating islands. Good Father Du Poisson 
sees them with different eyes, and his French hatred of 
waste impels him to note: nSome of those floating piles 
of wood would furnish your good city of Tours with fuel

, 14Tkwaites, LXT1I, p. 289.
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for three w i n t e r s ' '. ■ , : ■
During the endless.voyage. under the open sky, ■ .he.' ." 

complains, one cannot enjoy the least breath, of air. on ac
count of the height of the trees and .the. density of their 
growth» In the'midst of so much water there is not a drop 
to quench one’s thirst except the muddy water of the river. 
But Father Du 'Poisson’s irony rises to heights of■ biblical . 
eloquence when he-mentions the most disagreeable'creature, 
to he .found in-the-'..South— the mosquito; . y . . .

All other hardships would.have been only a- recrea
tion had it not been for the tortures passing all be-..' 
.lief/which he suffered from the cruel persecutions y 
of the mosquito— tortures which' no one in France could'  ̂
imagine unless he had'experienced them. I believe- 
the Egyptian plagues were not more cruel- . • . . This 

■ ■ little creature has caused more, profanity since, the?. ; 
French came to the Mississippi than men had'been guilty 
of before that, time "in all the rest of the world.!®■/.

They sting in the morning», they sting at-, night',-they 
disturb "the little nap at the foot of a tree" wrhlo.ii one ; 
would feel inclined'to ■ enjoy. after a .frugal midday dinner. 
They, are'an ever-attaching host. The■Indian, Chicago«» . 
when he washes to explain to his ..countrymen how thickly 
populated is the city of Paris, can only;declare that there 
are as many men in the great village as. there, are mosqui
toes in -the forests' o f 'America. . .. . : 7 y. 15 16

15Ibid.. p. 289. ' ' ' . ■' '

16m a . q  K-.,S95. : . ■ . . ' ■'
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' ■ Although lie exaggerates half-playfully for - the sake
of literary effect, Father Du Poisson shows little Christian 
patience. Mosquitoes ©.re to him a convincing refutation 
of the belief that all is for the best in the best of ■ 
worlds. However, lie now records an incident which seems ■ 
planned to make him ashamed of his impatience*. In a 
pirogue, ascending the river he sees one of those "young 
ladies taken from the hospitals of Paris, or from the 
Salp^triere, or other places of equally good repute, who 
find that the laws of .marriage are. too severe, and the 
management of a house too i r k s o m e In the midst of the 
mosquitoes, the heroine, as he calls the humble sister of 
Manon, "did nothing but chatter, laugh'and "-sing." Such . 
courage set the priest to reasoning: nIf for a slight ' 
temporal good, if even for the purpose of crime, such a 
voyage is made, should it be dreaded by men set apart to 
work for the salvation of souls?’*^7 . , "■ '

Thus wrote, in October, 1727 > this gifted French 
missionary in Louisiana, a remote and not unworthy pre- ■ 
decessor of many other travelers on the waters of the . 
Mississippi. His realistic and truthful narrative is 
not embellished, it is true, with the splendors of - 
Chateaubriand’s vivid imagery,' but Father Du Poisson is 17

17Ibid., p. 297. . . . ■ .. .



a more genuine person than the pompous/characters created' 
by Chateaubriand. In • that • land where Manon was to expire 
dramatically after a life of fiekleness, and where Atala/ 
was to die. a romantic death, ■■ Father Du Poisson.' died, not' 
from the-much-dreaded mosquitoes, but'at the hands of the 
murderous .Natchez whom he had hoped to bring to- eternal 
salvation«,- ' . ' ' '

■ ■ ■ ... . ■ 119

The long letter sent from New Orleans on July 12, ' 
1730, by Father Mathurin le. Petit to ■ d’Avaugour. occupies . 
an important place.in. Franco-Amerlean historical liters
ture. Its description' of the massacre If two hundred : '
French settlers .by the .Natchez Indiansf. on October 28,. 1.729 
has been often reproduced in separate editions. It is one 
of the fullest documents relating that bloody and tragic ' 
incident in the history of French colonization, on'which.-'. 
Chateaubriand conceived the strange-Idea, of writing an ' ' 
epic poem. In his letter, Le Petit describes the manners ' ' 
and religious customs of the tribe which, more than all the ■ 
others seems to have interested the French explorers, who 
comment on-its'orderly religious organization and the ' '



pomp .of its kingly government.1 * * 18 ' ' '
■ ' Le Petit does not. display the gifts of style nor . ■ 

the gusto in his narrative which are found in Du Poisson’s 
writings a Obviously intended for wide reproduction in 
Europe, his letter is, however,; a clear, .well -composed, ' 
and elaborate document. Written eight months after the 
event which it records, it is a- coherent and continuous 
narrative, omitting few details, His style is dignified; 
in describing the Natchez ceremonies, his words are chosen ; 
with so much care that even the gruesome: details of their ' ■ 
murders seem less horrible. ' ■' ■ :

The first half'of .Father-Le Petit’s long account : 
is devoted to a description of the Natchez, tribe, ”the ■ 
only one in North .America which appears to have any form ■ . 
of regular worship. '1 Its worship of the sun, which-all-. . . 
French travelers had remarked, is minutely depicted by ' 
him. Its ruler, who bears the title of ’’Brother- of the ;
Sun” , is as despotic as the sun, which' outshines other .. ■ 
stars and planets. Though his closest friends {Father 
Du Poisson and Father Souel) had perished only a few months; 
earlier in the bloody revolt, .he records the details of the

1SLe Petit’s letter covers pp. 120-223 in Yol. . 
LXYIII of Thwaitesf s Jesuit Relations, and - pp. 1-78 of
•Juerheuf’s Yol. VX1. It has been published in a Recueil
de voyages at .Amsterdam, IX, as early as 1739, and often
reprinted. ■ ' ■ ■ '

. ■ . . ISO
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slaughter with.impassive serenity®■ The French officers, 
and especially the. local commander, whom Chateaubriand
later holds responsible for the discontent of the Natchez,

' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ iq ■ . ' ■ ' ,receive only praise, from■ Le ■Petit."1' ' ■■ ■ .
' Several other documents relating-to -Louisiana de- :.

serve brief mention:■ two letters by father Nicolas de ..■ 
3eaubois, superior of the Jesuit Mission then reestab
lished in New -Orleans, dated 1726-1787^°' tell how imp a- . 
tientry the people of Louisiana are: awaiting the arrival 
of the Ursulines .! There are also : two letters by father ' 
Tivier, or Du' Vivieiv dated 175Qv from the country of the ■ 
Illinois.*^ The'latter contain a very precise-description 
of. the mouth- of the Mississippi, -.and a few details'about: :- 
the population of New Orleans® .The-missionary urges-France 
■to keep Louisiana, and.'in order to maintain her hold -on ■' '
Canada, to develop- that part of the: country occupied by ■ 
the Illinois. . ■ ' : ■ '■

The France of- 1750, more interested-in

- ^Another,letter,.a very short one written in Latin
in 1736 hy Father Le Petit, -is. also extant, .but-has .-.no-; 
literary value and very little historical interest, / it - 
is given in Thwaites, LXYIII, pp. 308-311. : - . ■

• O A ’ -' •• • - Given in Thwaites, I3CVTI, pp* 364-375® ■■■
2 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ They will-be found in Qûerbeuf’s Lettres-

Edifiantes, YIIv pp® 79-84 and pp* 85-106® ■ '
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des Lois, in 'Voltaire-'-and in Rousseau, failed to heed the 
belated, advice.- Consequently , in spite of the efforts of 
French missionaries and explorers, Louisiana' was soon' to 
he lost by France. But the Christian religion, which the 
missionaries had courageously preached, was to remain and- 
to be spread, if not among the Indians, at least by the ' 
new settlers* ■ . ■ ■

Since it is but natural that a new country should' 
be first explored by-males, .women have scarcely been men
tioned thus far in our account of 'the literary history of 
Louisiana in the French language. , In common with all new . 
colonies, Louisiana was confronted with the vital problem' 
of the numerical inequality of the sexes, the males naturally 
predominating--®!,-problem, to which the sisters of Mancn,- ; 
following many a venerable precedent, served as the dubious- 
solution resorted to by ■-Louis'XV's .administration. ■

French settlers'who were the parents of young ■' '
daughters also faced a serious problem— the question of ' 
how to educate them and instill in them the right religi- ' 
ous- principles. It was in response to the educational " ■
needs of these-'settlers. that there came to the. colony ' ■
that consecrated band who proved to be the first group of 
women to achieve, renown in the history of Louisiana.

For about the time that Manon., the fickle: mistress- 
of an unbelievably constant chevalier, is to find her '
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grave ' in Louisiana, -.al group of French. women. wereoseati-to •;
Sew Orleans "by tile government of Louis' IT. They .-were. ■■ A 
brave devoted, .pious1 women who had.; joined the- of her of ■. w :■ 
'Saint Ursula, that: saintly woman from'Brittany, who.-, refus
ing to- marry an English' prince »' set. out for Rome with a ■ 
■group of eleven thousand virgins and .was murdered in -, 
Germany* In 17S6 six French Ur suit in© Sisters left for New 
'Orleans, Their arrival is one; of the■important events in 
■the ■ history of the colony of Louisiana.- It was indeed a, 
happy solution of .the problem of educating, young women; ■' " 
the charitable and educational work accomplished by the 
■Ursulines in New Orleans has been repeatedly praised by ' 
historians* . ... . ■ ■ . ; '' : ■ ..

Thanks to two of them who recorded their; exper
iences ĵ ® the adventures of the Ursulines are known' 'in - - 
greater detail .than those of other travelers to Louisiana. 
At the head-of'the first group of" Ursulines. to reach New 
Orleans', was. Mere Marie St,- Augustin. de Tranchepain . (also; 
sometimes called Marie Tranchepain de, St, -Augustin)., a'

•Ai A j“The Relation du Voyage des Ursulines, written
by Mere 3t, Augustin de Tranchepain, has been published'; 
by J 9 M.' Shea, N;T., 1859® The' record by Marie-Madeleine- 
Hachard, consisting of five letters sent to her father, 
■was printed in Houen,- in '1.720, and reprinted .by Paul . 
Baudr.y. in Rouen, in 1865. Gravier' has . commented on "those 
letters. Agnes .Bepplier devoted --a• few lines -to the , , 
Ursulines in a book about the most important Ursulines in 
Canada', entitled Mère Marie des Ursulines-. ' '
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convert from the Huguenot- heresy,' who 'had been educated ., t 
in the "grand moilde". . ,■ ■ ■ ■' ;.-
" The Mother Superior has left a graphic account of 

the dreaded trip across .the- Atlantic. As soon as they 
set sail, the ocean proved'hostile, and "everyone paid ■ 1 
some tribute to the s e a The storms would have frightened 
anyone hut .those daughters of Normandy,.steadfast in their
desire to serve God. . , . .

■ "Scarcely was- the soup on the" table when a ̂ violent 
iolt would upset it all over. Such petty accidents

■ ' ' made .'us-, laugh in spite of-sea-sickness (,fle mai.de
' coeur"}, which is a violent.-disease and drives one
to an extremity.: , . . . I was the one.who was most 

. afflicted. But this trial did not shake our adher- ■ .
' ence to our vocation. Our.Lord mingles a 'je ne

sais quoi1 with our service to Him, so that suffer- , 
ing itself becomes sweet, ” 2 3 ■ ' ■

A welcome stop at Madeira brought the sisters some ■
respite. Their experiences, which included a visit to y:
■ the-Portugese Jesuit Fathers of the island,- are'.'amusingly ■
described. They escaped the traditional baptism, ■ .a'mock . 
ceremony initiating each newcomer, by paying a small fee. 
"Since the weather is-hot, the aspersion of a..pail of 
water may not be unpleasant”., comments the grave mother® 
More ordeals were to com©. The-vessel- stuck in sand at ■
.the St. Louis Bay, and no'drinking water remained. The ■ 
ship finally reached La Balize, and there a new trial

^ Relation of Marie St. Augustin, published by 
Shea,, pill. . ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
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appeared--tlie mosquitoes, frwh.ose sting causes almost im- \ ■ 
.endurable pain-. One is repaid,' however-,' by .the pleasure. - ■ 
-experienced ' in telling one * s adventures-..and; in thanking ' , 
Goal® The welcome-in New Orleans'moved them to tears, '
and after the long voyage- of no less than five months,- . 
they were happy to reach their destination and to 'begin..:' 
their 'work. ' - ... . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■

■■ The. narrative of'Mother 3th Augustin de Tranciiepain, 
while entertaining in its details, is .of only moderate - 
1 iteraiy interest. On'the contrary, the'letters written ' 
by a young novice' / Sister Mari e-Madeleine ̂ Ha’c.hard, are de- " 
light fully fresh and- naive. - She manages'--to make an inter
esting' story out of a long' -and tedious trip»A Agnes ..Hep.plier 
says of her; ." trHer story is a riot-df sound: and- -color',- of 
vivid'descriptions and pure tfhe had entrusted the.-
care of her body and.'Her-soul'to God. Hence'every inei
dent, no matterfiow-formidable, finds her calm and pat- ■ - :
lent. Her motives'•.In. going.-to the colony, are patriotic: ,
as well as religious, and'not -unraixed with- pride in her ■ -
native city of Eoixen, which-gave birth -to the early diSi- 
coverers of Louisiana# ■ /
. Her first two letters concern her trip from Rouen ' ■-
to the wonderful city of Paris, and from there to Lenient,.

■ 24Agnes.Hepplier, Mere Marie des Ursulines 1 pa 70. '
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and the crossing of the Atlantic. In the second letter, 
sent from Hew Orleans October 27, 1727, she is already ' 
enthusiastic over Louisiana. The country, she is told, 
is four times as large as France. She finds'the land A 
rich and fertile, producing several crops a year. The 
climate is pleasant, although one is ’’nearer to the sun 
than, in Rouen«51 A man who would work seriously for two ' 
days a week, could make enough food for his family through» 
out the year. "If the soil were cultivated, it would be 
the best in the world; but the country should be more . ■
thickly settled.” ■ ■ ' ■ '■
■ Sister Hachará disagrees with the local boast that . 

Mew Orleans resembles Paris. However, Louisiana, ié-a 
rich country,, she admits. !!T)aere is as much magnificence' 
and ceremony as there;is in France; the elaborate gowns 
of dot h  of gold, and velvet are common, . although three 
times more expensive than in Rouen; bread costs six cents 
{’sols’) a pound, and eggs forty-five to fifty ’sols’ a 
dozen.” One eats pineapple, /’the most excellent of • all 
fruit,” watermelons, melons, .and sweet potatoes. Wild, . 
ducks,' as well as every other kind of fowl and game are . ' 
very cheap; but she adds .modestly: ■ WNous n ’en achétons 
guere:, car nous ne voulons pas nous deli cater.” Oysters ■ '
are plentiful,-.and some of the .fish, though monstrous in 
size, are neverthel ©ss tolerably good. On© drinks choco™ ■



.late, milk and coffee, .. Tills .land of - Cockaigne would fee. an. ■ 

earthly paradise, were "ft not for two drawbacks; the mos- 

•quitoes,. and the . vice,. debauchery, and • impiety of 'the: in- .

- habitants. . '’Women, unconcerned about their salvation-,;.- l

- are not unconcerned with Tain adornments. . - Hie luxury -that.; 
reigns in this town'is- such-that one-has no .-means of dis-- '; 

criminating: • everything is. equally magnificent . „ . >'

. Women wear white and red. paint to. conceal the wrinkles on ■ 

'their, faces and add beauty ' spots- (T*d.es mouches” } in a ;' 

word'., the devil'rules over a -vast■ empire- in Louisianalifi. '

' The negroes amuse Marie'Ha chard, - Two of "here. pupils 

are quite, black., . Speaking -of -them., sh© says: T f  it were 

the fashion for colored women to' put beauty- spots' on their 

faces , they would . have - to•'be- white ones, and the e f f e c t - 

would be rather.;d r o l l S h e .  .does not seem to-look, upon .- '.' 

■slavery as an evil cor unchristian institution* -’’When w e 

ar rived her eh” -she relates nthe. Reverend';father' B.eaubois 

told us he., had: just lost nine- negroes who had perished ' ' -'

'suddenly from the effects of a cold, northern wind, -jit ■' ' 

is. a. loss of nine; thousand, francs”-, he added,n ';

' With such a modest and entertaining document the

history of .Louisiana in French letters-, during1 the period 

of discovery and early colonization will close. It has 

considered' several Frenchmen-who between 1680.'and ■ 17X5 ■

explored the Mississippi. Talley, observed the. 'Indians,

; : - ■ , 127
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the flora, ¡and the fauna of the country, attempted to achieve 
permanent control for France, and finally undertook to con
vert the population to Christianity. ■ The next chapters 
will examine the part which Louisiana plays in French- 
letters in the century of the Encyclopaedists and Philoso- '



:ART II

CHAPTER I

IHTROHUOTGItT AMD HISTORICAL .

: ■ SUMMARY . '
-..Results of French- ooloaization in' America during 

the seventeenth.century. ' Louisiana1s political history , .
during'the first years of the eighteenth century. ' New .■ 
.features of this period in. French writings-. -LawVs ' :;
schemes. Seasons for -France’s failure in- America .
Louisiana given to Spain' in 1763.• Returned ta France w 
in 1800. Sold to the United States in 1803.

. The exploration of the' Mississippi .Valley by sub
jects of Louis XIV, and the founding of s. colony in the 
Hew World had had little echo in the literary; milieux of 
Paris, where Soileau published his verses, and Bossuet . .
preached the nothingness of all that .is not God. French 
Letters were too self-centered s" and too busy creating a 
new literature to.take'much interest in uncivilized ..
countries thousands of miles away. . '• y

Nevertheless,- French'colonization in America during
the seventeenth century had achieved stupendous; results: 
the creation of a--.huge territorial empire, and the explore, 
tion of several formidable rivers, both•achievements being 
characteristic of that greatness for which the ege of' - 
Louis XIV is famous. The explorers, who have been studied 
through their meager and imperfectly written records were 
impelled by a true spirit.of adventure and not by-greed.
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More diplomatic than their English rivals, they knew how ' 
to ingratiate themselves with the Indiahs end' to convert ' 
most of tire so-called savage tribes into helpful allies.

And yet on the whole., the colonial empire proved . 
a failure. -Ambitious?, and imaginative schemes, such as .
La Salle’s and DfIberville’s, in the hands of lesser men . 
may he expected to fall short of realization. Indeed, the 
first■years of the eighteenth century inauguarate a dis
mal period in the history of Louisiana. 1 Yellow fever af
flicted the. country in 1704-, discouraging the few french • 
pioneers. After 1707, the colony was in a miserable . 
plight; there was a dearth-of colonists, of oxen and horses 
and-of implements. At the same time, the rivalry, of the; 
English in South Carolina threatened the French settlers ; 
©round Biloxi. The treaty of:Lireeht,' In 1715, made'the ' 
grave mistake of.not providing a link between Canada and 
Louisiana, and of sowing the seeds of future.' rivalry be- ■ 
tween the two1 parts of 'Hew Prance. In 1712-, .the King’s ' 
Government leased the colony of the Mississippi to Crozat, 
a financier willing'to assume the great risk involved, . 
He :failed in his rash schemes, and ih- 1717 renounced his 
monopoly. Louisiana was then handed over to the Compagnie;

-̂On the history of Louisiana consult; ■ Gayarre, 
-Histoire de'la Louisiane .and Alcee Fortier for the. later

francais d’.Amerlque is 0. syste
matic, clear and v a K a b l i l p r i i e n i a n o n W ^ ^  French 
point of view;. ' . . ■ ■
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des Indes, whose policy, Inspired by Law,- was hardly more 
reasons hie or successful.Ml German historian- who ''wrote ; 
of drench colonization in Louisiana,' Alexander .Franz,' took 
upon himseli to use .as an epigraph, to his story of an . 
honorable failure, Montaigne's severe judgment of- his com
patriots : : ' - ' '

■ 1* ai .peur que nous-ni ayons les yens . plus- grands' , .
que le ventre, et. plus"-de curiosité' que nous n'avons ■ 
de capacité; nous .embrassons tout;' mais 'nous •' '
n f étreignons -que"'du. vent.3 . , , , • . : ' ■ ■

New.features.distinguish the .age which, heralded ." 
by Fenelon, Fontenelle, and others, opens with the long«' 
awaited death of the great king. With the slow death .o.f 
the classical ideal, the French' people- outgrew ■their. com,"' 
placent attitude and their lack . of curio s it y -''concerning ; ■
other lands.. The'-eighteenth ' century ..is to. be-cosmopolitan.-- 
Frenchmen discover England with its varied attractions; •• 
the -Quakers, .llewttm, Shakespeare and. Locke.4 Voltaire, ' 
after popularizing E n g l a n d is soon to extend his cuxio- ' 
sity to Prussia,■Russia and even China. Montesquieu-deems '

rfC f infra, Part Li, Chapter III,

. v’-iil63s.andre Franz,. Die.Kol-oni-zation de Mississ-ippi'-tn p-a L M ^ M £ l S L l r j i ® e  sTscnen^^ -xs^romllonWigne^r^ , w- ■■
. 4Cf.s maul Hazard, La Crise d.e la conscience .

®bi?^ouSioue^ " aIl30n?3 ^ ^ W ~ o r 7 o I W W T TeWres - '

^Modern'scholarship has showed that Voltaire had many predecessors'in the discovery of England. Tavernier and ,V
h£drreYealedrcSila!d-i"er8ia to the'west; Lecompte' and others



It wise- to travel In Western and Central Europe "before draw
ing up his Esprit das Lois® Persia, which he had' not seen, . 
attracts his fancy, at least as a setting for' his satirical 
letters® The New World- is not . neglected in this ■ general ■ '
extension of French, curiosity, ■■ The French try to under- . .
stand the psychology of a Huron, and the mentality of the 
Puritan settlers in the United States® . . ■

With the development of cosmopolitanism and the slow 
growth of interest in the exotic, another current flows f 
into the eighteenth century— ¡an awakening interest in- 
primitivism.^ Primitives and savages attract the atten
tion of Tension, Diderot, Rousseau, and countless other ' ■
writers® Professor Chinard has told how -America, including 
Louisiana,:eventually profited from-the widespread interest 
iii the primitives.^' Gradually'- the New World "becomes in the 
eyes of France an-'earthly Paradise, where simplicity, love 
and justice reign supreme,'- It is here that -Mahon takes ' .
refuge, far from the heartless police who seek to imprison 
her. The excesses of civilization are not allowed to cramp 
young Chateaubriand^ s imaginative dreams of the forests of . 
Louisian©, ■ . ■ y-

% a n y  traces of -primitivism are already to be found 
in the Jesuit Relations. ' ■ ■ ■ ' ' " ■ p

7 . . - - - -' Gf., more particularly, his preface,. ”Le Mirage ■"
americaln.is, in. Les Refugiea Kugenots. ■ ■ -

, ■ , ■ ,152
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Moreover, tàe' eighteenth century is tradìtionallj 
regarded as■the■century!in which historical curiosity 
first developed, and people began to wonder how the present 
evolved'from the p a s t O n e  of. the objects of that curio
sity is ■ French colonization in America..'' : The public is / 
interested in.Father Charlevoix’s history,of Hew France«
La Salle,' D’Iberville, .and the early explorations of 
Louisian»; arouse- an interest which the .age of Louis XJY,- 
preoccupied with its own splendor, was incapable of feel- ■.

lilg® .
• For a period of time, some incidents contribute- to. 

direct French curiosity to- Louisiana more, than to Canada® '. 
A Scot eh speculator took things just where Òrozat had) left' 
them and conceived 'the idea of interesting the French ■ ■ 
public 'in the' Mussi ss. ippi Valley by the most, direct of all 
.methods— the desire for wealth,'.■ As © result of this adver
tising the name of the great river discovered by Frenchmen 
suddenly haunts the golden-dreams -of every Parisian, . 
Louisiana enjoys'a brief vogue, soon to relapse into. '
: oblivion when the ruined and embittered speculators -vent • 
their anger cm. the colony'and later without regret hand ■ ■ ■ 
it over to the Spaniards® ' ■ ' ' .

.Thus, the eighteenth-century thinkers, philosophers 
and historians f .as well as the financiers and economists 
(the latter in a different way) failed to- profit by the ■
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errors of the- seventeenth century in regard to French 
colonization. They were interested in foreign lands only.'- 
so far as they.helped them to understand and reform France* 
The steps that should have been' taken in order to 'develop' 
an empire in America for France, appear clear to modern 
historians. 8 More autonomy should have been granted to 
the colony, in an age when to refer every decision to a 
king and a distant council required, not days». but months 
and years. A local legislature should have gradually been 
created. More emigrants should have been sent from the ■ 
mother country, emigrants firmly resolved to devote them- ■ 
selves to agriculture. If tolerance, ■ not yet accepted 'in ■ 
France, could have been-'practised in the. lands where' ■ 
■Recollets and Jesuits'were working to convert savages to ' 
the faith of Bossuet and Madame do Main tenon,' Eugenot 
refugees, hard-working and enterprising such as they were, 
should have been allowed to settle in .Louisiana or in 
other, parts of America. \ ■ . ' ■ '

But for lack of enough foresight to meet the needs 
of the young colony the eighteenth century y after a short 
period marked by exaggerated and false hopes, proceeded 
to squander the beautiful legacy left them by La Salle and 
D ’Iberville. The main bulk of French Literature remained

®J, Schlarman, From Quebec to New Orleans, and .
G-, L. Jar ay, L’Empire français d f Amérique, having among 
others analyzed them. ■ ' ■ :
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strangely unconcerned' with the fate:'or the.,condition of ■ 
the distant colony oft'-the' Mississippi River® ' Even the \ . 
travelers1 'reports about Louisiana proved, on the whole, 
less valuable from a literary point of view (being-more 
administrative and prosaic in tone) than the accounts of 
early discoverers* The two most.-celebrated works destined 
to win for' Louisiana the interest of the French public' 
were written by an adventurous able and a Breton dreamer ■ 
who had never visited the mouth of the .Mississippi. ' ' •' -

ially Benard.de, la Earpe, .la the direction of the Arkansas 
River. In 1723, 'Louisiana returned to the Oompagnie des ' 
Indes,. and the French public lost its short-lived interest

of the Natchezs Louisiana"was again- under the Jurisdiction . 
of the -King's government® '■ . ' . . 1

Several governors.assumed authority in succession:■ 
Lsiaothe-Gadillac * ■ Perrier f Bienville and ■Vaudreuil, with: . 
.varying results upon the welfare of the .colony* France ' ' ‘ 
remained indifferent, seemingly more interested in San.;. : f 
■Domingo and. the'West Indies than' in the nascent city ,;of ' . 
New Orleans. About this time the clamor '-for reforms at- ' 
home' became . audible end threatening." When the Encyclopedia ■ 
began to appear (1751)., the -house'.- was' .already on'fire® Why; -

After the failure of Law’s speculations, (1719}s ■ 
some next . were-made bjlFreiich explorers, espee
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should the French concern themselves about Louisiana when 
there were more pressing problems nearer at hand? In 1763, 
Choiseul, through the treaty of .Paris, gave' Spain the land 
on the right hank of:the Mississippi River* Spain accepted 
unenthusiastically and occupied the country against the■ 
wishes of its inhabitants. ■ ' ■ ■

During the American War:-of Independence, and the 
Revolution'in Francemany Frenchmen flocked to the shores 
of the new World, either to help the■colonies-in their re
hellion against England, or-to escape from the excesses 
■ of freedom in France« ..A number of them- went to .Louisiana* 
The character of that colony.' with its qualities} or •• ■
rather, its .faults,: as -'enumerated by .historians , —  - levity.., 
love of pleasure and luxury,- excessive elegance- of the . 
women, —  - remained profoundly French during-the thirty- 
seven years of Spanish rule.® In 1800, Louisiana was re- / 
turned to France® Bonaparte had. intended to send an. army 
to the colony, but changed his■plans after the difficul
ties encountered at San Domingo, and finally,■in May, 1803, 
sola the immense territority to the young American republic 
The price agreed upon was eighty milIon francs. Sixteen

. lively picture of eighteenth century Louisiana,
Is. given in G. Ouaa.rd, Yieille Amerique.' .
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of. the present.states 'of the Union10.-were.,.:.'in whole or in
part , .Included- In the Louisiana . Purchase* f,Si je réglais 
iaes .conditions sur ce que ces vastes territoires vaudront- 
aux. Etats-Unis,.3 said N a p o l e o n "les'••indemnités n4 auraient 
point de bornes®” 1 1  ' ; ' ' : /'.Vt .

10The:'states of Louisiana, Arkansas» Oklahoma, Kansas 
Missouri, Iowa, Mississippi, Nebraska,.'Oregon, Colorado,'
Dakota, Idaho, Utah-, Montana, .Washington .ana-Wyoming. In 
18IS, the present state-of - Louisiana was admitted into ■ " ' 
the Union« . " . ' ' ■ ■ . ., ■ ■

■ . 11Q,uoted as the.: epigraph'to Uayarre’s Histolre :de .-. '
la Louisian©. : . ■ ' A ' ■ . ■ -.- 'p .'
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■ CHAPTER II ■ ■ ■ ' . V

. FRENCH TRATELEKS.^ AND HISTORIANS- -IN 'LOUISIANA''' '

”, ... . THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH -CENTURY" . . .

■ . . ." -(1715-1735) ' .

. : . ■ smamBY ' / ' ” ■
■ . . . Bacquevllle de. la Pothe'riey Historian of Canada. ■ 
Baron de Lahontan and Lafitau, partisans .of good savage.. 
Penieaut4 s memoir, ' Dominique. Y a r l e t L e  Maire’s. ' -
Memoir on Louisiana. Father Laval. ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

' ' . The famous.novel of■ love and death- which attracted
the attention of the.-French public to Mananas grave - in ' 
Louisiana appeared- in 1731. Before that date, a number 
of travelers visited the mouth of "thè-Mississippi-, a M  . 
colonists and explorers wrote about their' adopted country. 
Their work must, be considered' briefly, - .emphasizing- thé 
literary and historical, 'value of. their. picture of . ' '
Louisiana.-*- ■ ■ t ■ 1. ... ' u . ' ' .

■ Thé administrative--documents to be found in the ■ 
French Ministry of the ''Navy '.or .'Ministry of 'the- Colonies,' 
do not fall within the scope of"this essay. ■ P. Heinrich, • 
in his thesis'on .'La,Louisiane' sous la Compagnie- des .Indes 
has used them. His book-may be, ref ex-red to for the purely 
historical aspect of the subject., Marc Millier4s ■ :
La Fondation de la nouvelle' Orleans is also- useful and ■ 
carefully documented. ■ " ■ ■ .
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. Bacquevílle' ■ de- la Potherie Is known as a historian 
of Canada»' The son of a French settler In the island of 
Gaudeloupe, himself an administrator la the French navy, -' 
lie was sent to Canada, .where he married a.' Canadian. ' His 
work, written about 1702, hut not published until 1716, 
is an account of his traméis in lew France, ■ entitled His 
toire de 1* Amerigue Septentrional eg which is the title ■ 
given also to the subsequent edition (X72g},. '

The work is in four volumes in the form, of letters 
addressed to friends» It is dedicated ho the Duke of ■ 
Orleans, the Regent of France'® La Bother!e?s avowed 
purpose is ,td1 instruir© plutot que de pía ire,” and it '
must ■ be admitted that he succeeded in his aim, for his ■■ 
books, though full of information,-are dull and dry. 
Although la© must have heard a great deal about Louisiana 
from the sons of Charles Le'Moyne, whom he knew' intimately, 
and although his keen interest in the Indians leads him, ■. 
to mention some of the tribes of the Mississippi Talley-,
La Potherie cannot be regarded- as 'being directly con- . 
nected with the literature of-Louisiana. Eis chapter 
.(XIII) on La Salle* s explorations contains nothing origi- ■ 
nal. La Potherie and 'Nicolas .Perrot, the author of a
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posthumous .memoir on the savages, 2 from-whom''the Canadian 
writer borrowed much,' belong to the history of Hew France ■ 
or to that of -anthropological, s'cien'ee.3 ; ■ ■

The amusing dialogues of Baron de Lahonta.n also, have 
Canada, as a setting' and their author » a cynic whom.' life. . 
had repeatedly disappointed, never saw Louisiana.. Never- " 
theless, his enthusiastic praise .of the -good ..savage in - 
fluence those, who saw in North America a' Garden of Men, . 
and who held-the civilization of the Old World'responsible 
for the disappointments they had had/^ ■ . ' : ..

Lafitmi also was an influential partisan of the 
savage® He did a great deal: to...Inform the French public

. 2It is not known-'■when Nicolas P err a t : came to Canada'.
Ee was there continually,'possibly from 1665 to 1669, first 
■ as an ordinary ^eoureur,-de.-.tools-i81 then 'as an-interpreter . 
and' representative of the .French with the Indians .1 He ■
wrote his memoir, not for .self-glorification, tout to an- : 
lighten.-the intendant of Canada: as to the real character 
of the ..Indian tribes which- were: friendly with the - French . 
or hostile to them. There.exists but. one "copy of. Ferret* s '■ ' 
memoir entitled: Memoir of the Manners,' Customs and' Religion 
of the Savages of .^rth~^jHciT~°^Tt^d¥ni~'^^TlsHedn,in~™ 
WenehJ^ortEe™tirsT™tme7-^6iP:2ig and Paris, 1864, toy the 
Sever end Jules Tailhan, 3.-, I. It has toe m  translated into 
English toy Emma. Helen Blair, and-.published in The Indian- ' 
Tribes of the Upper Mississippi Valley and Region of the 
Great Lakes, I, pp, 85-37S. ' ■ . ' ■ ■ .

30n Bacqueville-.de la.-Potherie, see Dictionary of
___ _ ' iphy; also. .Edmond Roy’s biographical ■ account.
in' Pro'ceedinya and Translations of the Royal J3m 
Canada» second■series» III,' p. 3-44.,

. ^Lahontan, Nouveaux■ 'Voyages dans IMAmerique' Septen-'- 
trionaley . 1703, and Dialogues.eurleux entre 1 * auteur et mi 
sauvage de toon sens qui a .voyage, 1703, reprinted by G.
Chinard, 1931, ... ■ ■ ' .
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of the charms of the- Indian civilization, and of the reli
gious feelings of 'the Indian tribes of North America. His 
statements, though original, were not founded upon fact®
He erroneously regarded, the Indians: as being very similar 
to the ancient peoples of Greece and Rome® .His Moeurs des ' 
sauvages aniericains compares aui homines- des premiers temps., 
remains, however,-one of the most interesting books to be 
found on .America in the eighteenth century. ' ■

Joseph Francis Laf itau, ■. born in 1671» was'the son 
■ of a wealthy hanker. in Bordeaux® ' ..He. became a Jesuit" and - • 
went to Canaria in 1712.,. where he stayed five years doing 
missionary work® Bis memory was full of recollect ions. Q.f 
Homer, Herodotus, Plutarch, and Pliny. He readily.- associa
ted the half «nude Indians worshipping- - 'strange gods with the- 
characters created by these ancient' writers. The inhabit - 
tanks of - the wilds of America were- thus placed on as / ■
exalted plane; the way was open for Rousseau*s praise -of 
the savages and Chateaubriand’s vindication of the Natchez-. .

Although Lafitsu never visited - Louisiana,- a few. 
passages in his book deal with the southern Mississippi 
Valley, Not vary of generalizations, he maintains that ' 
the manners of the savages are similar all-over the conti
nent, (I, -p, 25} . . In M s  second-chapter («Idee . ou characters 
des a. sauvages en general«), he devotes- several pages to 
the Natohes, the .-perpetual, fire-burning In their tempi os, .-
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their worship of the, sun, which ' the'. Jesuit finis. similar' L 
to the cult of the sun among- the ..Psrthsi He adds similar' ■ 
details concerning the. sun-cult .of -the Oucias, ■ ' : . .

Elsewhere (I, p * .'595"),he- mentions those .natives - of . 
Louisiana whom' the -Trench called aflat-teads,5!:' because -, . 
their ideal of beauty, like 'that cf some -of the ancients * 
consisted of a flat forehead. -In .the .-second volume - -(p.' 410} 
he describes the death rites- among the. Natchez. ' His infor
mation concerning Louisiana, probably-taken- from -oral or ■ " 
written reports of-the Jesuit. Missionaries, is second-hand,-' 
For.this reason, Father. -Lafitau- deserves, only'-'a'brief men
tion in our study»- But since his .;w.ofk' - enjoyed •- considerable 
success, he ..probably did much' -to arouse.-the' curiosity of ; 
French readers about America arid Louisiana, the home of ..the 
Natchez* ■ ■ -.. :■ ■ ■

Penicaut, unlike.Lahontan and Lafitau, had been in 
Louisiana and had acquired through several years there, a, 
direct knowledge of. the country,"" He had sailed .for the ■ 
Mississippi Talley with D’Iberville in 1698,-and worked •
with him' in establishing the fort at Biloxi* He was a
carpenter, and. his memoir' -has .little claim to literary fame.
Penloamt left Louisiana'in'1725 Having become ''blind, in
the same year, lie wrote'his memoir mainly,as 
to M s  country in order to secure ® pension.
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' . Many - details of Penloaut’s manoiri Relation ou Annale
de ce gui s’est passe,a-la Louisiane,,5 concerning the early ■ 
years-in New Orleans, are historically .Interesting;. Pénicaùt 
an humble man, -animated by no ambitious 'or;;enterprising ■. - .
designs, paid close attention:, /during the ' twenty-three years 
of his sojourn in. 'Louisiana, to. Its y Indian inhabitants and 
their cuat'oias* . ’The -Natchez especially, impressed -him. He, 
found their, .country' of une quailed natural beauty. : He. ad
mired the splendid ngrowth' of odoriferous ; trees'^which ■ .
adorned it, and its “cool and limpid -streams This famous 
tribe appeared to. the.French carpenter as highly civilized;. 
th® women were well -dressed, ' the men handsome, their-■ Ism-...1 : 

güage soft and well-modulated;,/ and their habits, surprisingly 
moderate. ' "Howewer abundant'provisions may be- with them, ■ 
they, never-eat'to excess; but very improperly, they always' ' 
':eat with their fingers, although they iia¥e spoons maae,from- 
the. horns of the buffalo»”® . ■ ■'■ ■■ ■■.■ ■." • • "

. Penicaut, who. should be a good judge in .such matters;, 
praises the;, savage’ s .methôd ,of. '.'building canoes 1 'They set 
; fire to the interior of a. cypress tree,, burn it off at' the' .

'5It is to be found in the Bibliothèque Nationale 
(H, 3, français, 14613} and lias been published ••in E. F, '. .■ 
French’s Historical Collections' of Louisiana"end Florida, ' 
New Series, 'p. .-S3-15S,- ; ■ ■■. ■ ■ ■ y . ■ ■■ y ■ ■

. - 6Frènoh„ -op. Pit ;.«■«.' -p. 49. ' ; .



desired length, then, scrape the -part' remaining with: large 
shells ¡so as to polish it well, ""He -also .observes -the reli
gious customs of the-Indians» especially those of the ' ; .. 
Taensas • nation-,-:'neighbors of the Natchez,, sad .describes a ' 
horrible, human sacrifice which they .performed to appease '. . 
their gods- when a fire was raging. , : .

It is clear from this' brief 'account*, that Perilc&ut; 
was 'interested .in the inhabitants of .the; country and-struck:" 
by its natural beauty. . His records contain much' useful ■'1 
data for h i s t o r i a n s ' ;■ . . : : ■ ■ : ■ . ..

. ' ; . : r . .. .■ ■ i m -

Before.reaching■the official historians of Louisiana, 
Bénard de Is Harpe and 'Charlevoix, a .f ew. more writers must' 
be mentioned. . Not Paving had, the -honor of .-.being included : 
in the' Lettres -Edifiantes - of the missionaries', they 'are - 
little known.*' These writers .are modest' ecclesiastics who, ' 
having sees Louisiana, are able- to contribute little to ■ 
our knowledge and impressions of the colony during the : ' 
difficult years which followed the death of Louis XI?* -.

-In 1711, a -priest, 'Dominique Tari et (born in 1678) 
resigned his. vicarage in Paris and applied at the Mission:

7 ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' .■ Marc de lilliers utilizes Periicaut’s. memoir with ; ;
care and diffidence In,. Histoire de la Fondât ion de I® , -;
Nouvelle Orleans s p. 25. : :
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and advised Ills brother not to follow 'him»' Fowl and" f i s h ' 
however, made life' tolerable in: winter. But in summer, ' ■ 
he, tool like: many explorers-, complains'of :the mosquitoes.

The longer Tarlet remains ■■■ in ■ the country, the more 
vehemently he 'grumbles of its defect.si there is; much ■ 
fruit,' but the quality is- not' good; the 'bananas and- figs . ' 
are mediocre,, and the .pineapple is dangerous* The bread 
is poor, and that matt ere a: great deal to a :Frenchman® ■
It• Is certainly .not an earthly'paradise,. 'nEien rnoins one 
c e l a -The country .is too - wild" and uncultivated to-, have ■ ■
• any.beauty-. '-. - '"No .milk,' -no. butter,; no eheeses!r says the . : ■ ■ 
pious- man,'as- he repeatedly complains of the lack of proper■' 
food, -. Even at that early date, however,11a cuisine de . 
la-Lpuislane” was acquiring a reputation.- Tarlet mentions - 
suet, dishes-.as.^squirrels.mixed with;-fried chicken,'1 and 1 
gravies made with' bear -oil Is This-"tail.lie d’ours" ,-hs ' : ■ ■ 
.rates as the greatest blessing of the unfortunate land.,'

.Tar-let*s-interest.in food and cooking may be con» 
doned, for it was .not possible to -do .much for■ the, souls- 
of the natives,:; A- devout • churchman, ■ in speaking of-the : • ' 
•-Indians,' he.'-.•expressed- Ms despair :over seeing so many- souls 
"abandoned to their darkness." ' '{letter of November ;£3 , •
1703). - ̂ Missionaries were too scarce. Sent to the country 
of the Illinois mad then.to Canada■to recruit more colleague

' ■ :■■■■■ ■ . ■ V.-, ,, . ,■ . .146
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Yarlet had little success® He'-returned to Trance, and : 
from there set out for'Persia® -Much later, when Yarlet,. 
disappointed in his career, recalled his years as a mis™ • 
sionary in Louisiana, he admitted that they had been hard 
and unsuccessful, but.-added: TTIe regrette encore souvent 
les hols de 11 Amerique." ■ ..- : :: - ' .  1 . " . /

Another Trench priest, Francis. Le Maire, wrote, in 
1717, a -memoir on Louisiana-, .which was- long■ unpublished, 1 
It appeared- in September-November1899 ,\ in the' Oomptes- 
Ren due de 1* At lienee Louis 1anais, New Orleans.' '.His short/ 
account of.thirty pages is of historical■and geographical 
.value. It affords useful'information concerning the names 
of • several Indian tribes , ana. the' condition- of - the -country 
at that time. He?/ Orleans was then a .mere settlement, and 
Le Hair© bitterly opposed .its -selection as the new -ca-pital 

■ Haying a keen geographical sense, he explains with 
accuracy what part th.e- rivers should .play in the-- coloniza
tion of Louisiana. He- does not, 'however,''.waste lii.s time ■ 
or his-adjectives in describing the beauty of. the country,.- 
He dryly enumerates the products to-be- found there.; {oil,' 
honey, silk, and wine) as well' as.' six good reasons why ; . 
the. French -should settle there In large numbers and with
out delay: . to -retain Canada,, to resist 'the.'English, to
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develop 'mines, to ii®rk 'the rloii;soil? to tra.de in hides, 
and'to serve the Christian faittu- - . .. i i - ' !
. ' •' Le Maire is. extremely discreet when he mentions, the-
religion of 'the Indians., 1-He is content, in'ascribing to ■■ 
them a Carthaginian origin, and: in comparing their- worship 
of the sun to that of-- Mo.lp-oh.- He entertains little hop© - " , 
of ever converting them, especially since Hrenohimn give- 
a poor example of piety, and- have -turned the colony into 
’’line veritable Babylon e-.”, : - •;.- '• • . - . ", -

.Le Maire5 s-matter-of-fact style and' manner.make. Ills 
account one of. the least literary-that has 'been mentioned*. 
In fact, his principal' role in the history of Louisiana - 
in french Letters is, according to M-. Yilli-ers, that of " ' 
the prototype, of the •^aumonier" who, in Uancm Lescaut, 
tragically announces the governor * a decision -to' disconso
late Bes Grieux.8 . . . ■ ' ' '

■ Contemporary with. Le Maire, about -173.Q,. another 
priest, Lather Laval, 'a Jesuit g.oie nt ist, under tools a 
voyage to Louisiana. He was - -entrusted by the Regent of

% ,  T i m e r s ’ stafement is open to criticism and 
■ will he discussed in the chapter on Manon Lescaut. -
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France with.- a scientific mission to .the Gulf of Mexico* ' , 
Indeed, Laval was highly qualified for. his task, judging 
from the-precisej technical details of.his.report and from 
.his title:.. "Professeur royal de matbaatique et. maître 
hydrographe des officiers et gardes de la'marine du port 
de Toulon," He: stopped at Martinique; and at Dauphine ' 
Island, and reached Louisiana in'1720a Father Laval’s ■ 
Voyage de. la Louisiane fait par: ordre du roi en \V .année 
1780* is a purely scientific work, ineluding remarks con
cerning the-appearance and character,ofthe savages.• 
Physics, -astronomy, geography and hydrography are the 
priest’s principal themes*- ■" . ■ g ■ ' '



■ ' " ■ CHAPTER XXX ' - ■

LOUISIANA IN FRENCH' LETTERS FROM -

■■ "LAW;-TO CEARLETOIX- ■. '' ' , .

"■ ■ ' x SUMMARY : .. : '
Histories of -Louisiana during' the eighteenth, :c;en- 

tury. ■ Law’s use-of propaganda®.. Charles de Bonreposi .' .
Vallett a de Laudun, ; .'Dumont de Moatigay* s'notes published . 
by Le Kas.crier. His poems published by-M, de Timers® 
Bernard de La Harpers Jour.aal. Histolre de la Nouvelle' ' 
France by Charlevoix's Importance■of-■ this work® ■ '

' Louisiana came into' the limelight about' 1720, when ■ 
French, speculators hoped to gain vast, weitfc from its mines, 
slaves, fruit , and tobaceo. A number, of. travelers visited -, 
it about 1715-1.722, and in. som.'©-'cases remained there-and ' 
later wrote' accounts of what they had seen® .Needless to - 
say, however, one cannot expect to-find- in these amateur 
efforts, the research, documentary labor, and" objective. ■ 
presentation which, is demanded of modern historians. These 
earlier writers -risked--the hazardous' voyage to a fabulous 
New World; they observed the country; they attempted to ' 
foresee the future which its boundless possibilities sug
gested; and often, w-ith a surprising degree of accuracy, 
.they imparted their information and .their opinions to their 
contemporaries. .But since these free-lance historians were 
not professional writers» the value 'of their work is often 
purely documentary; one:does not find in it the personal
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point of view or. the subjective arrangements which usually 
go by the name of literature* .- ■ .
' Modern writers who- have . neglected' the .epic., tale of
the French■ explorations in' Americe: at the time of La Salle,
Tonty, and D ’Iberville have been attracted by the less- ■ 
heroic but more spectacular period of'-the Regency» ■ ■ The 
story of Louisiana during this, period is well known. . 
Charles Gayarre has told it with clarity .although uninter
estingly. G.-Oudard, In Tiellle Amerlxme, has recently 
drawn a vivid picture'of the turbulent, reckless, 'and gay 
life of the .Louisiana of the eighteenth-.century. ' A much, 
more detailed and thorough -study is that of a French ' . 
professor, P. Heinrich, La Louis lane sous, la -Gompagaie dee 
Indes , 1717-1751. Henri .G-yavier, a promising scholar.who' 
had been deeply attracted by that period of colonial, .his
tory, wrote an interesting memoir, La. Colonisation de la 
Louisians a 1’ep-ocue de Law (1904) ,' which lie intended to 
expand, but death prevented the accomplishment of his 
aims. A viell-documented American .'thesis, The Commerce of 
Louisiana during the French Regime, (1916, by H. Miller 
Surrey is also to be mentioned., although, since -it con^
centrâtes on the commercial and-economic history of 
Louisiana', its purpose is very different from ours.
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Historians and financiers may discuss for many mof© 
years' whether Law was a genius or an imposter. They agree, 
however, upon the extraordinary role which he played..in 
the history of Louisiana. ' The'famous .Soot must have dreamt 
for many months of■ this colony.on the great river which he 
had never visited, and. perhaps by -continually praising its 
■fabulous possibilities to others, he finally cam© to-be-1 ■: 
lieve in them, himself. The financial wizard of. .the ■ eight
eenth century, Law lias one undisputed merit--fais realize- . 
tion of the value of propaganda, whichwould have caused 
even a .modern press agent to look to his laurels. Because 
of him, Louisiana burst into newspaper print, ' into;songs, .
and into would-be literary works, all designed to lure 
Frenchmen to the new Eldorado .--f ' . ' •• ^

. ' But Law’s fabulous .advertising- proved a - failure. .
He had been born too far from the Seine, and the. Loire t© '

■ %ost of the newspaper articles and songs written 
at-Law’s instigation to advertise Louisians ,. are. 'quoted ■ ',- 
in p, Heinrich's La Louisiana sous ;i a :Compagnie des Indes, 
1717-1731. I shaIXTIi33,‘7iH'^^cussed later in this chapter) a reference to an article ' 
in Le 'Nouveau Meroure, -March 1717 , pp. 128-143. The - : 
autlioFl>retends^hat™'a''very: interesting'account , of the ' 
country* of .the Mississippi fell into his hands "at. just- 
the right time. The public interest is so closely linked 
with the vast country .in connection with the recent estab
lishment of the. Western Company, that I think it a timely 
present to the public to offer to them an accurate and' 
faithful account of that wide continent.” He goes on' 
enumerating the advantages .of: Louisiana {.climate, .hunting, 
fishing, trees, jewels': and especially' favorable- attitude 
of the savages-toward Frenchmen.).. '■ '
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realize that though Frenchmen might be willing to read 
about the huge- Mississippi River and .the' nighty • forests- ; 
of Louisiana, they preferred their"native soil.I Acquir™ - • 
lug. wealth overnight in the Hue Quin campo in .might appeal 
to them, but challenging the ocean and; Its storms to face 
the unknown hazards .of a far-, strange country was quite 
another story. . ' , ■ ■

' Law and M s  agents put forth their utmost efforts, ■ 
not overlooking the value of literary propaganda of var-.. 
ions kinds, .¿is a- result, Hennepin’s works, which painted 
the Mississippi and its shores'in.such rosy hues, enjoyed 
a'-new vogue. A few hasty pamphlets viere inspired by the 
financier, or by the wave of unrestrained enthusiasm for 
Louisiana.2 They offered various subtle inducements, such 
as would be most likely.'to "appeal to the French public. ' 
Mention, was - repeatedly made of the mines which Hennepin - 
'and- Tonty (in the then popular- account attributed to. the 
latter) affirmed were to be found in the flourishing, colony- 
on the beautiful Mississippi. There must be gold - in the 
new Eldorado, they said, and mountains o f .other■precious ■ 
metals; also "certain green, stones, very hard and very fine

"See Heinrich, op. bit.
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similar to emerald/’ 'as tiia Ncmy.eauMereure- for: September, 
1^1?’ \P<* 132) ? with -perfidious• prudence--described them® •’ '
■ ■ . The fallacious accounts .-offered in Louisiana .® 

veritable Paradise for gourmets» Hare gam©,- fowl, huge, 
bulls, "whose'flesh is'more delicate than .beef : in .Prance,” 
were included in -the.'inducements.. Pictures and'stories -\ 
of beautiful Indian women modestly spinning wool':or kneel
ing languorously "at the feet of flattered French colonists 
■were designed to appeal, to .human' vanity and to its propen
sity for -romance.- Still other- pictures .showed the Indians 
of the Mississippi rushing to the french missionaries for' 
baptism® '■ - . ;■ ■ ■ ■' ' . ■ '. ' ' 1

Fortunately, or perhaps .unfortunately, all this ; 
propaganda had little' .effect. The largestnumber ..of' ..
colonists who’ - joined .Law were German or-. German-Swiss for 
whom similar Insidious literature had been prepared in ' .' 
German®3 jn the times .of his ..greatest, power.,. Law had used 
other methods, even going so far as. to. order:-some husbands 
who did not lire peaceably -.'with .'their wives to - emigrate, to 
Louisiana, ■. Parisian chansomilers.seized the theme and used 
it In a song which is to he found in Raunie’s Ghansonnier

.. % »  Dei-1 er has studied them extensively in the Settle 
meat- of the German Coast of Louisiana land the' Creoles of . 
German Descent® ' ■ ■ .
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français 4

. 0 vous tous, messieurs'les .maris j : .■
■ Si vos femmes ont. âes favoris,. . ,
Me vous mettez martel'en tete ; . '. ' /
Tous aurez fort méchant© fete. ■

. .Si vous vous en fâches, tant pis, ' ■ . ; ■
Tous 1res a.Mississippi. . ' ■ ■ .

And thus exhorting'husbands to be more lenient with their
wives or more fashionable, the song continued; ■ ■

Il vaut mieux et re a la mode . -, ' ■
Shie de voir Mississippi. ■ '

But as the failure of Law’s system, became apparent, the
songs of the day changed their themes, 5800x111110 ironical
and hitter. Everything was becoming more expensive in '
Paris, while the speculators had ceased working i n .order
to develop.their remote Eldorado; ' ■ . " 1

. De Law le nouveau system© .
Fait renchérir le esfe; ■ ' ' ■ ' '
Du .sucre il en est de meme., x 
Le doux-melange-a cesse- - - - '
Toute 15 aimee est careme, 1
Tout n ’est plus qui austérité.5

There is little style and very little personal knowl
edge of the country In the propaganda concerning Louisiana.
A representative sample is to lie found in a little'hook of 
forty-six pages by Chevalier de Bonrepos, entitled: Des- ; •: 
cription du Mississippi. . . . ■’ ■ ; :

. % a u n i e, Chansonnier français, III, pp. 22-24,- quoted
in Heinrich,'op. cit. ■ -,

' 5R®unie, o p . cit.. Ill, pp. 210-211. ■■■
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It consists of letters to his-«chere cousine-,« in which h e .... 
•praises, tin© beautiful Mississippi .R i v e r its- valley .'covered 
with walnut and chestnut, trees, its fish, its'.crocodiles,- ■ 
and even its savages ,■ who are described as picturesque . 
people «feeding.upon the blood of their- enemiesd  Finally, 
he mentions the gold mines «which will make the Kingdom of 
France.as.wealthy' as Peru.«.(p. 45), ' He urges Frenchmen 
to rush to- Ijfev/'Orleans, to settle where .large stores import - 
ell the goods-from Europe, and export the valuable products
of the country* . I" ■ 1

As was to'be expected *■ ..the.'colonists who were lured 
to Louisiana by'promises - of vast . wealth were- greatly, disap- 
.pointed* ■ The governor, La: Moth© Cadillac, who was on© of : 
the least enthusiastic, expressed himself thus: .«The river 
(the Mississippi) ' Is a:- torrent-,for -six months , - ana for the 
rest of the year its wat er s - nr e -. s o lowp'thai canoes .cannot 
• even -float.” Again he wrote:.-' : «This colony h-s' a monster 
.which has' neither'head nor tali-®; All. - tlie -aceouiit-s that..-, 
have been written of It are mere fables

■ The grumbling governor'was .'recalled- and thrown into 
the -East-ille. ' But' discontent persisted, and Kudos, the 
«eommissaire.ordonnat.eur« of the:'colony,, complained of., y  

another disappointment':;'- - the. girls'.whom. Law had sent from.:

%roiu a MS report, quoted; in Otidard and in Heinrich,
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France were so ugly that the. men refused to marry', them, 
nIn selecting those girls," he'added, ,tfa- handsome- face.--

to their taste among the Marions whom Law shipped to
Louisiana, they did not hesitate to' return to.'their savage 
c o m p a n i o n s ■ ■ ' .

meats of .a' colonist who actually went to Louisiana« ’ It;, is 
written in.'a light and playful vein, and the author’s wit 
is often ponderously heavy and his: allusions ..unnecessarily 
risque« After • an endless voyage,'- he- found -Louisiana - . ,
severely disappointing. The. wooden houses are only one 
story in height; the fruit is never-good;, the only a amir- 
able thing which he sees is' the. fine, glossy sand of 
bauphine- Island: ”One' would at first tafce it to be gold . 
powder in the country of Onicampoix,” says the naval'of- 
fleer humorously.' He thinks that the. -colonists' .should 
have cultivated the land instead of seeking gold. - As for ■ 
-the women, they seem to become sterile as soon as they • 
reach the colony. In explanation of this, he', offers not

;; ' . virtue,1̂  If the. men found none

■ a . • , ■ ' ' • • ■ .This quotation from a report by Duclos is to he 
found, in G-ayarre'’ s. Histoire ô " , I, pp. 99-100

^Published Plater in'Paris, 1768



the climate, but the numerous ; "galant eri esTT ■ which /must. have 
1fworn them outrf previously in 'Europe-. In .e words' his dis»- 
appointment, is' complete« He -was glad' to return to. Èranoe 
after, a stag' of sixty-five days In Louisiana«, ■ a y .

. , . .. . . . 158

■ Most of the travelers1 accounts and histories writ- ■
ten by colonists between the- years 171.5 and 1770 are . ;. ■ '
tediously long and dull. But during .'this ■ period.» a new';.,"'', 
feature marks the authors--“their scrupulous effort to .oh-: " 
serve historic®! accuracy® Generalizations are .rare, and' -. 
general ideas are even absent from most of them 1 The - 
writers are attentive','observers, who.'have tried- to; .report 
.nothing except what they-have seen or heard and .ar-e not- 
given, to flights of fancy nor- to.-aimless digressions® : 

Once more, it"becomes necessary .to assign to-these 
historians la .very humble, place'-■ in .--literature« Nevertheless., 
their histories were read by some of their ' contemporaries,, 
and .sometimes, as' in the case-of Le Page du. Pratzy by a 
fairly wide public! It is possible that they may have trans 
xaitted some knowledge.of .French Louisiana to other writers- . 
morel gifted than they* ' . . ■■

' -Dumont..de Montignjr. of' whom very little is- known, ■ 
was born toward the end of the■ seventeenthocuituryy and .
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and was still alive about 1750-17601 A cartographer and 
geometrician., he nevertheless conceived the idea of writ
ing a long epic poem, A military officer in Louisiana 
for twenty-five years, he- dept extensive notes on events
in the,colony-during that time. He gave his notes to Le 
Mascrier, who, because he edited them, and perhaps re
wrote them entirely 1 should he considered the real author 
of the

The' work was intended to serve as -a continuation of 
¡Tout el’s Jour ne 1. However, the events recorded are-much 
less tragic and moving than the accounts of La Salle’s . 
explorations and death, and-the author, - or authors, of - the 
Mémoires lack the charming simplicity of Joutel, Their 
complete subservience to the demands of accuracy, their 
evident déterminât ion to record nothing- whatever 'except- ■ 
what Dumont had seen and noted, rob their work of interest, 

The book may he rapidly summarized. The usual re
marks are made concerning the climate of - -Louisiana,. the. 
heat, the mosquitoes,' 'the sudden storms, and the danger' . 
of sunstrokes, and'the. usual "comments on'"'thé Mississippi 
which interests Dumont■only from the point of view of

9The book was published in Paris in 1753, in E volumes. The title, ten lines long, adds: composés sur lesmémoires de M. Dumont par M,L.L.M. • (le Mascrier) *M An \ -Hnslish translation is' given in B. ?, - French, Historical Collections of Louisiana, -Part V, ,pp. 1-136. graphical information concerning Dumont he- Mont'igny is • '" " in--an article by Marc 'de'Till 1ers, infra. Footnote 10
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an engineer.' concerned with floods and levees. He seems 
more :interested in -the flora and: the fauna of' Louisiana.
In fact, he becomes, almost lyrical in M s  praise of the 
delicious'watermelons and the erotic flavor of sweet pota
toes. Of the watermelons, he. rhapsodizes: "It seems that 
one presses into 0110*3 mouth a sponge saturated with ■ 
Alicante wine, for the juice is ruddy, and the taste most 
exquisite..?t- Naturally, there, is the inévitable discussion 
of the amphibious.crocodile y and a long account'.of the . . 
savages'which is vary precise and accurate. Dumont re- . 
fuses to accept legends or oral traditions, among them;the 
story, repeated by all travelers, but:denied by. him, that 
there were a large number of hermaphrodites among the 
savages. He also, denies the story of cannibals among the 
tribes in Louisiana. Completely devoid of mystical ideals, 
Dumont has no belief in. primitivism, in the virtues of the 
savages, in' Amerioa as a Garden of Eden— all ideas which. . 
later dominate the eighteenth century. ■ ■ .

.M. 'de' Yilliers has discovered and studied, a poem 
by the same Dumont which must have been composed between 
1788 and 1742* The title is prosaic enough; L fEtablisse
ment de la Province de la L o u i s i a n e This, obscure pre-

^M. de ¥111 iers*. study was. published in the Journal 
de 1« Société deg Americanistes de Paris in 19511 .w.yHyg;
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decessor of Chateaubriand left his manuscript unpublished* 
It was found in, the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal in Paris and 
deals; with the history of French 'colonization - in the eight
eenth century, describing the revolt of the Natchez and .■ 
the manners - -.of the savages » ' d, ' ' ' . .

The extracts quoted by M. de Villiers amply'corro
borate his criticisms..' Tills didactic poem of 460S lines 
is as bad as the worst poensof the unpoeticgl; eighteenth, : 
century. "TLe pauvre Dumont n* et ait,' Helasl Pas meme 
un rimeur de troisième ordre,”, says M„. de Villiers. Ills . 
lilies vary from eleven to fourteén syllables., among other.
Mlicences moins que poétiques,” to quote 'M. de . Villi©rs' ;
again. Poor Dumont realized his shortcomings, and apolo
gized for them in lines which will suffice as an example 
of his' styles " '■ ' ■ ■ '

Yu que, dans ce piys, le meilleur y manquant,
' le n’ai pu cm© fournir, en fait d’art poétique,.' 

fiiue des vers de Pont-Neuf a la mode publique. ■ : ■

■ In Bena-rd de la; Harpe, we find, a; stylist, of'■ somewhat
less mediocre abilities. Coining''to Louisiana as a French ■ 
officer in 1 7 1 8 he played an .-.im̂ ortaht part .in the history 
of the colony. He built s, fort, - explored- the region■ near : •; 
the Bio Grande, and was'bent in 1728 to take possession o f v
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the land on the. Colorado River* He did not succeed because 
he locked a sufficiently large armed force; nevertheless, '
he extended the limits of the colony,, and his name should 
be remembered as that- of one of the most enterprising, ex
plorers of the eighteenth century*. . . ' .

This man of action wanted also to be a writer. He 
kept, or planned to keep,.‘a Journal historique de l’eta.b- 
lissement de français-§ la Louisiane^1 which covers the : 
years 1698 to 1720, It has been .suggested by M, de - y 
Tilliers that this memoir was actually written, not by 
Bénard de -Ta Harpe, but by the Chevalier . de. Beaiirain,lg - 
Once again it is Impossible to .decide how much, of the 
memoir is the work, of. the explorer * and bow much .that of 
his collaborator, though, its merit being little, it may
be wiser not to try, ' ' .

!he Journal is a long,'detailed history of Louisiana 
since D ’Iberville. Facts 'and dates are .recorded.with great 
accuracy. The details are seldom picturesque, or vivid, 
and the style seldom literary. ’The importance-'-of the docu
ment is purely historical and to some extent ethnological..

. ^Published in Paris and- in Hew Orleans in 1851 only
is ■ ■■ . ■ ' ■ ■The Chevalier de Beaurain, ,fgéographe du rol,n was

born ■ in -169.6 and died in 1771. ' He served as--.a negotiator 
for Cardinal Fleury, and -has left a military history of ' 
Flanders, 1 ■ ' : ■ ■ ■



. There are the usual -remaries concerning the- vege-. 
tables' and fruit' of Louisiana, ¿ndathe rattleànakes'•..•and ■ 
crocodiles . Bénard- de-,1a. Harpe vas favorably- impressed 
by.--the, country. anil praised it highly a Be speaks of its 
charms in the following., passage',..-quoted;-in French .as a 
sample of his,"style:'' ' p : : .-.y-. f ■ . ■ ' ' .

' Tout ' lr .fond de cette’-'baie est le -plus beau-pays- /
■ qu’on puisse-souhaiter; ce. ne sont crue coteaux et ■ ■
prairies a perte ■ de vue;'1' on -y-t o  it. de .distance en 
. distance dès bois de 'haute futaie; la cote lui la 

■ tenuiiie est ■ elevee de plus : de: vingt pieds . (p. 268.),.
' Xu an appendix of eighteen' p a g e s the writer dis-» 

cusses, rather disappointingly» the topic which puzzled 
many ©iglitè.entîi-eéntury'observers: the origin of the ; 
American Indians.- . After a serious, investigation/- he -sc--'
•cepts'the-theory which pictures the Xndiàns aa having ' 
come either from the mythical Atlantis'- of. from 'Tartary. •• 
Some of his remarks concerning the worship of - the sun ■ ' 
among the Hatenez» and their belief in the transmigration 
of souls are interesting from the'.anthropological point 
of view. - - 'In general, however.,, lie draws. no"• conclusions.

v: The famous H i a to ir e de i a Ho uv el 1 eXranee. by =,; ;.:p8 
Charlevoix, did not appear "until 1744.15 ■ But. since the ,gp

lSThough. Le -Page 'du Pra'tz came to- Louisiana ..itttlf 
hi-s .Histoire de 1® Louisian©y which was not publishedBianbcik
■176§ , included events "of the years 1720-50, He- will be-bkhlii’ ined later® : ' v ■ ■ ■ . ' t pv.-
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part which concerns Louisiana is.merely the appendix (let
ters written to the Duchess of .Lesdiguieres in .1720*-172.g) ,
it legitimately belongs to the literary history before ■
Manon Lesosmt. ■ " . , ■
■ Charlevoix, 'born in Saint-^uentin- in 1683, ranks

among the best known of the Jesuit Fathers. He is the- 
author-Of four, monumental' histories (of Japan, San Domingo, 
hew France, and Paraguay) which had great influence during 
the eighteenth .century. He was sent by the Regent, to New 
France to visit the missions of Canada* In-17S1, he ■ 
traveled to the Great Lakes, and descended the .Illinois 
and the Mississippi to the mouth' of the- latter,. touching
at Hew Orleans, and observing .diligently all the region
through which lie passed® Snbarking- for San Domingo-,- h©

■ ' _  . 1 4  ■arrived there in 1782, and.later returned to prance.. ■
Thit portion of Father Charlevoix1 s work which con

corns this subject is. the Histoire et ■desorip.Uon^ge^grgle
de la Nouvelle France, avec,., 
age fait par ordre du Roi dans_
Paris, 1744® ■ An English translation was published in ■: 
Chicago by the Caxton Club, in 1923. ■ . '

Charlevoix*s- first volume refers repeatedly to Florida

■ ^Professor Chinard has indicated the-idnterest'ijst̂ d';.
importance of Charlevoix.' in his work on L*M r : ■ 
reve exot'ioue dans la littérature .française au jÇHĴ Æk .F 
XFJÏIe siecle, PP® 333-338» -, " -, ■ ■■x.Pdw



(which includes Louisiana) « ■HeMTeoG'unts the âdvéntures'-- 
of Jean de Ribaut,' and also .mentions La-Salle. The second 
volume gives- full account of La ' Salïe:11 s éxplorat ioiis -'and . 
the circumstances of his death®, Lharlavoix severely; blames 
the French, discoverers for ■-obstinately seeking'.precious V 
metals and valuable stones instead of seriously "colonising' ' 
the Mississippi'Talley. This vblime relates the history- 
of Louisiana ■ to the- year 17.56 .The; third volume includes . 
the- customary dissertation on the origin of the American''- 
Indians, and the letters to. the .Duchess: of; Lesdigui-eres,... ■ . 
■previously mentioned, which are a most interesting. part ' 
of the work* y . . ; \ ' ■ ■ ' . " ■ ' \ . '
" From, a literary point of view, Charlevoix Is .impor
tant because his appreciation of -the simple, 'primitive, ' . 
and humane;'qualities, of the savages preceded Rousseaurs ■' 
similar philosophy® Like Rousseau too, the;- Jesuit-' Father 
was .'peculiarly sensitive to' nature, ■ and found -the'charms ' ' 
of the wild countries which he visited' particularly appeal“, 
ing® This strong feeling for nature appears in his Journal 
historique The beauties of the country of the Matches 
are depicted by'the Jesuit traveler-, in his lètter- XXX: ' .

■ Chinard, op. cit., p. 255 and p, 237, has .- 
quoted two of the most typical pages of Charlevoix*. VI.
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Several little hills appear . * »and, when these :
■are once passed we see, on all sides very large . ■ '

. meadows separated from, one another "by small groves 
which produce a very fine effect .1® ■ '

The metropolis of the whole country, in his opinion,
should he Fort' Rosalie,- where all natural advantages
would he combined. Like all French travelers, he was. '
interested in the "natives of the TTew World3 especially in
the Hatches Indians, whose comparatively high level of ■
civilisation marked them as exceptional among ■the Worth.
American natives. Their monotheistic worship of the;sun'
seemed a ready preparation for an eventual conversion to '
Christianity. The status of .‘women, however* .was. a great
surprise to him. In some respects they vjsre regarded by
the men as their superiors. Unfaithful .husbands were put ‘ '
to death, while wives could entertain, as. many gallants- as

- ill .they pleased without interference by the husbands. In
a word, the European observers were amazed at finding in 
the submission of the men.to the.daughters of the sun,.in '
the Natchez country,, the same respectful obedience to ‘ 
women which so impresses modern. French'travelers, in, America. 

Charlevoix presents Interesting details concerning
qa. B*» ISO Jilts AES 30 JFS£- SIM Wff EV && S& ' ' •

' -^Charlevoix, Iournal of a Voyage to North America,
translated and published at Chicago., 1923, II, p . 236,
letter 2221 " . .

II, p. 248. ' ■ . .17 ■‘ Ibid
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the recent founding of New:Orleans. . "This is: the' first 
city wliieh on© of the greatest risers in the world'lias 
seen erected'on its banks ¿rf Its'present aspect»' he.', con
cedes, is miserable (in 1732) ; the. soil is full of;water ' ■ 
below the surface, but- beautiful' gardens■ could be-..built 
•on both banks of the Mississippi,1?' and legitimate hope . 
can be entertained of' creating there the'future center of ■ 
s large and. rich colony, . : ' :.
; ■ In letter iXOl, ■■Charlevoix .again' expresses his' hope
in the future of Louisiana* There are, it is true, too, ■■ . 
few missionaries, and Law’s speculations have' harmed 'the 
country, but it'will revive and enjoy a new and more pros- ' 
perous enistances ■ ' : ' . . ' ' '

18ibia,, ii, p . 'S80. ■ ■ . ..



CHAPTER IV

MANON LESCAUT AND LOUISIANA

SUMMARY
■ . Manon Lescaut’s success. Prévost’s life. ;Impor

tance of the Louisiana setting in Manon Lescaut. His
torical accuracy of tiie novel. Its English sources, - 
Description. of'Louisiana: in: it*. 1 Their.-importance.-' ' ■

"There' never was such a success of tears," wrote 
Michelet of the appearance of Manoh Les caut»1 Both.'men' 
and women--highborn ladies and cham'oermai&s- allice--wept 
over the■pitiful;death of the heroine In the sandy wilds 
of Louisiana'. Perhaps no other -French novel ever had so 
many readers as that brief story of two hundred- pages

Michelet devoted eleven pages of his history of ' 
the Regency period to Manon Lescaut, Erroneously assign
ing to it the date of 1727, he cites it as proof of the 
corruption of tine Church and the nobility in the early ■ 
part of the_eighteenth century, 1, Michelet, Histoire 
de France, Paris, Edition Oharaerot, 'XVT, La.. Re gen ce, Chap
ter ..XDC on Manon.Lescsut! The quotation given above oc
curs on page 340 of that volume. .

^Evidence of the success of'the novel does not have 
to be repeated here, H. Barrisse Ms boo.fc, l*Abbe Prévost, 
Histoire de sa vie et de ses, oeuvres. pp. 57-59, contains 
the most important statements from writers of the eight-■ 
eenth century. 'nIa the spring of 1734, Les Mémoires d’un 
homme de qualité, Cleveland, and- Manon - Lescaut .were to be 
found in- the hands of everyone,0 says Barrisse, 'p. 25.; ' 
"the author enjoyed great social success-, was ' received and 
congrathfeted everywhere, M adds Harrisse, p, 27. The novel 
was forbidden by the court and seized, October' 5, 1753,
The- curiosity thus aroused added' to its success. Harrisse also mentions that the'library-of la- Marquise de Bampadour included a copy of Manon Lescaut, '-pi)* oit,, p. 187* It ad
ded also that the .catalogue .o'f- 'the^SiblTothequ© Nationale in Paris gives- 120 different editions or reprints: of Manon Lescaut since 1733. ..... :



.Critics.'.and. scholars 'have interpreted it' lh.various /and. . -.,
often conflicting ways! Both Voltaire, in Me Temple.dii /
'gout, 175?, ana Housseaup in Ms Oonfessiphsy Book Tilly - 
1750, hare sung the praises of the’ author..... 3aAnte-Beuys,. ' 
Maupassant, and -Anatole France hare been attracted by they. • • 
mysterious life of the none top pious abfee.'f Contemporary: 
scholars hare scanned, archives, ; police :'reports:, and memoirs- 
in the hope of discovering the historical background of- 
Provost’s novel and the identity of the characters. ■ '
. :. Thus indirectly, since ManorMs conversion,' her tragic

death, and her burial by her heartrbrolcen. lover all occur 
in the pathless regions of Louisiana/ does, the far-away ; 
colony share in the extraordinary vogue of■ Pre-vpsVs novel" ' 
and became at last the ftland of romance" which it .has. been /■ 
ever since in men’s imagination 1 ' ■ : . ,

. ■■ , , ■ ■ ■ ■■ ' ; 169

' History and legend have'been - a't work on 'Prévost ’ s ' ■ ' p
life... Like unfortunate des Mieux. s he lacked will-power./ ' . 
and -moral instincts; like Mm, he was sensitive to feminine 
charm-and ever ready to execute ills -weaknesses by attribut—

. “The essential Quotations, from Sainte-Beuve,■ Michelet, 
Maupassant, Anatole France, and others -are gathered, in- t h e . 
lafit'fcwn- chapters of /Eugene Lasserre,. Manon Lescaut» ' "
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lag■ .them to fate. ■ H. Harrisse, the: scholar who has sup

plied the sources for all-discussion' concerning: Pretest, 

has disentangled legend'from fact in the picturesque life 

of the priest, soldier, loner, 'journalist, and. novelist*^ '

' Born in ' 1697, 'Antoine Prevo.sf studied at Heading 

in Artois, from 1711 to- 1713. Hirst, he was -anavice with, 

the Jesuits, then he brota .with, them to enter' the array, in. 

1716. In 1720, lie entered a Benedictine monasteryg and ' • 

after his noticíate ovas sent: to the ■ Abbey of Saint-Oiien,

.at Houen, in' 1782. It lass been . surmised 'that; he wrote • ' 

Manon while, at Saiht-Guen, in 17BS-l.785j^ but the conjec

ture-is' based on very' slight evidence-.--; . . .. . ■ ■
. ■ Mfter 1725, Prévost mas-sent„to several' Benedictine 

:abbys:, and finally, In 172.8, to Saint-Germain-des.-P-res-., ■ ■

That same year, 1728, after fleeing' from 'Saínt-Gerraaíñ-dms- 

Pres, he published the first two ■ volumes"--of his- Meiaolres 

et -Aventures d Tun hommé. de quá'lite.. He lived in England 

during 1-728 and 1729, and ’later; in Eel land. ■ In 1729, he. 
published in Amsterdam:.-the third and fourth volume of his ■ 

long novel, and- in 1751 a new novel, ,Le, Philo sop he' anglais

- A . _ . . ' ' -■ Hiarrlsse’s voxume.contains over three hundred pages
of documents on the author of Marion -I'esoaut. ' ' '
' ' R ' . . ' ' ' . ' -The conjecture-was offered by Professor Cieorge 

Havens 'in: nThe Bate of Compo-sitlon of Alanon Les'oaut." 
Modern -Language'.Botes, March-,191.8, pp. 150-151.. It is. 
not supported by documents, and' does not seem'to have. '
been accepted by subsequent writers, Professor■Paul 
Hazard and Bull© Bngeli' ' ■ ' 1 -  ' , ,
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ou 1*Histoire de M a Cleveland. The.,same year, 1751 ? the 
indefatigable writer added three volumes to his Mémoires • 
et Aventures ' a* un homme de qualité. . All- three were pah- .. 
lished-.iû .Amsterdam, Manon Lescaut, thé seventh and last . 
volume of that-work, was thus printed .and published in ■ 
Holland early in 1731«6 In 1733, a French edition.of Manon 
Lescaut appeared at Rouen.A'Its success was immediate. ■
«On y court comme au feu,” wrote a contemporary, Mathieu 
Marais,^' . . ■ ' ■ ' ■

■ It does not seen possible to .ascertain,' from con
temporary accounts which have' come' dovm to us/which parts 
of the famous novel impressed the readers most. The im
morality of the characters and the rashness of their deeds,

6The best bibliographical'information-on the date 
of publication of Manon Lescaut is to be;found ;in Silas ■ 
Paul Jones, A List of "French. Prose- Fiction from 1700 to " 
1750, pr 4Î®. Jones quotes Tchemerzine according'to whom 
the first -'appearance- of Manon was in Volume Vil.of Les 
Mémoires et Aventures d’un homme de qualité, a copy of 
which is in the Bibliothèque de 1*Arsenal in'Paris,

. ?This quotationj and the details which precedeit-,-
are borrowed from the documents In Harrisse*s book'. ^They 
were recalled here in seeking an answer to the question:
Where and how did Prévost secure his information on . 
Louisiana- between the years, 1718 (when New Orleans was; 
founded), and 1731 (when Manon Lescaut was published)? ', y
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the combination of tenderness and violent passion In their 
love, the realistic picture of Paris, the tragic voyage 
to Havre and then to Louisiana , and the pathetic death, of
the heroine are the features which have attracted most at
tention from later commentators. During the eighteenth 
century, the critical remarks on Manon Lescaut, were.very 
brief, and make no mention of the Louisiana setting in 
the final rages*8 Typical remarks are the announcements 
in two publications of the time. In 1731, La Bibliothèque 
française, published in Amsterdam, in announcing among the 
new books volumes V, 71, 71I , of the Mémoires et Aventures
a* un homme de qualité, saysc ■

Cet ouvrage est tres amusant et se fait lire avec 
plaisir, quoique 1© style ne soit pas egalement sou
tenu partout. On y trouve beaucoup de varíete, une 
morale pur©, des sentiments fort tendres et des 
aventures fort extraordinaires. On peut mettre dans 
go rang . , , celles du Chevalier des Grieux, qui 
paraIss aient ineroyables.®

On October 3, 1735, when Manon Lescaut was published 
in the first separate edition in frunce, the following com
ment was made in the Journal de la Cour et de París:

QGrimm, in the second volume of his Correspondence
littéraire, January, 1755, p. 468. La Harpe, Marmontel, 
and Raynal. The passages referred to are all gathered 
in E. Lasserre, Manon Lescaut, Chapter 7il.

• % ‘he statement continues with a few lines prsaisiiig 
the moral quality of the book. Barrisse, 0£. el;t> >:V'167- .... 
168, gives the quotation in full. ■ q
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■ : Le herds est un escroc , 1'heroine'une eating et-"' ' ■'
' cependant lfauteur trouve le secret dfInteresser ' '

les bonnet es gens pour .eirxp Get homme point a ■ ■
• mervé ill ei . il est ■ en'prose ce que 'Voltaire est '. ■ '. .
■ en vers. u ■ . " ... ' ■' ■ ■' ' . , ■ '

■ The first critic who.clearly singled out' the c o n - : .
eluding passages of the novel, staged on. the banks of the p
Mississippi, seems to have been' Sainte-Beuve, in his fain™ 'i
ous • comparison between Manon Le scant and Atala . • . '■'

Must it.be concluded then that Manon Les cant■has -
done nothing for Louisiana, and, that the few pages of the 
novel which mention New.. Orleans, life'in the new colony,' < ■
the savages, and the swampy-wilds where Des Orieux .seeks- 
refuge made no impression on the- French public-? Obviously ■ 
not« It cannot be proved that the denouement of the novel, 
and the passages dealing with Louisiana moved, the readers ' 
'more.-than.the rest, as' they probably did not,-..since feel-1 •
ing for the- exotic was not. very kéén.before the romantic •'>'
■ 12 ■ ■ ■ . . ■ . -.period,"*■ and would not have been Aroused by Preves!’ s ■ .,
general descriptions,- devoid of any .-picturesque local color. 
It is'safe to assume, however, that since the voyage to ' 
Havre and from there to Hew Orleans-5 It he lovers’ arrival' '■ ■
in the land of promise, and their subsequent misfortunes A

' . 1()Xbtch, p. 175. ■ . ' . : I
. ̂ Salhte-Beuve, Chateaubriand" et son groups’-, litter-'' 1 

aire, dix.iéme; leeon. The most, typical - parts of -Sainte--. : 1 ■'
Beuve’s criticism are- quoted infra, p. 111. .-Ay

"^Professor Chinará’s works.;show that there was curio^: sity and intellectual'appreciation of the exotic but little ■ real feeling for It, y ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .- . •. • -
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in. Louisiana .are- among the most striking- and -vivid scenes 
in tiie iiovels these passages dealing with:. Meries must 
have met with no less enthusiastic response from the read
ing public of the'eighteenth and nineteenth centuries than 
the rest of: the novel received* . ; '

. ■ In - the last century, Manors. .Lescaut has been called ■
a realistic, or materialistic novel,15 and variously : ■
praised or blamed ..for its accuracy and its refusal to - 
palliate human weaknesses* . More recently, scholars have 
diligently explored the historical background of the novel. 
Their purpose has been to prove that it is a thinly dis
guised- autobiography , or that Prevest borrowed many details 
not only from contemporary' events , or :-‘fait divers,*’ but 
■even from the writings of obscure- predecessors..' ■' •• ■ '
' Since the main interest in.this connection .being
with the part played by Louisiana in Provost’s, works, the 
autobiographical element in Manon Lescaut.need .not be' of 
great concern. .However, itlls known that- there is no trace 
of Prevost having followed a fickle woman :to- Louisiana*

-13lspecially- by the critic who, on moral grounds 
attacked the book most violently; Barbey-d’Anrevilly, in P 
an article reprinted in Romanoierg d’hier et d ’avant-hierl
and quoted in lasserre, -.■■-i-
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Moreover,, - tile- assertions . of several scholars who .maintain '■' 
that Manon he scant observes all the .accuracy of the work ' ' 
of a professional historian pertain to this subject more . 
directly* ' " / ■ . . ' " ' ■

. The most sweeping•claims of this.character have been 
made, by Baron Mare .de T i m e r s  in his well-documented work:: 
Histoire de: la fondation.de la hourelle-Orleans, 1717-1.752» 
Some striking coincidences have been pointed cut by"him, ' '
but the conclusions which he has- drawn from them and the ' ;' 
conjectures with which he supplements' them.' are hardly justi
fied* . ■ - . . '■ ■ . . ■■■■.■■

■ ' Baron de Tilliers- based-his belief' in the: historical
accuracy of the hook on the following'premises; ■it was 
■very difficult for Prevost to reach a suitable denouement 
in his novel f or .if Des Tri-eux -had. ■ abandoned Manon' to '
her fate on the vessel; which carried .her. to- Louisiana, the' 
author would have been unpopular with the more, 'delicate ■ .' 
and sensitive souls among his readers; and-if the Chevalier 
had won Manon too soon .and too easily, this solution would 
have hopelessly -weakened the moving loves.to-ry-',': 'fox' it would 
be difficult to .picture such a' woman as the heroine married

Has one any right to suppose that such aifentile 
mind was . actually at a loss for a denouement, and that he., 
had it o borrow from contemporary events?'1 y. : .h
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and living happily ever afterwards„ 'Consequently,•Prevost
■ ohose a flesh and blood Manon to 'provide him with' the 
■authentic adventures 'to record* ■ .......

The coincidences discovered by M, de Tilliers are
the following ; 1 ' ' . . ' ' ' .

■ 1» The name ■nTihergeîf mas also borne .by■Louis1/
Tiberge, Abbe d’Andres, who became n directeur du séminaire 
cis missions étrangères gT and -died October 9,'. 1730. During 
his life-time lie may have had,.-some connection - of -an ee~ 
clesiastical nature with Louisiana* ■ . ;
. s, -'TBea Grieùx”' also, happens to be the 'name of the
commander of the Comte de Toulouse, a ship which made- a ■ 
number ’of'.voyages from France to Louisiana, -the last of- . :
which occurred in 1718, ■■-.'■■ ' . ■

' 3. In 171.5 j a former officer, a member. of -the lower 
ranks of the nobility, sailed'to Louisiana under the assumed, 
name of Avril ôe Ta renne. He was accompanied by a. woman
named Fro get, (or, at times, ’Quentin)', who had left three 
children and a dubious past- in France, Oh the.voyage,, .
Avril de la Tarenne and .his 'companion claimed that they ■
were married, hut once in 'Louisiana, the .woman found another 
lover, Haujon, who occupied an'important position in Crozat's 
company. After sending La Tarenne away on an exp'eaitiô.fcu '■ 
Haujon lived openly with the Froget woman, ■ -' . A
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■ '4. The governor' of Louisiana, -.La LJoihe-Gadill&cr •••
in'whom M. de Tilliers sees' the -exact counterpart, of the' 
governor. In the novel, sent reports to' Paris announcing-, 
the arrival of the woman and hep first;companion, (on ' 
lanuary 2, .1716}and complaining- of her shameful alliance
with Haujon*'. " ' . ' . ■/■■■■ .
■ - ■ Objections to the-labeling of precise prototypes •
in real life to ■ P.revostd s characters . and episodes are fairly 
easy to formulate;1 5 ' ■ / ; . f • • " ; : ■ ■
' . 1. ■ The voyage of La Wrenne and the'Frog©t woman ' '

to Louisiana., to ole place In. 1715,. They-left France on.: ' :
March, 6th of that year, un the- boat, La-Dauphine, bound, 
hot for Near'Orleans, but for Biloxi8 Besides, Mew Orleans , 
did not exist in 1715, and the concluding events of Man-Pit \ 
iescaut a if they are historically true, must have taken p 
place In 1719-1720,' for it.was .not until then that women. 
were taken from the prisons and sent to Louisiana. The 
practice was discontinued In 1720* ' ■ ' ' :

2, The llrogeim woman, branded -with a much more' dis™ 
honorable criminal record that'Panos, Is an older woman ■■■ 
than she, and the mother of. three children'.' . .. : ■ : V.

■ 15 ■ . .■ : - Andre. Beamier in ”La Veritable Marion. Revue
des Deux Mondes „ ler Ootobre 1916/ lias offered a few of 
these objections. 1 am supplementing them with my own.
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. 3. Deg Grieux is very 'unlike Avr.il d.e la Yarexme, 
who is a lover apparently with, so little jealously that . 
tie shows a surprising readiness to surrender ills'mistress 
to another... Moreover, he . is older by some years than Des 
Grieux, and is less - sentimental and ardent than the p '
Chevalier«, Poetic license, of. .course, must be taken into . • 
consideration, but then the whole''thesis of those who see 
in the .novel a completely accurate utilization of histori
cal sources is destroyed. : . '■ . ■

. 4, Between the career of La- Mothe-Cadillac and- 
that of the governor'in Prevost’s novels.,.'there is little ■ 
similarity. The former had no nephew, and the■ .character ■ ' 
of his son in no way resembles that of'■■Syhnelet.. Moreover, 
since La Mothe-Oadillac.was recalled in 1716, (before the 
foundation of Hew Orleans}'V and since the events related 
in Manon Lescaut must have taken place, as has .been ex- - • 
plained, three or four years later, he could not have . 
served as the prototype of the governor in Manon Lesoaut. ' • 

5. Coincidences prove very little* The name•Des 
Grieux is not rare* A Charles Des Grieux, who- was n-Oheva-
.ier de Saint-Louis,n has been discovers&.by Mile. Engel,16

■ . . 1SClaire-Eliane Engel, "Des Grieux e.t Marion ont-ilsexiste?", H©vue Hebdomadaires October 3, 1958, p. -66* This 
article, and-the "volume, on .‘tüe foundation of New. Orleans, by Marc d©' Milliers, are the chief expression .of the: views 
that Prévost borrowed from reality in the Louisiana episode 
of his novel. Mile Engel is skeptical of the.validity of 
Milliers! claims..' So is' Eugene La a erre, in. his brief men
tion of the problem in. his Manon Lescaut. . ■ . -



However, he was horn in 1709. and- died in- 1723,■ at the age 
of fourteen»; Another Des ' Giieùx family lived in Hormahdy, 
near Lisieux.- Prévost may have met a member of-.that'fam
ily» Gharles.-Âlexan&r'é;.-.de -Grié-üx,- a Knight of -Malta, ■ who 
was born la 1691 and-diet in 1769 '' . - 1
' 6. But the strongest argument against scholars ''
who contend that the .denouement of Manon Lescaut , and niucil 
of the plot / ■ were, taken''from contemporary incidents ■ is : ' ■: 
dictated.'by common sense ■ and practical .doubt. There is her 
proof that Prévost, in those tormented years from' 1720 and 
1751, when in the drama of life he himself played the var-'■ 
ions roles of monk, of' journalist? of'none too'happy lover, 
of exile,'- ana' of author of ten. or more hastily wr it ten vol
ume si there is:no proof that hé spent much time searching. ■ 
through documents or police reports such as modern scholars 
unearth, today, ' There''is no proof .that--he needed the reali; 
names of - Des Grieux or- Tiberge t.o give life: to, h.is. chara
cters. And' even if he; did-borrow a few proper' names from 
reality, or made use of "fait-divers* like, the Frogef-Lay 
Tarenne affair,- these■ relatively unimportant - details would--.

■ *t Ibid» , pp. ■ 67-73, Mile. Engel has also discovered 
several persons named■'T-i berge-,or Des Grieux. who lived after 
Prévost: a -Tiberge' family - established . itself .in Martinique' 
in 1780;. a. certain Des Grieux. was' a naval officer 'in 1756, 
and married a . French. ereole 'in: San Domingo. Such 'coin ci— 
deuces after, the publication of-the novel make. ■ one. even - - 
more skeptical as to- the value of similar coincidences'- w  
before the novel was written, ip ' . - ■ . '



affect.the novel only superficially; for the fact remains 
that by the alchemy of his genius he turned the worthless 
dust which he'may have borrowed, into the gold of a price
less masterpiece, To him may be applied the. touching g.G .hi 
compliment which Des G-rieux pays Manon in their humble -cabin 
in Louisiana: nTu.eg -uri chimiste admirable; tu. transformes 
tout en Though scholars and historians may strive "
to increase Prevosth s glory by praising'.his accuracy ■ ln. -'l : 
M s  use.of facts and names borrowed from reality, in doing 
so they are perhaps belitting a virtue of a novelist— -Ms - 
imagination® . ■ . . .
■ Another, question has recently been asked: in view,
of .the fact that Prevost was an avid reader of English- 
literature, and that he did not hesitate, like most of Sals 
contemporaries, to borrow freely from foreign■'sources, is. 
one not justified in suspecting that similar sources may ' 
be found in Manon lesoaut? In her interesting volume en
titled Migares- et aventarterm du LMIlIe siecle , idle Claire- 
331 iane Engel has pointed out; some analogies' between the 
hero of a famous play, Lilleos London. Merchant and Prevost’s 
Des Grieto?. • Lilloks hero,.. George; Barnwell', was also drawn 
to crime by his - lo.ve for a courtesan»- and like Des G-rieux, '

une
18. have, taken the lihert

addressed to Manon, to the
y 6f changing the article 
ma s cul i no f o rrn »
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suffered accordingly.,.■•■ But■ when the 5 lay was performed'in ; , 
London, in June, 1731, Provost.-:had- already left England';-'- • 
and though-'he'might have .heard "of the play while, inf Holland:, 
the point is most uncertain. '■ ..-••• ; ■' . ■' ■ ..-■■'
■ • • ■■Mile. Engel also mentions-, an interesting woman' writer
of' Pr'ench origin, Penelope - Aubin, mho lived in London in 
1780—1.721, and published numerous sermons .and .novels,. now ■ 
iuried'in oblivion. In 1787, he brought out a booh called 
The Illustrious french' Lovers, a series o.f disconnected ■ 
tales. Like the story of Manon'Lesoaut, these are suppos- 1  

edly related by the "homsb de aualiten1 ;!The. most '.interest-". 
ing- passages, of. the book 'describe- the passionate love of
young lies Houais for a lady known Mademoiselle; Manon."
Upon discovering a latter which informs him that .Manon has 
been- unfaithful to him, he addresses' a sorrowful : and angry, 
farewell to ”my t ai till s s s- Manon pf and several other "letters- 
which''conclude with the .words', "Adieu.,; cruel, ungrateful, -; 
sorrowful M a n o n - The'resemblance to the frequent - apos-• 
trophes of Des Grieux— ‘’faithless and:deceitful Manonl ' 
Fickle Manont”--is obvious, Ppevost has given wings to 
Penelope Mubin1's halting lines, ■ 1 . ' ' ; . \ P . • .

■ q ■ . . ■ . ■ ■■■ ■ ■ ;' . * The-'quotations- are from 'Mile'.Engel * s work, since .
.Penelope- Mubin’s volume is not 'accessible - In'-this country-. ; 
The Mines .Quoted occur: In Mile-Engel5 s ■ article in the -Revue■ 
HebdomadaireOctober 3-, 1936,' p.- 78, ' a.nd■ in 'her .book.; ,, .;:, 
quoted above, pp, ■ 184-185. a . ■ ■ . w ■. '■■ ; pcwpq
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. Do these instances serve as conclusive proof of 
' Prévost’-s use of the source mentioned? Mlle Engel, mho' , ■
discovered the similarities? discusses them- with prudence » '
The essentials of Prévost! s ..novel are not found in . Penelope 
Aubin* a "bo.ok. She depicts no moving passion ana presents . ' 
no. subtle and tragic delineation of character ® Most im- ■ 
portant from the standpoint of this study, she describes ■ 
no mournful voyage to Le Havre, and Louisianano- lamentable 
death in "the sands of the Mississippi® Perhaps Prévost 
read 1er hook and.unconsciously retained a few.sentences 
of her prose? An interesting circumstance■Is that Penelope 
■Aubin* s novel is Itself not original? but-is a free ' 
.adaption of a French, novel by R. dalles, Let 'llluatrès . 
Françaises«^0 If he read the later- book, probably Prévost 
did not know that the writer was- only;rearranging a French 
original (since she was careful not "to inform.-her readers 
of the fact). Perhaps, after all, the -principal, debt he-' 
owed to The Illustrious French Lovers » was his use of the' 
name of Manon«"1 And in this use of it, it.appears, he • 
endowed thename with a dignity,it had previously never 
••possessed, for according to Mile Engel,- it had teen formerly

■ • oQLcs Illustres Françaises, by Challes.,, appeared In
17S3, and"^?ann?êprIntêEmFïvê~Hmês luring the eighteenth ■ ■century® Mile Ingel gives • only very- -scant information v-con- • :earning him in a footnote of■ her book, p. 184. a,-.-a; ?

s^In the original 'work by Challes, the name given -to the heroine .was merely■̂ Mademoiselle du nuits,n - of., Claire- Eliane Engel, Figures" et Aventuriers, p. 185® ■
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borne by maid-servants » and not by. tragic victims,of love, 
2 an elope' Aubin deserves at.-least- a share of the' credit' for 
the exaltation of ’'Banon," a name since their, use of it y 
made immortal.by literature arid musics'®® '

... . After studying' the n/wserous references and allusions 
which-modern scholars insist'upon ..discovering in.'Mahon' : 
Lescaut, one. is Inclined to ..turn back to the older .critics', 
who were content, to praise thè' hook * not f or its 'accurate 
documentation,-hut for. its general significance and its . / 
deeper truths« Prévostfs novel, has been variously praised- 
as a condensed masterpiece incorporating 'the best of .clas
sical tragedy in a familiar setting;■as,a realistic.de- • • 
scriptión of thé Parisian underworld; as a romantic tale 
of passion"in which the basest crimes are- purified by an 
ardent love. However, it is p above mil, a masterpiece of 
naturalness, t?Le naturar* : as Boileau would, have called it,

. ®alt is well knovni--that MassenetAs Manim (first per-.- 
formed at the Opera- .Comicue in Paris oh. January 19, 1884} 1
has. enjoyed & huge vogue-, and has eclipsed, other music 
written on the same subject: by--Balie, .an Irish".composer' 
in 1836; by Halevyin 183.0 for a ballet; by Inter in. 1856; 
and by Puccini, nine- years after Massenet, ■ a . ' - o
■ ■ The libretto of Massenet* s' -opera, however, has, as a
commentator puts .11, ff eliminated the- ridiculous (American - ■■
finale- .of Prévost*s story.'* Henry T . Pinckj. Massenet and . 
his Operas., p,. 158.. Des Grieux.--. in the final scene of- the 
opera meets Manon on the ro.ad-to. Havre« She romantically 
dies in his arms. - i  . - '
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is Its supreme virtue. .Moat'readers mil agree with 
Sainte-Beuve1s praise of Manon Lescaut, and consequently
with the same critic’s strictures in regard to Atala:

Dans cette incomparable et sì naturelle Histoire 
du Chevalier des G-râeux et de Manon Lescaut, .ce qui 
eurTlrtisonirir^^ poesie j
c’est.l ’art; ce qui domine et anime tout, c’est- la 
passion;., . , tout ce qui sort du coeur- des•person
nages est direct,' naturel, vif, • court et brulei.it. ;
lout est en a c t i o n -

The .'most accurate as well as the most ..enlightening 
research on the novel lias been summed, up by Pierre Heinrich
in his thesis 
refrains from

on L’Abbe Prévost et la Louisiane. Heinrich 
identifying.Prévost’9 characters with nam.es

recovered from archives. .He credits the novelist;-with
enough invention to imagine what - he • had not experienced—
the mournful voyage of Maaon to L e . Havre-, her death, and 
the consequent desolation of her lover* lie has also, col
lected ample' evidence'to show that Prevost’s accounts of 
the deportation of - Manon .to' Louisiana and the adventures 
of - the two lovers in New Orleans were not only true in a
general way, but that they faithfully rendered the spirit 
of the.reckless era of speculation which saw the rise and ' 
fall of Law’s system and the founding of New Orleans. '

' The story of the removal of the women from the prisons

O ex . • ■- Sainte-Beuve, Chateaubriand et son groupe litter- 
aire, I, Chapter 10.' Nor other references to Manon Lescaut, 
in Sainte-Beuve-, of. the bibliography*
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of Paris} of their lamentable journey to.' the port to-await 
tile ship which would bear them as exiles from France, of 
the severity of. the guards, ,ofthe-'n-salet.e de linges et 
df habits’* of the -captives, . and of the many other hardships 
endured -by them presents-an accurate-'picture of-the-dreaded 
deportations to the Mississippi colony as revealed in all ' 
their, sordid details in'.historical-, documents^^— a picture ' 
wholly transfigured by 'the. magic, of hr ©vest’s art,- : For in 
the novel,.this .gloomy setting only serves to enhance the 
charms and the melancholy beauty of the woman whom Des • 
G-rioux deifies: nOet.te figure capable de ramener I’univers. 
a 1*idolatri©,” ' ' '

The promise of freedom. and the hope of an Eldorado, 
with which they, as well as th.e French -public, .had been ■ 
deceived, : enabled the exiles to ensure the hardships'- and 
discomfort of the long voyage' with some degree of resigna
tion. But though - Prevos-t *-S:- hero -has-, heard' the florid tales' 
of the Hew World, lie does not paint the Mississippi colony 
in too rosy hues. His country will- be, for him,- the spot 
where his beloved dwells: "Yivre- en Europevivre en 
Merique, que m* importait~il ©n quel en&roit vivre, si 
j* eta is -sur d’y -etre heuxeux en y. vivant a.vec ma maitr.esse?"

1 O  A • - - ' . ... ̂ tPierre- Heinrich' quotes- several similar examples 
from the archives• of the Bastille. qHe shows the pity which 
the public 'felt for- the women thus -exiled, .. Op. 'cit., p. 55, 
45. - -
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iirid a.s for the savages, he' has • no reariof- them, .for they 
have, not been. - corrupted by society and civilization., .
Prévost had.-probably read many eulogistic accounts by the .
Jesuits of the simple'and natural lives of the Indians»
«Ils ne troubleront point deux.,amants' qufils verront vivre '
avec autant de simplicite/qu;’eux," -he assures himself. . .■

After two -.monthsf sailing, the lovers reach .Louisiana
”1.© rivage desire»« at this point in the. story is found the '.
first picture of Louisiana to appear in a Fr-ench-.master--.
• piece— a picture' which., in spite of restraint y Is probably
one of the truest that vie have, yet - encountered .'in French
literature on Louisiana! - .. ' f ; ' 1 ■' '

. Le pays ne nous off rit .rien .d* agréable'a premiere ■ 
vue.- Cfetaient des campagnes stériles et inhabitées, -= 
ou lfon voyait a peine - quelques roseaux' et quel cues' .

■ arbres dépouillés par le vent, ; ■ ■ ■
' A few . inhabitants' cam© to greet the' ship from the.

mother- - country. The town, • however, was not yet in sight* '.
(Prévost fails to mention the(Mississippi * on which the- ■ ;
boat-should have been traveling- from the sea northward). ,' •'
«Elle (the town) est e'aoisee de/oe cote-la par line ■ petite.
. colline.M25' Later when 'it becomes visible",. Des Grieux ■ ' y

a'5This detail and thelad'jective, «’sterile ,tf (given to 
a,-land which is .far from barren, have-been".criticized by:......
Professor G. Chin.ar'd,. L1 Exotisme américain dans' la: littéra
ture française au lTII©m̂ ,t~^ïï^^Iïë*^xe^LF7^Tl5WT~~~^5Ti, . 
IittïT T a n 7 ^ F “̂ E i T 7 ^ ^  „ ■ ■ .



expresses fais 'disappointment ; !iCe çu'ôii nous awit' Pinte 
jusqufalors comb© une bonne ville lofétait que 1’assemblage 
de quelques pauvres cabahes,n .. * y'vypv'■ q .. '

The wretched aspect of the town is very ..accurately 
pictured, for Prevast's imagination, had not been-carried ■ 
away 'by Law’s propaganda,. He had also probably read ' 
Father Charlevoix, who, ' in- reply to some of - the false in.- 
pressions given Hof the young capital of ' Louisiana-, had 
written in his Journal Historique, (IV, pi 430)f in about 
.1719, the following realistic.description: "Une centaine 
de baraques placées sans or dre, nun, grand magasin bâti' de 
bois, deux ou trois maisons qui. ne pareraient' pas- un. vil
lage de France•,f ' • ' . .

Comfort, however, is not deemed by-the- two lovers 
as necessary to. their happiness. Des Grie.ux’ s • joy knows 
no bounds. He is happy because he will have no rivals in. • 
a country where.there are no rich men who .might- tempt Manon 
with luxuries. A wise moralist who has experienced the 
dangers of wealth and'ease, he explains to his mistress 
in an enraptured outburst: . ■ .

C f ©st au Kouvsl Orleans36 qu’il faut -, venir' quand 
on .veut, goûter les .vraies douceurs ..de 'l’amour. G* est '

36Fat-iier Charlevoix has remarked' In his letters on ;
the anomaly of ascribing the feminine gender to Hew Orleans 
The name o'f the town in France is masculine, • derived - fromthe Latin neuter atirelianum, The feminine was probably •adopted through a,t v with "Kotivelle France."
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; ici qu*.on s’aime sans interet,' sans-.1 jalousie,- 'sans •
' inconstance» Nos ' compatriotes -y. -viennent chercher •/• 
.de l’or; il ne ss imaginent pas que nous y avons -• '

- trouve des trésors "bien'plué estimabl.es.. , .- ' ■ '
■ ■ Happiness and security fill the heart of Des-G-rieux

•with'gratitude to tod* How ifce-..; want g «Ee-aven to approve« ■ 
Jais union with Manon t The Meric à n' influence ,•. even in a, :
land far remote . from tile Ksyi .England Puritans, has an up- -. 
lifting effect- on the two lovers',2:7' which is-: even reflected 
in tile more elevated •'style- in-- which Pe.s -.G-rieux .expresses
hiEiself ,28 For a. while ' it looks-'as. .if .the hero and-the '. 
heroine are going «to live happily'ever afterwards” on the
banks of the. Mississippi • ■ However;, fstephas decreed ;other- 
■ v;ise. When the Chevalier confesses to the governor of the 
colony that he .end Manors are. not lawfully married-, the 1 
governor's nephew/ who desires the beautiful Manon for him
self, quickly acts- to '.forestall- thecontemplated marriage 
-ceremony-» and tea G-rieux- is forced to flee into-.the wilder
ness with his mistress® ■ M  1. , . • •"

27«lh innocence-- de nos occupations ', et la tranquillité
ou-nous étions 'continuellement, servaient a nousflaire rap
peler insensiblement'.les idess 1© ■ religion.'«lf Owing to the 
lack of a: standard edition, there, are no references to. ' . 
pages in giving, ths'. quotations from Manon Lescaut f-all; of 
which are found in the last pages of the.novel® . r ■

. S8iîEii-Jhnerîque ou nous,:rïSavons plus-a ménager-"i;esi
lo i s arbitraires du .rang et-'dé là. bienséance . . '. qui-.qt 
■eiapeche que ' nous ' n’ ennoblissions notre amour; par aies . - ;t ■ 
serments "que la religion autorise?» . , . : ' ; ' liq
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' The brief descriptive touches which then sketch -

■the scenery of Louisiana: outside New Orleans are even-• '

•more 'vague than those' which' ,'have portrayed the., eity. Not- :: 

one geographical location is. included in' 'the text ■ Neither: 

the -Misaissippi river, so often 'described by travelers', '.yt 

nor the;''country of. the Watphezois- mentioned. Be>t even a - 

tree nor a plant is. .described'.:-: The 'reader’ s entire- at» ,■: 

tention. is concentrated on' Des G-rieux's anguish upon find-■ •

ing.'his beloved' mistress and himself in such: a plight ® ■ ■ :

Having acquired a few words In ¡the tongue of .the Indians, •' 

and a .knowledge of several of their' customs, he has some t 

idea, of the-best way to approach them* ■ He accordingly 

provides :himself'.-with "quela lies''. liqueurs f o r t e s a n d  with A 

the hope .ofjoining the British col-'Qnists ”qui .out, coiame .-' 

nous, des etablissements --dans oette .pai-tle du Souveaur-- f ; 
M o n d e , s e t  out upon .the frightful-journey, across .the ■ ■

vague expanse of land inhabited "hy"'the' .b'&v.ages...' . . ■

■ In the ' sandy..desert-,: wher-e-.-.'̂ nb-t' even - a tree stood- v :- 

to afford them shelter hT iiaiiono-.dies.--of eshaustioiii After ,. 

twenty «-four hours of bitter. Y/eep.iftg, • B-e.s' Gri'eux digs her.:, 

grave with his sword. Since there' is no sand, in this region, 

and,-only.marshy swamps, Louisianians doubt that, 'such a; feat.

■ 2% >revostf s .geography ■ is .here more than vague. Even tit 
Chateaubriand, a speedy traveler-'if \we. take' his word forty tty 
it, would not have "easily reached the-British settlements.yip- 
starting from southern Louisiana 1 - . d . ■ y • A ' '
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was possible, even to a Freno Jaman driven, by love. • Our. . ..
hero, says Professor Ohinard, Tifar from 'having- had to y 
work, hard to dig Manon1 s grave,- would have been in'’great' 
danger of disappearing into the swamp himself." A '• • 
short ''while later, the governor’s, nephew, ■ grieved, by. the. 
misfortune which had befallen his rival, had Manon1s= y 
body removed to a more 11 respectable spot Indeed, .a ' '•' . 
legend of Louisiana points' to an humble spot on the. . : o
shores of Lake Ponchartraln31. asyManon1s grave. Des " 
Grieux recovers from his grief, -and' after spending a few y 
weeks' in Hew Orleans, where he holds a small position, 
waits for the vessel which is to take him. back to France. 
Hex’© he has resolved "ae reparer, par. une vie sage et ' 
re glee,- le s candle de ms conduit©.11 ■ ' ■'

The Chevalier, who had pursued a faithless mistress, 
is now pursued by a faithful friend, Tiberge, arriving 
in Louisiana after -having.escaped from a Spanish Corsair, . 
is rewarded by the discovery that the seeds of virtue are 
fructifying in the heart of his friend, Des Grieux.- They. : 
spend two'more months-in New Orleans and then sail for 
France, with.no expression of regret for the erotic country

to■ Chinard, op. ext. , p* 3G4.

^According 'to a French critic, Andre B'eaunier "La
Veritable Manon Le-scaut.w- Revue des Deux Mondes y  1er • 
Octobre y 1918, -p-. ' 69,7.’ M, Beaunier adds: "Le tombeau de 
Manon ne prouve pas que cette folle ait existe,n ■•
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which they are leaving h- ■ ■ . ' i ' v 1
'. Such is P re vest’s- Louisiana as portrayed' in-Mahon' ■ 

Peso a nil The. novel Is not a - romantic tale rich in local 
color.. On the- contrary, it - affords only a few vague " ' • 
glimpses of - New Orleans In its- infancy, and- almost ho view 
of the country and its scenery-,.-But those of us • who' know- . 
Louisiana agree' that' there. Is-..more. realism in-.Prevost’s . -• 
dull, gray picture of New Orleans 'than.'in. the imaginative 
flights' of 'many travelers inspired by 'exaggerated tales of
the' sunny South- and the luxuriant Mississippi -valley. . And 
most • critics since- Sainte-Beuve '(Bruntiere, Le' Breton; and.' 
Paul -Hazard) -have agreed that, there is less con clous -art,-y 
and more' natural grandeur in- the-.-death .'.of Manoh in- Louisiana
than :in Atala's moonlight -burial. Moreover, It cannot be . , 
denied, that in his few brief pages, -. P revost has endowed ' 
Louisiana, not.'only'with .a -share"in..the immortal- - fame of his. .
lovers , but with a lasting, place" In, the memory' of many -a • - ' 
Preach reader*34' .. " . ' '. . ; ' ■ ■ ' .

^“Prevost
so vague that he after-writing hi 
book entitled;

arties tie
Xyoe

’s interest - in-Louisian© was so general and'gave' the'French colony no' further attention s famous novel,' In 1744, he published .a- .An Capitaine' Robert Lade en .differ- ■
■entes 
7Ea
sailor, never ex 
that --work. ■ ' (See 
du XFIIie -aleóle

, who Is suppose^""to“W i ^ E e ^ wi-WiM'sh'. .- iste&L He,did not mention.Louisiana'in 
Olalre-hlaiae ling elf Figures" et aventuriers
p. 199-E05) 
des'voyages.

Louisiana hall 'no plane in the often attributed .to Prevost'.'
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FEBNGH TEE713LERS. iiEÜ COLONISTS FROM-

1755 TO THS HW01UÏI0N

smaiAKi . s
Little interest in Louisiana.- during-.the second half 

of the eighteenth century. Army .officer* s diary published 
by J. M. Shea • Le Page du. Pratz' s Histoire de la Louisiane. 
Chevalier de 'Champigny1 s two volumes. ■Chevalier de Pradel* s 
account : of life in Louisiana, Bossu’s writings. Other 
interesting french visitors In America in. the eighteenth 
oentury* -■ . . ■ . ■ ' ■

In many ways> the eighteenth century (especially the
second half of the century)- ' is the golden age of France- : 
American relations, ' America, the home of primitive- Indians, 
of free colonists where simplicity .worthy of the- ancients 
was the accepted order, 'became another -Garden of Aden' for 
many philosophers who had- never seen its shores, and for- 
a few travelers and emigres who visited 'it. '

. Yet, strangely enough, Louisiana’s -place (-and Canada’ 
too) in French Letters which express enthusiasm for .America, 
is relatively-unimportant. The popular interest in the 
western hemisphere 1laxted itself to-the thirteen colonies, 
or that part of America inhabited by. descendants of the 
English ana hutch, which declared, its independence fromA- 
Great Britain in 1776, Louisiana was a colony, having'-lbeApp
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longed first to France, then to.. Spain; the bitter .memories ■ 
of Law’s failure had not been forgotten; and worst .of all, 
the;, go loaf was overflowing with \ slates ft Evidently- this 
situation did not appeal, to" 'the French philosophers’ love ' 
of freedom* A people living under such conditions could ■ 
not: lend Itself to .idealization as well as -the moral :' 
Puritans, - the courageous leakers, or .the' Arcadian Virginians 
ill though French writers of. 1735-180C devote many1 .volumes ■ 
to • the America, of .that' period, Louisiana occupies but an ■ ■ 
humble place-in these works .̂  ; .. • . . A- -, \ , ' ■ . ■■ /
' Manon .Lescaut marks the entrance of Louisiana into • 

French literature. Its success does not 'seem -to have .
. prompted, any imitators to use the .-same setting«2 ; From 1733' 
•to 1800, books about Louisiana .'o p ' allusions to Louisiana ■ 
are’ comparatively scarce, or of little 'interest. ; In the. ■
survey of that literature, it seems logical and natural " ' 
to make taro divisions: ' ' ■ . ■ . " . • ■

place in H 
and on the 
Louisiana.'

Les Avehtu
exhaustive
HOC to 17



1, The writings of the travelers and-colonists in 
Louisiana, which are usually' precise records of facts or
.the"minute ■'treatment of a few points. . ■ ■

2. The allusions to Louisiana scattered through ■
the writings of., philosophers and encyclopaedists..' . '

' These, two categories■ of writers.* which will he 
examined in this chapter and in the following one, seem 
to illustrate'a -twofold'' tendency In the eighteenth century; 
close attention to facts and'.to historical /accuracy, and 
■respect for first hand experience on one side;, -and. incli
nation -toward generalization 'and. often toward pompous 'find 
vague declamations on the other« : 1 ; ■ ' - f ■

• The first piece of writing discovered among the 
records left by visitors to "the Louisiana of thiis ,'p.eriod 
is a fairly insignificant diary, published by J. -M. Shea 
in 1859 • The manuscript was written in 1739 -and' 1710' by 
an anonymous' officer in the' army of 1. de. N-ouaille (sic) , 
-Nothing is known of the author, who certainly does not 
deserve .to be remembered .by posterity"for his literary 
skill. His writings-are uninteresting'; and his spelling, 
to say the- least,-" is uncertain,3... ' f . •" •
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■ ■■■■.. Tills
against the

of fleer'was sent as a.'member of an. expedition. 
Chicaohas in 1729-1740.. . This' erpedltloiij ■ .

which had 
glory, for
soldiers e

been ordered by Bienville, adds little to ills' ' 
it ended is, failure "and''host: the'.lines of many 
The officer, an ■ obedient soldier, never- criti

cises his superiors nor even 
difficult war he -was waging*

discusses thé--purpose of the
■He'merely mates:notes of

the ;widtii of the rivers.,-: of how many miles they walked;
whhre: they pitched 'their, tents;,;,and whether it'rained or
stormed* ' The-.'Indians did not arouse' his. curiosity* .He
only complains that one must continually give them Beau' 
de'vie" and listen to., their boring' speechess'-'ttdes harangues 
eanuyeuses. ou .toute la nation" assista.it'- en dansant ■ et •
chantant, ou pour mieux.dire, braillant'' pour' applaudir leurs.
discours en • , • ■ ■ . . ■ " : ■ '. h  -; '' •
■ a. French interest was declining at''--'home:. ■ Too many press
ing problems- engrossed the attent. on: of the court at Ver- • ' '
sallies; the treasury was .depleted;' the- array was being tie 
fanted In. the Seven Years’--War.;- the'. Parliaments were being 
reformed; the Jesuits were being attached'violently;4 and

must b e Francestheir w m

4A repercussion- of the attacks against' the Jesuits': 
mentioned, m  1764, the' Order was .-suppressed' in ' . and tne Jesuits, therefore, were forced, to.give up rk In Louisiana, where they .had done so much to:- ■ colonize and civilize tne country. .They-did not accept •• ' the unjust order without some' struggle'.! The documents in . 

which they justified themselves,• and. recounted their , 
achievements in Louisiana,' have been -oubl-ished. • by IT. A. Carayon, Bam: Issem. exit des Jegnite.s de"la-louiglane I '
w e x a tions
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the philosophical movement was in full swing» It was. in ' 
the. midst of this universal, laek' of... interest- in -Louisiana,.
that Le Page du Pratz published the fullest and most.precise
account of Louisiana’s history ever, printed in French up 
to that time; HistoIre de la .Louislane. fg volumes. 1st 
edition 1758).. •• • . .' : . . 1 .
■ ■ Like Benard els ■ la Harpe, Le Page du -Prata was among /

the few Frenchmen who-5 though lured to America "by Lauds 
advertising campaign, did .not expect more of Louisiana than 
they found* He' arrived, in .'Merida • late in 1718 or 'in -.
January, 1719® In the place where the future metropolis 
of the South was to stand, he found, only a few wretched • 
huts covered with leaves. After working there very dili
gently for two years', he settled among the Natchez. His 
sojourn in-Louisiana lasted sixteen years. It was not "■ 
until- "twenty-three: years 'after his return to France .that, 
indignant 'over the - indifference in regard to Louisiana,-' 
and the misrepresentations as well, he undertook to write ' 
the truth as he knew it. In his introduction, he presents 
himself as ”a good patriot, .anxious, to redeem'., the. wrong ■ 
impressions about L o u i s i a n a ■■ :
■ " His long chronicle contains a wealth of details,

arranged in logical order, and told' both' concretely and A 
impersonally. The author records his accurate.observe- "
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Hons on the geography.- of • Louisiana. * the ' Miniate, ..agrlcul*- ■ ' 
ture.';(his chief; concernr, the flowers ,- trees, seeds, animals', 
and-medicinal: herbs, Nor , does-he neglect the ravages, their 
customs, their feasts ,: and; their forms h'f-'-wbrship useful'"
index and detailed 'contents make-his three volumes, a handy • 
encyclopedia of . information concerning -the' soil,' people and 
products of .the Louisiana of his -time. ■ . : ' '.

. Yet .is it not -excusable to expect a more' personal .■ 
touch from a .direct- observer of .that fabulous '.region such. ' ., 
as Le Page; du Pratz had bean? ■ True, he - was- - favorably 
pressed by Louisiana, and never .criticized' the.climate as "' 
Frenchmen, inhabitant's of a. sweetly .temperate zone, were . - . 
prone to do.-. He found it, ’-’not-' too lot. in summer,: '.not' too''.- - : 
cool in winter.’*' The-land, he: "says', is' -exceptionally p . 
fertile,, the animals 'are edible,' or- in the. case of domestic 
animals, useful* Even - the much-dreaded imarlngouinM failed - 
to arouse his anger or impatience; he' describes 'them with -', 
their' nannoying bussing71 and 'their "unbearable iich,T with 
serene detachment.. But the human response to environment' : - • 
and to events for which, the reader .-longs,' is totally absent 
from M s  history. - ' ;. ■ ■ , . 1 • :
. - The author*s inquiries need not be summed up for they
Imply rather than reach any' definite conclusion.' The long■ . ■
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chapters in. which he describes the seeds* herbs, .trees and " 
other plants of the .Mississippi Talley belong to natural 
history more than to literature. .A few amusing details ■ 
show Le Page*5 special interest in medicinal herbs and 
medical recipes. On animals, he is equally'.well informed,
■ though he says nothing which, is not to be "found in earlier" 
descriptions. - His account of the despotic organization, -of 
the Hatchez and their .worship of the sun i s ,not'different . ■ ' 
from those with which' the.writing of 'travelers :and mis
sionaries have made us-' familiar-.^ / ' p . ■■ ■ ■
. Yet Le' Page du Prats .was widely read in the eighteenth
century. His Histolre de la Louisiane provides definite and 
reliable information for French scholars who wished to know 
more about the geography of Louisiana, its agriculture, and • 
the prospects of success in this new country. He- developed 
no thesis, supported no one-sided argument;' he was not-a 
missionary, and for-that reason.- was not suspected-by 
eighteenth-century atheistic philosophers.; he was restrained, 
moderate, and sincerely loyal to the. - country where 'he had ■

The most interesting passages- '-as - far ;.as this., 'study-
is concerned are those - defining' the geographical boundaries 
of Louisiana, I, p. 138;- Le- Page's opinion of negroes and ; p-l. 
slavery, I, p. 335; his description- of" vegetables,' cereals, y: 
and sweet. potatoes in• Louisiana, - II;. his account of, the '•Yogi 
origin of Baton Houge, II, p. 28?; and of the origin- of why pi 
the'~Watchez, 11, p. 354. They are not being quoted to . ...yC: Y 
avoid repetition which might be tedious® v ; ... .yq.v '-q-'l



lived fgr 'sixteen years. :v in, tile years which - followed, he' 
received his reward» The Sncyclopedie (in'.the .article on :
Louisiana.) quotes him.'as the .best authority on -Louisiana; a 
and Chateaubriand reads, .his colorless histories to which ■ 
he adds many picturesque details®- ' ■; ' :

' ; . ■ . ; . . . . -199

Until the War of Independence opened up- a new era . ' ; 
in American .history, the fate of the Western hemisphere . ; .
was so closely bound up .with event a in' Europe .that court- ■ 
tries were: ; surrendered-, sold b or acquired by mere .treaties '.i 
made by the European powers. When sv'after the-lea he of- . 
laris ( 1763) , 'France’s fat© in .haerlca was sealed,>and her 
colony of ■ Louisiana became a possession of the Spanish.,. ■ 
few 'Fren.chm.eia among the statesmen or eminent tien of letters 
of the time expressed any regret over the loss which France
was then, so iightheartedly accepting.- lew, except the ■ ' ' 
Abbe Ea.ynal, even questioned. France’s- right to. cede a-.' 
people who were -thoroughly.. French 'to. • a foreign country .with
out even"consulting-.-the .victims, -'of- such a. 'transaction,fe- '

. "The history- of Louisiana .under - Spanish., domination- :
is told in G-ayarre’s Histoire de la Louisiane, -à detailed 
account of Les Dernières Aimees ne la Louisiane française"-., 
is given .by. Marc .'de,. Villiers.. 1- ; ' . -
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Among the men who had known Louisiana, -arid who uttered
some words of protest, was the Chevalier'de Champigny;
He is known t.o ' us only through'-his. works.

Champigny is the author of.a :volume of one hundred 
and forty-four pages, published at X..a Tlaye with neither
date nor mention of the publisher«-. Its title is: . Stat
present de la, Louis lane, aveo toutes les part icularites de 
ce11e provinoe d'm o brique» It is a purely historical ac
count of events in Louisiana. However,. Champigny wrote .
also a more emotional account of the loss of•' Louisiana,. 'in 
which he achieves somewhat more literary effects: La 
Louisiana . ensangla-ntee. (London, .1773),.7

The'author, had served in-the'wren oh. army in Louisiana- 
He lowed the colony, -ana is outraged by its cession to the 
Spaniards, He writes luring the Spanish regime, of which 
he disapproves passionately',-.' and the leitmotif of- his book 
{published In. London) is that- the'English, whom he prefers ' 
to the Spanish, should own Louisiana,- and that the inhabit
ants of that province-, cruelly deserted by Trance, cherish 
only one dream-“the hope of belonging- to England« La 
Louisiane ensanalantes clearly seems to have.been inspired 
by English authorities. Its. interest for-this study, how-

V • •3. E, oh i has given a translation of it in his
Historical ... s.m.s from 1687 to 1700 {New York, 1 3 5 3 Part
¥, pp. 1-37 * l .■ . *" a : . . • •
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ever, lies la'the similarity' of Champignyf s ideas.', to those 
which the more famous :Abbe Hayiial (perhaps also hinder ' 
British influence) had just • expounded in his Histoire des - 
deux Indes.Q Some points are also similar to■ Tolney'1 s ac
count written several years laterconcerning the failure 
of the 'French as colonists. ' ■ ' ■ . ' a ' ■; h ■■■'

Two points are emphasized, by Ghaapignyr the first 
is the necessity of yielding the colony of Louisiana' to 
the 'English Because of the incapacity of the Spanish .gover 
nors; .the second is the Inherent inability of the French . 
to colonize. Frenehraen, he insists'» are too impatient and 
too stubborn In their refusal to cultivate the land;

The Frenchman, quick' to, conceive."and undertake,. '
would have the execution and'success keep pace with . ■
the vivacity of his character. Bence his inaptitude 
for founding, colonies: hence - 'his failure in, the ' '
attempts made by his nation,^. ' ■ ■ •• •

Colonies, Champigny-'goes .on to say » are like'-children
they require a .progressive diet which will not hurry them 
into..a premature development.. But the French longed for 
til© sudden prosperity to- be attained by the. discovery of : 1 
precious'metals, and scorned the slower rewards-of agri-;' 
culture. Ee concludes with several declamatory hirsdes 'in ■ 
which he expresses pity for the -Louisianians and, admiration

®Cf *••' our next ohapter.
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of their loyalty in "clinging to 'France in spite, of Spanish, 
rule*« ..

O' .virtueI 0 /divine patriotism! Of what are--we 
not capable when inflamed by the sacred' fir el ." .• .

■ Generous.-and' compassionate hearts\ Let us mingle our. tears with those of the wretched widows- ando ' 
orphans, whom the■virtuous men. oommen&ed' to us, 
as they died for their king.- . . Aid' xae to erect 
an altar to"virtue: he the'pillars of.that I ■ 
just- erected: pour into cold ana Inanimate hearts ' 
the fire'which inflames, you and my feeble.and 

■ powerful 'voice; and. let the cry of persecute^ innoeenoe rouse the’ numbered .arm of . justice
; . Such an impassioned appeal ■ to . justice y ana, to'the

magical name of virtue,. dear, to-: the eighteenth century:,
reveals a contemporary of the "eoetirs -sensidles" so num
erous in the years preceding the Prench Revolution. 
Ghampigny is, indeed, 'more declamatory tliari Le Page du ... 
Prats, ana certainly less reliable than his more classical 
predecessor. • • -• • . . : P ,

• ’ Another'officer less prone'to.ambitious- declamations
has left a detailed account of life' inLouisiana: ' the ' 
Chevalier de Fradpl. Sven more than the chronicles of L© 
Page' du Pratz, his work reveals the life of a' colonist in ; 
Louisiana during the eighteenth, century* An officer: in the

PP <.:_J ** i-J tJ %,'J &
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■ King’s army/ serving under Bienville, who did not- act very' . 
fairly wit-h iiim, Pradel settled in Louisiana anal reared a h  
family. Though'not a witness of fixe Natchez Rebellion, he- ' . 
was near the scene, and relates it with no romantic idealiza
tion -of:the Indians,, as Ghateauoriand later does s .’out as a 
practical colonist who saw horrible' massacres'» Pradel was ;. 
successful as a. planter in Louisia.na', and grew rich selling 
timber, indigo, and'other .products. '■■ H-e owned more than / 
twenty slaves,- and.'his home was a commodious, mans ion- which h 
he' named' ’Monplaisir.J." He reared his children in; Louisiana, 
but sent them, to Trance- to complete. their education; and ' 
though he- was-, on: the- tyfab.le, .prosperous - and. .happy, he. often 
longed' for his; countryv ' ■ . • . . • '. .• . ...

." .A-native, of the "province' of' Limousin, .Cha.valier -de' •• - 
Pradel wrote let ters to- his family ■. in .'France- giving. many-' 
details, concerning his healtiip -his business, ■ his home and- ,. 
his children.' These letters-, were 'published . recently' with ' ; 
a biography. of -thê '-Freneh . colonist. Though if- judged- by • .
'their literary qualities they scarcely deserve'such an '
honor,, as a; historical -document - dealing with, the ILife- of. a ' 
successful- colonist - in: Louisiana, they .are both 'interesting 
and revealing.;^ . ■ i . ' . . ■ , ;.

' -^These letters- are found-in a biography -written -by Baillardel et Prioulet- Le Chevalier ' de Pradél -, hie d’un . 
colon français 'en Louisiane au XÇIJXe siecle. ' '
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■ Squally Int ©resting.- .and representative of the el gilt 
eenih century are the writings of another officer. Bossu, 
who "visited Louisiana in 1750-176S, and again in. -1769-1771 
Bossu was a moralist j. a pedantic'but .Icing-hearted philoso
pher, and a very conceited individual.• His accounts of ■
his travels are replete with pompous speeches and secondhand 
. ideas, as well.- as with: borrowings from the accounts of'.pre
decessors. -Nevertheless, they give, the fullest-, .and at.: • 
times, the most naively entertaining 'account of'Louisiana 
between -the history by Le Page du idrata and the writings 
of the first years of the nineteenth century,.

Bossu’s works are in the'form of letters addressed ■ 
to the Marquis de 1 ’e-st.ra.de and to an' officer, M, Douin.^2 
The preliminary notice by the publisher of -the Nouveaux 
Voyages introduces Bossu. as nun vrai philosophe, un ami ' 
des hommes..-* The author, it is added, "crossed the bar
riers of a 'formidable ocean, in order to. be. useful' to : 
mankind . . . . Bis style is easy, clear, precise and full. 
of strength where it should be. ” ' Such '.-a. tempting presemta-

' - ''LtJ8ince the French; text of Bossu*s-' first work was.-
not available, the -English trails 1st ion-was consulted: ••••'' 
Travels through that part of Month .America-formerly called Louisianatranslated'by J. B. Forster '¿London;"~1771 ) ';8 ■volumes. ' This cowers Bossu® s travels of 1750-176 Nouveaux Voyages dans IP Amérique septentrionale,•
eludes his travels of■1769-1771w . . '

2, Bis 
1777 i in



tion- makes the reader .anxious to : devour- the- work. I'Wow 
and then he will he rewarded by a few flashes of imc'oas.clohs 
humor. . . ' ■ ■ -. ... . . :

. Bo sail was primarily Interested in the"■ agriculture,'■ 
the animals, and the'- inhabitants {particularly-the-women)-,, 
of Louisiana, and through his. observations''-he- arrived at ' 
moral and scientific conclusions which, he wished to impart 
to his countrymen. He visited, the greater part of the- ' ■
•country,-'Mobile, Hew- Orleans.,- the country of the Natchez, 
and that of the • Arkansas.. The latter almost'adopted him ■ 
as a .member ..-of. their tribe. Haring read about Louisiana ■ 
.before his- -own. visit there, he rejects' Hennepin,;s' lies,./-.
.and praises the veracity of ¿out el,' -‘’the only off leer who •. 
lias left us-an account; which may be c r e d i t e d . B o s s u  
moralises on La Salle1 -g '.faultsthe haughtiness and-newer- ■ 
ity-;which detracted from his greatness. In his discussion 
of the flora of the country, - hei is • much- less precise.-than '•
Le Page du Pratz.y His .stories-of the animals ;In Louisiana 
are - designed to amuse and startle-his french.-readers at . 
home:. Ee praises the'wild bulls, fears the "alligators, f 
which threatened his life more than onceand tells of the f 
skeletons of several elephants' (reported to have '--come -from 
Asia;)' which were found* in 1735,. near the'Qhl© Hirer. How-

• .̂ ‘■'Bossu, Travels,' 1, Lettre IV. : : '1 : -, ' ■ .
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• Boss'll lavishes prai.se on Creole- women: . 'MAs to the
fair sex,- whose'only art is that of- pleasing, they ■ are■ si-: 
ready twrn vhth that advantage here.tfX& Thewiater: of the ■ 
Mississippi which is excellent adds another quality to 
their champs: it contributes to. their fecundity.
. Indian women are even more • warmly admired: . f*it is 

a pleasure to watch these women fulfilling their tasks .. 
without uttering a word- of . complaint. -Besides y 'they: are 
very amiable 3 and show: great affection for Frenchmen.,'.- "■ 1
whom they prefer to Spaniards Even in childbirth -they
do ..not groan or complain.• in addition these women are - . 
entirely faithful:' they are never'.-guilty, of poisoning' ■ 
their husbands, as European, -women sometimes do. . ■

Bossu is a strong advocate of :the superiority, of •. .... 
the savage life to ours* The Indians are. happier than,. . 
French peasants, who work-hard: and economize all their-; r 
lives .while the extravagance • of; large cities deprives'them 
.of their most needed nourishment (-flour apparently), '-"pour 
la fair-e voter sur les tetes -evaporeea eles coquettes efydes
petite it res ft 18

16

17

Bossu, • Travels., I, Letter II. 
Bossu, Houveaux Towages 5 p-.. 96.-

18Ibid*, p, 157..



Their simple remedies are superior to ours; since .their ' 
only medicines are -"diet, perspiration, and . svma.tnng!4“̂  
Their methods of rearing their children, for example ; 
teaching' them how to swim, are superior'to our system of 
education, it hind Providence supplies all: their .simple ;. ■ 
needs. They have few vices and as Bossu puts' it pedant'!- . 
e-allyp .if they drink coffees for instance * pit • ,i-s- ".in order 
not to let the G-od Morpheus overcome them by surprise Hri 

An advocate of primitivism, Bossu declaims against 
wealth, luxury,'and ■ corruption. Although- hie style is i n 
poor, he never' doubted for a moment his literary q,ua'iifi-' 
cations® In concluding his Mouvehux • Voyages', lie mentions' 
that, while diving' in -Louisiana hê  had " compos e&pa. oomedy- in 
five acts: wThe Jugglers '.or Indian Quachs Mf He adds:
Is an indirect, criticism of■ the manners and. customs of .the. 
people of the Old World,, placed in opposition and sometim.es 
in parallelism with those of-'the: inhabitants of the Ha?/ 
W o r l d ! T h e  loss of' that manuscript; is not to be,re--' ■
gretted for its theme had ceased to. be', original in 1771!' •

' 19
tension and Voltaire!

' EG

The some suggestion had.been -presented'earlier .by
rid Voltaire! . ■ ' , : . . "

Bos.'su,' -Nouveaux Voyages., lettre VII. .

ct'.'



The most interesting and gifted- of- French travelers 
in -America in the eighteenth century- were 'not concerned ' 
'with Louisiana. 'Only a small.-group, including Le'-Pagb dm
.Pratz and - Bossu, visited it at the time when charming . "
writers like the Marquis de la Tour du: Pin, epicures like. 
Brillat-Savaria,21 famous'wits like- Okastellux, and glorious' 
warriors like Rocharabesu and Lafayette wrote their, impres™ 
sions of America. ■ ; ;o ,. ' ;

Their America was limited, to Pennsylvania, Maryland, ' 
"New York, -Virginia -and' sometimes the Carolines.'.' • It:..is not 
difficult, however, to. imagine what the. enthusiasts, would ' 
have said, of the South-had they traveled there. -They would 
have -found'the inhabitants ..living in more luxury than they 
had- dreamed of finding in the -New- World, - such as- Creole :
women revelling'in indolence, thinking only of dancing and 
.other pleasures..- They would have been .shocked by slavery 
and would- have -cried out against it. -And 'crowning all these 
defects in the material world, the eighteenthscentury'philoso~ 
phers and emigres would have found in the .spiritual- realm1 . ' 
the influence of Catholicism -to a great extent'-in. sway, over- • 
the people of Louisiana. These -travelers would.-have.pre- 
ferred Puritan, free and democratic lev; England..'. -Had they;mi;

■ p i ■ ' ■ - ' ■ ■ .- : : ■■ ■■:■■ ■■ : ■■ ■ Gih F, Balclensperger., 1fLe Séjour- de .Bril'l-at-$âv'|ir.ih;-:v-vamt Stats -Unis, ’’Revue de L-ltferature Comparée, 19£8> ■ "Il, ;.. :.Li ' 
p» 94-95. . . . . i .i ;. i.vLMi:
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visited Louisiana and seen'tile -prosperity .that the French- 
colonists, such as thé'.Chevalier dé.Fra.del enjoyed, -they,- . 
doubtless.:wo-uld have exclaimed with Betti in CliaiafortIs '
J eua 8 I nd 1 eim e ; ' .1 ' ' ■ ■ . ■ . ■■ .-’ . y "

■ Ahl-fuyons ces gens-la. Tu viens de une parler ' '.D’un .pays plus heureux- ou. nous pouvons, a l l e r . h. ' ’ Ce pays ou les gens veulent qu’on soit utile . ■ ■'
.. A leur société.^2 ■ .’ ' . . . ■ ■
■ Only, in the early, years of the next century, whèn': • ■

Louisiana,'had been.-recovered..by France,- and then lost '’.again, 
do we find ...Frenchmen attracted b y  the ■Importafice. of -that

0*7 ' ’ ' ' ' ' 1 . ■ ' • .colony . . ' . ,

•- -S* R. Cham-fort, ' La' Jeune Indienne {1764;} , Scene IV»« 90. ' - . ■ ■ ■ . ’■
fi* $- • he ¿L'. ®. . . • ' . ' ' , ' -

•prs • ' • . ' ."M'he impress ions of ’eighteenth-c én tury:travel ers in ihnerica (that is,” concerning the thirteen’ colonies)’ have 
’been suiaaed up and studied, in three recent • works-: -Charles - 
’Hi Sherrill, Freroh Memoirs of. Eighteenth-Century Americas
James B. Verkins, France in the American Revolutions and 
S » Childs , French B^unei3if¥=T n^he ,̂ 7~^7^~X7gÏÏ:T800-a, ; ■



LOUISIANA IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL IITEEATO'EL OF

THE EIGHTEENTH OMTUET

. - . ■ SIJMMASY ' : ' '
Interest of the eighteenth' century In La.HarpeTs

writings.® ' Allusions to Louisiana made by- Montesquieu, 
voltaire, Diderot and Rousseau... France^ interest in 
t!i© thirteen colonies .■ ; Yergenues and Kaynail, champions 
.of Louisiana. ' References to Louisiana in the ErtcyGlo- 
pedi'e. Corneille âe Pa'uw. Marquis de C hast el-lux. - 
Abbe Genty • Other French visitors to America .-at. thé • 
end of the eighteenth- century. ■ : ■ ■ '

. A survey of the huge mass ofphilosophical.and his
torical "writings of the eighteenth century will.-yield 'the ■ . 
same modest results as those shown'.in the study of; the 
travelers and colonists of that periods . The' interest in 
America during the second half of the century is great® 
Louisiana’s share in that interest' remains "fairly; small. ' " ' 
Eighteenth-century writers were not ardent lovers of nature, 
nor were they imperialist!cally minded advocates of French 
colonization. Therefore-,- the French, colony of; the-Mississippi 
had. little interest for them.. 'The country discovered by ' .
La Salle, and badly.served by Law’s speculations, represented 
the past for them- (-La Harps excepted), la legacy' of the. age . 
of Louis' SHT— that Is, of an era of -political tyranny. All 
their hopes were based on the future» -They' enthusiastically
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■hailed the new republic wliioii thirteen courageous states' .. 
were then ’developing in the New World»', where, they hoped ■'to 
find a virgin field of labor in which to realize their bold 
and optimistic dreams of reforming the human-.'rape, ; .

Among the-writers of the,eighteenth century who . 
never came to Louisiana. La -Earpe is the one who describes 
the colony with the greatest '-accuracy-, Eis work* -however, 
is- impersonal, and like many similar-.encyclopedic writings 
of the same period» is compiled from many sources,, Volume ' 
XEY of the Ahrege de' lEiistoire -generale' de’s voyages (1780

1801) refers repeatedly to Florida and Louisiana. It get- ■ 
graphical -description of the- country is. followed;by a ■ 
resume•of its history,' Lafitau and -Charlevoix, whose de- - 
seriptioiis of the customs, .religion and superstitions of ■ ■: 
the Indians are •• summed 'up- in general t e r m s . are• La- Harpe’s
principal - sources* In the use of these- sourceshe remains ■ 
coolly ohjactive-.'and detached« -He repeats some-of the'. '.y 
tales' told by; travelers of the. Immorality of - the -Indians: of 
Louisiana', . (their ftmolles'se-1t. and their .nlubrici'teSf}-,-which 
he attributes to the' southern climate«1 Be tells of their 
strange superstitions, their burial- rites, and- their games. 
Invariably uneriticai j La Earpe and ills1 collaborators are 1 : 
merely anxious, -to' .-.inform felieir readers; and entertain them : - ,

^La Harps- is probably influenced here by Hontespuieiis 
famous-theory on■-.climate* ■ '■ . ''



with, all . the miusiial details connected with the customs of
the savages. They do not idealize them.as Rousseau did®;
La Earpe even empresses a vague regret for the- colonies.-
wliicii 'France lost by the treaty of Paris: ■ a . : '

Re thought fit to- insist on those establishments 
of. French origin (in Canada and" Louisiana5 , because y 

• • it 'was important to infoym our readers of - what -we "
..liars neglected and lost.^ ■ ■ " . . . : . . ■ ' .
■ Montesquieu was so widely: read,; -and-' his ■ influences

so far reaching, that any writing; which he sight here cle™
'TOted to Louisiana would betoutstanding in .eighteenth-century
literature® . It seems, however, that' -he was not particularly
interested in the Few World. Sven Law* s speculation's and
the failure of his ambitious schemes left him strangely iitt-
concerned. In view of the fa.cf that reflections - bn commerce,
and the riches dram from the colonies occupy'a .large -part
of his economic and moral chapters.in hhisprit deg Loisp •
this 'attitude seems all. the more strange. / ■ ■ o'

Recent, scholars have.closely examined Montesquieu's
.sources® hike many other eighteenth-century -writers, lie .
quotes very frequently from the ancients-. . Be also read

p. 14®

fageaents inedits (Bor.daaux 
a -passing allusion to .Mg'
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travelers* accounts., ana, very probably Charlevoixfs'Histolre 
de la Houvelle Trance (including the letters which' refer to
Louisiana)., and some, at least, of the Jesuit Relations.̂- 
The author of Id Esprit des-Lois was, however, more directly 
concerned with'European problems, even 'when describing ; 
Persian customs arid harems, ■' ■ ■ :

'Two passages in Montesquieu’s !>' Esprit des' Lois-refer 
• to Louisiana. One is a reflection,; to .which Voltaire took 
exception, in-Book V, Chapter Mill on Despotism:h When■ .the 
savages of -Louisiana rant fruit, they cut . down the tree-at 
its base and gather-the fruit* That is an example -.of "des- . 
potio. government.5’ Louisiana here might represent any 
primitive country upon which nature has 'lavished,her- natural-
resources, . . , ■ . ■
. q In Book XJ1I1, Montesquieu treats "des lois dans le ' 
rapport qu’elles- 'ont avec la nature du terrain." The 'eight
eenth chapter of that.eighteenth-book, disconnected In ' .
Montesquieu,’s usual fashion, deals with the Natchez, -or ; .
"Matches'", as Montesquieu spells their name. The source -is ;

%lxss Muriel Dodds, not.es • in. -Les MacIts de voyage' 
spurges de 1’Esprit des Lois (Parisj'"1929") , cf„ Part I 
Chapter 7, that Montesquieu'was very little 'interested.in 
America, hut probably read Charlevoix. -However, there is 
a recent catalogue of the Librairie Bros, Paris, JL 940, 
Catalogue 58, Mo., 64, a copy of Joutel’ s famous «journal 
H-istorique which had belonged, to Montesquieu* . . . .
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the Let Ires Bdlf 1 antes , ri.20e recueil't,. and particularly ' '' - 
Father le Piet It * s account.-' The author - of- IP Esprit des - ■ '
Lois summarizes the social and political organization o.f 
that strange nation. He Is struck by the fact that, mi-, 
like all other -savages , the 'Latches lire under a .despotic.. 
.form of government. . ■ ■ ' ■ , ■ '

It Is probable also that Montesquieu- read and heard ■ 
about Louisiana -while making a study of' slavery. The flf~:- 
teentii book of hfEsprit des Lois contains Ill's ..famous biting 
remarks about that, institution as; it. existed in Louisianap 
and also In.San Domingo and other West Indian Islands®5 ■ 
All- travelers and missionaries in .America had mentioned 'the 
existence of slavery; most of them had either 'quietly- ap
proved of*' 'it, or deplored it ,as an Inevitable evil®' Had ' 
not Bossuet justif ied it as -.permitted .by the .Holy Hiiost.*? ® ' 
Father Charlevoix, whom Montesquieu 'read, blamed ■ 'slavery as. 
a- colonial.policy, on the grounds that it created a class 
of expatriated aha miserable negroes. Yet -in his Histoire 
dn Paraguay! he saw in .slavery a means.1 used.'by - God. to

■ . I.o. Les Lettres Persanes' {letters HS , HIS, ISO) ,
Montesquieu.had already attacked the Institution-of slavery
in colonies® . ' : - ■ - , :- o ' ' .



' ' . . rs •- • . • - ■ • • . ■ ■ ■ ■civilize the negroes.- Montesquieu, more logical and more 
humane, openly attacked, the slave trade as opposed to the . 
nascent ideal of■ fraternity and to the economic'interests 
of-European nations From that 'time oh, ■■ especially in - . 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries>'the negro problem, 
which included their customs-p their social status,' and some
times- the- strange charms ' of "Magic No ire* V  as- Paul Mo rand 
later calls it, was to, become a.familiar -topic..with- many • 
French 'writers who 'are concerned with Louisiana.' ■

Modern • interpreters of 'Voltaire - refuse to. -accept
Faguetfs famous-- epigrammatic characterization..of this phi-'- 
losopher.;'as nim chaos d*ideas claires.” There is consistency 
in .Voltaire^ lack, of .interest in.America and in the French 
colonies-of the New World. There are, howevers some contra^ 
dictions found in a number - of 'hasty pronouncements uttered 
by him at varied periods of his live, . And perhaps, that in» ';

*5 ■■ ibid., p. 15.- Seeder quotes Charlevoix!s sentence
which calls the submission of negroes, the means of God used 
for the- -salvation of people born for slavery, thus rendered 
'.more docile' to the teaching they., receive, than if they had ■■ p 
reta ined their freedom lira foreign -country • {from Histoir.e W’-':' 
du Paraguay, 1-757, 'II, ,pp. 180-181}.. •• • ■ ■ ■ ' -

%ussell P . Jameson gives a very thorough and 'inter-.';:-.; '
esting treatment of the whole question in Montesqxiieii let ..
1* esclavage. .1 ' ■ i / ;. . :wp ...
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consistency -should .riot be condemned- in a writer of so'. . 1  
nervous a temperament 'as the so-called "sage*- qf. larney.® 

America holds a very minor- place 'in Voltaire’s :all- 
embracing- .curiosity,. -China, to which he gives the place 
of honor in his Essal sur les Moenrs,. was his favorite 
exotic country, America a, more. recent discovery, - is;,''dis
cussed only fairly briefly in .Chapter .OXLV and in those 
which follow. -When Voltaire, .discussed :i.b.e , academic; -quas- ;
tion dear to. eighteenth-century reasoners:-VHas- ''the dis-, 
covery of 'America benefited1 -Europe? *’ he answered negatively. 
America, according to - him, .had 'ruined - the Spaniards-whom. - ■ 
it had at first enriched, 'and' had, afflicted.Europe .with the 
dread disease which was. a cause-.of suffering for PanglossV"® 

. ■ . Voltaire’s, irony was directed-' against', the--travelers 
who were fond of relating mendacious' tales about ''America, 
and. of speculating -on' the • origin';of -the natives of -'the' New 
World® In his long!- introduction to', the Essai:-sur les-Moeurs 
he. wrote four amusing pages entitled; WDe . l ’Amérique.,n- in' 
which he• took Lafitau to task for Ms; poor reasoning® Why

Q • ' ' ’ . ' ' '' - •'-Those .inconsistencies have been - pointed out in.
Professor China r&’.s L ’Esotisme- aaericainhau -:17e- et auiSe 
si eel e i pp, 566-374. This seems, to be- the--best'.study on 
the .minor ciie.sti.oii of Voltaire and A m e r i c a :

' ^Montesquieu in Les Let ires .Per sanes- (letter .'■■IQ'S')- 
had touched upon the same .subject. " n.h,., w,. .hghp
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should not men he found in .America, since flies are'- abun-
. claiit there? And should Americans he' compared with' the' ■■ 
Greeks because they ore scantily .clothed, and because they 
cons tilt oracles and are fond of dancing? ' Primitivism s ■ .or 
the idealization, of savages, is not to Voltaire’s taste.x^ 
He prefers civilized people to savages, and considers it 
the duty of Europeans to spread their civilization to-'.the ■ 
New'World by peaceful means, as . the Jesuits had done In. a •

- . . ■ ■ & ■ 1 P 'Paraguay, and not :hy means -of violence and destruction.-*- f-
p Voltaire seams- to .have taken little, interest in the 

Indians of- Louisiana, their customs, and their religion® 
His preference is for the Peruvians, who, of gall the priiai
time tribes, are the only ones, whose religion, as Voltaire 
prudently puts it, "seems, at first sight,'not to offend 
our. reason.”-?-3' He quotes than again, and also the Mexicans,
■ in the Dictionaalre Philosophique, .under' the 
He might-as well have mentioned- .the. Natchez, since-, they also 
worship-arte God, .'the Gun» All other Indian tribes-,■■ accord
ing to him,', were 'sunk in a nstupid.ite 'barbare.n The -'con- .

■^Voltaire had already ridiculed primitivism in 
le Mondain before he had- ever heard" of "Rousseau. .- ’

.^Cf. - Chinar d, o p .  eit., p. 369. .Of course,; contra
dictions are to be found in 'Voltaire, and the pages he 1 
devoted to Paraguay in G aridi de are none too flattering! ■'
■ 13 - --o::;'hi'Issai sur les Moeurs, chap® ÇiCLY-1.. - .--. rggh/P



•ception of a-creative God Is deficient In 'thesr.-̂  ;q- ■ i f' 
" . for a man who' Tiróte somuolf -Yoltaire* s ■ allusions y 

to Louisiana proper are comparatively- • few. One -.is- to be- ■ 
found in his interesting Coamenta ire ■ sur VKspylt dds-'-Loia 
He is shocked "by Montesquieu1 s. sarcastic .definition of - 
despotism, already quoted: ?rW hen ■the. savages of 'Louisiana 
want-fruit, -they cut down the-tree at..its base' and ..gather 
the fruit.” He finds the source of- the passage in the 
Lettres Idifiantes’ in which a Jesuit"Missionary, father,' 
Barest, had explained thus the absence of. fruit trees near 
a certain village in- Louisiana. Yoltaire’s -lucid'..-common 
sense rejoices in -1 anglaing both atMontesquíeu•:and at the. 
Jesuit; ' ■ V - ,■: " .

' ' Hither, -the Jesuit cfo fells ■ this, imbecility, is ' very
credulous, or human nature among the. Misslssipians . 
is not like human natural of the : rest; of .the world. ; .
There .is no savage so lihcivillzed.' •(”-sauv.age'• si ;
sauvage” ) that he does not realise-that'a. felled . 
apple tree bears no-longer any .apples-. ; ̂ Moreover, t- . 

: there are no savages .whatever, for whom; it' would -. •
not be' easier to gather the fruit than: to ."cut -down ;;

' ' the tree. . But the Jesuit Barest thought he was : : ' .
■ being w i t t y f 5 ■ . , ■ ■ . h ' . . h

Yol taire, the greatest historian of' his age , could

■ ■ ^^GfVoltaire, Oeuvres, eel.,3Joland, .HU', pv 385.. .
The interest taken by Voltaire in the -Indians was consider 
able . - {Of . , ’LtAlzire, Ifngeriu, Histoire he renal) but, 
as I have-stated, that interest does hot include Louisiana

15,Oeuvres, ech Moland, III, - p* 433®
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not but know the history of Louisiana, its discovery" by 
the ITrench explorers, .and, its fate .under Louis XL, ./He does ' 
now, however, display much- a (Miration for the 'colonial • ■
policies of the wSi-ecle'-.de Louis X I T M  "In his history 
hearing- that title,. Voltaire■ does not even mention the dis
coveries of La Salle and D’Iberville,' which- in reality were 
a greater honor,to Louis 21? than his religious policy or :. 
his Luton and -Spanish Wars. To Voltaire, apparently, those 
discoveries were conquests,-, or were inspired by Hie Catholic 
spirit o.f religious propaganda, that is to say,- the spirit 
of fanaticism.,' A M  we hare no-'.right, . according to him, to 
conquer or to christianize' Americans who are- often- our- ■ 
equals: iTLi America in, farouche .en sa simplicite, ■ ' 1'

Moreover, Voltaire felt ' a. hitter, hostility to Canada,

hostility to the discoverers of-Louisiana, whom -he-Icon-.. - ■ 
eidered as Canadians* He laughed, at “some Frenchmen from- 
Canada who traveled on the river Mississippi. to -Louisiana-.

^Alzxre (1.736-)., Act 1, Scene Ih .The action-teke3 
place, .in Lima, Perils , 0  . -. ., . ' . ■' q.

that ”barren and frozen land,,ff-' and directed some of that
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«It is as -If one wanted to go to Egypt via the Cape of :v . ; 
G-ood Bope; instead of taking- the ADamietta: road.nls Law-S: 
«several of whose ideas were if rui tfida,-then "began to- de», 
v.eldp Louisiana. A colony mas organized, a new town wgs y . 
planned— but .on paper. The colonists.- died pin'misery y 'ando 
the town never amounted to more• than--a- few.- wretched houses . 
And Yol taire» always reluctant to let Europe scatter its,. . 
energies on far-distant, coloni-esy adds:-. . ' ■ ' ' .

Maybe one day, if there are millions of.inhabitants
■' in excess in France »■ it will.-.he advantageous . to ' settle 
Louisiana.', But -it is more likely: that ■ it'Vwill, have ■ to 

. be abandoned A-9 -' p. ■■■: ' ' : ' .... ' : : . '
' Two other passages, from letters -in wM-chp-he .expresses.

himself more freely,, give a •'different picture of Voltaire* s '
interest, in Louisiana, Ee advises his correspondents to p .
give up Canada for. good, and 'concentrate' on .Louisiana- f/hich
is a more -desirable -country, for it will not .only give the 
mother country valuable products, ■ but can. also be defended ■ 
more easily against our- enemies than Hew-France could-be -. 
against ■ the English. ' if. ■ ■■■ ■ ' A-.if- ■ '

On May 5, -1758, Voltaire' wrote to Trpn.oh.in from Les . 
Deliaes; ' ' ... . ■ v . '■ - - - . g ' - - - .

id., same chapter.'
19. ils. prophecy, ' as he noted'-Ibid.,'same ohaptera 

1th oomplacency, was s. indeed., ■ soon ' fulfilled.
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■ I .wish-that. Canada» .as '/veil .as the .Reverend Jesuit 
fathers of Quebec,. were at the"bottom.of the frozen

. ocean, and that we hah-given our.attention to ,
Louisiana, to: planting cocoa, indigo, tobacco, and
mulberry trees, instead-, of paying four .millions 
every year to .our enemies:, the linglisiu^Q -

On October 35 1760, again .from. Les Bailees ,■ he., wroth 
to the Marquis de Chauveliny arid begged him. to use his in
fluence to rid France, of Canadafor. which it was not worth 
.fightingv, He. added; ■ ■' ' . ■ . . - . ■

What terrible madness has made us neglect Louisiana 
to buy every year three million, five hundred:thousand
pounds of tobacco from our conquerors? It is not ab- .
surd, that France should have spent so much money in '

■ America, only 'to be last among the European -nations ■ 
therei^l ■ ■ '

■ It would be too much to ,say that ’Voltaire showed .a ' 
particular fondness for Louisiana; for- he felt attracted 
to it, not.for itself, but in preference to Canada* lhat 
is typical of the man who loved the Chinese rather -than.the 
Jews, and generally speaking, concealed '-beneath his praise 
for one, hostility and ridicule for another• Raynal., a few 
years later, also praises Louisiana, as opposed to Canada,

' Mol arid, 2XEI, p. 440* Again it must be 'rem
embered that. Voltaire, on the other handy loudly sand the 
praises of the colonizing Colbert. ■ ■ Q

' 91 ' ' ‘ : ' ' • •WJbScu Mol and, XCI, p ® 3* ■■ ’ -. ’ y.
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thus prompting English propaganda,2-2 either consciously or 
disinterestedly,, for England at the .time rejoiced over 
France’s abandonment of her northern colonies®

•’ Diderot’s role in French letters concerning
Louisiana is indeed slight® The- only worthwhile work .In • 
which this ebullient philosopher' discusses primitive people 
is the ..famous and entertaining Supplement au: Voyage de 1 
Bougainville. . The inhabitants of Tahitilie writes;,;'lead 
a life which is both idyllic and .sensual',.'primitive and 
sentimental; they are atheists yet moral. Those contradic
tory features in the Tahitians fill with delight the writer 
who is known. as . the man. who. asks of himself: nFst-il ;boiii 
Est-il mechant?1*.' But Tahiti is fax from the Mississippi 
Talley,'23 . ■ ■

Elsewhere in' bis works, Diderot devotes a few hasty

The conjecture that Raynal-, and perhaps To.ltsire, 
promoted English and Protestant...propaganda • in - advising the 
French to withdraw, from Canada'and-to concentrate on ' 
Louisiana has been advanced by G, L.-Jaray îh X ’Empire 
français at.&m.6riguet p , 898,, '. ■ . ■ ■ .

S3 ■ ■ , . '"" Gf, Professor Chinard’s II Exotisme américain au
17e et au 18e siecle, pp. 374-535,.-and .his preface to thé
Supplement au. Voyage de Bougainville by Diderot® .



.allusions 'to.the.natives of America.2 -̂ He Had probably read 
the Jesuit;, Relations and other : travel bodies p such as: 
Hennepin1's or perhaps JouteX'S® \ ' o ■ ■ ■ '■

■ Professor Chinard iie's ant it led ' ills ' chapter on JAJV
Rousseau ’HJii continuateur 'de raiSsionnairea"''Rousseau had 
beep, a voracious -reader during several'periods of his" life,.' 
and travel accounts assuredly did not escape, -him,.. The • ■
Bistolre .gene-rale' des voyages by' Afabe'Erevost,. and the ' • y
Abrege by La Harpevaay- have been repeatedly consulted by .

' ' ' 25him,- although . it cannot be claimed with certainty*^ that 
this' .is true« However, the self-made philosopher himself,

wrote in'Anile: ?fI' spent my life reading travel relations« 

ibid■ banishing every booh from Emile’s room, he; allows his dis

cipline .only one'» Robinson Crusoe« ..... "• . ' . . ■

26'

X t j
S- c*

r> , t 
1 l Li*. ■ Î

:-u ; : aeir , v short and bitterly sarA 
l-v-um-y:. de 1* homme - sauvsge in

-..irea-, fragments échappes.
1 ' - t ‘ - î *

i.wi - pr >,ï H1. h -, . <v «,
vrnEu goût■snt¿physique des

- u 1 i au development. :in travel ers *
. ' cr.ij explanations • for- it.'"Ibid.,

VI, pp, uüt-uùb « - ,

' ■ ^:%rof essor. Ohinard' does not doubt it,'. '-See op. clt. ;
p. 344»

Quote': ’o
■t vrA. a f  Rousseau’s works,: I I ,  p®-423,; 
, » , P ® 347. . ' ;■ i.P



It cannot be saidj however, 'that Am erics played, an.
Important, part in Rousseau's dream« of-a primitive life in
soiae land far from/the. rioted civilization of aea^ 7 Jean
Jacques’. Utopia remains obstinately vague, arid purposely
so, since vagueness aids his reverie, ..mis reasoning is con
* ■ i>.P •. : ” ■ ■ ' " ' 'J 0 c t Ur« 1 VJ ana does not dram ey I clerics or support from anv ■ 
French travelers to the Mississippi Talley. The.most ■ ”
thorough recent studies. of .Rousseaus 3 .sources failed to 
disclose any precise reference to Louisiana In his'works, 
or any reading of the missioriGries of travelers’ accounts 
of that part of .the. Mem World, " 9 1 . .

Once more a.s the philosophical -literature - of the 
eighteenth, century from, the Treaty of Paris (1763) tc the

P'7 . / . . .  : . .
" Such is the opinion of the- eminent Rousseau ■
specialist, Professor A, Sonins,
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American Revolution (1726} is considered, it confirms the 
statement already made: .the. Amerio an Colonies which.re- ■ 
rolted against England--absorbed' the- entire interest and' ■ 
sympathy of arineh. writers^ who ■ looked across the Atlantic 
to' salute the young republic being gradually if oiraed in the ■ 
iiest* ' tor ' Conclorcet.,00' for example, -'America has nothing' ' : 
in common with Loui siana : It is a land of "freedom, where ■ 
the world will'perhaps begin anew; where- a new society will 
be built,',not through a long;,process,. as was European society 
but through the'development of a still higher civilization 
upon the foundation of a civilization, already in ' existence -, 
Such was, doubtless, the current view of writers: such as ■ ' 
Helvetius0  ̂and'D’Holbach, who were not particularly .inter
ested in Louisiana, ■ f

30 ■ ■ • - ■ ■' xCf., - Schapiro, Condorcet and the Rise of.
Liberalism, chapter XII on'the ^Rediscovery of Am e r i c a ■ 
Gondorcst's interest in i'smerica became very been about: 
1786-1789',• when he presided over the Société des .Amis des 
Noirs,n .founded by Brissot and -wrote three memoirs, en
titled: Lettre d i m  citoyen des Etats-Unis-' 1788; Lettre 
cil un-bourgeois de Few Haven 9 1785; .end IL Influence de la; 
lieve ~i o.' b f ' ce, -1786. . ■ ” •' • •

., . i ’ w i ' i -, ' j  i O
■ ■ - , P'U .'i ■ "A j - .
< e , I - S -U x . . 1 : ■ , p ' : l
t . - , . , ' U '.■.b” n.: " u
n im un ■ i, in." ■ f . ■. 
aucun i ’ interet de I * etr®.,r

"'O i - J - b , l  : - i ; g  ■ x - ,  .
i, -w m y ■■ nies r y,
- ox -''Vvi-'j !. jli'.i '■

f'- sc> , 
y- ■ - ■  ■ 1 ¡. • g ■ tes*

i 1 'V < - r i  A r. -  ' ■ C'I - . .  d o  '
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Two writers■alone, Yergeniies and Kaynal, who com
posed their work about 1770, raised their voices In defense 
of Louisiana} and uttered some words of regret for the .
colony vdiieh France ha.d abandoned ■ to Spain,

. Yergennes, the famous minister of Louis. YYT,"who
played an important role in ..diplomacy at the time of French 
intervention in the imieplesn Far of'Independence, wrote a ' 
Memo ire hlstorlqne et politique snr- la Louis lane. It was 
published in 1802V' Yergennes , .who' diedtiii 1737 , had writ
ten it. Iii 1768. .Ill© book Is "an Interesting political docu
ments obviously . biased,5 since its purpose -is- to blame.;and 
to attack the English, ana to persuade the French to re- ■ 
cover their -lost hoion.yy3  ̂ Its literary value is 'limited;' 
the style is monotonous, and the details, as -the author 
conf assesq. ate' uninteresting; , but the development, is logi
cal and methodical! and'the'work'preseiits the most ■-eloquent
apology for--Louisiana which had yet appeared In French. .

Yergennes does not dwell on sentimental regrets, nor 
ori'-the. 'lamentable' situation of the French Creoles ceded to 
Spain by■a treaty in the making of which they had no voice. 
He- is more realistic and practical. He defines Louisiana y.

“̂Ths quotations are from-the original edition::.. ■ y;y Yerg enn e s, Memo ire' hlstorlaue et politique sur la Lonlslanf (followed byifoiir memoirs on other countries), Paris,- .,.yw-. 
Le Petit; 1308, . ■ ■ - ehpFwFF;



53geographically,and then shows all the beriefits' wMori 

, France could derive from ' such ' a' vast colony, •.Thè popula

tion, he says,' consists of five thousand Europeans, six 

thousand negroes- and probably twenty—five thousand savages, 

from whom a ■powerful array could pa formed. • ’ ; . a ■

■ .■ Hergemies then discusses the English claims and re».

■ jects them as preposterous ■■ and groundless-. - . lie reminds the 

.French of their great explorers such as La :Selie and '

IM Iberville, who first - discovered and; colonised Louisiana, 

and emphasises the special attachment of- the Indians for' 

the French, He acimowleagas, however;, that mh.ny mistakes ■

have beeiiLmade in the meantime.' The' choice of aciministra™ 

.tors was seldom -wise;, the French' colonists were'of too low . 
a level, -and wers actuated chiefly by the desire for riches 

He urges'the French to profit by the example of'the English 

?mo encouraged-rich citizens to' emigraie to' .America , not. 

because they were not : wanted at. home, but to advance the 

interests- of their country for patriotic .-reasons, In -fol

lowing. such an example, lie insistss thè French would bed 
. greatly- rm/mrded, ■ The climate.. of Louisiana is perfect,;, : 

Hergennes becomes-almost lyrical when, he praises it. The

OtTor him., Louisiana includes all the territory from 
the- sources, of the Mississippi to the Gulf-of Mexico, all 
the country of • the• Illinois, ••'W’afcesh, and Ohio, -and below 
the Ohio.River, and all the land between the .Appalachians* . 
Floridaand .the Mississippi, (Cf# p. 33). . :
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following quotation will gome as a; sample' of-- M s  eloquence 
in painting M s  rosy picture of a new Sdenh ■ . '

Lfon ni y ressent jamais les chaleurs immodérées 
qui- accahlent"le-s habitants des tropiques-, ni les '' 

q froids excessifs au’éprouvent ..ceux-du nord» Ll ' . 
soleil y répond arec plus -de. ménagement qû*ailleurs 
ses douces Influences;- un ciel presque toujours - .

-.serein, des rosees, sources de fécondité pour la ■ ■
■ terre, Massujettissent pas les habitants a se ■ ' 

tenir en garde.contre- toutes leurs malignités;'
-l’on n’y est point•effraye par les tremblements 

' de terre'et les ouragans qui désolent nos îles ' ■
■ de i*Amérique; les épidémies- destructrices nfy 
sont point connues, et les fortunes habitants - '

. de ce pays délicieux y atteignent la caducité ' ■ ■
sans.y etre amenés par ces degree d’affaiblissement 
qui rendent l’existence plus .'cruelle que la mort ' ' ■

. ' meme.3“ . . . . . .  ■ , '
This picture is so tempting tnat one might suspect - 

that perhaps Tergexmes story.was amplified and his style 
improved- when "his memoir was published in 1302, at the- 
time when It was -thought that Napoleon wished to retain 
Louisiana and' send' colonists, there»35 The . conclusion re» ' 
peats- the leitmotif of the memoir: Louisiana is ’’undeniably 
the most beautiful -country!-in-the. world.’’ However, because . 
"of the Revolution, hergennes'’ efforts to. regain possession; 
of the lost colony were in vain» lie died before Spain ceded 
'Louisiana to. hranoe,. ' " ! .

' 'w%ergermes,.-j0£• cit « »' ppi 139-140« '' - ' '

' . , 3%his' conjecture might be confirmed by the introduo
tv.-rW/Cîî-- W-îï- -l-Xca niiM fSnoy f,*f* f-.hS Mpsrrjn 1 tq t f) wrh1' O b l1i£*

, \,jbr.  M  ;q  w.m ¡t M  .  ̂ : ,
, - i  I.x-L. h. I- c l On: ,■-> o : . J a 1 w , h  ' ■ M c rh
1 mg 1 l „ L1 s 1 i , . -  , . ! r _ L1 -"•Vf ¡1C b q -
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Tiie other -champion of Louisiana, the Abbe Hayxial ,0® 
is one of: the most.- eloquent - writers of the eighteenth een™ ■ 
tuny, though his literary reputation has been steadily de- . 
(lining. Born in ,1713, - and educated by the. Jes'uits, he 
became one of them, but broke with..the Company, of Jesuits " 
in 174s/ arid, espoused whol'e-heartedly the cause of-philosophy 
Be know Diderotp D'Holbach,-and-many; of the Encyclopaedists, 
and fought Britt. them against litigious- superstitions and ; 
the political organisation of iTaiiee of-' his day. His. . 
His to ire pblloaophlque et politique de.s. etablissements’ et. ' , 
du oonmeree des- Hnropeens dans les deux Hides (1710) was '•••• 
one of' the.-most.' influential' .books of the century. Charlotte 
Corclay, Chateaubriand 5 and Bonaparte ^sre enthusiastic about 
it. between 1790. and- 1800. .Posterity, however, has reversed 
their luudatory f],iisigment» Seinte Benue quotes it-as 11 an ■, 
erces rebutantl of a 'dangerousand wearisome type of philo
sophical history ;'̂ 7 and a modern critic, who seems.- to go a 
little too far, - re jects it' -as '"Aha most badly composed and. 
the moat Intolerable..of all books Pitjci - A

■' ■ ' ^^Raynalf s.. life and.'works nave be.en' exhaustively- stud'-
led by ..A, Feuger e, -Uji ..Précurseur de la' Hevolntionu l’Àbbe. ■ 
'Eaynàl, - Another- French historian, E. Salon©, has written on 
G.' Ha,yna If' historien du Canada. Professor China Id; discusses'.- 
Haynal In IfEyotisLee iyaerioaln -axi. 17e -et 16e sieolej pp. 589- 
■598* The edition of Raynal’ s works used here is that- of 1760

. '^.Sainte-Beuve, Portraits .Contemporains', IV,. -article p
on. Hi de'-Bar ante,.'.1845, pit 46” .. -. .. ' " . ' .. ; ■ pi".

' ... 38Rau jbn, quoted by A,. Fé.ugeré,. 0£. cit., p. 99:* / -eg"
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. The impossible task. of. analyzing Ilaynal’s long and
disconnected work need note be attempted mere,,' Among many 
digressions and perhaps borrowings from Diderot ana other . 
'collaborators, is found a pioneer attempt at economic his
tory, According .to. Kim, history'is shaped by economic •' '
forces. Therefore, the discovery of .distant- lands in the- ' •
two Indies has had for reaching consequences affecting .the, ■ 
welfare of mankind, Haynal attacks slaveryalthough he' "
defends the interests of commerce, and had himself carried 
on some very successful financial speculations'. ■

In his writings, Sa.yxial is decidedly hostile-to Canada, 
the country which his former '-friends, • the- Jesuits, were' ■ ■ :
proud to have opened- to the Catholic faith, He- shows him» . 
self to be an anglophile, and almost.alone among the philo
sophers of the period, he did not take sides with the Ameri
cans In their war of independence. He is.more than - resigned 
to the loss of Canada by Prance3 .giving as- his'. reasons that 
the French colonists had not developed it adequately, that . 
they had been lazy., arid that their wives. Were' 'Mcoquettes 
■at galantesrl' Better, he says to abandon Canada to the ■ 
Aigio-Aner;! cans , who have made their colonies "the promised 
land of conjugal' love, that love so pure .and so delightful
for him who known how to enjoy it. i-f 3  9.

3SYolum© Till, Chapter XV' of the Histn i v p. T)jj.ui M i o s S M igis devoted to the French in- Canada.„ 'In words which,:' accord--; 
Lag to Id. Salon© may have inspired Longfellow to write 
Lvangelins , Ray rial .praises the Aea'dians, ■



ftaynal's tone changes when he mentions Louisiana, 

Tiie first twelve. parts' of his ■ booh, slateeir '(volume G ) are 

demoted to the French' explorations of the Mississippi. ■ 

.La oalle. and h s Iberville : are' iaucied ■ for their accomplish~ 

meats.; Lawts speculations, the climate of ■Louisiana,., -and 

in part scveip the character of the manages in Louisiana 

and the customs of the latehez, are then, discussed, iRaynal 

■ condemns the French policy which brought sboutithe failure 

.of colonization in Louisiana» The .church also receives a 

large share of the blame from the former; abbej .' «Those' 1 . , ■

Frenchmen who did not humiliate themselves at : the feet of 

a eonressoip who did.- not go to -mass, were condemned by the-; 

priests.«*0 Huguenots should have been, admitted, and•en~
couraged to settle in Louisiana, Eaynal places the blame . 

for their exclusion'upon the "tyran aveiigle” who- had decreed 

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and 'upon the '"peuple 
imbecile, et lache,f who. accepted .it • . . ■

Finally, he discussed the cession , of Louisiana to • • 

SpaIn. The sing had no right' thus 'to abandon his subjects • 

against their w i l l h e  claims® In .doing so, France coin- ■ 

mfcu.eS not only a political, mistake, - but a crime against ' .

the Louisianians • In an eiocyueiit* anti pompous imaginerv, 

he pictures Louisiana complaining to the .Mother Country; ' ■

'0£. cit, ¥ 111, l l v r e  16, p a r t  IX ,  p. 185 *



.'«¿ue . c' m-j-e fait pour me livrer a un e'tranper^ :
■ ue sms-ie sortie - a,e ton sein? * X « tî’ai-ié' pas'- ' " ■ 

combattu pourries droits' et défendu le sol que ‘ tu :
. ni auaxs doioneY .■ .. . Tu m'as engagée a mon insu .

par un marc ne dont le secret meme, était mi tranison,. 
mei. e xiise-nsiure, ingrate, a s-tu pu • romprecontre ■ - '
ne voeu cle la nature, les noeuds qui m ’attachaient ' 
a toi par.ma naissance meme 1 ^ 1 . ■ ■ '

. lf 'M. Salons’ s eon-j.ectüre is c o r r e c t that, eloquent

appeal of Louisiana to the Plotter Country moved Bonaparte

so profoundly tuât it led him, while' lie-was France's"first
Consul., to demand from Spain the. cesaiôn of the colony . .

w-tiiCli iiOUis jol and -Cxiois emu had so light-heartedly aban
doned.^' , ' . . , . ■ .

s.nen naynal's worlc appeared, the eighteenth-century

41 ■ , . ■ ■ ■ ■ .
, elm., ¥111, livre. 16., Part X, p, 201.

lag. to - hmeri

•y the young American republic,■ and warned 
trie baneful influence of riches. In 

- his^ola- age, which. prevented his travel
ed- idealized the- vies tori rma onnh+.w»- /%•#►
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philosophers , under 'the. inspiring leadership of Diderot 
had bean collaborating for. several years, on the, most 
.ambitious instrument-. ever advised to enlighten mankind, . 
the 'Encyclopedia.-'-.The first' volume. as is well 'known, came 
out in 1753., the: last 17VBf the additions and index in 
1780«: ■ : . ■■ ■ ' ■ 1

■ In that universal encyclopaedia the part played by 
America is not very; considerable® In the'edition published . 
:at- Berne and Lausanne, .in."Volume 'XX: ' '(1780.)under' the spell
ing "Louisiane ,fï a fen; lines are devoted to Louisiana ' ' ...
tlïj. p, 419') : "J,shall only say a mord about it,t? says the
■author of the article, 1, J. (Ghevalieri.de Jaucourt} Ee- ■ 
ferring .to Charlevoix as ais: main source, and' expressing'• 
his suspicion of Hennepin5 s tales ,, lié sees in the former ■. ■ 
Jrencli colony "one of the best lands .of America®"' The 
article, which' is■brief and uninteresting, contains both 
geographical and-historical data. .
• In the Supplement y 1776-1777,. appears -another article,.
"America,51, referring to Louisiana. "The second part'-of that 
' article y signed "S5* { apparently for : "Angel" } , is more purely 
geographical, and diseussps the geography of the Hew.World 
earth--a great effort at', precision 'and'-.a commendable modéra-, 
tiorr in tone. A few sources which are. quoted .•incidentally, '.. 
refer to historians of Louisiana, the most accurate- ones; ■o'3: y' 
■ Charlevoix, Le Page du Prats, Dumont de Montigny. .r'l'P-o .'.PA;
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The first part, of that same article, signed, "D. p." 
is attributed to De' Pauw. It is more historical in'chara
cter than the second part and deals with North and South. 
America without distinguishing between the two. Though 
De Data? borrows his information from 'travelers’ accounts, 
he' criticizes them sharply. The.tendency displayed in his 
comments is twofold: anti-clerical and' anti-Americana : He
deplores the fact that .missionaries enlighten us so little 
and so unreliably concerning the Americas,..— f o-r instance,
on the subject, of their jugglers and, medicine men,— and. ■
^reason in an imbecile way on the theology of those soM ■ '
called priests. ” '43 Moreover, he reacts against: any idealisa
tion of the primitive inhabitants of the country; the .Indians, 
according: to:. himy being, lasyg indolent,, and fond of drinking, ' 
The climate, he complains',- Is 'far. from- ideal, and? the "'constant.
persecution by mosquitoes' makes life unbearable. In a word, 
America, to him, is far from being the 'earthly paradise, then 
bailed by some imaginative frenchmen. It is neither the 
land of liberty nor .of culture, as De Pauw indicates in the. 
following'■ passage; ■ . ' /. ' " ■

¿1.3 .. ■
-Snoyclopedie » 

r tura nixo. e, x?t>u s 1.x, p
article 
362,

Amerique lici Berne and
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Aujourd'hui- meme il n’y a point dans tout 1 © l 
nouveau monde une, peupladé américain© qui soit libre ' 
et qui pens©:"à se-,faire • instruire-'- dans les lettres; '
car il ne faut point .parler- des 'Indiens,de laissions, . ■ 
puisque tout démontré qu’on en a fait plutôt des ' ■
esclaves fanatiques que des h arôme s * ̂

Considerable information, exists.concerning the author, 
Corneille De Patiw is., assuredly the least attractive writer ■ 
on America encountered.during.the whole century® However, 
France must not be held-responsible for a writer so totally 
devoid of cham. He was not a Germany as Voltaire said ■ 
(without disparaging intentions) in a-letter to the Comte , 
d*Argentai, September 5, 1774, but a•• Dutchman, He. was born 
in .AmsterdEun in 1739, studied in Germany, and became, 'a; small 
diplomatic representative of the Bishop . of Liege -at the court 
of 'Frederic H i  In a letter to Frederic, written Bee ember- 21, 
•1775, Voltaire praised him as "un très habile homme" but a . 
too' systematic one. His ideas concerning- the natives of 
America, though coarse and -badly expressed, appealed to. •’ 
Voltaire. But when De Pauw wrote similar statements in order 
to explode the Chinese cult, -.Voltaire,' who insisted upon ' ,
idealizing the Chinese, 'became- very- angry. In a letter- to' :



Tolt'air©4®' Frederic tried'to excuse' the Dutch Abbe. -In. ' . 
'■17-68-1769, De Pauw published, in Berlin, M s  Bechercheg ■ ■ 
Fiiilosophiqueg sur lea America ins. This work, .was utilized 
by Haynal, and was- widely read, No book more hostile to. 
America lias ever -been published. Suliaaieiy .■whose Scenes de a 
la Ale Future hurt the feelings of many Jknerican: readers, '
had at. least,, traveled through part of the country which 
lie criticized unfavorably, and in -New.:. Orleans, where ii© 
landed, was impressed by-'the imprint of French, ■occupation'., . 
But De P&uw, living comfortably in Berlin,, indulges in' ; ■' " . 
generalizations eoricerning'-a country which he i.iaa never seen 
«The Conquest of' the Hew World,” .he asserts at the outset • 
of .his writings ,■” so famous-and so unjust, is.the greatest 
misfortune that ever befell • mankind.«• : ' ' .

The main.'.-reason, for’• his- bad-tempered judgment; .of ■ ■
America is quite, apparent:- . his - anti clericalism. Frenchmen- 
learned to know, love., and -idealize America through the ■ 
letters of-the missionaries to -that, country..-but' -De Paw" 
violently protests .against whathe terns the "Impostures of. 
priests: ■ ' , A , ■ ' . . - .; - - . . .

' :.^°Cf. ' Voltaire*s letter to Frederic,'Dec o'£1.,: .1775 .-
-{Koland Edition, 1MIÏ, .p . ' 458), and Frederic1 s reply;, and . , 
Yoltairè'h . letter to ' the! Comte"d*Argentai, Sept* 5 p 177.4, '
■ ibid.y on De ïhuw, . Thera -are.-.a -few.-lines on him in an. - 
article, by-Bernard"Fay, Amérique et l'esprit selentiîiq.w 
en France a, la fin'du'IBe siecle,”- Revue de 'Littérature'-Com
parée,’ 1983, IT, ppA £8,5-406. ■
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On se croit transporte- au centre des aburdites et 
des prodiges . * O , Si ces hommes apostoliques, 
■étourdis par le .vestige- de. .leur enthousiasme, ont ' si 
;iiîsl vu les. choses, ils auraient du, par respect pour 
l'a,.raison, s’abstenir de les décrire; on nia pas :
.exige- d’eux des relations ou les miracles sont 
répandus avec tant de profusion, qui on y distingue 
a'peine deux ou trois faits qui peuvent" etre plus 
ou -moins vraisemblables.^® ' '

This is an. example of De Paw/’s usual tone and style. 
Laboatan and Charlevoix are mercilessly ridiculed by him»' 
■America is'a barren,..worthless country, Ko. animals, not
-.even the buffalo, mere found there, asserts De'Pauw, before 
©iiimals mere brought oyer from-Europe, The inhabitants are ■ 
cowards— in fact, lfeverything low and' despicable.”' They ' 
eat other men, their captives among them, freely» The women, 
however, are somewhat better, for in Louisiana, when the . . 
savages plotted a wholesale murder of the french, the women 
warned the colonists of their impending fate. 47 Most of ' 
the men are hermaphroditesu • Other, details, even ..more crude,
are. unfit'for repetition. 48 His opinion of Americans is

Pauw, Heefa.ereh.es philosophiques.sur les Américains,
Paris, ini III. ' " ") .

A rî ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■"In the second part of fais work (p. 381) De Pauw tells 
a story of g-French prisoner’s being eaten by the’’Atacapas” 
of, Louisiana « ■ ■ ■ . " '

up, ■ . '.• “'A whole chapter, (III, Chapter Y , pp» 179-183)» en
titled. ’-De .la- t-iedeur ea amour de Américains,” explains • 
.their inability to feel • passion and'love. Besides, ”la . 
nature n* a point 'donne aux feûmes américaines les -charmes '' de la beaute, (p. 183) , 'boldly asserts De Paire who has ■■ / ■. ■■
never set foot on -American soil. Details- of a délicate, rather, indelicate, character 'seem to be an obsession w-:
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that they are stupid' and Incapable'.-of intellectual .-develop» 
sent. ■whole ..chapter hears the title of nDu gen ter a brut I 
ties Aifierterias „n . ■ . ■ ■ . .

This violent workyof polemical partisanship need noth 
■be-taken too seriously, yDe Pans? obviously rejects, the ' ■
whole American ’kiiragey5, including the any til of. the good 
savage, Ee.attacks the Eoixsseaulstlo . doctrines with: a ' 
violence which would have been, startling had lie been more- . 
authoritative* . His-- information., however , is hasty and '
■ second-hand» He takes- to .pieces tiie missionsries:r Writings?- 
accumulates:, much material'*...and re-assambles : it in short, r ■■
"disconnected chapters, Ee'has also read Charlevoix, Dumont 
de Montigayy Le Page cln Prats, and other. historians" of "' : ... 
Louisiana, hut.only to find fault with them. ■ .

- ■ In reply to De Pauses .Insults, contemporary Benedictine
monk, Don. Pernety, wrote a vigorous''defense of Americay ? ■ 
That defense., entitled Dissertation, sur itikasrlque, is pub- 
lishe'd in kolume III with De Pauw’s reply to his critic*
Dom Pernety, much more moderate in. tone', and a much more. ■ 
pleasant writer than BePamy appeals ...to' :the knowledge born- 
of .-experience, Ee has met many • Frenchmen 'who have been in. 
■Louisiana and coho declare the country “is among' the most .. 

healthful, the most beautiful in the world.. . .. „ .They have. . 
.even, remained there, deploring that France abandoned’ them to
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Spain.De-Paiiw disregards such evidence. He..devotes a 
'chapter50 to^Louisians.. in Particulardeclaring that all ;. 
who have 'written about Louisiana, (Hennepin, !.e Clerc,'Tonty, ■ 
Dumont.)', have ■contradicted themselves, . and that the country ' 
is poor and sterile■."beyond all doubt. Besides/ (and this a 
is De Pauw's most cherished argument)., "one. crust beware there 
of rattlesnakes, for; although, an Incredible number of those, 
serpents have bean .'destroyed, the species is far from ex- ' 
tinct, and there is always a great danger in walking at • 
some distance from the houses." ■ • '

■ Tne chief value-of De Pauw5 sunpleasant dissertations 
is in serving as proof that "'the period.-of the greatest ' 
French idealization - of ■ .America- had come to an end. When the; . 
Wrench Revolution breaks put, and when young Chateaubriand 
embarks for his discovery of'.the Northwest. Passage, .optimistic 
faith in the noble savages or in the Anglo-American colonists 
is distinctly on the wane,.. Fortunately for .America, the' ' 
Wrench Revolutionary period brings to the United States, if 
not to Louisiana, a number of emigres and. travelers who 
judge for themselves the- extent of exaggeration found in '

A Rsohbrcfaes, III,■p . 31, ■ , . ' ■ '

■ ■ 50 ■ ■ ■- Ibid.j Chapter XWII of his reply to Dom Pernety,
!fDe la Louisiana' ©n particulier," HI, pp/ 254-85*?, . ■ '/
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De Paints violent attacks.-'

On tii© eve of. the .French 'Revolution', Raynal and 
De Pauw,. and. even Condorcet, a man who was • immensely superior 
to them., seem to represent the triumph of a new spirit in. 

literature: the spirit of generalization and even of decla
matory rhetoric, which had. gradually eclipsed the prudence.. 

and modest courage of the forerunners of the philosophical 
spirit:' Bayle and lontenelle, and an e m p iric ist-su ch  as

Montesquieu. ' ■' , . . " ■ "
" Such generalities invade that part of French L i t era- ■
Pure which is devoted to America during the years 1786-1788. .
The Marquis' of Chàstellux, 'an ■ exponent of this school-, who . ■
died in 1793, at fifty-four years of-age, had traveled in '
America> had'seen Virginia, Pennsylvania., Massachusetts> 
and -ïîèw York* . A  former army officer, like Vau.venarguesy he 
■ was adopted as a friend-and'-, colleague hy the -Encyclopaedists*51 
His To gage dans. "l*-Amérique septentrionale dans les années . 
1 7 3 0 . 1781 and 1788 does not -concern. Louisiana-. Chastellux 
discusses the American people with sympatny, and appreciates

Chastellux has recently heeir studied - -ejchaustivex^-
in a French thesis: Un philosophe .
feme siecle: - Le Chevalier de Chastellux, Fanny Varnum* -taris
Î9367“ - ^
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their good qualities, even, though lie deplores their lack . 
■of fluency in conversation. In 1787','/he--published' a more

qui résultent pour 1 fJKirope de la decouverte de 1  ’Amer la ue. 
iiie- subject which appealed, to ambitious philosophers,, was- 
then in-the air® Abbe Raynal had'proposed the question to
be discussed by ■ competitors for a literary.-prize, for which 
lie had; provided the funds s of the Academy of Lyons, . The 
award 3 however,- was never '■■made.' .■ Ghas tellux, ' who, unlike 
De Palmy, had same first-hand: knowledge of America-,-expressed 
the op Ini on that the discovery, o-f America was a: great con
tribution to' the. .Commerce,.; the prosperity, and consequently 
to the civilization of Europe® He aid not, however, discuss 
French trade with Louisiana nor the future of the former ' 
French colony- In any particular" way-. - '

' Abbe; O-enty, who-was also inspired- by the discussion 
proposed by KayxwtX, but-who. took an opposite view after -pre
sent lag a wealth of sophisticated reasoning}oS does not: 
neglect Louisiana® But he condemns the Mississippi.Colony, 
saying feat it had.brought.nothing "but misfortune to France,

' ' ' . ' ' - ' , ■ . • . 
Publish ed in Paris, 1737, and in London®- l

' ■ 53 , .., . ... . . . " ■■ Abbe Gent y , L’Influence de la decouverte de 1 1 Artièri
que sur le bonheur du génreH^ ? "
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and forgets to-pity its inhabitantsy who were, -abandoned; 
by the Mother Country/ Louisiana, he clairas,- ’’gave birth 
to Law’s system, that .'eternal, monument of national .folly . 
and ..collective intoxi cat ion «"^  If Louisiana and the 
Mississippi had never been'discovered, france:might have 
been spared that'unfortunate financial venture® Carried 
away by his awn .eloquence , G-enty- adds, in -the typical style
of the perioà: ; . ‘ ■ b ■ ' ' ■

ht 1 ’humanité h’aurait pas eu a pleurer la perte 
de tant df infortunes, qui ont péri dans l.e Biloxi, 
victimes d'un aveugle avarice et de la crédulité 

■ publique, Molla donc tous les avantages- que nous ; ' 
avons tlree de la .Louisiane; elle ■ a■ produit les 

. ' billets de banque et dévoré les habitants'que nous 
lui avons donnes! Il semble que toutes les illusions 
funestes, toutes les especes cie déliré, aient ete '

■ attachées' a la decouverte du nouveau monde,^5 ■
Brief mention will be made of -the work of 1. Esprit 

Bonnet, 56 who, much more sympathetic in.his attitude toward 
the Hew World, tried to describe .the .United States and., to 
guide Europeans in. their travels'there. He had visited 
Averina.himself, hut had limited his travels and his interest 
to the American Republic, The only Southern States which. . 
he .discusses are- Maryland,' Georgia,. North Carolina, and South 
Carol in a , lor similar reasons,- four 'travel ©rswho visited

■55Genty., op 1 oit », deuxieme partie
56 J, S, Bonnet, Les Etats-Unis de l’trier 

' ' ) lûmes.tlu a i x - h u l t i e m e  s l c o l  g-, P a r i s ,  : 1 7 9 5 ,  S ycO
fiif



America during the '.French. Revolution are mentioned only in ' j 
a negative manners ■ Moreau de Saint-Mery, ̂  mho was '-born, in 
.San 3omlogo, ' lived, in -the. United. States -between 1795 and ■ .
1798, . He became .a. friend of Talleyrand, and later, a -French 
am o a s s a do r; Tall e.yxaM , M  ms elf, who. was in .the' United 
States from, April 1794 to June 1796, came, here after two 
years in exile in.-SoglstM;58 0 0 1 1)6x1  Maulerrier, -who- fought 
with Admiral cie Grasse and -came haoh to llmorico- ©s a refugee; 
and the - inf eresting La RochefoUcauld-Lianeour'-t, who visited . 
Philadelphia, New York and Boston. He traveled as far south''
. ©a Virginia A where lie visited Williamsburg ̂ Richmond', and

59

Charleston. 60
■ ' The one subject at the time which aroused a keen 

interest in Louisiana among the French Revolutionary enthu-

- 57 ' ■. ' Moreau cie SaintAhery mentions Louisian® three 'times
with', the -suggestion that France should occupy her -former .
colony again? in his Voyage aux Etats-Unis de 1*Amérique,
1795-1798. ■ ' ' ; . '

■ . • Gf. .1. Baldensperger» ”Le Séjour de Talleyrand aux
Btats.-U.nis ,if Revile de Paris ; 1924, volume 6, pp. 364-387,

■ ' Y" Comté, de-Colbert M&ulévrier» Voyage-dans l’inferieur 
de Etats-Unis cl1 Ame r .1 g u e et du G a na cia
T usCT. rirâ^râŸeleâ. alone,, judging .the Indians and- even the 
Indian -women'without.any - romantic- enthusiasm.-'.''His - trips were 
limited to the. states of New York and Pennsylvania.
Y ' ; Û  A  ' ' ' ’ . ■ ■'.' • • • 1 •. 1 His travels are told in eight- volumes: -Voyage dans
les Etats-Unis d’Amérique : fait en 1795, 1796 et 1797, par 
La Roçh'efoucauld-L"iahco.urt.Paris, An VIII,. 8 volumes-. • .
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siasts ççi 3 the 'subject of slavery» In 178?, a short novel,
hah created in France a stir similar to

that aroused br Mannon Lescauths publication.. The ©utnor.
Bernardin de St* Pierre, born in Havre m 57, had-traveled
to Martinique on bis uncle4s ship at the age of twelve. -He 
had been brought up., as it were, on the Lettres édifiantes - 
of. the Jesuits,61 had dreamt of exotic travels, and became 
an-indefatigable .supporter of three great causes: religion,
anti-slavery,•and primitivism. Bernardin de Saint Pierre,
however, liked the scenery of the West Indies, and of the . 
Ile ôn France, near-the coast.of Africa, where his 'Virginie - 
perished in a shipwreck. -’He never visited the United States, 
and thus left that virgin field of exotic description to a
disciple greater than ■himself— Chateaubriand. ' .

■Another devoted friend of negro slaves was Brissot 
de Warville-. ' In' 1787, hie published in London, in collabora
tion with Etienne Claviers, a general work.entitled: Be la ■ 
France et des Ltats-Ikils ou de 1* importance de ■ in Revolution, 
de 1*Amérique pour lé bonheur-de la.France* -He emphasized 
all the’advantages France would derive from trading with- • 
America,, and stressed the value of cotton, as the principal

in
^The Jesuits5 letters were read at meal times to 

» students of the Jesuit -school at.Caen, where Bernardin
St. Pierre was educated, as his biographers inform us.
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source si of riches for the. Southern states .■ In '.1798, Warviiie, 
the 'great 'champion-.of - freedom' for the slaves, brought out a /•
■Memoire sur' lea noire de ■ Amerione sep-tentglonale. Be does 
not iB.olhde Louisiana or Florida In his cojnuaentaries on the ' 
state of negroes■in .America« Having traveled no farther ' '
south than the thirteen, states, he says hims.elfr, ttX am not 
talking 'of these vast, forests, of these inaccessible. cihun- . 
tains s which are ■ a part of the ' Southern States.if However,
he accuses'. the-.■■South ernefs---t hat is, the Y ifginians-~of
self islmess. for working their' slaves hard while 'remaining• •' : 
idle themselves..He deplores the wretched state of poverty 
and-abject wabrutiasem:ent{fvin which negroes are left in -the 
South; and he prophesies in less than 'twenty years '
slavery would, disappear from- the. country. •" : . '1

Tims, with these disconnected :and scattered, discussions
on.-Slavery,; on French colonists' 'abandoned by the mother 
country, on ntrarige animalson agricultural products, and
often on. trade and commercial exchanges:, ends the .review, of ' 
the' allusions to .Louisiana to he found in. eighteenth-century, 
literature« 'Montesquieu and Yoltairep even Raynal and the 
Sncvolopeclis, have -been .discussed in this' study; from, a"- p. 
■limited- point- of view. Nothing is useless, however, which,
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contributed:'most powerfully to the framing of- our present 
ideology, and to the. promotion of Franc6-Merican relations.



PAST III

CHAPTER I

PEG DM) THE LOUISIMA 'PURCHASE AHD MALA

... ■ -SIBPMART ' . . '
■ Ghnr&eterlgties of the period. A-lumber of works ' 

dealing with. Louisiana appearing in France' between 1802 
and 1804» General Mil fort'. '■Practical value of Bap-dry 4e 
Loz.Ieresi worn as propaganda, pubroca.- •Berquin-Duvalloh*s 
disparaging-; remarks on the Louisiana Creoles. His poetic 
attempts. Alllot» Idlehaux, . Be&ujour. Baxbe Marbois® . '
Perrin, du Lac; •. C. C. Robin. Volney’s attitude toward - the 
•United States.and'French colonisation in the New World,

Literary- - historians have often comaented upon the ' 
uncertain character of-French literary production between ■ 
1789 and 1815» Is., it classical or romantic? Such is the ■ 
question they ask about Chenier, Chateaubriand, and other 
outstanding writers,of those.years of political upheaval. 
Though Chateaubriand appeared-as the fountain-head of roman
ticism during the hirst half of the nineteenth century,; ,- 
later historians now look upon him as- being closely linked ■ 
with the eighteenth century, and the heir of a- classical 
tradition I1 ■ p ■■■■?■■' . '' ' ■ .'

-For•obvious'reasons, the conspicuous place which the 
author of -¿tala, 'and Les Natchez gave to Louisiana supplies-

'See P. Moreau,•••••-'Le'‘'Classicisme des Romantiques, and 
the. series'of studies ■undertaken under the direction of 
Professor Chinard on the .classical elements In Chateaubriand'1 
work, and his- indebtedness to Homer, -Yir.gil and others'. ; ■
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the central '.theme for the study of this period* It is as. ■ 
impossible to-fix the chronological limits'of this study 
as it is to -assign definite boundaries to the'vague geo

. graphical entity called .Louisiana.-' Atala appeared in 1801, 
and was altered repeatedly in the-editions of 1804 and 1805* 
Louisiana also plays ■ an important role' in. Les Hatefaez. pub™ 
lished in 1826, and in that part of his. Memoirs which 
Chateaubriand, wrote during his, stay in London (1322)

. . It would be impossible to isolate Chateaubriand from
■ills contemporaries * The story of his borrowings from his ' 
predecessors (some French, many: English travelers)" Is now . 
well; known. The atmosphere,, political and literary, of 
France in 1800-1303 explains Chateaubriand^ -American back
ground * and the skilful timing of the publication of Atala, ■ 
between the; treaty of 3an Ildefonso., which returned Louisiana 
to France, and the purchase.of Louisiana by the United States. 
It. is less well known that moré 'than' a half "dozen French ■ 
works devoted to Louisiana appeared about'• 1802-1804, their 
purpose being to enlighten the public on the colony which 
the French Consul had just recovered and was soon to - give 
up -again* Some consideration.must be given to these-writ- ■ 
ings prior to our study of Chateaubriand's Louisiana-. ■

, The sudden interest awakened .by .Louisiana 
writers', .and-consequently, in the: French reading publ'tcVánd'.ij. .
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the rulers of -France., is all the .more .striking since for. ■ 
nearly forty-years Louisiana-under Spanish control (1763 to• 
1801} had aroused neither the sympathy- nor the- -curiosity of 
France«,; The Mother Country was so greatly occupied with- the 
momentous events occur ring within her, -own - domain that the wel 
fare of the : colonies or former colonies, • .so.- dependent - upon- . ■ 
the outcome of the titanic struggle being -waged ion-European 
battlefields,, was for the time being relegated to a more 
propitious future* French travelers and.emigres were more 
concerned, as has been shown-, with-the thirteen • colonies, ■ '
embodying, as they thought, the republican %?orld of the 
future, than with the former French colonies-,. which, repre- 
seated the legacy -of a. forgotten past Mr ' . ■ ■

The tone of their words dealing with Louisiana, the 
publication of .which coincided, with Bonaparte-'s. -renewed

. ; “The only books.which'contain valuable information 
about'the state of Louisiana under the .Spanish regime are • 
studies of modern historians of Louisiana like .Gay&rre, and 
others which draw from contemporary accounts, especially,
1» A, Robertson, Louisiana under the Rule .of Spain, France 

' the United States,- 1785-1307, and Major--A. Stoddard,
of Louisiana.

and the United States, -42P -1307, anc
^k^ohetTTHIFtoxcioal and Be-scriptive■ ____________
tori cal ana. geographical work, ■ .The ~ Barlv~-Bxpiomt ions -of '
Louisiana, by Isaac J.. -Cox, traces the story of explorations; 
of the territory; of Louisiana between 1803 and 1807* The' ... 
fifth volume of IT, Pinkerton's - General’ Collection of voyages 
and Travels contains a translation from the Chevalier-.de ,--,:.;.y s 
Boirrgoanne, Travels in Spain, ('first published In 179.7jwia.hh 
will oh Chapter Till treats of Louisiana under Spanish rule,: 
and' describes and praises the -former French Colony, L'l/V-.h-p



interest■in the Hew World, is strikingly different from.that : 
of the philosophers of the eighteenth' century..;-. Ideological 
generalities on the. benefits derived ■'by the world at" large ■ .
from- the ■discovery of America, mystical praises- of the primi
tive. Indians y pompous declarations of faith in-the-future of 
the New World and. the future of the- 'human race are now.- absent.
Slavery itself is no longer trended ..as a shameful exploita- '■ 
'.t'ion, es it had Ween by Montesquieu, Brissot and Condorcet® 
Indeed, after the massacres of the- Revolution and Ssm momlngo, 
it appears to a more-■ conservative French'geo,©ration as a; V 
reasonable and -prudent'institution.-- • One feature :is '.common to
all of the new literature "on Loui si alia-*--that is, its cold, ; • 
'unresponsive and often severe, attitude toward the■Americans 
in general, and the creoles - of Louisiana•• In particular.' The' 
.material advantages to be derived by France from the posses
sion of Louisiana: are emphasized, while the duty of Trance 
toward, her fellow? human "beings, whether" white, black .;or red.,' 
in.the Mississippi Valley is practically ignored® : ' . -

General Mil fort, "Tastanegy .où. .grand- chef de guerre de 
la nation Creek, et..'general de brigade. .su service de la ■ 
République-française,” was an interesting character. He pub», 
lished ' in "the Tear XI of- 'the Republic, '(1808), a volume of



■ memoirs recounting ills sojourns in Louisiana and his exper- 
ienees among the Indians/3 At 'the'/'beginning of' this bout 
of three hundred thirty-two pagesd.iie hoiifesses having put . 
it together in great haste, for, he wished it to. appear just... 
before the expedition to .Louisiana then being 'cphtemplst-ed. 
It is an amusing document, for the author makes no effort to 
conceal his egotism*. Throughout the narrative, • the general
and- chief of the' Indian warriors ■ makes'’ it plain that he , 
alone is infallible; that lie alone is. competent to inform ' 
the -French Concerning - Louisiana : and the American savages; 
tnst he alone would be able to lead a •victorious expedition 
m  Louisiana and annihilate the Anglo-Americans, who are the 
targets of his most scornful remarks. • .
' . General i«ilfortTa travels had taken place between 177 

when he landed in Wow London, and 1794* ■ He tells of being 1 
adopted as a chief by the Greeks and of leading a party of ■ 
savage warriors to a peaceful’expedition in Louisiana in 1781 
They visited Mobile, which he calls na. small earthly paradise 
saying that "the inhabitants, while not rich, are perfectly ' 
happy; hunting ana fishing are highly prosperous; fruit and 
vegetables are as good as in Europe *11 ̂ ge next explored'the

■ to



Pearl River, and city of'New Orleans", where he grieves ■ 
country in which!the frenchto see the Spanish occupying- 

should"be: ’established,, : . ' ' 1 ' . . .
■ The general’ s geographical observations'-are. none too ■ 

reliable® .and • bis- - anthropological, descriptions of the. garages 
eveb more fanciful®. , The arowel purpose of by 8. hoo,u is ■ 
political a M  that constitutes its most interesting feature®. .. 
G-eaefal Milfort detests the ikiericans, ; for, whom Lafayette. ' ■■ 
ana Koohambeau had'GonceiTediiiii his opinion, an imreasoriaDle 
'•enthusiasm.- Recording to him, whoever owned the Mississippi 
and Louisiana would' control-the whole ..North Jimerican- conti

nent: ■■ . . ■ ’ '
. ' KIf Lrance allowed the Anglo-Americans to control that

fine rimer, within fifty years they would dictate their .laws 
to’ Europe,”7 These former English colonies.'must, therefore/ 
he checked, if their future designs against the peace of. . 
Europe8 are"to he forestalled. The only reasonable:course.is

■ Son nose 99, for instance, he asserts that fifty years 
previous to tlxe time of which he wrote, the Mississippi..was no. wider than'the Seine, hut the rimer .gradually, oteyupcits 
banks, swallowed, more and more 'land,' and .became, broader al-' 
most tfa vueid’oeil-.” ■ . ■ . '■ ■' ' .1 .

^The whole second part of. his booh is demoted to; de
scription of the 'customs o.f the savages*_ . mis praise of: the
Greek Indians is unreserved. . -, ■ ■ ■ , l,
' I 7Qp6. Git., pp.- 81-82., ' : ■ ". 'ho

8l,/uî ils ont déjà l'Indiscret iory de menàcer: de il:efïp 
autorité .future,” says Mil fort. (Page 76') . ' /■lw--y./pyvHk::i



for France to send. axi expedition to Louisiana to unite the 

Indians in a confederacy controlled, by the. French*. whicii u ■ 

will save ikiiericsifrom. the"-'American si a 'Needless .to say». . . 

.General. MilfortL'former war chief of the' Greeks y would play ' 

an important role in this undertaking, . ■ • • ■ ;

■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ . ■ £54

' ■' Barony lie Lozier©s was also, a French officer who ■ 

served in.Louisiana.' He had. reached, the rank of nGoIonel» ; 1 

Inspect err ' de dragons,n and later became historian of. the . 

1’rench navy and colonies. He visited-Louisiana in, 1794- ■

1790» and: published: his. writings in 1802-1805 under the titles' 

of To yane a la Louis lane, {1302)». and Second- Yoyage a la ;

Louisiane. ClBOS};.9 ■■ '' • ' ' .
. , .The'author» writing soon after Louisiana had beers re™

.turned to France by.; Spain; ■ Pad a definite purpose-which can. 

best be defined as imperialistic. This diligent official- of.'' 

Napoleon wishes to persuade' his'.master to- develop Louisiana.
He■ rather sweepinglj defines the geographical 'boundaries. of 

the prospective -colony' .as including the whole country - -between.'. 

tii©' sources of the. Mississippi.' and the .Gulf of Llexlco,"'the ■

. ' q:. ' • • . ' - • . '•' ‘The quotations, used; here are from the copies 'of,the
Bibliothèque. Hationale, under, the .call, numbers 8QLI1 ..864 
and e°LK .865,- the second work being: in two' volumes.; 1- ;



serait-or.iea watered' by tbs. Ohio uhd.y'tiie dss.ba.ghi -mn.d.:e;raa 
Marioc .-Ll:} His xor.te} moreover3. was desigrptecia to 'present ' 
information' of. practical ■ axils e eoncgrrilnai everything that ■

j ipi eluding '
erer tie- rules of Hygiene -to be rfolloned- t o y. Thirorean set- 
tilers „
than General'Hii,fortJ 3 recital: .of hii-p tdvnnt'urea-. Ba/udry 
he Logieres ranks saifi be 'Page'’ du rrata among-' 'tile, least . 
Interesting butauost accurate-, and .peinstalling mrliierm on"
Louiciaiia.» .. ■ " p ' 1' . . ' , ■ ..

. Til. several ■ respects } is a appears "to be .'.ppntinuing the 
or o d. u c t i on. o f pr a c i a e a a. a t a o a a i o a 1,. a. n f o rm a 11 a ix, i n s p 1. r e d bp ' 
the empirical spirit of the eight eentsi century an si.- under taken, 
by tfie-'bncyoloeedle»- Bap dry repeats that he has rich purpose ■ . 
eaceot to.be useful to Bis gem or amentat-nd his ooipaimyme.n., ana

.u. i s -
full.
S f 'O j P  -

soar« ft is 
co shoe that, 
Ohateauoriaadp

5 i l  .s ,,.lii>  ad ,.L .a -y M i l  ¡ip-, h i ty  pha..-b p .h iiP fh  ,.l ' h i   ̂ th-U- a.l n i Li ha i f  ...l. a t:;' U. & ■

man; the tilt it her Is- of .sitala saia its -o.ol.or~p. 
ylouures , s la. only ore passage of alls- second ■ 
y he- Loiterer 'aliased tris., imagination- te ■ ■■ 1 
t .■■■•. .a. ■’ .' at ; . . ■ ir. uid m
it rii s prompted or. a. desire to emulate . !.. da 
indeed ary he the-: c.sse, it falls-.coilgr:dbf”'..il

io... audry 'c;e 1,oaier.es t ■ ; • s 'I» P*- ty <-y •: do :-b b



. Geo '-belles rives' Inondées sont chargées hieo olus 
oellea forets« . . ’ o :■ .. et 1 * V j. -
net ion que oes animaux oui, .sT ©lancent. sur. les arbres» 
«t füi les car courent ouocesshvnrent . 
les outres: ou avec la vitesse flan oiseatr> ,-o.u. avec 
.les aruie a ;ra. aaouran.tr dis reptiles, 1 an tôtIf -ou ■ est ' 
■ égaré far lu ]. eaarete des sauts rapides d.fc.i’eourouhl 

. qui court sur lus- brs ne les 'et nui. joue. librement avec 
ses oefeiu.a'bigs ;■ tautof -oieet le o'oinh.e ïeoporl qui 
poursuit sa proie jusque sur le- soaaret des. arbres , 
arec -les oim couinions-. lu-rlist; tantôt l ’oeil est ■ 
étonné des effets onduleux du.gras serpent oui,

a s’entortille autour .'des tronc a 
pour parvenir- eu août lie ïfarbre» et p saisir quel- ■ 
eues pr-o.3 oloeoan qui il va. glacer de c-, ¡s ■.-p■ L- 
fui fait sa -force la élus importante«' Outre plus-' 
leurs animaux- de ce. genre.» on voit aussi une. foule 
i.ûno.unra lu.e al oisesur le 'toutes cou] cuis , le tous 
renares et toutes grosseurs» -cul se ne"! ont m  .
■voltlg ©ont porto ut. or e ue achevont 1! encloatemeirb 
du tuileau., fl ' .

übly short o:f itc s&rï:-' ' .' ' ■ '

■ Bhuhry de. Loriares» rióse, t erapersment ir that of'a- 
severe colonia], a hr in is tro for, is more, oh lome in his con
crete .'studies of the roll, its products» -oM.its people.- - 
.¿recording to-hist» noaiola-no is net curie vast,, but fértilo. 
Her agricultural, rlches-h such as vegetables,;, .fruit- -of all ■ 

fiGduf mugar ? Indigo» sod. .cotton are ■ depictea, ' 'fro. Indians 
ore not sc ua.rmiy praised as the. soil. Binary be Looieres: 
vould hove, been hespir hurt by res''Wat.oh.ez. if. he could have 
read . Gant eaubr lunch a justh if mmolen of .the insmore of' the' n 
oloenclp by the Indians'. he u-.uh -'fu. ■ .f that..iia-siH
sucre frena actual -nitnesses» 1 . ■

■ -'' ■' V ■ ■.-. 1 o -i i V  . 150-161. y .■■■■' . 1 i i:Xg;pi



_ ■ erueity' of the. loot chez

¿ruiner ers* h. re i c o" :f ■ ;uu-n-i ' : e nunrng ''"ho .'cu'd-,

of hreneh soldieres .dripping uitln blood ; of pregnant women.' . 

being ruthlessly' killed-; of .corpses 'being. ■ thrown, to the ■■ ■ ;

yultureo o,

of ids -nark to. describing-.- in'o oie-thoaical. m y  the customs of 

_ _ ). the o'ocounts, already;..re-

aiuti
oh 'thè ifateiies ...
io mingo; andi"' 1 '

piti eoi thè hrsiieh- colerei w t s  ouirdered. "ór ■ ruinèch by- thè .slowes.
'■ '' " ' ih. ''.in rivoli, ho fiiae. he.-dedicates Ms- second volume.''

Louisiana cimiti, , srisc without olavés, he re-»'
marks,
according to' the., oool~heacle'd irench -officisi s elio.. lias re- , ■ 
no mie ed Ilo rerolut lortary ideology, slavery Is .doubly..'justi
fiée incarno It jo e .rea rio of penula fi ng ' a.. vest; ■ .continent. end 
heoaure It ■.spares the' slaves too on in or las' ito 'which....-they would 
.hove hern. sub jected had' they irons insù in. Africa« p'' : . '

. . .In lie desire'to- encourage -Frencnes-i-ttlerr p ..hatidry he ■
iosloreo.: is unlike UiOiiy eighteonfcb-'c'entury urnite.rs;f ,uho: had

c ci 1 on s 1-a nn e t es, ' 
By ■ negronhileo, .' 

iiv;.. c 1. -



opposed col on i «at ion- ana .ranks, instead vtLtl colonial ojagsn- 
■i.zsrs of trie great .century: of coioaigation. t.b.e nineteenth, 
ne oaref ulo.y oJoassifisg e.ll toe oile obitorio /to emipra tioru
ona. ■aiseuasss tarot canstriebng.oon. ■
is often sulla-of to floods f btf cientos toot the ci:o;nste is 
none, the less bsoiiloral ■ on that account, frnid trat. the floods! 
éioo. notatt ■ tart,rooty■ to one . soil * ftt.n ott ctiitfoes, irrvetfrote 
freo of..tie .nono pat lent f result' .¡olssianarles p serve a pitcrosst 
'’farts tiny' animals, f -.rito oa f '1 ■ a, ft mof’p ov ol--f;f ; 1. 
tie latan spec Les, lelo to aerify fie s i r . , ' If : Law* a ■ eel o- 
m,sts aona several Irene! administrators leve loen oifoaoiooiroted 
1 '''- - » lit llane oas "theirs; a non repine mil! not .re

peat their fs fi t on ' . 1 .... '
. BsLilry ae Lori eras 

vi noinp.j lía- leas, poetícelo, inducements than tie ere bant ins! . 
descriptions of Clatonubriand,!/He :d.rav̂ ' up o; .loetlolicoi list 
01 airsctipxi.3 to oe toi iovtoi by -freno! ctloniots in Louisiana s. 
lie. style-is to re: -flat, of tie it peatón I e Gale stair that, of ■ 
at. etna tone, or trio ai vico ̂ loner er', old, oh oro von. tie dill,-“ 
■life . .inconcina u a p;ore;runner of of .lorn, health ortlnsiasts , .,-ie 1 
otufoto one rust not toóle ó nit loo see '
he ad vo c ateo if re fu one bo tie -at loot but n ; ; .; 0 0 -, i,,v ■ , ' '.f-
inl.tr tiro olí breo of fie body it; a. '.out old 'oooria cll..ffiotHpl.iba£t.r

f  -bi;o second tori, od is- more coir

1 V,



r0caiffineiic;s .roderete Irlrtoìdg, He adda three morOiu&gestions 
perhaps more typically rreircdr -.Practice aerspdoing? ■ as tie 
indiala do 'riser, they oliod to rest-l.gn -a date of steaming'. , .
rater toiled ràfia- oo-re -local-, barbs ; ro;;aci tie fool led idea 
iter those oho dolala o;alp rater aree ia .better dealt! tiian t 
ei.o se w-.no ale not, for .'loo© aio oaooesaexy id . duro id- eliso; teg 
'laro© erudii lunno.nie lo. fidre.;r! and as tee . oiaoient.■ nlvooote- 
■of colorii za t ion pule Ito be Ires- oirconopect .sur 1 » orti, ole
roa: .eeiraes »n e

' dulrecao, -e,d:e dal eioltc.d ;iío.uisíeruop .Published e abort,
'a;oru or ote oubject - in 1802, allied, con le

nere ocoureoavi- ras ' lo ’arito or fee potro lo ter, dubroctao' 

u r i . f i i j .g 3  ;:aie t  .un ve oegr .niia-orl eoi a orraioooed i o  p i  e n e e  ' thè ■
rii..vi' -e a■rane noi ntc-ìi trie Public sii u tire, rade a
.tornaos. again o-o.aoaol inclined. ,'to -play arai ac tide cart-'in darri,.,.
mi -ilotory * 1 f.. tè. s 1.0 11: o i jo e t i o n i .o ' i. e r è. r e ci iron. p re e ■ ma:
ineunti, oí" le-uiioiano by C.o,o:la i.e. dotted fuel

a. 1/.,' . , ■ ■■■■ 5 u * ' «

Oí



perhaps'Bcaaau, . " ' ■ , ' ' :
■, ■■■ Like LsuLegPde LoaiarasT 'eritiapp , o.ng. eoeii dope oie™

. *' -rt little
literary, or k.iakoaiGa:;. volu.e? aaoept aibatp the auikior presents
evidence ok kpanicik s ealrroiip re.aera.3. of interest ion. Loeieleaa
after the ■■treaty-, of tan Ilepfoxieo 3 .and of too. iienr .aciveaturous
and imperialistic; op.ifit ataplepoci. spoilt 1.803^1303 irr ldeacP 

.. , / ■ . OLi '- • • a i r. a .=••, =v-‘j.raops pertaining to icaiunin ao ft
Lit ©...Lori eras also, Lubrooa standi

of I'ra.joos; : every tpoe of. inu/ustip

/1 ska;rp contrast 

au.ro . liOiioh. kad oppooocl. 1 

_ , le io

,!oo:I'tl of - Inopie lana „ lie 

ano f ii o t iro.p o r © t e ■ o 1 in. a. t e 

arid prosp-er i .end in ite- 

vu 1 1 . ft. o uri:, tía. a 11. a:? I a alai

by- d a l. a aid. v ■P en opa. o o a■.Iron or

re c ì.n;Ì aio Li. aa of the- crimina

n  , "1rarer' ■g".n dir.oct-d.:;; eolia, op

IP e nor erodaant., oea an is

-f it  than,government, v i l i  

;sy,aiou of a e by Ionio ■

torro a trie . ■

1 3
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proalgies of civilization rhhoft'cchhc. tho froo.oh nation.,fro 
aio s t gx'x) s'p e:eo u3 .0. .n a tfa.e no 3 1 ■ i>1 du.s dri 

■ ' . Almost at t he' sure. telrie.,f,m .IfOd,-- still o.nothe

5 in Europe.21--0'

very, tree thut Ilrpoieors gas tufa focus the; ationh 
■insole rcuclfa. upon European hottle'fi'eMB. .fans' 
Toy.3 ereihef«, 3erqAxiii™hu:eallop.5 n'co'n, fa a nn 0 

in his opinions then either Bx;rdry de.hr sis res.
; Cares. ;; 1 cnr/ oc i. ; /...■ ■ o. ■■.. : x. .'lx.o..0 a t m r 3 s Sex

heceerorhc secret .righes , ■ fafaicrh ccag tail. heir;, ids cl 

■eludes oith. the .dhKrcriaglng ototenant that Lou

court 
illt ■' ■

country j he cause :bhrre--f.o'U:rth3 . ah. the 'lend is lioprleasily' '. h 
be rreii 'or . 5 a a. ¡up jr, hole orn. err er hence hr gy cod and., sir hating ; h ' 
Dear so hi chpro reflag s ho yahes, r.o attfrcpt, pin; his. .honest ..'■■" 
.'account based o.a. ■'f Lrst-iurn'l necohLohycp' to persuade. O liv e r s  tee . 
follorin his loo hat eye so ■. . . . . ■■■■"'■ h /

' ' lerQprlrrhrcyahLlen5 3 hooho is 'eetitl edi Viue Ce -in col old, e
eeeagnole.au ;i jrcrocsip.co.. on dao'-iorovlnc&s- ce Louisians et ■ 
i w : .1 ■ so .".or _. ■ Ip-pm .ri . -r m  r .„.r'no "vp ox ■
chert eur Ins icria, 'fh.e author rho ;hcei hired .In Loti

“I h



ton toree 7 ¿orra-, urete lio pcfcinp sfter; bue dpaüiards; ha a 
returued the coloris te lue«ce, His purpose in nritiiig le.

citrate,, producto,
i rite b étant s f eaa. prospects ob Inuisisnai ■. '

bis ■■opinions are genernlip . întbineb. to be 3 se ene end : 
unía?orabie * ■

baudillty. of tes cubante, ana on the poor . aaolitp. o:f the- soir 

A ieetune nortny of-note,' sine© Bsrqai.n~ürrso.llon :1s 3.11 .in.™

- - i) is liés description '
of the Mississippi rn T,s rirerr. Mie trus nene ■ of y/hioii is 
uesenachipi . ( sic )■ or bat.her of n'Ator.s, rif!/. yionever. . lie la.c.ks 
onifsusi'AOry'oren cri IMiunubpect of the. Apepthrirer: for oeil, 
idg in oler,and iirprof itrio. e,. either ûavjn te the sea. or up-- 
sfr eau, nal especielipAeo in the. hiffinclt Mar bo.r ■ of tïew 
Orléans «f . ' . . : ; 1 ■ . . ■ . '

As if bocones loso obpeûtire ni .purpose , onnl tronslef r 
the ontiior1::! parsonol impressionsthe ,bool. grô -s nore ínter» 
eotiiie, BerQ.uin”Iiüveii.j.on f nho lord ltrsû..îh fan Doniiigo as. 
Ail as in Louisiane , holán no. f dea lift' 'vins 3 conoerning the 
n eo.roes ,
has neen in' cruel renaît » lo observes ' the colorea nan'Oflfhl 
Loulsicna nui deolnrea hi-p to bn p'niot irretAlenably f y tr tf.SCI

17



■ d ■ d" ■ ■ d'd-d ' . a . : ■./ :: ses  .

but) lazyj b-uuorai, araouoixsvt^ is bis Jis-tnral
sta'ta, ia;id.;hej7ill alpars lato ai Ig «  s' flacic.

. - - ■ i ■ ■ ' '■  • ■ . : ■ : ■ d..rdd:

■'. Bèrouxn-Du/? a II on ,d h:c>̂ oŶ ?,b;re'servea' at rie , Mtlsrest ■ a ;
a trois s: of dis 'péri for ' tdïe' rgl'he iih: s put soit s o.uoS:r 013:0000, ■ :

tho Cl: eol.es „ »'
■£hej are iayr rnd unoiilbaret3:'j' ans a.e ¿pïrj'. to ail... rs/e.es . bel«-; 
isotires fioir irore ris- pon .a-s \oe1 desarraes ponsoi . in • siifusg■■. 
fronci. .férus oî oonluniptiuas 'îriTect.rve.ï: ■ p i . 0 d d-'
. île sont' grossiers , peiir leur f .irtereasas s a vares *■. . .

■ '..■ i , ■:.. ! . U- j i , :■ . ' . i .  : O . S ' U -.ù ''U  ; ‘ f é  'f a '- S  O-; , : , ' \
. 1 . a et peu .dessus, tout- cala ' '

a ii'-P ... : a ' • ; a. a us T.!-".' êp ■' ■ ■
■ ' iiass iisur iraoiianee. su point duriner ieauooup mîsiixp-- . . '

ru.nlér'pn fusil de. eliasse gaina© floue eif player . - a '
. asiis ifii rirogue ■ su.U:p.pro(ihe.r clin ri .lureaur"v ' '■ .

. " ' ' ijm,illin.g to. .renier ..narine' nus erpi.cep tie-g .beiisrsd Triost.
; ' ■■■ 1 . ■ 's 1." .-a

to fl.:ee .-froxa San. loaiiago ' 1 a ■ - u ■' " 1 "
of tlisDi) , Tteir aa:nne.ua h.Sys-noixe of aiegoboçoâg 1 ionue.nto rugi en. 
ors,.fia :’l;ao3tôr.sri .riornueoi, of fin f .neuff 3 oc if as uusicu ' ; 
drarrlngd' cuprf idery» , lasteri tieg dupe an.. iriordi.nota' lors of : 
aanoing>doom-in' %intsr, ■ aanoe' Sag oirrl.niu.üf f 'ddf rot graoefiill

18:-,,,., rjgo ; Ie S'on-» a .

atJM à . , SU* • '
' m ..."■■ -818.,. p.iîiOSg . ■ ■ .
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a.t any rats, v,p.th .such ardor. "4-L--. .Their, only rede'ejsing virtue 
is their ieeiujdityn ‘ratter seven -or : eight- . . '
life, they rave risen 'birth t.c calf, a dozen, children :J. .if not

.' .■ ' ' ■' 9 O' ' ■stare,, end teen suite' reedy yt o'' reed the, 'full dozen i’hp . ■
' 33ergiil.D.mP..mudLon si;rt-ta?e suffered 'persona;; ■'disap

pointment during his three ■ peersJ. residence in Louisiap-a. .
33eing intensely interested' in literaturele pras probably p ' 
dissatisfied .with tie it act: of culture."in Louisiana * r Repeat-, 
ofIpp'and harshly , he . oondeume thetlniuisianiarie for their ' .. . ■ 
neglect of ■■■fending. and for .their 'total bjiridness' 'to.'.phe' p 
charms of literature, . Pott eti'irpu.v-} he-' exclaimst . .p . . ' '

.' ' till fupaz done la- s'sjour d.e loo rouis'muop vous tons-' '
. _ 11 etude at d'e-s belles lettresl

L ’.-. o.-tto 3."' .-m av :P ■-'1 ' • . 3. a ■ ?’o - g'■"•■: ■ .

■ ; .1 is 1.engliiy eritings , h<p seneip ■ gire lit11 © eria.eneetsf
lileror;?. talent» His style is. conventional ■ and bombostic ;
.Pis descriptions dry and. lifeless, „ .Pis const ie; attacks on ,
the creoles are perhaps' the past osime essici ot his efforts*

' • ■ ' ' ' . ■ .O.p .In.lPOP, he published in Paris' a ■cclleotio.a o.f. rerssf'^i to

' O Pi • . ■ . • • • . P ' ■ . •"''̂ Xbidi, p, .SO?, iiorquin-Durnlloa Pas- also made .seme 
remarks; on-'thus french language as pit; is.-spoken in Louisiana 
(,t?„ 291. ff) rhieii might interest ■ philologists and historians 
of dialects» • ’ 3 "dp" ■ ■■ ■ .3

' .̂ "X3Be ip u 1 n ■» Dura 131 o n 33feoiie,ij.. do poesies- ahm oo;Loii.de
aa:iiit--Lo.r:i.irigu.e f ' . ' . ■ . .



be- added j -soya /the prefnea 'ÎSto ■ tiie'mass of literary■ novelties
whlcd laris off aies ann.us.liy, ..to .-.lovers of ■peotryb- Too' of. ■
these poems eoocern. d._ou;isiuny . They toe vos it ten in the vîorst
psei.ido-“--.w.g'd. ;.a, a? Loon a t  i d -  - w d  h - o d :  e as.da:?'? , -i e h w

brief staples will sufdloientlp 'tesfify ; ■ ' .
iftouvs r?a j es'tuie-wn, yui dans .tes eaux profondes, ■
dois cent disuses diuerog-erni ouelir leurs ondes, . ' .
ni porter lens?, tribut ; . p ■1 ■' ■ .. , . i
.■Lui, des planes .du -nord -jusoudnsr oners 'des Trop.iouesp .

■ 'dour, ton immense. ■ coyyo traversés ■ l'!.ipiepique s 1 d ■
. Mississippi, snout I40 p. . . ..... ' ■
The tdirty-fourth stanza of the.'ucune ope roads: f ' ',

Loülsdajîe. tu rois prospérer t$s cultures ; ' ■ ■
inur commerce fleurit-a l:rebri: ..Ass injure« i . ■ .
du fier :tyran des eaux; : " . '1 ■. ■ .

" dt -quand?'tout est en proie î?u:ï ruret???s de la- guerre ¿s .
doue, »in' , tutélaire. ....?' .
diu .jouis du repos P . . ? ' ?u ; . ■ . '

A similar- attitude. of pewe-rify toward the creoles of 
Lou is is nag and. of superciliousness, tovuerd. the Arerloane. per
vades 'most of the other more ,or lads., 'brief " accounts of ; 
'Louisiana left by writers-of the .first few poor??, of the nine
teenth cent dry* .franco, after the: excesses of the,terror, ■ 
■renounced her -fa.iff. in do?o.oc.raoys . aril, wan/not., yet prepared

'̂ Cd , oil « , ■ the- first ode, entitled:' "As1-Colon ■ y 
hurra geur A f ' - - ' ■ « ‘
xidi'ch- .presents Louisians? in ?i better - i ? gut t-vo "yrpu .
Lurdl.Ion1 8 hitter '? o 1 op? WO:. «uw- . ' von-usc w-wd-..;, no ?ta

» ' . . . .  : - ■ .. . .



so iooic. upori uno uniteci afaten. ao.ieviXle no .do
tfrf- years f ' f f  as fin stage for -.the graf ue.moeraodc c

* : Freud of ano culture! .heritage-* 
urici. 0. ai teenor Isold and .tic romorffnrf rere, soon to en.-' 
riot; she'looked down upon be tin. the nuglo-f ref (r.aio and, th©:. 
creoiammof f  nrysf n f  as n o f f a f f s  tfc per-; unable to 
uporeo rate■■ tue pare allied literature unci, culture should oc
cupi . it their Hees, . ■ 1 . a . .

. vaioiir, cutier ao-couuas coo.corf.ng roirlofro vcrlferi. or- 
putii.s{jaci luring tie years 1301-1304, is .one left by'daif 
Aiimo s. a .sTsncfl physician of hen uru.eans 5.ih.10 was -Reported 
to francò ulti his offe and chiliren, irr MarciiV 1301, and 
returned to non. Tori; tgnil. d3.1804. .dor . rirtue of a perra If. 
fron, toe frenen Oorernuenl, Rfich had rsoopculnecl .his inno™ 
cence-, Ein pänuecrlnt;, ■ enfiti sc 'Historic 4L unci Ooliti of. . ' 
Refiorlong: on Louisiana, ton been, f  anmmirf ad , edited, and 
translated- by. loin d, BcAer f  on f  0 flat uocount, oner one . 
hundred pages long, is _ . The

; il A; ilo
: err od the trees, the fields-and other natural scenerys more 
m a ..nre ctical'i.y. min del agricultural e.o. girne e.r finn.. :as .a roen» 
is reeling for'nature is:not very 'keen, nor-is he sufficienti

' i-i.'li - 0 f a-- t ■ t ,, f  ■ f  ..a 'ty it sc - --or'1 the-; 
Of:'. , , n.uw.-'i .:■'-..a l a. 1 gaff-, ai . ,-g. t
. . . f  I tf--'.o.c u.-g:. : .--■-■■i ' i.y ra , If hilft

and others i r . ' .... -.-■ ' 1 ■ ; ■ . 1 : a ■ . n ■ ■



ar tienila te to describe vohnt le 'end : seen> bd-ibnot. ssema-. to

be- none d nano?Piai- bhaon other' -8'p

of tb a s■hb'htb tiorlo1 .ili rorara.to t.
0 ri eano* .a.C cending- no i.;. o.G : y h a C:
ape n.ot urani re in their at titaide.
do a s not require-'atre riiout"'effort
Dr„. bdlioxo does' not neeaggera te.their- crtlitiGhnent to Prance'd-' 
trucu they-ere -riot satisfied" nòti. Spanish:rude, but ùnduiag 
uh at esile ne.t befallen the breach .'ooloniete. in' ben), -baningc) 
through rtvnlutnnnnry ideas- ioipartecf by the mother country■
they ctoferrai to u O 03) v :ornen  t u ' the  b en in ìcornsf

on IbOt (lui di)-, there' also appeared ir Ibi rip a short- 
ro..io.iiioò g ì  3 oo£tu  “■ sìp a gìo oegcoj. eiraoon eu. ; .orroo o 

noiilois.xio' coreo un vooabnl.o-.irc 'ut un -abrégé' le: lo ooGaiiiuiolre
sur la

>fc dee 1 ■'narrai , Uh e author h,a S, -quoo

... ,
ab Altolai it5 and ■ L,beffi 0 j. '
Ire,iUbi u " - n  t- 0- u O X 3 i n  d otl.

airie to 0raid 0 8 fteniesÍ
hi v\ i  C 3: a y s a t  e Cl id. ■ 0  0 i.p■p,

fro.n  t o sorbin e d e  b 0:0
bojor eneo -. i- ¿darci
Dos crio 8  8 Y c i inni 8 ;h
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 Í d ! fJ op
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On the whole, this work on Louisiana, the last one inspired 
by the cession of the .colony to Napoleon by the Spaniards, 
and Its subsequent transference by Napoleon to the United 
States, has ..some documentary interest but slight literary 
value. ' ' ■ " ' ' .■ . ■ . ' ' / ■
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Two other travelers have left precise accounts of 
their visits to Louisiana .and are to be considered.before 
discussing the well-known philosophical writer, Volney and 
Chateaubriand. Perrin du Lac '.bam® to America in 1801-1803,
and published his impressions' and observations in Yoyage , 
dans les deux Louisîanes et chez les:;nat;iQm._sau_yaKes du : * 33
Missouri en 1801.. 1808 et 1803. Hi a '.remarks concerning the 
young American republic are interesting but lie outside .
the scope of this subject. .He , theii-devotes .about two hun» 
dred pages to "La Haut© Louisiane” (the .country around St. 
L o u i s in which he mixes.: vagueidescriptiGns of trees, . 
serpents,, buffaloes ("les elephants' de lfAmérique") and . ■

33Perrin du Lac left France on August 14, 1801, visited New York, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Gallipolis Speaking of American women, he says: "Elles ont moins de '
defauts et plus de vertus que les hommes, . . un.air delangueur, une assez agréable tournure,." Their beauty, how
ever, fades. too soon. (pp® 104, 107)'1 : 1! .. . : :1 . .



Indians .with pompous social and philosophical generalizations* 
The conclusion of his- study, of the savages is that "man was ■ ■ 
made to-live-in.society,” hut "in order to maintain a strong 
society,.-.men'must sacrifice a large share .of. their individual 
freedom, (p.355). "La Basse Louisiane” (or Louisiana properly 
speaking)'- hardly inspires him with more original'of more ' '  
lively remarks ®' "New'Orleans .does not deserve a favorable ' . 
nient ion,” he bluntly'asserts' (chapter XLIIIp p .384) * The ■ '
■town is uninteresting and the floods'of the Mississippi make "■ 
it still worse. The inhabitants are no better "than- the land, 
"Les creoles,” as he puts it in his sharp and concise French, ' 
"se livrent au plaisir avec excès. Les femmes, la table et . 
le'jeu partagent'tous l©urs: moment b (p®39.3K They do not' - .
even ■ resist their taste for "les femaeg de "couleur, qui 
exigent moins de'-ces égards gênants qui ' contrarient leur .gout ' 
pour 1*indépendance,” (p.394), ■ .Perrin du Lac approves of - 
slavery,, saying that It „Is necessary in a warm climate® ' He . 
mildly-regrets that-France, had to sell the colony of Louisiana® 

■ While most of the. writers on Louisiana during the. ' ' ■
Napoleonic regime are conspicuous for their narrow but : ■ 
practical:interest,, showing no evidence of curiosity in regard 
to the earlier history of-Louisiana, nor .admiration for the ■ 
magnificence of its'landscape,■C* €® Robin shows himself to 
have been a more -attentive, observer'--.than some of ids :pre-'-. ;, ■ ■
de.cessors, ■ His.-three volumes, entitled Toyage âang'1* intérieur

; ' . ; ■ ; 273 ■
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de la Louisiane.,.-dans la Floride occidentale .et dans lea îles . 
de la Martinique . et de Saint-Domingue pendant les amusés ' 1802, '
1805.,' 1804, 18Q5'et: 1806-,'were.-published la Paris -in 1807® ' ■
They-reveal a traveler, of'good-will; who tries to ■'■find beauty ■ 
and some, good in the countries 'which lie visits-» .and a philo» ■' ' 
sophical mind with less penetration than excellence in Its 
intentions-, ■; ■' ' ' ' 1 .

Robin studied natural history during the .French.. .: ■
Revolution, and tried to.'.discover the "links' which hind man .
to nature» and man to man," as he announces"in his. preface® .
In 1802, he embarked at Mantes' for, Martinique * San Domingo. ., 
and Louisiana^ hoping. to discover ' in those lands "tine profusion " 
de vérités inconnues.” His son.who accompanied 'him died of 
yellow fever; the stoic father .found comfort in his ^studies,
■ ' ' Chapter X3ŒT1I-.of his second volume gives a detailed . 
description of New Orleans, its surroundings, the produce of 
the landsand the diff erent-trades of its; inhabitants, ! -Robin1 s 
remarks are candid, .but neither deep nor original« -, He is well» 
disposed towards the Creoles., an exception in that respect ■ 
among the. travelers-of the early -nineteenth century, and, as
a rule, entertains an- optimistic view of htunan n a t u r e H e  . 

adds to his notes an account of ■the discovery of Louisiana as ■ ■

' ®'%e notes that the n?ill-esn . sent by France to Louisiana
at the time-of Law,'had' become .excellent ’’meres de famille *"
And he adds: tfll est done vrai que l1 espece hma-ine n’a.-.pas . 
reçu dans son.sein le penchant aux-.vices." ' - - " :
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it was gif en by Hennepin and o t h e r s a n d  the history of the 

colony in the eighteenth century® He concludes his second 

volume with a cogent appeal to Louisianaiahs to retain the 
French language: . ■ ■ ■ '. . ■ '

"Children of nature, love the rich variety of her gifts 
and since man can modulate such diversified languages, enjoy 

those modulations®”, . ' t , :

The third volume of R o M n fs' bulky work is devoted to 
a relation of his travels in western Louisiana, to the ; 
Opelousas and the Atakapas, and a memoir on the boundaries.... 
of Louisiana. It ends with a philosophical digression on 
the three states of man in America: savagery, the social 
state and slavery. Robin, unlike other French; travelers of 
the same period, condemns slavery with moral indignation for

■ ■ 3 5 ■both human and linguistic reasons• . .

The only writer of real eminence in that group of 
Frenchmen who suddenly created -r—  as well as satisfied 
the. curiosity of their readers concerning Louisian® in the 
early years of the century, and the only one who has already

55 ■ ■ '■ ■ ■ ■'' ' He . writes, on page 192 that "les esclaves ; dégradent
la belle langue -française.." ■ ■ '■
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■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ been very completely studied is Volney. . . ■" ; . .-

. Because of his .Voyage en-'Syrle et en■ Egypte,.' (1787), .
and especially his .declamation''on Leg Raineg „. (1791), ■ Yo'lney 
is often considered a forerunner of the'romantics;-.-his med
itation on-the .wreckage of' past-, .empires and oh the downfall 
of tiie great fe?e, indeed,: been echoed by Chateaubriand's''
Rene and Byron’s Child© Harold« -Nevertheless, to. modern 
readers,, that ''Jfreh.eh&an,' who was born in 1757, and died in 
the same .year that Lamartine®s Premieres Meditations were 
published . in Paris, (1820),. appears as a belated- eighteenth-, 
century ideologist® He had little patience.with chimerical 
illusions,' and when traveling in--America,' shrugged .his 
shoulders, scornfully -at'.-Rousseau's- "good savage" and other . 
idealizations'" of.,primitive: life* His eye was keen and .. 
penetrating,- his mind lucid and.cold; to him also:might .have 
been addressed the accusation which Madame de Tencin once. : 
uttered as she pointed to Fonienelle’s heart; ."Mais c'e.st 
■aussi'de la eervelle-oue:vous avez.la.," ■ ■ ■ ■
. -, . ■--Yolney's visit to the'United States was prompted by .: 
no such ambitious'dream's as. those which led Chateaubriand to 
seek the Northwest'Passage, and .'to ■ observe Indian life "in all 
its primitive,■'■ untarnished "beauty® ' 'In 1795, perhaps on the

. ■ ■ . 56 '. " . ■ .■ - v. ' . ; ■■■■'. .. ■ ' G. Chinard, Volney et l'Amerique, d'apres des ■documents ineits'de'sa-correspondence avec' Jefferson-.



advice of the Directoire, the philosopher who had ■ spent ten 
months in.prison before the fall of Robespierre, left for 
America to observe French colonists there. On October 12, . 
1795, he. reached Philadelphia, then swarming with French 
refugees from -San Domingo1 and the mother country; he visit
ed Jefferson at Monticello, stopped in.Gallipolisy. a French 
settlement on the Ohio; traveled down the Ohio, saw Louis
ville, in Kentucky, and some of, the..territory included'under 
the vague name of Louisiana® Lacking the curiosity to travel 
far enough to see Louisiana proper, he went north, where he 
visited Boston. Later he wrote: "To see everything, I should 
also visit Quebec and Hew Orleans; but I am getting tired and

■ 1  ■ 37sick; , , . my finances are getting tired too." ■ ■ ■
■ In 1798, Folney .left for France, disappointed in the
American climate,, which he found too changing and too trying;
by the lack of .companionship .of ■ intelligent scientists; and
by the French colonies he had visited*. The causes'of. that
disappointment, analyzed and systematised by Veiney*s 
philosophical mind, undoubtedly played a part in ■'Napoleon* s 
decision to abandon his'ambitious, schemes in.Louisiana and 
sell the huge cumbersome territory to the United States.38

57 ■ : ■ : .. Letter of 12 floreal, an 5, quoted in Professor
Chinard* s Yolney et I'Amerique-, op. cit. , p. 84. ' '

38 , . ' ■
Cf. Chinard, op. cit,. p. 130 sq. ■



. The Tableau du. cllmat ;et du sol ¿Leg' Statg-TJnis appear
ed in Paris in 1805® .4 substantial portion of this-book on 
America is the work of a cold and shrewd observer .who- examined 
the geology,- the' geography* and .the climate of the country 
in a scientific manner® lYolney was probably the first of all . 
European observers to maintain that.the Americans were not 
truly a young..people* but :th©: inheritors of - a. long past, with 
all its English*:Dutch and other. European traditions and ■ . 
prejudices. It is to be deplored that he did not analyze a 
similar French legacy in -the'-..inhabitants of French Louisiana®- .
■ However, Yolney’s-visit to the French colonists in the
Ohio Talley, and his resulting conclusions-, were ■■perhaps' not ' 
without their effects; upon-, history*' He. disapproved of Talley- ■ 
rand' s grandious e scheme s for colonizing the' mi dal e -we s t er n : 
part.of America with French people®:; His arguments, unfavorable 
to the results and to;the future prospects of French colonisa
tion - in- the 'New. World, are: those wMch Barbe-M-arbois, and .1 .. ■
perhaps Tolney hiaiself,, piled to dissuade Napoleon-from retain
ing and developing--Louisiana. A Frenchman is too fond of ■ 
Society, in Yolney*s opinion. H© abhors silence and solitude.
He -discusses every.tM'ng-'w-itJi:-his wife-too much-, at times' even . 
"soliciting' her adviceinstead .of merely allowing her to- ' 
perform iaer : household duties -without interruption from him*. . 
"The; more 1 think of - it,-" says ■ Yolney, "the' more convinced- ' -.
X am that the domestic silence in the ■ Anglo-American, household.-■

■■ . ■ . . . ■ . . , -. . .. . ■ ... 278 .



'■ ■ ' ■ ' ■ . . ■ ' ' ■ ' 3 9Is one of .the most potent causes of their industrious labor
-.To-the above-psychological-reasons,'Tolney adds ' - 

political .ones-, probably less open to.disagreement,. He .; ; 
advances two main- reasons for his ■’belief in the inadvisability ■ 
of french colonisation of North American French colonies can
not be ..defended against the British navy; they are certain'to ■ 
antagonize the United-States and.thus■draw- them Into'alliance 
with the English against the. French®: Thiswas Jefferson's'-. .', 
conviction, and he may have expressed . it ;to-¥olneys who then-' '; 
impressed'it upon Napoleon® nXf. and--when'France occupies 
New ..Orleans ,-n--Jefferson .wrote, April "18, 1802,' to the-American 
minister in Paris, ”from that moment we-must marry'ourselves- .-. : 
to the British fleet and n a t i o n ' ' 'F  ; - '

. Instead.of■trying to.own and colonize Louisiana, as 
Talleyrand and Napoleon felt Inclined to do at that'
Volney, a clear-sighted forerunner of some' recent-French views',

: ■ . . ' :. : : ..." . 279;

' ' ’ ■ '59 ■ . • • • ’ • ' ■■ ■ • - - . ■ ' . ■
■ Chihard,-op,, e i t p, 135« .: . '.. ' ■ '■ "■

■; Ibid.-, ;p* 130. - ■ ■ ; - . . -
It is very probable that Lucien. Bonaparte, who was. 

closely'associated with Talleyrand, had. then- some influence . over his illustrious brother,' and encouraged the emperor to": attempt an expedition to "Louisiana.-'1"-Lucien Bonaparte 'was': ..
ambassador to-Spain from'-November, ■■ 180.0,' to" January, 1802," then married against the Emperor's advice and had.'to live-in : Italy, In 18X0, he attempted to go to --America, and was taken 
prisoner-by the English on the sea. Of. F, ■ F'ietri, Lucies '



as ..'expressed for instance in Louisiana et Texas, a ■rolujae . 
published by Franee-Amerique in 1937, advised France to give 
up all political and territorial ambition in America, and to 
be content'with her cultural influence there® .'His advice ' 
was undoubtedly sound, if less flattering to French pride 
and to French sentimental illusions concerning America than 
Chateaubriand's melancholy regrets. Yolney, v?ho had read 
Atala when he wrote faig' Tableau des Etats-Unis,--seoff ed at 
the savage, girl converted ■ to Christianity and at ■ Chateau- ■ 
hrland’s skilful timing of his religious publication. ' 
"Every road leads to Rome," said he, hinting that the author 
of Atala merely cherished the ambition to be Napoleon’s 
ambassador::to the Holy See* .. . '

, : : :; 280.'



' . . CHAPTER II "'. . ■ A . A ' . ■. / ■ : . ■

■ ' ; . ■ ; . ATAIA - .. ; A / ; : - ■ ' ■ ■ A .' ' '

' ' ' . : ' STMMAHI' : ' . ' ' ' / / . A .A":

. . The climax of French literature concerning Louisiana® : .
Chateaubriand1s sense of timing. The significance of his American 
experience® Order in which -.'Chateaubriand' s works influence'A A- / the French ■ public• ■ Results' of his sojourn-in.: England. Sources.- of At ala. . Its setting. ' Its flora' and ■-fauna».. ■ Louisiana today. : Chateaubriand1a accumulation of details ia.Atala. . The ' ■ . A
characters in the novel. The author’s:attitude toward the . A A\ 
Indians. Rene and Le Genie. Conclusion«... . . . . ' .A

. During'-'this excursion through many, volumes,. pamphlets , ; 
and brochures in-search of allhsiohsAto Xomisiaha; in French " A A  ' 
writings, I have strayed more thanAbhce Into : by-paths of 
French literature, and among .authors'̂ who.-seldom ranked among 
the great® Their sense of the picturesque was dull, their ■ -. ■
■lack-of skill in exotic description was..marked, and even when 
the writers were evidently sincere in their attempts to leave 
adequate records, their* remarks on the .American savages .
suffered from..monotonous repetition.- -Like . the spiritually ■ ■ ■
dull, of whom'the Scriptures said? "Eyes have they, but they ■ 
see not./1 they had seen nothing, and consequently had nothing ■ 
to say. " ' ■ ' ' . : . ' ' . : - ■ ■ .A '

■ Strangely enough, the French author .who has no rival 
in the field of literature on Louisiana had probably never 
visited the country of the Illinois, or the plains watered by 
the Kentucky and the Tennessee, which were then part of ' 
Louisiaiia. His actual experiences in America - contributed ■ ■



much less to the writing of M s  epic» Lea Natchez, and his . 
epic novel, Atala, than did the abundance of material expert- 
Ij culled from other writers ■ and'.cleverly woven'with-, the' 1
magic threads of his own imagination® ..Thus the fallacies: of 
art prevailed once more over the dry facts of reality! .
Chateaubriand’s tales did-more to spread Louisiana’s fame ■' 
than all the reports of more authehic travelers put. together-./
It matters'.little, after all*''-whether-he did or did not . ..
reach the-Mississippi Talley. . Had he explored it, one may-he 
sure that it would not have been, because of any interest in 
land to be cultivated,.-crops to be ..sowed' and gatheredor . 
trade to he developed. Instead, he-would"-have populated that 
.colorful "desert” with creatures of his mind and heart, with ■ ■ 
feminine visions such as then haunted his romantic readers in 
■Europe, with dreams of a love more passionate, more ardent - 
and less prosaic than the romances found in French provinces 
or in Parisian salons®. / ' ■ . : ' .. ■ ■

It would be a mistake, however, to go to such'extremes 
fts to assert that Chateaubriand’s picture of Louisiana presents 
a' total-departure from'the spirit of his times. The previous ■' 
chapter has-showed that the years 1801-1804, which saw;/the-//,- 
first editions of Atala., were also'marked by a wide-.;ihterb̂t',;--,;';--;:.-.: 
in the far-away land of the Creoles. The Spanish promise to //;V ■ 
return Louisiana, to France had been made':in :October*-;18p6*;/:-i.-;:-/-/ 
Lucien Bonaparte and Talleyrand' openly favored,the.';permanent.///

■ - ' . ■; / ■■■ ' 282 ■■



organisation of the old colonyr ahd,Aif will he remembered* ■■ 
Napoleon seemed inclined to agree with them® Chateaubriand ■ 
could not help being aware of'these designs. The Breton '
dreamer fancied himself throughout his life, a keen .observer ' 
of politics t a practical economist* and a ifscientific’1 traveler'* 
■whether in the guise of an arctic explorer bent upon finding ■ 
the Northwest Passage, or of an archaeologist proud of having ' 
ndiscovered”'- the. exact location of ancient Sparta,1 ■-Whatever. . 
may be said in substantiation or disapproval of. these claims, ■ 
it cannot be doubted.at any rate,.that Chateaubriand possessed 
a most skilful sense of. ntiming,” The 'appearance, of the Genie .
: du Christianisme at the very moment that-the Concordat was . 
signed is a case-' in point; and likewise it is significant that .. 
the first préface- of At a la should have included the following., 
passage* fraught.with diplomatic implications; "If* by a 
scheme of far reaching policy., the French government were ■
some day to ask England for the return of Canada, my description

" ■ . " ■ " 2 " of New France would take on new interest, . ' .. . . .

. ^As late- as 1824, . he was made president of the' Société ■ de Géographie and took his duties very seriously, -The'two- .sides of his .nature » the'imaginative and the practical - have;'' 
been stressed by many critics, and with particular fore©fulness ■by Hubert'Gillot in his Chateaubriandi.ses ideesi, .son.action.,;A ; :;
g.on oeuvre, . ' . "i;v: i:

■ “This sentence disappeared from the preface of At a là ..in 
1804 — the'year of the execution, of the Due df'lnghifeft'-'and .hfAeA 
Gilateeu'briaüd, s break with Napoleon*, ' ■-■y, AAAAA'UAa

... . .  ■ ■ . 285 ■■■
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■ One may .gather, 'therefore.,' that' in at least one respect
the American vein in Chateaubriand Is not-so very foreign to 
the spirit of s. .Baudry de Lozieres or a Dubroca. In a, sense, . 
he strove to give a meaning, une raison d* etre, to their un
iaspiring volumes. That he did not succeed, that' the p r o p . ■ ■
aganda value of Atala was practically nil, was party due, of 
course, to new and sudden turns in politics and' the abandon- ■■ 
ment by Napoleon of his plans of"'■colonization.'- In all fair
ness, however,, it is ■highly doubtful that, in any case, the , 
reading of this'.book ■ could'have prompted; a single settler-to . ' 
cross the Atlantic* Chateaubriand’s dazzling images destroyed, 
rather than advanced, any practical purpose that he might have 
hoped to attain.® His readers heard no call to action. They 
were content to sit back and be charmed. The. net result of
'his writings, exclusively artistic in their scope, was to 
lift Louisiana to the plane of higher literature. By an .
entirely new esthetic approach, by the harmonious.-rhythm of 
his prose, by his ornate similesand by the noble simplicity , 
of his heroes, Chateaubriand achieved for the Mississippi Valley 
the same-dignified place which ancient" Greece, with her Homeric 
characters, held in French memoris* ■ ■ ... . ■ . . ■ ■
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The youth who landed in Baltimore on July 10, 1791,: .
from the brig rtle Saint-Pierre, Oaptaine DuJardín Point©- 
deVin," was no Bossu or Le Page du Pratz. His was already 
a complex-.soul, obsessed from childhood with sentimental ; 
problems, furrowed, by the early trials of the Revolution, 
torn between'disillusionment and sturdy, juvenile hopes for 
the future — ■ his future* In the words of the best informed. 
student,.of Chateaubriand in Americar

A ■ dreamer' he was without doubt, but he was not a' 
pale, inactive dreamer. * The young'man who, tired 
of this world, found within himself enough energy to 

. escape, .enduring the privations and dangers of a long 
voyage in unknown lands, was not so profoundly affected 
as he , ■ in. all' good faith, imagined himself to. be;, ■ when ■■ . 
he wrote Rene* Within himself, at least, there existed 
some illusions; pessimism had left some parts of his 
soul Unblemisheddecay had not touched the heart of 
the fruit.5 . . , '' . :

In America, the would-be disciple of Rousseau, then 
twenty-two years old, may not have found the expected answer 
to his queries concerning the value of democracy, the'Virtue . 
of the Quakers, the natural goodness of the savage*. By way 
of compensation, however, he found something far more precious 
he discovered, himself ; that is, he discovered not only a new 
world - a world of strange, exotic impressions --- .but his 
own unique response to it® The significance of his.Americas'in
experience, and incidentally of his evocation of Loúiaiañ&y:.::.....

G> Chinará, IiExotlsrae dans l1 oeuvre áe QMteaubríáMái 
pp. 28-29. .



lies less in what he actually saw than in what he dreamt, or 
imagined, or thought,. bo th during his trip across the Atlantic 
and after it* And however exaggerated or even false his 
claims.'as'an explorer may be, his visions are true,-because 
he had them, because he came to., believe in thems and because ■ 
he succeeded' in communieating his belief to his bewitched 
readers• ■ ' . ■ ■ . ■ . ■ ■

With this oonclus'ioh in mind, it is totally unnecessary 
to present a mere repetition'of the. actual circumstances ©f 
Chateaubriand1s American trip® The controversy initiated by 
Joseph Bediar'in a famous series of'articles was, to all 
■practical- and:present-purposes, brought; to a close with . 

Professor: Chimará®s illuminating book L jIxotlame americain" ■ 

dans lfoeuvre d® Chateaubriand®̂  Mew documents may yet be 
discovered which would throw additional light on'Chateau- 
briandTs" itinerary between.'early September, 1791, when his 
trail becomes very vague indeed, and.December-" 10-, 'when- he 
sailed back to .France, "In.the; meantime, one may well be- 
satisfied with the searching analysis and., the.'wise..-conclusions 
of Professor Chinará. :-Between-the-detractors of'--Chateaubriand

' 4 " ■ ' ' ■ '. An exhaustive bibliography of the whole controversy .up to 1918 will be found in Professor Chinará’s''book, Some . valuable additions to the knowledge of Chateaubriand and :
Louisiana have- since .been. made, by the Baron Marc de -Yilliers,. in La Louislane de Chateaubriand,

' ■■■/ ' '' , ' ■ 286 '
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and his equally prejudiced advocates, he takes an intermediate 
stand. He convincingly shows that our traveler could neither 
have gone so far as he says he did, nor stayed so close to the 
shore as over-suspicious critics ..prefer .to believe. That he 
'reached-Pittsburgh.,, then;hardly more-than an outpost of ,. .

civilization, is barely possible. That he. saw the Mississippi 
and traversed the Natehez country■ in other words, that 
■he ever set foot in That was then called Louisiana5 — - is 
utterly incompatible with the length of his stay and with all 
that is known of the difficulties of transportation tod the 
unsettled.military situation at that time. : ■

Indeed more important to this'study than Chateaubrland1s 
wanderings on American soil are his tribulations' in Europe ■■ 
after his return, the.slow elaboration of those of M s  works . 
which deal with the New World in general and Louisiana in 
particular, and the environment, 'both moral and physical, in 

which they were conceived, matured, executed^ and published®
At this point there is again no denying that well-trodden . 
ground is being traversed. From Joseph Bedier and Victor ■
Giraud at the beginning of the present century to Professor

K ' ■It will be remembered in this connection that neither in his Memoires nor in his works of fiction does Chateaubriand 
discriminate between the Southern scenery and the Great Lakes, nor between the Hatches and other very different tribes. Of 
all the vague topographies .of.. Louisiana, one of vaguest, his presents the modern reader with many puzzling problems. See his'Memoires, infra, p. 50 and ff. .



■: Chinard» many writers ■ have delved into these matters ■ and ' 

thoroughly expounded Chateaubriand1 a methods and practices.- . 

as well as his debts to a host of: more or .less obscure pre
decessors« But though I cannot- arid do not expect to bring ." 

new information, perhaps 1 may at least'hope- to'enliven a ■ ■; 

somewhat. hackneyed subjept by employing- a different approach 
to some, of its aspects«, - ■ ■ ' '/ ■ ' ■ ■

■ At the outset it ,should.be stated that: it would-be not
only impractical but impossible to attempt to follow'-the order 
in which;. Chateaubriand* s .-.works concerning Louisiana -were origin 
ally devised and written'-.■ This order could not be..established - 
very strictly, for this-skillful man of letters not only used 
the same passages repeatedly in different writings., but kept, 
some of his notes unpublished for years and then combined them 
.with-other pages in his Memo ires-- or in his Voyage en. Amerique e 
For 'instance j Chateaubriand* s.-own-assertion,. in a''well-known"- ' 
passage of the Memo ires Outre, Tombs (Volume II.,;. p. 58 )r : 

that he had the manuscript of Atala in his knapsack while- ■ ■ 

fighting at Thionville, soon, after- his. return- from-.America . 

with the army of the emigres, and that ”his dutiful daughter»1*, 
as he palls his heroine, intervened-between him and the bullet 
which struck him', thus saving his life, must be taken with ' 
the proverbial grain of salt® This may have been true as a . 
broad statement- relating to a sheaf of notes which.'he was ' ' : 
doubtless carrying-with- him at the time, some sort of formless
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embryo from which his American writings',-'including At ala. ' '

were ultimately to evolve. It must be 'remembered, however, 

that the date of composition.of lea Natchez preceded, on the 
whole,- that of -Atala. Les Natchez;,- revised, was. published 
only in 1826, and. dates back to the period 1794-1800, whereas 
Atala, first published in 1801 and"subsequently modified 
when it appeared with Le Genie du■Ghrlstianisae in 1804, was ' 
written no earlier than the late nineties. Le Voyage en 
Amerique, partly drawn' from notes which Chateaubriand left 
in London in 1800 with his manuscript of Lea Natchez, waited 
for publication'.until 1827. ''As for. tlie; passages in the ' 

Mhmoires which deal with America, they were, according to 
Chateaubriand himself,:, written'in- London, in 1822, but constitute 
to a large'extent a revision of the .Torage en Amerique and 
were available to the public for the first time in 1848.■ ■

■ . Such being the case, it is obvious that, even if to -

every page that Chateaubriand .wrote concerning 'America' there' 
could be assigned . the precise date of composition ■{ and .not .

merely of publication),.this information would be, less ' ' ' '
important to this study then to .the biographer bent upon .. ' ■ 

following closely M s  author* a 'psychological evolution." For 

my purpose — a survey'of Louisiana as. it-ls1 pictured in : '' 

Chateaubriand* s works logic imposes-a 'different order, 
and that is the order in which Chateaubriand1̂  works influenced 
the French publie. Consequently, ¿tala, Le :Genie du ' ■



Christi'an-lsme, Leg Matches,, the Voyage en Amerique and the 

Memo ire s  will be examined in that o rd e r. . V . '■ ..

. .. ■ . , : - 290

■ Chateaubriand :was a' sick', ' forlorn.- and penniless young 
man when he reached the safety1-of the British shore on May ■ 

1?, 1795® However / despite hie'harrowing experiences with'the 
armee des Princes,, despite his- odyssey ̂ through'Belgium, '

Suernegey and Jersey, still .gloomier, days-were in store for- ' 
him. To keep- from'starving., he. earned a little .money by 
doing 'translations® In the spring of 1795»/at the end of all 
his resources, he accepted a position as-professor of French 
in a little village in the county of Suffolk® After school 
hours, he gave private lessons to young girls :in Beetles■a M  . 

Bungay. In the'latter place, at a certain house In■'Bridge. 
Street, he helped the black-eyed daughter of Reverend 'John 
;Xves,with her studies. Charlotte was only fifteen at the ■ 
time. They fell in love, but alas: Chateaubriand has a wife 
in -Irance, He was'forced-.to give up Charlotte and return-to 
London in 1797. Suffering from privation .and longing for-ixis 
country,'Chateaubriand begins work on his EssajL stir leg ': ■ .

Revolutions. One .misfortune after another continued to . 
befall him; his brother-, ant Maiesherbes. killed on the gallows s 
his mother’s death in 1789, and a few months later the death



of his sister, Mme de Farcy®' '"¡Pal pleure et :j' al 'cru, ’’ I 
Chateaubriand wrote in explanation of'his■conversion at this . 
time. Le Genie du Christianiame was' the result. . It was not 
published in "London for in the Spring of 1800,, Chateaubriand--' ' 
returned to France. ■ ■ ■ '■ ' / \ , : '

Yet, when all is said, Chateaubriand’s, sense of -grati
tude and of.indebtedness to England always outweighed the 
bitterness of;such memories® When, In 1826» he re-edited the 

Essai, stressing in self-reproach its one-side&ness and re
pudiating its utter pessimism, one of his many motives may 
have been to atone for its unfair picture of M s  true feelings 
as a refugee. England'.had been, a haven, after, all®' Starvation 

in a London garret was preferable to Robespierre’s jails® -The 

gentle meadows of Beccles and Bungay had soothed his heart, had 
talked to him of peace and quiet, health.and happiness. There 
he had been young® There he had loved. There he had hoped 
to dismiss from his mind all memories of his country and the 
horrors of the Revolution, as well as his wife' in France - whom 
he hardly knew. There, in other words, away from London and 
his fellow emigres, the unhappy ’’French teacher” had been on 
the verge of becoming a true .Englishman. , . ■ .
. '.The illusion, of course, was not to remain, but its . 
influence upon Chateaubriand’s mind and his works is far from 
lost. It Is visible in the Essai sur lea Revolutions, even 
in the language of the Essai, uncertain in places like that



©f a resident■abroad who finds too"few opportunities for ' .

■practicing his native tongue®- In the words of M. Pierre ;. 
Moreau: ftThat is what is touching in - this book composed, in 
his youth. . It is the faltering speech of an exile, his awk~ 
ward effort to decipher the new, unknown language'of his 
people.”6 ' ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ' ■,
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. The radical difference which sets Atala quite apart ■; : 

from all the previous French works on Louisiana can not be MV: A 

attributed merely to .Chateaubriand’s'superior talent and his 
sense of the picturesque®■ Atala composed in -England and with ■ - 
the help of English sources,.'appears as 'the climax of a' u. ' ■ 
tradition of descriptive literature which was English and not ■ 

French. . It is the work of a young emigre who, while dreaming 
of the American forests,, has fallen; in love with Charlotte 
Ives. It is also the work of a'man whof -.as Professors Bedier '■ 

and Chinará aptly pointed out * feel's more' at ease when he. ran'.' 
begin, not with reality.(in this, case, his-.American''impressions), 
but with some page written.,b y . an. obscure predecessor,. upon ' '
which he will pour the dazzling hues of - his literary' talent •:: ■ '■

. ®Pierre.Moreau, Chateaubriand, p. 51, ; .'- V  , ;■ :

. The only French-predecessor of ,Chateaubriand -in-the ■delineation,'of the picturesque'was. Be.rnar.din de Saint Pierre,and Atala owes very little' to the 'author' of" Paul et Tigglnle8
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A Balsac or a Dickens seizes: the substance of life at first/' 
hand®- Hot so with Chateaubriand* He combines, arranges, 
and'transmutes® . In truly classical manner '--- ©Yen though ■■ 

the results may not be classical at all —  he considers : 
imitation a legitimate process® Like La Fontaine,' he would 
exclaimi ”1 ’ en preMs qui sontydu Hord et qui -scat- du Midii” 
.This last statement must be qualified,1 however, by the fact 
that living in England,' having convenient access to English 
books, subject in. many ways to British atmosphere and in- \ . 
fluenoes, .conscious * too, if one may, add & not of eynícísni), 

that English borrowings' could'not be traced too easily by . 

envious critics., he'did, in'.the case of Atala, rely upon the 
.'North'much more heavily than upon the South. '■ ■■ ■ .

' ' This is not t o'say"that French sources were cast'aside
' altogether» Abbe Baynal, whom his father had worshipped, and 
the Lettres Edifjantes of the missionaries —  often quoted 
in Le Genie du Chriatianisme —  were used by Chateaubriand. 
So were, to a lesser extent, Father Charlevoix and Le Page du 
Prats, As for Lafltau, who encouraged him in his tenoency 
to look for similarities with the ancient Greeks and Romans 
in the Indians, it has been seen that he mentioned Louisiana 
and the Natchez nation only incidentally in his works. :

On-the whole, this is meager booty as compared with 
the wealth of British material which entered into the con- ' 
struction of Atala. Modern scholarship, .from Joseph Bedier
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score.
to Professor Chin&rd,' has'fully enlightened us on this

R ' ' • ... ' ■ ■ ' ' 'score®' Never again, in fac 3.  Chateaubriand to ■■draw.so
.abundantly from English sources' for his descriptions® More 

important stilly in reading Bertram, Carver, .Imlay, . :

■Casteby, his main'creditors', one easily discovers'.that ■ 

Chateaubriand has caught the spirit-of their works, and thus/

two characteristics;- which until that time had been :conspicuous
ly absent; a keen appreciation' of '■ concrete details - in describe ; 

ing flora and fauna, and a-feeling for the picturtsaue in::/. . - 

scenery, which he expressed in precise yet. poetical. language®' 

Two quotations from Bar.tram’s- travels will.suffice t b ■' 

illustrate this point ®'. The traveler Breaches a shady spot, -. 

under "majestic live oaks, .glorious magnolias and the fragrant ' 
orange" and admired the. nsingular exhibition” of the short- -' 
lived ephemera:'- . ' .; ' ' . ■ . . . . ' /■

■■■' ' -.- .^Professor Chinard has proved how'much■■ he-borrowed - . '
from English travelers in Chapter Till of his book on' . ■L1 Exotisme amer'leafa dans 1 * oeuvre de Chateaubriand. Yet , .in all fairness to Chatea,iibriand7™Tir ûst̂ be-̂ emESered that, in'- his preface to the 1805. edition of Atala, Chateaubriand himself", stubbornly defending the "truthfulness" of his' novel and the "most scrupulous accuracy" '-. of-' his descriptions -.against'-. . skeptical critics, quoted'Carver, Bartram, Imlay and.Charlevoix three Englishmen, and -one Frenchman'» among his main authorities This-statement is not amplified,, because, ■ says'.he, "footnotes" would'make the text too. bulky./-;■ It remained for present day/ ■ 
scholars to append the footnotes to the text-with'completeness® .For further discussion of Chateaubriand's credibility, of. 
infra.pp. 33 ff. ■ '' -

introduced into the French literature concerning .-'Louisiana



; ' Solemnly and slowly moved onward, to -the -river1 s'shore, the rustling clouds of the ephemera» How awful' the .procession’» innumerable millions of winged . :
'beings, ■voluntarily verging on to destruction, to ■ .

' the brink of the grave, where they behold bands of .
. their enemies with wide open jaws, ready to, receive them. But as if insensible of their danger, gay and 

tranquil, each meets his beloved mate in the still .' air, inimitably bedecked in their new nuptial robes»What eye can trace them, in their varied wanton, ' amorous chases, bounding and fluttering on the .
odoriferous airl With what.pease, love and.joy do ■ "
they end the last moments of their- existeneeiO .

The other is a brief passage describing the fragrant
odor of the trees near Mobile? ■ . , :

; Now I am come within the atmosphere of the Illicium
groves, how reanimating is the fragrance*. Every part of , this plant above ground possesses an aromatic scent, but . the large stillated pericarp is the.most fragrant .part of '■ it, as warm and vivific as cloves or-mace.l® ,-. ■ ; '

, . Even in Gilbert ■' 1ml ay, probably the most practical-of

the travelers who wrote-about -America in..the'-.English language,
one meets with a wealth of details which, however precise,
or perhaps because, .they are precise, , serve to stimulate-the
imagination of the reader. It is easy to surmise what Chateau
briand’s feelings must have been when, in his English exile,.
he read works written by previous traveler's. On one hand, '

■ . "The Travels of William Bertram8 New York, 1928, p. 83.The passages used here were not quoted by M. Chinard, but ' Chateaubriand must have read them even though he did not make 
use of them. '',■ ■

10 . - " ' ■ . . ' Ibid. f p.  551. .. ■ .

■ . . . - : . . 895 ■



there were the French travelers in Louisiana, all of ■.whom, 
even Charlevoix, the most 'gifted, waiter-among them, were dry 
and .colorless* Their preoccupation "was,, as far as one can . 

generalize, typical of theFrench 'interests'of that periodi- ■ 

the potential wealth.of the country, its crops, fruits, and i 

animals;, and the customs', behavior, and religious rites'of - . 

the savages, as well■as their attitude towards'Europeans® .
- On the: other hand', the English travelers were not ' ■

colonists»■ warriors:.nor adventurers® Matural;-history was- ■ 

their main concern. They would walk miles to observe a new 
species of .flower, -o.r a strange animal, and. then, describe, it '■ 
minutely, with their'interest centered upon the object, and .' ' 

not upon its-practical utility to man.®. They would'also ' : '.;:' 
interrupt their pursuits and. .the story of their travels to : ' 
'observe a beautiful storm, the color of some lovely rooks,: or ' ■ 
the exuberant vegetation of.some savannah® In those exotic ' 
lands mature attracted them more.than-the inhabitants, . their 
customs or their psychology® They were, - in a- w o r d m o r e  ■

sensitive to nature and', even'in their most accurate descrip-'■ 
tions-, more romantic than the French® .■ : ■ 1

. ■ ■ Chateaubriand was- undoubtedly struck by the tone' .and ■ 
style of these English' travelers. It is most probably .due; -. 
to them, and to the'influence of-English life and'literature 
in the last decade of the ■ eighteenth eenturys that;--he developed



if not a retrospective-.-love'for-the exotic scenery of : 

Louisiana and western ■■ America, fat least, an ability to ■ . ■

describe picturesque and exuberant nature with precision■and 
charm; and because of. his. superior gifts, he; immediately, 
added beauty, glory,.and romance to the data provided by ■ 
liis English.-predecessors.^ ■ ■. ■ ■ ■■■ '

. ■ When lie: prepared his manuscript of hes Natchez for 
publication, Chateaubriand'was far removed from the English 
memories of Charlotte Ives and from the English travelers ' 
who had charmed him, during his. years as an emigre. ■ Could' ' ■ 
this be the reason-that he drew more extensively on French..' 
sources —  .Charlevoix,-.-' lafitau, and Le-Page -du'Prats .— y. . 
and on classical epic poems? At any rate, it will' be seen-. .. 
that his manner in, 'the' later work ■ is less spontaneous, less' 
concrete than in Atalay since he is more intent on describing 
the customs and-psychology of the Indians and transfiguring 
the natural:-"scenery of America into an ■ epic background ' ■' '

worthy of - the ancients*- . ' . '■ • ■

. . u , ' EA:.- ' . ■' ■ :29?

Although ; Ghateaubrland, ■ prior to his. departure for '

^Bartram, however, holds an enviable place in the ■ 
history of 'English literature* Mark, vah Do-ren", in the nEditor' s note’1 to the 1938 edition of his Travels* ' quotes among his admirers and borrowers: Carlyle, Coleridge and Wordsworth.
Op « pit., p. .5. '.. ■
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America, had read .enthusiastic accounts of the freedom,of ■ ■ 

the. English colonists and' the- greatness-.and simplicity of . 
Washington, it has been shown that, apart from the Letters 
Fdifjantes, he. knew very little about .Louisiana, properly -' 

speaking, and the French explorers who preceded, him® . . He . ■■. ■

does not seem to hare read' 3out el, nor Tonty.y nor the other ■ 

seventeenth-century writers®- - He-did not, apparently, realize 1 
the tremendous obstacles which La Salle or D'Iberville had ■ 
had to overcome; otherwise, he would not have remarked so ■ . 
casually that, he himself had subsequently visited the Lower ■ 

Mississippi and Florida, The young Breton who'intended to ■ 

discover the Northwest Passage had, as he - tells us, pondered
. . ■ - i  p  ■ ■ . ■ : . 

over, maps with M . d.e ffialesherbes, but had not gathered data
on the difficult íes encountered, by his predecessors in : ■ -■
geographical discoveries. ' , ' ' . ' . '; .
. ' The first sentence;in Atala is an-objective.statement
concerning the huge empire which-France formerly; possessed '

in. North America, "from' Labrador to the Floridas." An

allusion to the French pioneers-'appears'-further oh,' in. the
same prologue to Atala*. ."After the discovery of the- .

Mes cha cebe by - Father Marquette ! and." the unhappy .La Salle « ., •

■ . ■ "Memoires a'Outre -Tombe, I, passim.-,- and Chiñard, .
OP. pit., UP , 16-17. , y ' ; . ...- :. . ..
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Strangely enough, in the earlier editions, lather Hennepin

■ ' ■■ ■ 13was -mentionedinstead of Marquette; between 1801 and 1804, 
Chateaubriand evidently must have heard of the dubiousness of 
the. claims of Hennepin'to the discovery of the Mississippi®
In the epilogue of Atala, another sentence alludes to the 
banks of the Meschacebe, "which formerly constituted the . 
southern barrier of New France.” On the whole, Chateaubriand’s 
imagination was not vividly aroused by the epic greatness of 
the first French explorers of the Mississippi, nor did' he 
seem deeply moved by his country’s loss of her-vast territory® 
Is it because, for the creator of Atala and Celuta, to whom 
a story without.a tender heroine"was■unthinkable, it was 
impossible to associate, even in epic poetry or fiction, a 
feminine companion with these solitary men, La.Salle, Tonty, 
and loutelf It is only in the concluding paragraph of Leu 
Voyage en Amérique (1827) that he :eloquently- expresses his .. 
regret for France*s-loss of her North American colonies*

/ The setting of Atala has been left'purposely vague by 
Chateaubriand*. The name of Louisiana, "the sweet name of 
Louisiana,"' occurs twice'in the prologue, and onee'more■in 
the second paragraph of the episode of "Les Chasseurs®”14

13See the note giving the original text, on p. 176 of
Professor Chinard’s edition of Atala, Paris, 1930. .

: 14The name "Louisiana" occurs also once in the opening
and again.in the closing lines of Rene.



The novel opens with a magnifieent description of the V': ■ '
Mississippi^ which is'-supposed, to ■‘be not the lower Mississippi ' 
near its mouth in the Gulf of Mexico, hut that portion of'the

' ■ ■ ■ ' . : ■' : ■ . I g  ■ 'river which flows . through the-Natchez region, -.Then.'Ghaotas 
■ and Rene travel, up the river into the Ohio River, admiring V ' ' 
as they go nthe magnificent" deserts .bf Ke n t u c k y T h e r e  ' :
G ha etas tells-his, story® " The events which he relates take - .1 
place first somewhere'-in--florida' (while Oha etas, is : a- captive '- - 
tied to a tree). After his flight with Atalas theyare seen. '■ . 
near the Alleghanies and-a .“branch of the Tennessee, Father. 
Aubry1 a colony '( in the - part entitled nI-es Laboureurs11) is ■ ' ■ ■ ■
on 11 one of those ancient roads, found, near the mountains ' p'""'. , 
which separate Kentucky from the Flori'das •" The scene of ■ ■ 
the first paragraph of nLes Funérailles” is laid in the "■ .
.wilds'..of Kentucky on a clear moonlight'night,- The events :.- ■ 
related in the epilogue finally take place near the falls 
of Niagara. : .'■■■■■■■■ ■ ' . . ■ ' ■ ■
. .. from 3uch rambling topographical references: no accurate 

map. of the 'setting ■ of "Atala, could be drawn. ■ The readers to . 
whom geographical minutiae'meant nothing received the impression 
that with the exception of the final events.,.this moving : 
story- of love and. death took place- in-the vast, vague, and

. A S -gm &'f. Oi*5. ĵta■ -SS-S (B t « I  0 9  Oh- « 9  « B  ATi ; ' •. . is . ■ ■ ■ v . ■ ' : ;:- - ■ ¿3 a quotation from an unpublished fragment of
Chateaubriand’ s Mémoires informs ' us , Chinarci,, ©£® pit.» ;:p.' -73.■-

. . ■ ■: ■: ' . . : ;... ;. .. s o n  v .
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remote land-of ..Louisiana, where Manon Lescant had,, already 
met a tragic death® .If the cynical French, readers of, 1801- ■ 
1804, brought up in the sophisticated salonsr were coldly' 
convinced that one 'did not die of- love ■ in France, perhaps 
they imagined, at'least, that in a distant and exotic country 
one might'conceivably perish of excessive passion® - - .

In his preface.to the 1805 edition of Atala„.Chateau-'■ 
hrland, though admitting that some, of the criticisms directed 
against his novel were -Justified, shrewdly .avoids saying-; ' ' ' 
”What I say is true,, because. I have seen it,” but declares:
’’I'was accnsed.-of- inventing extraordinary details,- while I ' ■
• " ' ' ' ■ • ' 1 & was merely recalling things well known to all travelers.”
Those who have visited Louisiana, he maintains, will bear
witness to the veracity of hia statements, and adds that '
when an English .translation of'Atala appeared in the United ■
States, not a reader protested® . ■

Admitting .the. weakness of his defense, one could .
nevertheless .scarcely expect American readers of'Philadelphia
or-Boston who themselves had never seen the Mississippi to
question the credibility, of a French, writer who, instead of
disparaging'their' country', described it as more beautiful than
it was. Their testimony is not needed, however, for despite

IS . - - ■ . ■
.. Chateaubriand «■ A t a l a R e n e , Paris, 1930, Preface,

p, 22. ' ■ '
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the fact that Chateaubriand's claims' are accepted today ■ 
with less credulity than ever, it must be conceded that the - 
most fantastic stories of the flora and fauna of Atala were ■ 
not imaginary,, Crocodiles, snakes, and herons were borrowed 
from .Bertram, the botanist; green serpents, .were minutely 
described by the naturalist, Casteby; the blue heron really 
existed, as did the pink flamingoes, both described by1 
Audubon* Hanging gardens of a variety of wisteria, ana 
wild squash of;various shapes had'enraptured.Bertram, who . 
was impressed by the beauty of the magnolia, tall as a 
pyramid. The bears intoxicated with grapes, at which some 
critics had laughed skeptically, were borrowed by Chateau
briand from truthful Imlay; the black squirrel, the mocking 
bird, the green parrots with yellow,heads are all real 
creatures observed by .Casteby.-*-?

: Thus it--happened- that, having failed to see these
strange animals and plants for himself, Chateaubriand did the 
next best thing; he recreated them in his imagination, 
sometimes even from the .colored illustrations of an atlas 
or natural history. A typical example is the beautiful . 
passage on Spanish moss which deserves to be quoted in the 
rhythmic French of the Original: '

. 17  . . .
■ ■ Ghinard, op. pit.„■ p.: 251, and pp. 255-260. ■
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■ Presque tous les arbres de la.Floride, en ■ .particulier le cedre et le chene vert, sont couverts ' d'une moussé blanche qui descend de leurs rameaux jusqu’a terre® ■ Quand la -nuit, - au clair de la lune,

' tous, apercevez, sur la nudité d'une savaney ime yeuse 
. isolée revetue-.de cette- draperie r -vous- croiriez".voir ■ '

/■ un fantôme,, traînant apres lui ses longs voiles.- La ■ ’ scene n’est pas moins--pittoresque au jour; car une 
foule de papillons , de mouches brillantes, de colibris, 
de perruches vertes, dë.geais d’azur, vient's'accrocher ' à ces ̂ mousses, qui produisent'-alors-' l'effet d’une fap» , isserie en laine blanche, ou 11 ouvrier- .'.européen aurait 
brode des insectes et des oiseaux ■ éclatants.18. î , ■

Chateaubriand had probably never seen'"that.-̂ Spanish'/moss" ■
which is found- south of the .thirty-fifth degree of latitude, 
for, as .-Prof essor Chinard has proved, he borrowed his facts'--.' 
from Bertram. - Nevertheless, he accurately described the -, 
unique beauty of. that luxuriant." moss which adorns the trees . 
of Florida and Louisiana as none of the French travelers who ' 
had beheld-.it. had ever attempted 'to do. /,-■ . ■ -.

It is all too, obvious-that'Louisiana today is a far-, 
cry from the Louisiana of old® The visitor . would look in .-vain 
for the' colorful, trees and;-birds'--'and the -fragrant flowers - 
described by à voluptuous-.artist-who painted, not in oils, but 
in words* On the banks ■ of.-/'the .Mississippi-, ' the forests and ' ■ 
jungles have been replaced by cotton/-or sugar- can fields, and 
by factories--or. oil wells, . Yet Louisiana remains a land, of .

18 ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ : . ...■ ' ■ ■Chateaubriand, At ala. Rene,-'p., 6 7. The passage waslonger in earlier editions, but shortened -by Chateaubriand 
■in later' editions.' The omissions are to be found in the ' ■ 
Chinard .edition,. in the; notes , pi .179 ♦ " ■
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romance, and'many" a' present-day traveler*■ having fallen 
under the spell of its strange charm» finds within, himself, 
emotions faintly reminiscent of Chateaubriand’s .enthusiasm® 
The author' of-the following passage, seated in a modern. ■ 
automobile, .'.speeding along'paved roads, was evidently ' 
experiencing a mood somewhat akin to that of Rene; '

The car goes slowly through the .village, climbs- a 
-. hill,-and is off 'into' the country', down a long road ■ 

between :pine trees® The .air is cold, and the scent of 
pine trees.comes to yon sharply. On and on goes' the 
car; down'through a ’’bottom” where oak trees, grow,. ' and*where .the'water splashes about the/wheels; up ' ' / 

. another hill, and there upon its crest you- see the ■
'-full moon., hanging low in the sky,. From somewhere 
oome-s: the- long-drawnou-t hoot of an'owl® Mile after ' 
mil©-unrolls before you, the light of the car shining 
on the trunk's-of trees, and along the .fences' as the 
road curves- sharply,^:® " ■■ x ■ .

Even a. critically-minded traveler ̂  such, as Anar© Bell'easort,
who knew that Chateaubriand had not ■ seen the Mississippi y ■
insisted-upon'-seeing"it .'as he describes it: .- ■
. .. When-1 went down towards-Louisiana, I was thinking 
.. - " of. "l* e n c h a n t e u r .- I knew that he had'-not been there* .
■' but . ..*■ . . Others' have known America 'better- than he;
' - none has made us .better feel- its-wild and ancient ' 

beauty.^®- : ■ . x'; ■ -' .

■ A country which manages thus- to retain its. "soul” 
beneath the dull veneer of -civilization may.well have had, ■

■ ®̂jL.yle Saxon,. Old Louisiana, p. 314® '•'.

■ ■ 80A. Bellessort, -nChateaubriand en Amérique,7- Le ■ V
Correspondant, To.lume S7Q, .19S0, p» -926® ■ . '
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at the close of the eighteenth, centuryg some of the splendor 
that Chateaubriand lends'it-, and ' even more 'of it in the ■ 
early part of the century,.when the-events recounted in ■
Atala took place; and since the only'available testimony, ■ 
that cf explorers and naturalists, weighs heavily in Chateau
briand's favor, perhaps the least■that modern readers can do 
is to plead incompetence to Judge him, and consequently with
hold the , charge of fabrication«, ■ ■

A far more- justifiable cause.: for '.criticism- is the 
illogical juxtaposition of details to be found in Atala. 
Individual details, however authentic, do not necessarily ' 
make for the veracity of the ensemble« This is especially 
true of Atala » in which Chateaubriand', the geographer , for 
poetical and architectural purposes, evidences such a willful 
disdain of geography* He repeatedly.betrays or asserts his 
purpose of combination, and calculât ion®. ■ He'manipulates 
characters, scenery, and circumstances in,order to put into 
his - epic both the Mississippi River and Niagara Falls, hunters
and cultivators, and all the interesting circumstances of the

■ " . 21 'manners, of the savages. A. huge portion of the North' '
American■continent shrinks to thé dimensions of a few land
scapes perceptible to the naked eye. Such microcosmic .

PI ■ ■Chinardis edition of Atala, pp®- 10=11«- ■ -,



scenery, though gorgeous and exotic, is scarcely more real ■ 
and convincing.-than the fictitious characters, the créations 
of Chateaubriand's imagination, who move across it® The tall 
cedars covered with Spanish moss,, the fragrant, shrubs, the ' : 
brilliantly colored parrots and cardinal birds described, in 
M a l a - remain throughout the now el mere stage properties® ' 
And yet, one wonders must not there-he a hidden spark ' 
of life in a book which delighted a public of yesteryear and 
once rang .as true as a.beautiful d r e a m ? ' ■ ' ■
■ ". Of'the characters in At ala, neither Chacta-s»-nor Atala;
nor the eloquent father Aubry belongs t©'Louisiana. ' Chactas, 
though one of the Hatches', is.far different :from the worship
pers of the sun described by all. French, .travelers- to the ' .
■Natchez region®.' The daughter of Lopez might be .claimed by ;■ 
'Florida, since she accompanies the ■nMtiscogulges.w and the ' 
”Siminoles,n as'Chateaubriand spells'the -names:of the tribes. 
Her .character,''"something virtuousland passionate," does not 
remind us of the savage women described- by previous French ■ 
explorers,--..not even of the Christfahized'.Indian women held ' 
up. as models to the whir opeans tin the Lettres Edifiantes. As 
for Father Aubry,, he is a conventional idealization of some 
of the -heroic missionaries who met death-while-working for 
Christianity in the American wilds® Chateaubriand knew of

. . -, . ■■ . . ' ' / . - ■ . 306
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Father Souely22 a missionary -who had:'actually perished in : ■
the'Hatches revolt of 1729, and had probably read the accounts' 
of the Hatchez revolt given in the Jesuit Relations by . ■ 
Father Le Petit and others® None, of the French missionaries, 
however,.' had been quite so grave and humorless .as -Chateau“ ' 
briand’s priest; none .o.f them, not even'.Hennepin, the most ■ ' 
fertile writer of them all, nor :'the-'enthusiastic'-humanist, .. 
Lahontan/.had been so/cultured as Father :Aubry, who spends "
his leisure hours engraving quotations from Homer and the ' .

■ ■ ' 25 ' " : ■ ■Song of Songs on the bark of oaks; and none of them had been
romantic-enough, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,2^
to ..gaze.---at the .clouds in the winter skies, and to listen to

■ - - ■ ?5Tfthe winds and the-torrents roaring in the solitary plain.”
:. ' Chateaubriand Vs attitude toward the Indians of - ■
Louisiana (and especially the Natchez,-who were his favorite '
tribe) is more interesting. He is.-attracted.'-to them and, ,

' pp ■ ' • " . ' - ' ■ ' 1' ■ Chateaubriand, Bene, 1st and'3rd paragraphs® Father .- 
Souel is Renet s only companion® ., ■ : '

■ s^Atala, p. 85; HEn descendant la montagnejfapercus ■ 
des' ehe'nes ou les Genies-semblaient avoir dessine d@s ■
caracteres strangers* -L*hermit© me dit quill les a.vaIt traces 
.lui-meme, qiie d* etaient des vers dfun anoien poete appele ■' 
Homere, ©t . quelque-. sentences d'un.autre poete plus ancien . 
encore, nomnie Salomon . . . . . , :-

. ^.^he second paragraph in "Les Chasseurs” informs us in
directly that Chactas',. born In-1672., . tells-his story in 1725 
or 1726. : ' .



unlike most Trench colonists'.and travelers ,-.approves- of ■
■ ' -! ' : : . - - .. ■ . : 26 : their bloody revolt and their massacre.of the French. But

as soon as.he discovers his vocation, that of the restorer
of Christianity to French literaturê , lie .disagrees with ...
Rousseau, and in M s  first preface-to ’¿tala, is careful to . .
state clearly M s  attitude toward him: ' ,■ ■ .

Besides I am not, like Rousseau, an enthusiast-in 
regard to the savages '»■ , «■ I do; not believe "pure ' ■
nature’1' to be the most beautiful thing-in the world. '
I have'always found it very ugly, whenever I had an . 
opportunity to observe- it ® ' '
■ ., At ala is in some- respects- a- didactic novel,; devoted . . 

to praising's stable life of diligent agricultural labor as .; 
preferable-to the nomadic 'life--of-Indian hunters.. Chactas,-.. 
however, who voices the author’s moral message^ chooses, as 
the-Prologue informs us, to remain outside, the pale of ' -'
Christianity and of civilisation. ;His ;ereator does not . 
censor, him. for. his choice. Chateaubriand, the Christian . 
philosopher, proclaims the superiority of .-civilization, over 
the life led by-the primitive tribes-of America; Chateau
briand, the poet, is'attracted by the .freedom and comparative

. ■■■■.: My- . ; . . 308
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^ Atala, p. 9.
' . ■ 28ln the Voyage en ' Antériaué,- Chateaubriand .advocates even more strongly, the., advantages of civilization,.^ Just as Vigny'{his disciple in that respect) also does in .his poem
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solitude of savage life* To his pair of lovers in■Atala. ■
he attributes his own- e m o t i o n s - - a romantic longing for'' 
death, and an unreserved devotion to-love as the sole purpose
of life. : Once again, Chateaubriand has failed to create, 
for his characters are not authentic savages, but merely ' 
lay-figures dressed in the profundities of his own personality* 

The customs depicted in Atala are aspects of savage 
life which had been recorded repeatedly by French and English 
travelers in Louisiana and other parts of America: the ■ 
councils of old men, the 5ugglersf the treatment of captives, 
the war-songs, the games, the savages.’ weakness-for whiskey, ' 
and other details concerning the daily lives of the natives® 
Such information .regarding the savages hardly belongs to ' 
literature concerning Louisianafi since-Chateaubriand does not
try to distinguish the Indians of Louisiana from other tribes, 
but depicts all Indians as more or less alike* . " -. ■

. Hene, also,.that-melancholy lamentation:in a Louisiana 
setting (near the French colony in the'-Natchez County' before 
the Natchez revolt), can scarcely be included in Louisiana 
literature, except for brief allusions in the first two'pages* 
The Genie'du Christianlsme. published in 1808, relates an



■ . 29 '' ' 'episode concerning Louisiana negroes, J and quotes lather ' .
Charlevoix, the historian of .New France and Louisiana, five 
or six times® It draws .from the Let tries Sdifiantes, a few . 
volumes' of which deal math Louisiana®■ In the'fourth part of 
the fourth hook, on Missions, the eighth eiiapter., .which is 
devoted to the missions in New France, contains a passage 
in which Chateaubriand hints that-while returning. to-. France 
from Louisiana, he met- a missionary .from New Orleans who, was 
returning to the Illinois country®' The mention, however, is 
so vague and brief that'it-does not entitle the. Genie to .any 
special .examinat ion, in this-study® . ■ ■ '

It has been seen.how., through his works of 1801-1804, 
and especially-: in At ala ./Chateaubriand- introduced into French 
literature that exotic■'American color.which for two centuries 
had vainly tried to gain .admittance. In the setting of his 
novel, and in his unforgettable picture of the Mississippi,' 
Chateaubriand exhibited a new feeling for nature - ~ - a : 
nature more immoderate and more luxuriant 'then any which 
Rousseau or Bernardin, de- Saint "Pierre had 'y.et- discribed, Man' 
and his wildest passions appear in .their proportionate:in- . 
significance against the grandiose background'of Louisiana ■

89Q-enie. Part I, Book V , Chapter'-XIV,:- y.::. - ' '
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jungles, and of the flora and'.fauna of the strange, and untamed 
'Mescfcacebe.. In choosing-as a setting the '; most striking 
natural feature of the New World,, the Mississippi river, ' ■■
Chateaubriand provided French readers with that romantic';' 
escape which new literature'required* \

In that new and imposing setting, there emerges a new '
. type of passion*. No element of the bourgeois* the' vulgar,: or 
the sordid defiles the realm of Chateaubriand'̂  s tormented ■ 
lovers. The solitude of the American'prairie'heightens the 
wildness . and intensity of ■ their emotions., f,0 Bene, n  exclaims
Ohactas, ”if you'fear love. ■{ nle.s--troubles'■ du c.oeur’.?)j beware 
of solitude; great .passions, are solitary, and if they are
transported to the desert, it is as if they are returned to
' 50 ' ■ ■ ."their kingdom.” Such a sentimental appeal is enchanced by ■

' the religious motive employed' by Chateaubriand. Christianity,
and a vow misinterpreted■by the daughter of the wilds, create .
the obstacle to the lovers’ happiness. At ala seems even more
voluptuous to Chactas because she remains■mystically pure. On
her death-bed, she resembles.”la'statue de la.Yirginite ■ ;

51 ■ ■ ■ ■■endormie.” ■ ■
Thus,. through the magic'of his style, did Chateaubriand

^ Atala,, p. 72. ■ ■ ■ ' ' ■
. ■ ■ Ibid.., p* 114®. ■ .
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present' to the. reading world dignity , nobility , and ■ ■ "
exalted grandeur of the Mississippi Talley and the 'forests 
of Florida® - In a. passage of his preface to the 13,04 edition 
of the (faille, which, included Atala. the young author says: 
"The public should be grateful to a writer-who. endeavors to 
bring literature back to ce; gout antique, too, often forgotten 
n o w a d a y s In Atala, and even more-obviously in Les Natchez« 
Chateaubriand is, Indeed,- obsessed by classical.reminiscences 
That Hew World which serves as a setting- for tli-is story of ' 
eternal passion Is also an old'world® . The Meschacebs, the : 
forests, .the animals, and nle rivage antique des, ia-ersn are
as venerable as the world of Homer or of 'Sophocles* - -

■ . Ibid., p. 11* ■ ■" ' ' ■ ■ ■ '



CHAPTER III

LOUISIANA IN CEAIIAUBRIMD■*S LES MATCHES 
; AND IK LE VOYAGE EH

■ ' SUM5AEZ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' .
■ Appearance of Les Natchez in 1826, when interest in 

Louisiana had subsided* Composition, subject, and sources 
of the epic® Obvious short-comings• Louisiana as it appears 
in Lea Natchez: geography and sceneryflora and fauna. ' .
Local color and its debatable accuracy® .Customs of the 
Indians. Xe  Voyage' en Amerique (1827) : its scientific aspect 
and its geography® ' Chateaubriand*-s- judgments on French 
colonization in Louisiana and Canada, and its'regrettable ' '
failure® ' . . .

After the years 1801-1804, while AX ala was being enjoy
ed by innumerable readers, reprinted in France, translated in 
England and in America, and praised by critics,'1' Chateaubriand 
wisely refrained from jeopardizing his success by -attempting 
.to repeat it too soon. He could not help, being aware of some

%  few critical readers, such:as Abbe Morellet, had 
taken exception to various faulty phrases, or to the expression 
of scarcely orthodox emotions. On Abbe Morellet and his ■ '
criticism, of Atala ,■ see Sainte-Beuve, Chateaubriand et son ■' 
groupe 'littéraireChapter IX, for a biting-refutation'of the 
agecT'and narrow-minded abbe’s critique. I was unable to ■ 
include in this study the welcome given Atala by French critics, 
because my studies in France were suddenly concluded by war 
conditions, and because the subject itself is too extensive. 
However, it seems most likely that critics could not have been ■ 
vitally concerned with that aspect ■■■of, Ghateaubrianâ* s influ
ence which interests my subject that is, the effect of .
literature concerning Louisiana and the Louisiana Indians upon 
French readers between 1801 and 1825. Critics discussed the 
style and the Christian orthodoxy of the novel, but said ■ ■
little- about the American scenery. It is well known that ■
Atala :had several new editions in 1801, and ten new ones 
subsequently, before Chateaubriand published his Oeuvres ■ 
Completes, in 1824. ■ ■ . - ; ■ ■ ' '



lack of variety in the sources of ''his. inspiration, ■ confined 
as they were to the struggle between love and religion; . ' 
between Christianity .and the,opposing.forces of paganisms of 
the Moslem faiths and of the primitive superstitions of 
American Indians; and'between■natural life and civilization; 
struggles' which* despite : a certain evolution,s were to re- . 
main the psychological basis of mostiof his works. Like,a' 
plaintive minor chord, his melancholy boredom-with life -. 
echoes through Rene and Les Natchez,-,LfItinéraire», and the ' 
Mémoires. It is .true that .Chateaubriandis travels in the 
East, or the Mediterranean world,3 supply a'new setting for 
his emotions. A moonlit landscape in Greece, in Spain, or 
in Palestine seemed different from-, the moonlight .nights on 
the Mississippi. And yet there.Is no doubt that Chateau» . 
briand had been powerfully-'.impressed -by."his brief American 
travels, for even, while observing the wonders ..of" the'East, 
he was pursued by memories of . the. real America.---which he had- 
seen, as by views of the-Ne\v World regions which he had; ' 
never 'beheld* When traveling' in'-Egypt-,'■ he sees the mouth of

. %!his --evolution— away from naturallife and: toward 1 civilization, away from the ■virgin desert- and toward one .
peopled with memories:of thé past, ©way'from the Mississippi 
hud toward- Spain— has' been stressed by Professor Gustave - Charlier in ills book, Le Sentiment de la-nature ■ chez les Romantiques français (T762'^d850T^ " p ^  I9E--24S. ■

■ 3In Les ¿.ventures du dernier Abencerage (written in 
1807, publishnT,Tn~TB26T=:̂HTcE^âkës™pTa^iraTn Spain; . in■ Les 
Martyrs ( 1809) and L* Itinéraire'' (1811) .  ; V. A.. / ,-.y:'A : ■ ' '
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the Mile, and is "reminded” as it were, of the mouth of the "
Mississippi®4 And in referring to the author’s second group 
■of American works, revised for -publication.after 1820, ■
Joseph Bedier said.quite aptly;' ■

The memories .of those distant undertakings hacL ■ ' penetrated deep into Chateaubriand’s'life, and - . ■' thirty years later! amid:the daily occupations of his career, a thousand involuntary recollections 1 would suddenly conjure up-.'to his- eyes,, nature in ■ ■the New World. ° : . ■ ' ■ -■ -. . ■; -.
While Les Natchez, in 1826, no longer offered the." charm of
novelty which had been Atala’s,.it retained in some measure
the power of moving''Chateaubriand himself. ' ■

This work, Chateaubriand* s second epic novel in a 
Louisiana setting, is of less importanee than Atala» from- . 
the point -of. view/of this subject! In the-first place, the 
same■ preliminary remarks (offered- in the chapter on Atala.) 
on Chateaubriand’s actual travels -and his sources, as well 
as the same.' general conclusions, apply equally as -.consistently 
to'Les Watches» Further rao re K Les Nat ches presents no inf or-' 
mation that was strikingly new concerning the Indians' of the 
MississippiTalley, or the vegetation and landscape of the 
southern'United States. A third .reason, must be added; Les

- 5 ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ", : - ■'Bedier, Itudes Critiques, p . 129.. .



Natchez from the. first was received'-with an obvious lack of 
■enthusiasm fey the French public® Many-of■the reviewers® ■ 
considered the epic a till-horn. It is -a long and ambitious- 
work which has never enjoyed much popularity. Jules : . ' ■
Lemalfre, giving it a half-ironical'summary.in'his hook on ' ' 
Chateaubriand-, says: f,I believe:.Les Hatches is. very little 
read, for-reading it is no -joy.1* , ■ . ■ ■ . ■ ' .:

: I shall not imitate Jules Leriiaitre’s severity, al- : 
though the question may ¥/ell be asked, .-whether this unsuccess
ful attempt-and 11 strategic mistake11 by an otherwise -shrewd ■ 
and successful author such as Chateaubriand was did not ' ' 
disappoint some'French readers and-discourage their potential 
Interest in literature concerning .Louisiana.»■ ' '■ .-■

. - ■ ■ ; ; ; ■ . ■ ■ ; 516 .

' ' lifter Napoleon1 s defeat and- the return of the- king,. 
Chateaubriand,■ who had embarked upon a political career, 
interested himself only in political writings-. -: In the mean
time, new stars had risen in'- the literary sky: iamartine," . 
Vigny and Hugo in France, Byron and Walter Scott'in England.

! ' ̂ Professor Chinar-d has 'quoted, all the Important contemporary reviews at the end ;of .his -scholarly edition of . ■ Les Natchez, which is henceforth the -indispensable starting point for any further investigations'concerning that'book, 
Cf"..-also -by'the same author, L-’E^otisme-emeriesIn, -op, .cit•,- 
Chapters .-VI and. VII.. . p . ' . ■ . ... - ■T“



Chateaubriand, anxious not t o :be forgotten in the new lit
erary era, undertook to publish his 0euvrea 0ompletes in ' .

Paris* hes Hatches and the. author's account of his trip to 
America were the most conspicuous new features of the.under
taking. ; ; : ■ ■ . ■

hea•Natchez, however, was in fact a work of the late 
eighteenth century offered'to the French public in 1826. .A- 
few notes taken in America.in 1791 and;lost during Chateau* ■ 
briand's emigration, but recovered'under strange cireum-- :■ 
stances after the fall of Hapoleon, may have been the start
ing point of the book® ■ 'Chateaubriand' worked, on -that text,' 
combining it-with'more mature material, and Les 'Natchez,, ■ 

published in 1826-1828became volumes nineteen and twenty 
of his 0euvres -Comp Ietes. ■ ' ' ■ ' ': . '

' . It is needless- to analyse the work in detail, for
Chateaubriand's critics have done It most competently. In- 
■fluenced'by eighteenth-century■ideas and by his travels, he 
cho.se as; the subject of his epic n--tlie natural nan, 11 - or 
"the- manners of. the savages*” Sine© the discovery - of America 
was doubtless too' formidable a subject,■-Chateaubriand chose 
what-, he ■ believed to be the 's.eco&eHtoest: ■ the revolt of the

. ■ . 7 ' : . ■ " -b A '.- : .; . ■ The strange story of that manuscript has been told by
V. .G-iraiid, G. Charlier (in'Articles mentioned- in the 'biblio
graphy), and by G-.. Chinafd in a substantial preface to his . 
edition of Les Natchez.: pp. 2-29* Ac-- - ' ■ . ■
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Hatches against the .French, in ; 1729,9 which'he interprets as ■ ' 

a conspiracy of all the North American Indians against their
■ . ■ ' ' ■ 9 .

conquerors f,af ter an oppression-of two centuries®” , . •

. The main details of the Natchez revolt (exalted, to the 

noble dignity of a complicated war between men and gods/or 
demons), were ‘borrowed by the author from two French sources: 
Charlevoix1 s account In the History of New France and Le Page 
&u Prats, who had witnessed the massacre® Chateaubriand added 

much to his authorities, magnifying a mere incident of French " 
colonial .history, .and covering the whole subject, with a veneer 
borrowed from the ancient poets. The. same English travelers 

who had assisted him in describing-the. Mississippi Valley in-..- 
Atala, especially Bertram and Carver, were utilized. His in
formation on the customs of the:savages and their similarity 
to'Homeric or Virgilian heroes was drawn, to a large extent,. ; ■
from Lafltau® ■ .

The shortcomings of Lee Natchez have also been discussed 
by numerous critics. Though all the exterior paraphernalia of 

a traditional epic are .there: the..".merveilleux," struggles .' 

between angels- and, demonsendless wars, generous feats of '

®Chateaubriand give's," by mistake',' the date of 1727 in
his preface to. the first edition of At ala. ■ . '

. 9It has been-pointed out that scarcely forty years ^
(and not two centuries) had. elapsed since; th© French had first 
"conquered".' the Natchez region in Louisiana. . ;

, ■ ' • - ' 518
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heroism, games.» religious .rites, and'a ''.'journey to some ' 

inferno (for will eh the author has substituted. in Les Natchez 
a trip to Paris and Versailles during the; reign of Louis.XXY)• 
though no effort is spared to elevate the wars and the '

characters to an homer is stature, the wars seem, merely a.need
less and unimpressive mass" of h o r r o r s a n d  the characters 
more like, puppets than ' the giants, .which the "author evidently 
hoped to depict® \ '■ ■ 1 ■ '. ■ . '

. . Moreover, the chief essential .4s "lacking: the subject»

a mere detail in French history, is not"of sufficient import
ance to interest a wide, circle-of readers® There is too ■ 

little action.-■-The characters, are-' unreal and difficult to 
visualize. Their inner conflicts are too: far-fetched® They 

weep- too much, and analyse■their emotions and their sufferings 
'in a stilted and artificial manner. The American atmosphere" ■ 

interferes Tilth the reader9 s interest in them as human beings 
for local color, language., and striking"'details of costume- .-' 
are over-emphasized.' Above all» the style, seems affected .and 
false. In only a few'descriptive'1 passages did Chateaubriand 
the painter and- musician reveal- himself®- 'is true that
greatness is inseparable-from., simplicity; r- then it'.is- plain 
enough that Les Hatches cannot be called "a great work*
gab tes jsii « n  ttnss fsgs ess && ass ura= ®s o s  . •' ' • ' - • -. .. .

, Chinard has. proved the : influence of the- terrifying
.novel on Les Natchez:® "'C.’f. his edition. Introduction,'-p. 64. ■



..-.The redeeming features of the book are found in' its . 

autobiographical and psychological revelations. . Tills .would-be 
epic is the 'personal confession of the- author, who' expressed 
in it his hesitations between natural, life and civilization,, . 
his dream of escape from society, cherished by Rousseau., before 
him, and his. him,-and his;realization that no one can truly ' 

escape..from his past nor the prison of self® in his study of 
.American exoticism, Professor Chinard has wisely chosen to " 

emphasize this point of view. My interest in the work is less 
inclusive ,■ .for I merely wish to 'know the part which Louisiana , 
plays in it, .and how those hardy souls/among the- French'-public' 
who had the perseverance to read it from .cover to cover'were 
affected by the Louisiana depicted there® ■ . ■ ' '■

' Spies, from the Odyssey to Fenelonss Telemaque, tradi
tionally include descriptions of long wanderings over land and 
sea. Lea Natchez is no exception® In Books 71 and 711, the ' 

reader is taken during the-tale, of Chactas*s adventures, tot. 
France; then, in Books 7111 and IX, to the Esquimoes in ■

Labrador'; and later to the Sioux and the Illinois - in America. 
The greater part of the scene, however, is laid in Louisiana, 
and more particularly in the Natchez country• ■
■ : Chateaubriand is. lavish in his geographical references,
whenever he can rely upon some previous traveler such as ' ■ .

. 1 ..... .: ' . . ;■ . ; . ... 520.



.Charlevoix, Lacking such info m a t  ion, he is guilty of 
confusing, if not.the geographical data, ' at least, '.the. loca-. : , ■ 
tion of the homes of the différent'tribe's--or Indian "nations'."18'
Such minutiae matters mattered little-to Chateaubriand’s .' ■

readers, who vaguely considered the 'Worth American continent 
as. a huge ensemble. The map -drawn by Le Page du Prats in ■■

1*757, and included in his History of Louisiana.15 gave 
Chateaubriand the principal'information necessary in locating 

Fort Rosalie and the Natchez region, south.of Pointe Coupee, 
along the Mississippi® Chateaubriand never asserted that he 
had seen the mouth; of the Mississippi, Yíhere La Salle had . 

planted the. coat of arms of the-. King of Prance..' He did claim,
however, in a skilfully and; purposely vague fragment of

14 ■ • ■ ' .
the e » .that lie had visited the Natchez !

11 ■' ■ ■ .. . .For example, in Book Mill (Chinard edition, p. 2 4 9 }■
Chactas. describes with precise details the rivers he-success
ively crosses; the Missouri, Ohio, White River, Arkansas,, etc.

12 . ' ' : ' . . ■.  ̂ Chateaubriand’s Natchez communicate with the most 
surprising ease with the Canadians; Chactas. goes to take ■
■lessons in the art,.of war from the Iroquois, thousands of 
miles away® (Book 7, .Chinard. edition, p®185)„

IS ■ ' ' ... ........
'“That map is reproduced by G, Chinard'-in'Mat edition--'1--''''''■■■■ of Leg Nat-chez. ■ : ; p ■ ; ■. :;:y y:;.w,

: 1 4  : ' ■ ' ' . ■ A:'.aA A ehi A::
, "When I touched ..the Natchez region ; in ■ 1 7 9 1 no thing owa#

yet settled in that country® I did not know where 
was.'half-tempted to go down to New Orleans . . A- 
should 1 have gone to the mouth of the'"Mississippi.y:when - 
ed to explore the North? . . {Unpublished fragmentif^
Memoires, quoted in Bedier, on® cit.y-p. .155'. ah-d'.--';'ih--:GMhdr;d-y'.-:>;:ic-: 
L ’Sxotisme Americain. p,



region. Once again,'his Breton imagination impelled him* , ■
like the Provencal Tartaria, to. believe that lie had actually- 
beheld the scenes of which he had only read. ■ -. ■ 1 ■ '

, Obviously, this procedure does-not entail any degree . ■ 

of accuracy® The landscape in which, the action takes place 

and the suggestiveness of the. descriptions are of more ■ 

importance than'-their geographical exactness. The first 
description of the scenery, presented in the opening page of 
Book I, is charming and poetical® .Rene- goes up the Meschaoebe 
until .he reaches the foot of the hills which mark the land of 

the children of til© Sun®- He leaps ashore, climbs the hills-, ■ 

and admires the peaceful"Hatches village, -shaded-.with, magnolia'
and sassafras, where women, picking 'strawberries ,in .the. field,
' ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■ ' 1-5 ■ ■ ' ■are frightened and flee-at his coming. The sky,- repeatedly

mentioned ■ in the book, is a deep blue., as becomes a southern' ' 

climate where* in Chateaubriand’s conception, dark clouds'are 

unknown® ' The Mesehacebe is usually in the background: of -/those 

landscapes -which aré painted here and. there. Chateaubriand 

speaks of its ^rosy waves,* as - only one-'who had .-not actually-
observed the■ color of the big-river would h© guilty • of. ' .- - .

' - 16 ■ i'""I . : - - 1describing, it . The river is present in; the - first..page,- as.

^5Chinard edition* pp.' 107-Í08. . : - ■' ■ ;

:*blhid..- p . 371. ', . : ' b .. ... ■

' . . ■ . . . .. 3 £2 ■ ■



ill the last line of the epic,, in which- the author-concludes 
iiis . slow-moving story with these w o r d s "May my tale have- 
flowed like thy waters, 0 Me'schacebel"^7 ' :

■ The scenery of Louisiana -.as depicted in Les Natchez . .. 
is neither , terrifying nor. hostile,, to.-man'. Idyllic and '

voluptuous, delicate and strangely exotic, would-be the. 
adjectives describing it-most'-accurately,- Trees are'abundant 

5.n the luxuriant flora of Louisiana: maples, both male and, 
female, -oaks expanding their branches and concealing the 
beech and cypress trees, -all a lien: to 'Europe, . By borrowing 
exotic touches from the naturalists -whom-he.had -consulted, 
Chateaubriand pictures every detail of the flora of Louisiana

in strange and unfamiliar aspects. ' -For'instance, lie is ' ■
inspired by Bartram to mention those peculiar exposed roots of 
the cypress trees known as "Knees,1*19 on Which - the -trees.,- 
growing in the swamps,- seem; to - float;.-'.- .'The- -French--reader must „ 
have been'bewildered "in these --tihusual-'- - forests -, so different 
from the natural, yet orderly, groves of Saint Germain or . 

Fontainebleau» Everywhere water-plants grow luxuriantly, . 

weeds flourish, vines - entangle :themselves' about the trees'and

^7rbid, s p 9 503. ■ ■; -. ■ ' '

■ loIbid., pa* 152, '.and Professor .Ohinard's- footnote. Red
blossomed maples :{male) and white-blossomed "maple's (females) 
grow side by side., and seem to talk sweetly to : each other 1 
when rocked by. the breeze. ' ' :: . ■ . :: ■ . ..:

. 1 Q ' . . . ■■■■ V-:'-'.- . ... ■ ■ . ■ i'Ibid., p. 298 and Chinard.' sitiotev . 7" . -Gbn :-y . ;y-.y; yv;
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shrubs in, a rank growth of tropical vegetation® :''' i: .■ : ,

. ' Flowers and fruit are even more:' frequently''mentioned

than trees® It■;would: he tedious to' list, them all®' Water-' '
20 ' ' ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' ■ melons, figs, strawberries,; and may-apples are ■ enumerated

in the opening page of Les Natchez«! Coffee grows-in Chateau-»
briandfs imaginary Louisianar slaves gather what.Chateaubriand
calls the ft cherry of coffee;,-”-. (la :cerise du cafe), and colored
women spread precious stone” on hurdles® ' In the mean-

whiles the owner of the'plantation walks leisurely about under
a grove of orange-trees and. promises "love and rest”; to his '. ,
diligent slaves. Tulips., magnolias t roses,. and; gardenias .

fill the air with, fragrance. ■■■ '. . - ■ . ■

■ The fauna is none the less strange, none: .the less ■

abundant »:and, on thé whole, surprisingly friendly to man.
When an Indian family enjoys 'a little rest in the.'evening,
our author depicts their highly- civilized, picnic"'.among . ■ '

fragrant' flowers and :sootliing-musics "the' monotonous song . ■
of the'whip-poor-will, . the buzzing of the humming, bird! the
whistle, of-the mocking-bird-and the distant roaring-of the : '

• . - ' ■ ' - . ' ■ ’ • ' ■ . p  pcrocodiles composed the ineffable symphony of-that-banquet-,.

^®Most French.-travelers- in Louisiana '■ (Le Page du' Prats:, 
Bossu, and others) had mentioned this exotic fruit, and found 
it. beautiful as well as delicious® . ■ ■ " ' . . ■ ' '

^ Les Natoheav p . 297® - : ' ■ ■ ■

■ . ^ Ibid. 3 p,: 134«"l.All .the details, as M . Chinard shows,
are borrowed from Bartram and accumulated'incongruously here in
a few lines, . ■ , ' .



Buffaloes, tortoises, ' squirrels ,. parrots,. doves *' turkeys,
frogs, and naturally»■crocodiles and snakes, surround the , .

S3 ■ ■ .' ' . ■diners®"' . But they do not inspire any fear in the hero, ■
Sene, for he wanders among them as men did when the: sun. '

■ ■ 24: ■of the golden age rose at the songs of herdsmen." . .
Such e Louisiana lays no claim' to accurate local "

color® A striking'instance.of.inaccuracy is'the idyllic
■ ' ■ ■ ' ■ ' ■■ p  g ■picture of the harvesting of . "folleaveine." in Louisiana.w

French travelers had repeatedly mentioned this cereal,' 
.explaining that it did not grow .south of the Great Lakes — - 
hut .Chateaubriand ignores such information® A radiant moon
light marks the end of his-harvest' scene, as a .priest address 
es the moon in verse remind scent of .Ghsian. But though the 
episode is incredible, these pages'present some'striking-.' ■ 
aspects of nature, and serve.as a prelude to a voluptuous 
scene in which Mila swims like a languid siren in the river 
near the harvested fields• Certainly, the .most appealing 
in literature, and especially in Chateaubriand, is not

■ ^3See pp ■ ■ ■ ' ' . , ■ ' ■ ' ■

■ S%btdi9 p. 129®. ■ ' . ■
" 25 ' . .■ ■ Thus called because It- resembles oats in shape, -
although it has nothing in common with that cereal® "
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always the most truthful«

. Next in. importance to the American, scenery in Chateau,» 
briand*s epic, rank the -vague-'inhabitants of'that country . 
called Louisiana® The picture, of til© -Indians is, in general, 
truthful® Although Chateaubriand, being no:anthropologist,- 
attributes to the Natchez many characteristics; of northern . 
tribes, and fails to. emphasize the..original features of their 
civilization,; worship of the sun, despotism, /hierarchy, v- 
■ strict, organization', and'set ritual, in other respects, how-* 
ever, he follows his sources ' (e-spee-ially Charlevoix and 
Lahontan) with a degree of aoenraey®26 Adhering to his ' '■
usual practice of ineluding multitudihous details, he .
presents, an idealized epitome of all the Indian customs ■ 
described 'by explorers and missionaries* . ■ .
. . Whatever truth there is l.n Lea Natchez , of.; course, ■
.concerns-only exterior traits ® ■ ■ The: psychology of these ■ ■
rebellious Indians, however, is open.;to discussion® Chateau
briand pictures them, as cruel and barbarous, yet. strangely 
delicate and refined»' Their warriors, .above- -all, Oiitougamiz, 
Rene* s 'brother-in-law, 1-are exceedingly lachrymose, to such

■ ■ 26 . - . ' ' ■■ ' ■'■ ' ' ' . .■:. ..Chinard, L^Nxotisme. americain.,.;.pp® 198-200. . ' .
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an extent, in fact, as. only readers of Rousseau and Lamartine ' 
could accept® A - fiver of. sentimental tears flows, through'Les ■ 
Hatchez as the Me sellacele flows 'through the ■ scenery«. : If the
modern . reader can1 overlook their inconsistencies and their , ..
failure to dead useful lives, .faults' which they .share with ' 
all of Chateaubriand’s heroes? there will still remain such 
unconvincing psychological traits as their sentimentality . 
and their' too- evident ■ similarity to ancient mythical ■

characters* ' : ' : ' ■ i ? ; ■
' ■ The author of Lé Genie; du Christianisiae was ever a - .■■

faithful admirer of pagan antiqtiity. When Coluta appears,"' -: 
in Book 1.» '«delicate -as' a palm, tree, .and frail as a reed? her'.... 
hair adorned with, fragrant flowers,” Chateaubriand' transfigures 
her into a Yirgiliangoddess:; "So; appeared' Hero at the feasts 
of JLlydos; so was Menus known, .in the woods of Carthageby ■. : 
her carriage and the odor of ambrosia which came from her: .
hair."28 When Rene sees Celutàf through tranches in the ..■'
forest* one is reminded!* even before reading of his. emotions *

■ ■ - .' - . 1 29 1 .' '. of Ulysses watching liausicaa on the beach® .- ;: ■

27Les Natchez, p® 109* / ■ ' ' "

. ' 28Ihid® ,■ p.. 110® The-..Virgilian source; is -given by . .
Professor Chinard in a footnote® ■ . '

■ 29XMa®, p* 151V and Note 2 on thè allusion to-the . :



If--Chateaubriand Intends' to impart any definite vylM-iy;
message ill bis epic, ■ it would seem, to be: bis::oooflTic'tion that 
the greatest virtues of the ancient world .simplicity, : 
naive-beauty," devotion to :one®s ancestors, and above all, 
friendship — «'have taken refuge ■ in'; ■ America » A pompous 
invocation to friendship, which must ..he ■■'■quo ted in the pseudo- 
Virgilian style of the French original,.will serve; as one 
proof, among many, of his attitude; .11.11; '

Mere des actions sublimes’, toi qui, . depuis que la ■ ■
Grace n’ est plus, as établi ta demeure:.sur les tombeaux 

- indiens , dans les■solitudes du Koweau-Mondel toi qui 
parmi ces deserts es pleine-de. grandeur parce sue tu ' ■
es pleine d finnocence! Amitié'sainte ! . . , ■ ■

So it is that, in Les Natchez even more than in Atala, 
Chateaubriand .envelops the American, mirage of the. eighteenth 
century with a classical atmosphere. Happy and virtuous 
savages, in speech and manner resembling Homer* s heroes, but 
living a more natural life; uncivilized, yet refined and 
generous in spirit, are depicted as the blessed inhabitants ■ 
of a new.Atlantis. To make the picture even more classic, 
the Indians, handsome as■the Grecian champions of Olympic 
games, lived in a land whose ancient ruins,, repeatedly ' ■
described by'Chateaubriand, spoke-of a remote past® The. 
mention of these ruins (the Scioto .ruins) by Bertram and■Imlay
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had made an early impression :upon the young Breton explorer' ■' 
who was, a few years later, to visit Athens and.Sparta«' A 
landscape invested with mystery by a few broken columns- 
surviving the wreckage of centuries31 had come to appeal to ■ 
him more, than a virgin land, ''
' Attemptif),g to observe Chateaubriana® s Louisiana .through
the eyes of Ereneh readers of the last century, one sees a -: 
land of great natural.beauty, a land, prodigal.in its luxuriant 
vegetation# and teeming-with animal - life; /a land where men '. : ■ ■ 
live the' happy lives .of .'"'classical, heroes# in - which friendship.,- 
love# and'courage flourish* " Les Natchez, moreover» reveals :.- .. p 
easily enough several strata of thought in Chateaubriand is 1 
attitude toward the .savages« ,'.letterLitis-. return' from England . 
as an emigre, and especially'- as an- honored' statesman, in ' ■■ .
■ Europe'® a most cultured capital , ■ in. 18S.5-18S6# he .rewrote part 
of Lee Natchez:. In thisznew .vers.ioiiV one finds that in his 
desire - .to disclaim, any sympathy if o ryfious seaui st i c doctrines, 
he justifies civilization as opposed ,to-primitivistic dreams® ;
it must be remarked,. .however, ■ that the; early text' of the epic '' 
contained .many an apology for. primitive-life ■which-impresses' - 
the modern reader as fresher, more-.ardent.,- and-perhaps more ...

■ y Later on, in his 7oyage' en '.-Amerlquey Chateaubriand- , ■ 
confessed that -'he'-had -been, mistaken in supposing the ruins of 
Alabama -to be older than they were* .Of® .China rd, L 1 Exotisme, ■■
o n.» o x t c, p * 11® - . . ■



sincere than ChateaubriancT s-mature attitude. Both 
primitive Indians and.civilized French warriors display 
eminent virtues in his epic, but the primitives are superior 
because in .being virtuous they are impelled* not by reason* 
but by a spontaneous instinct ; ■ . . / v '

' Comme un charmant'olivier nourri' parmi les ruisseaux 
et les ombrages laisse-.tomber, sans ■ sf en apercevoir t au : 
gre des brises» ses fruits murs sur les gazons fleuris ; 
ainsi lfenfant des forets'américaines, semait* au • , .
souffle de 11 amitié, ses .vertus sur la terre, sans se 
douter des mer Ve ill eux presents quVil faisait aux . . ' hommes.33 ■ ' ' A ' ■ '

Le Voyage en Amérique., ■ which Chateaubriand published 
in his Oeuvres Completes in 1827,•one year after Les Natchez,
impresses.the modern reader as one of the most lively of his 
works. In it the best qualities-of Chateaubriand*s master™ 
piece, Les Mémoires Æ-Outre Tombe, are foreshadowed.^ The.

^Sgoolcs T  and YI of Les Natchez are, as it were, a new
version of the Extraordinary Toyage dear to the seventtenth . 
century* The court of.Versailles,' the'great king* his glorious 
galaxy of writers (Racine* La "Bruyere,- Fenelcn), and even the 
famous Ninon de Lenclos, whom Chactas addresses as "Amante du 
plaisir" (pf 208)-are .'depleted by the Indian hero who visited 
France, not in a satirical vein, but in a series of ingenious 
transpositions which make them appear slightly ridiculous. ■

^ Leg Natchest p. 302. That picture of primitive. 
beauty is best rendered in French. ■

■ S-Speeial considérât ion. need bé devoted to. Leuisiàilà.' a# •: 
it appears-in'-the Mémoires .âlQutre Tombe- s in ce . thé''-- èâ-éenti'ài ; 1 
portions of -it. which concern. Louisiana -in-French-.-lett-ersfihre y. •.; 
more- or legs identical -with, the . corresponding passages, .■■Ofytheyp- 
Voyage en Amérique. In the first volume'of the Héfeàifeài' f g ;  v . 
written in London in 1822., according to (Chat eauhriand;-^ 
the author's account of his trip to.America in 17Ôl-L;'whi,çSiPiht's;;-:: 
already been.. dis cussed. His. visit to Washington^ 
to Niagara, and even the famous episode(of ---the' Indian.;gi'flb' ' 
whom he met in Florida, do not belong to-.tills subje'ot'f■..'■'/■/tv
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. author's memories and opinions concerning America possess , 
none of the ‘burden of elaborate metaphors and far-fetched ■ . 
epithets which: the epic style of. At ala and even .more of Les--,- ' 
Hatches seem to necessitateand because the style; is more 
natural, the prose is .more direct and vivid,

■ ' Two types of writing, strikingly different in content, ; 
are'presentedr Many passages '.s.eem almost scientific in / 
character, reading, like a precise and objective account of the 
geography, geology, and archeology-oif North America*. In .
.contrast to this feature is . the ever-present egotism' which'-."' 
permeates .the. \*?ori<® The author, already .over fifty, years1 old' 
when he.'wrote ills memoirs, looks back with, nostalgie ,longing : ■ 
toward his past® He is fond of lamenting his .career as ■
though.he'expects his complaints to find an echo throughout ■
'the whole world, Repeatedly* .he... interrupts the- tale of his . ■
American adventures to bring up.:the question of what would- 
have - happened if he had'been drowned, while .swimming -during his. 
Atlantic -crossing; or in the Niagara Halls, where he once ' •’ '
almost lost his life, or poisoned.by. a rattlesnake-which almost 
bit him.35 . i ■ ■ ■ . . : ■ : :: '

In.other respectsthe Voyage en Amerique.' is an . .

" l' 1 shall quote Chateaubriand1 s Voyage en Amerique ' 
from Volume 6 of the Gariiier- edition of his works. ' The above : .. 
references; are to pp, 70-80A ■ ■■ ' ' ■ ■



erudite work*. The preface is a- ttgeneral history of travels,"■ 
not only to the New World, but to the regions described by 
Homer * Plato* Strabo» and other Greek writers through the 
Middle Ages and the modern era. Among that glorious list- of 
travelers* and historians of travels» Chateaubriand» with, . 
apparent modesty», claims a places

I appear as the last historian of the peoples of the 
continent-of Columbus, of. those .peoples whose race will . 
soon vanish: I will say a few words on .the future destinie 
of America s, on that .other people, inheritor of the' un
fortunate Indians.^®- . ■ . . - : .

. In the. subsequent .'-account of his trip, the young Breton
from Saint-Male-, who had hoped to discover the Northwest Pas
sage, once more does not.appear as a very precise geographer. 
he Yoyage quotes extensively from Charlevoix, and from a ■ 
dozen English travelers; it borrows from Beltrami, an Italian 
traveler whose -account had been published in 1824, and who,■ 
not a very trustworthy traveler himself, had borrowed from ■■ 
Carver® It mentions figures and distances in miles most . 
copiously, but these are proof of a conscientious study of 
maps, not of actual travel. The Mississippi with "its turbid 
and tumultuous waters»” the Ohio, and the Kentucky are men
tioned. But Chateaubriand adds the disconcerting avowal that 
his own notes were mingled with translations .from Bertram, and 
prudently confesses M s  inability to disentangle' Bertram's

■ 56 . . , i, ■ ■ : .■ Yoyage en Amerique» op», cit., p, 42. : ■■ ■
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work from his own. ■ The .truth is that many pages of the .. 
Voyage, among those concerning Louisiana and Florida,^7 were 
borrowed unashamedly from Chateaubriand’'a English, predeees-■.' 
sors ® ■ ■ ' . ' ' ■■ ■' ■ ' . " ■ '

The passages dealing with Louisiana sceneryf; and' with'-■ 
the flora and the fauna of the country- deg-cribed in . Le Voyage 
need not detain us, .since they are-.repetitions of passages ' 
already to be found in Atsila or in Les" Hat chez.« If they were 
quoted., it ■ would be to illustrate Chateaubriand’ s new descrip» 
five style®. . Twenty-four -years after the Louisiana Purchase', 
and thirty'rfive after his own "hasty visit to' the New World, ■ ■■ 
the painter has- become a. past .master in his art. pHis. land-; . 
.scap.es, 'however vaguely located, are more sober than the de- 
scriptlons in his earlier American novels, less decorative ' 
and sonorous, more precise and:more- vivid. ■' The details, ' Y 
though still lacking in realism possess a more authentic tone. 
Such is his picture of the Maudscape (p. 85) at the spot where 
the Ohio and the Kentucky rivers meet;.- such is also the de- . 
scription, bordering on the. sensuous, of a clear brook in' ■ ■ 
which a legion of golden fishes, swim among crayfish (p. 94); 
such are his descriptions of the Mississippi and its banks, 
now'hilly,-now swampy, inhabited by buffaloes and water birds

■ ¡317 .. '
. ' - Ibid.-, pp. 9S"95® Florida,- or "les F l o r l d e s meant

to Chateaubriand Florida, Alabama, Georgia, the Carolines and 
Tennessee. ■ ■ .
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ip* 90) . 1 sh a ll l im it  myself to the fo llow ing-'quotation,

the description of a sunset, in which Chateaubriand’s feel“ 
ing for colors and for nuances"reaches the consummate a rt of 
the Mémoires dTOutre-Tombe: ■ '. . - o '
■ Le s o le il  tomba d e rriè re  le' rideau d’ arbres de la  "

.p la in e ; a mesure qu’ i l  descendait, les .mouvements d©- :.
l ’ ombre et de la  lumière--,repandalent quelque chose de 

; magique sur le  tableau; la .u n  rayon sê g lis s a it  a traye rs  
/ le  dome d ’ une fu ta ie  et b r i l l a i t  comme une escarbouele 

■ enchâsse© dans le  fe u illa g e  sombre; i c i ,  la  lumière
■ ■ d ive rg e a it entre les troncs et' les branches, et projetait
■ ■. survies gazons, des colonnes croissantes et des "

tre illa g e s  mobiles » « . Les memes teintes se ■
répétaient sans se confondre; le  feu se détachait du feu,:" 
le jaune pale du. jaune pale, le violet, du violet ; tout■ :gn 

■ é ta it  é c la ta n t, tout é ta it  enveloppe, pénétré, sature dë' ■
■ 'X i - U n n  ,© x s^3 © r t” î ■ ■ .

Such a gorgeous and luminous sunset might have been a ttrib u te d  

to many other regions in  the world; therefore i t  is to the 

honor and,glory of Louisiana that Chateaubriand, chose i t  as 
the setting fo r one of .his most glowing passages. ■■

A f in a l  and in te re s tin g  aspect of : the Yoyage en ' 

Amérique, is our author’s decided change of opinion in  the 

matter of colonial p o lic ie s . Much time had elapsed and, many 

momentous events had taken .place since. 1801, when he had 

expressed in  Atala his hope that France'would retain the 

t e r r i t o r y  of Louisiana ju st recovered from Spain. The former 
emigre him self had become an ambassador and a statesman, '

38t . . _ *_I b i d . , p. yS



Terse# in history' an# inured to hard realities-.'- He had ■' ■ ■■ . 
reflected on the short-lived conquests of the french is the 
Hew World and on the gloomy, fact that French co lo n iza tio n  in  

America had failed,,. . ' - -i . ■ . ' ' -
On the other hand,- Chateaubriand was -now- willing- .to 

render homage to the'hardy spirit of adventure of 'his 'country
men,. to-their courage,-, even to' their'■ability to win the ■: ■ A 
support of the. natives. ' Although the long chapter in the o'' 
•Voyage - en :■ Amérique which deal's with the- ̂ Manners of the ■ .
Savages”®® is nothing but a well-organized summary, adding ■/' 
nothing to the interpretation of.Chateaubriand*s knowledge of 

the Indians', 'it 'is, liever'thélessof.particular interest' in ■ ;
■ that . the-author no longer-presents ■-himself as the -champion, of . 

the Indians in  revolt against the French® In  1827, he'agrees.: 
unequivocally, w ith  the partisans of c iv i l iz a t io n ' and ''progress, 

and advises the government not to',-halt . the .inevitable  ex
pansion of steam navigation and -thé modéra means'of communica
tion-40 His comment on the special a ffection, which the ' 

.Indian's have for the French is'.interesting: he attributes'' ' 
that attachment to ** thé,-gaiety '-of- the .'French, their b r il l ia n t .-  •

39 ' ". ■ ' ■ : ■ . . ■ ■ .■ ■ That chapter covers pages 110 to 204-, and examines ■■
■the customs of the Indians concerning marriage, funerals,: 
dances, feasts, medicine,' their, languagef their calender, -, 
war3 '.religion,, ano governments ■ ■ ' ■ '■ .

.■ \ ; : . ' -535
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v a lo r, their passion for hunting' and .-even- for w ild  life, as ■ 
if advanced c iv i l is a t io n  were nearest of all to the natural 
c o n d i t i o n . \  ■■.■./- ■ :" ■

■ Such, outstanding qualities, however, were, far out- ■
weighed,.in Chateaubriand’s eyes, "by stubborn:Individualism 
on the part of the French,, by their consequent unwillingness 
to cooperate, and th e ir  inability toforganise companies' •.
which would have seconded the".heroic- efforts of individual. . 
colonists. In  Francs, says-the introduction to: the Voyage en 

Amerique,42 tra ve le rs  have always been isolated, independents.
MFrenchmen have courage; courage deserves success, hut does ' 
not-suffice to secure it,“" . -. ■' ■ ■ ■ -. . ..

. . '. The last paragraph of the same work speculate on what . 
might have happened if- France 'had retained her -American ' 
colonies * Would the liberation of the colonies .have occurred 
sooner? Would the War of Independence have been fought? . '
Would not Hew France be- an independent, French-speaking- empire?. 
The -American continent "might have gained, -he • believed, - by the;- 
success of French co lo n ia l 'e ffo rts ';- c e rta in ly ,-F ra n c e , would., 

not have lost* - The great romantic individualist, who had. ■ 
fondly imagined Rene wandering-among .the Natchez, and A tala  -.

. 4lXMd*, p* 89* ■ - . . , ' .' ■ ■
■ 42 - - : : ■

Ib id , , ■ p*. 43» ■ , ■



buried in Louisiana, had become-' a grave'political philosopher 
expressing'his' faith' in the young American republic which had 
fallen Sieir to the vast territory of Louisiana* He utters 
nostalgic words of regret because of '■ the' small ; place .which. \ 
France and her language have retained .in the Mississippi p 
Talley, the beautiful 'and'.fertile land first opened to- 
civilisation--by Marquette and 'La - Salle, .".The final words of 
Le Voyage en Amérique will be a fitting conclusion to'this 
study of Louisiana in the works of Chateaubriand, and in a . 
century and a-; half of French.literature;'. ■ i ;' f

Nous possédions -au ■ delà des mers, de vastes contrées, 
qui pouvaient offrir un a s ile  a, 1*-excédent. de-notre. ■ 
population,- un--marche considerable a' notre commerce, un 

. aliment a notre marine; aujourd'hui, nous.nous -trouvons 
forces d'ensevelir dans-nos prisons des coupables , : ■

. condamnes .par -les- t'rib inaux,',faute , d ’ un coin de terre ; •
" pour - .y déposer eës :malheureux* Nous : sonnies exclus du.

nouvel univers» ou le  genre humain-..recommence,- Les 
langues anglaise- et- espasgnole.servent en A friq u e , en ■ 
Asie, dans'les lies de la mer du -Sud, .sur le continent

■ des deux■■ Amériques, a 1''interpretation de la penses de- 
plusieurs raillons d'hommes;;, et nous-, déshérités des . 
conquêtes de notre courage et de - notre genie,, a peine -

: -entendons-nous- parle'dans- -quelques bourgades ' de la-. '
■ Louisiane et du Canada, sous une domination étrangère, ■ 

'la.langue de Racine, de Colbert et de Louis X IV; e lle
n* y reste que comme un témoin des reve rs  de notre fortune 
et des fautes de - notre politique, 43 . ■ ;■

'/ ■ ' : ■ . ;, ; . ' 537 '

' ■' ^ I b i a « ip* 304. ' The. passage, 'conspicuous for the ■
vigor' of its style is purposely quoted-.in. the original French*
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THE NINET2ENTH AND TWMTI1TB CENTURIES 

' ■ CHAPTER L ■ - ' .

TEE ROMANTIC PERIOD {18I5“1848)

. .. SIMMET . ■ . . ; ; . .
: Mew elements in. "Louisiana in French Letters'1 after 

Chateaubriand.- Divisions of the period. 'Montlezun. 
Beltrami and others, .Lafayette in New"'Orleans* .Achille 
Murat, a-gifted writer. Theodore Parie» Tocqueville and 
Beaumont in Louisiana* Michel Chevalier, Gaillardet. 
Tixier. Part played by Louisiana in the exotic literature 
of the romantic period. ' A - ,

With the end of the Napoleonic-era and the definite 
kenunelation of -all claims to"Louisiana 'by- the Frenchs. be
gins an altogether new- phase,of this study. '. Henceforth the 
name "Louisiana" will no longer embrace the whole territory 
of the southern Mississippi,1 but will designate the state 
of Louisiana as it exists'today as.a part of the Union. At 
this period the states- of Hew England-and the Atlantic sea
board, later the Far West ana California,' Chicago and the 
Middle lest, attract many more; French' travelers and arouse

.^Xa a few exceptional, cases, however, some attention 
will he devoted to authors who vaguely include Louisiana In 
their general considerations of the South; to travelers 
whose geography or memory was- a; little-uncertain, and who ■ 
therefore do not clearly' distinguish- Louisiana . from neighbor' 
lag states; and to a few hooks dealing with Florida.or Texas 
in terms which may be understood to apply to Louisiana as 
well» . . ’ . . ~ ' " ■ 1
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much, more European Interest than Louisiana and the South, 
The deeds of the great French explorers of the- -seventeenth 
century are still too recent, or too closely linked-with : 
memories of failure and d.isappo intment to "be dherished' with 
nostalgic' fondness by -Frenchmen- of the nineteenth century® 
The .imperialistic-, dreams of- expansion - in the Western .hemis
phere have -been doomed by the'..naval-, defeats suffered 'under 
Hapoleony "the -colonizing genius of the French, will, after a 
lull; of ©..few years, dis cower and .open-new domains in. - 
Africa and Asia, ■' ' ' ■-A ■ ..A'■ 1 ,

' Even the 'French, 'travelers who -.cross the Atlantic 
Ocean, to -visit the.-New;WorlC 'ère'moved by a, spirit which .is 
no longer that of eighteenth« century',.seekers of a ..land, of 
freedom- and equality « • 'For. -them-: America yceas'es to 'be it . 
lost Atlantis or a fabulous' :coimtry'wtier© utopias have ma
terialised. They are less prone to; -take- extreme views on - 
the Indians than were their forefathers* .Even the scenery, 
at a. time -when exotie descriptions -and-'search for .the -. ;
picturesque characterized French romantic literature, seems 
to leave most European visitors half Indifferent.' Few o f• 
them will write of America, and Louisiana.» if they venture-, 
as. far as the Gulf of Mexico,- as a land of enchanting - 
beauty.- ' ■ ■ . ■ ■

Indeed, the romantic pilgrim» whether in quest of



passionate adventure or of spiritual peace, will- .-seldom 
venture outside the - boundaries', o-f -old. Sur ope. 'There -ant " 
the fogs of Great. Britain, the .forests. of Germany:s::the 1 '
mountains of Switzerland, and the' sunhy landscape of Italy,
and Greécé-, he will probe into the past to learn its secrets 
Some traveler, once ima while, will be' attracted by .North 
Africa, .or by the eastern shores -of- the Mediterranean.”
The fact remains that in- the -imagination and the dreams of 
French writers between .1815 and 1848,- the Western hemis
phere has lost the eminent place which■it had occupied in . 
the century of Manon Xeacaut', Paul et Tirginie, and Les 
Natchez. To .Stendhal,,Balzac and, later on, Baudelaire, 
America is the land of democratic vulgarity, where mammón" 
is.universally.worshipped, either openly o r .veiled in - 
Puritan hypocrisy: neither ,f 1 ’amour-passion” nor .disinter
ested poetry'can flourish, according to those.writers,■in. 
the country where their predecessors had. located the:-tragic 
idylls of Manon and Atala.' One romantic poet alone under-' 
took t.o- cross the Atlantic Ocean In search of a setting in 
harmony with his tormented- soul*■ He was not a -Frenchman, 
but an Austrians -Lenauv After a 'short stay, he sailed bank 
.to■ Europe., disappointed and embittered. • . '
. . The authors who are included in the present chapter 
display, for the most part, very humbl-e talents compared '



math, those of the more glorious names of their generatibhd;;.-- 
They were pioneers -in their-way, who,' refusing to follow■■ : g 
the fashion, of their times-,, close as a .setting for their . . 
works the-American, wilderness rather .than/the Bay of Naples, . 
colorful Algiers, or romantioASootlan'd'h' celebrated b y -0sedan 
and the Waverier Novels® ■ . ■ ■ " d d  ■ ; ■'

•iii 11 mn      . - . - •

. Men and institutions, however, attract these- writers 
more than th© natural beauties .of the New World. They find 
.a, keen, intellectual pleasure in trying.- to understand ■
America's democratic institutio.se, the . intricacies of ■ .
federalism combined with a'-.powerful, -central government, the . 
economic development of-the" .country', the1 schools and the " 
prisons® The 'Eastern States obviously ; provided, more material 
of this .kind than Louisiana;, but thé-serious-and puzzling - 
auestion - of -slavery, and sometimes-a nostalgic longing for 
a -more aristocratic way: of. living,' ?drove a,.few of them to' 
the South-and its. metropolis-, New Orleans® -

. Several difficulties face the student who examines . 
the placé'occupied by Louisiana in Freneh Letters in.the . 
nineteenth end twentieth centuries..: 'The first- arises: from 
th© very large mass of material .tombs, sifted,2 for while all

2fh© most- helpful study in'existence is a bibliography
by Frank .Monaghan of French Travelers^
1765™“195^® It -lists over oho tho,uss.xid . sight huHdxod -8Hxrx©B^ 
and while -only a -few of these concern Louisiana, tic ©great 
number which Bidst -be examined makes .it difficult to be ex
haustive. Moreover, on account of .conditions preyailm0 
since 1939, some of this material is.now inaccessible.- ■
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the - accessible volumes'-'.should-'be examined-, only a few 
deserve-to' be studied if.-■■■'one-wishes to avoid"compiling a 
dry catalogue-of titles. The' second.-difficulty arises from 
the. necessity, of distinguishing'.between works which, may. 
pome under the title "French 'tetters" .and material which ■ 
consists of mere geographical guide-bcsdtescbjimierclal-'or 
economic reports, or repetitions by 'some hurried traveler 
or journalist of-what-;his .-predecessors had-already written»' 
A personal 'element naturally: enters- ' into' such a choice-- . 
a choice which lias been'made -with -a. conselehtidus effort . 
to gather'only the revelant material» and to "select withe-i : 
'impartiality and discrimination from-works 'of .very unequal 
.values to both the historian and the . literary historian! ; ■ . 
The third difficulty is the task of 'classifying a M  arrang
ing .in-, chronological .sequence the. material produced during 
the"long period of time- from 1815. to 1941--mat©rial'■which'-' .
■ in eludes both the .accounts left by travelers' and visitors 
to Louisiana, and the works of .iraaginative, writers, ; Since-"" 
the emphasis' is" placed on •'the'-Fr.enh'h/ŵ ^̂  ̂ Louisiana
and not,-..on the-.history of - Louisiana,. it- hass-seemed! best--to 
follow the main-divisions of French liist'dry--'ih' the nine— ■ 
teenfh 'century; (l) .the. Restoration"and - the: reign 'of Louis
Philippe; (2) .the Second - Empire -and then the Third Republic 
ffoiii- 1871 "to 19.00; ,(.3). the 'twentieth century "before, and ■ ■
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after 1917, the date of Americana -entry-into the first . 
World War, which provoked • a ' veritable' -'avalanche'' o f'French
"boolcs and articles on the'United States. ' .

The .first name encountered among the. sontemporari.es 
of Chateaubriand, who, after Waterloo, visited Louisiana, : 
Is that of an artist, Lesueiir,. whose- work- can hardly- be . 
included in this study® A recent volume by Mme. Adrien 
Loir has- given us a few details concerning his. career.^ .
He sailed for. America in. 1815* His .humeroils sketches of ■ '
the country of the Ohio and the Mississippi5 were made' • 
while on. a mission in' the United. States® He lived for;- ■■ 
several years in Philadelphia,, and visited the South. His 
drawings show some skill, and give a'simple-and purified 
version of the scenery 'which Chateaubriand had'represented 
as luxuriant and colorful. His views of the- town of Hatches, 
reproduced in Mme. Loirfs volume, seem'more'akin to the • 
classical illustrations of Lafitau, .or even to Ingres* draw
ings than to the romantic brilliance of many painters -of the 
period.^ .. - ■ - . - ; - - . l . ■

%me. Adrien Loir,. Charles Alexandre Lesueur, artiste 
et savant français en Amérique.de-1816 a 1859® See also 
Dr® !.. T. Hamy In -collection .’Journal des Americanistes

■ ' lesueur, boni in 1778, is s contempory of'Ingres,
born in 1780. ' . ■ ■' .
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G-.' Montule, a Frenchman whose work, A Voyage to ■ . ■ .
North. America and the West Indies in. 1317,. ig available - "
only in an-English translation»' visited Hew .Orleans in 1817.
He noted little of interest .in Louisiana, - gave - the tra- p 
ditiohal and ooDMiionplaoe description of the Mississippi, , ■
and mentioned with the usual traveler1.s'; fear "the size and - ■ 
number of serpents in Louisiana and. the dangerous sting of •• 
rattle-snakes .t! Like many other visitors who: have observed ■ 
■little, he gives a long account of Louisiana’s' history. .
’••• • The Baron de Kontiezun- was ,a: more .precise. observer, -. •
little inclined to idealise. An aristocrat and a royalist, 
he had no -sympathy' for the '.Americans • •. While in New .York 'In ' 
1816, he noted in Iris 'diary ..that they/were 'uncultured and "■ : 
obsessed by the feeling-of their .inferiority in the presence,/ 
of . Europe a.ns „ ■ Above all, they-were: pretentions and illogical, 
talking much ©f the rights' of man and til© rights of free 
people, while they were tolerating slavery and enjoying'its 
benefits, . ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ' ■

Montiezun traveled'by-sea from; New York to. New .Orleans;, 
and pointed out the numerous- .perils which-.attend such a ■

5Baron de Montiezun, Voyage'.fait dans les annees 1816 
ef 181? de Hew York:a la Houvelle-Qrleans ot le I’Grenoque 
an Missisaipii -par les ibetites et lea grandes Ant.11 leg, S .
volumes. ■ The same year, .he-'published his Souvenirs des . 
Antilles, in'S'more volumes,.- They "do - not concern .Louisiana*
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voyage* His description'of the Mississippi, with its 'float-- 
ing islands' of; trees, the alligators- sleeping- among'them, is 
very picturesque. This is followed jay a lengthy diatribe- ■ 
against mosquitoes, in -which the - annoyance that they'caused 
him- is .described In seathing though amusing language. His 
chapter on the inhabitants of Louisiana- is one of the most 
amusingly 'hostile ever written:
■ , Si l ’on se fait une just© idee du caractère indompté

des .habitantsy accoutumes1 a une indépendance a demi- . 
sauvage, toujours prêts a enfreindre.-.lès'-usages les 

' plus solidement établis; - - - si lion ajoute a cela . 
leur'immoralitéj leurs penchants désordonnés, une . 
sorte de fievre ou de transport1 qui les rend -in-: .
sociables ; - - si l ’on, y joint-.unemaniéré..de ■■
vivre s. l'a .flibustier©, etrangers a■■ ces douceurs 
de -la vie dont l’Europe offre une copieuse abort- ' ■
dance,- il résultera de ce. tableau et de pet ensemble 
de - faits notaires que-'la Louisiane est le dernier- y 
pays' ou un .homme. bien ne at bien eleve puisse ■ 
serieusemerit songer a fixer sa residence,-, et - ' ' .. ■
que c’est déjà une grande folie que' de- la visiter.® ' .
. More'details follow: '■the children-are "the•complete 

rulers. Of their parents ; • the • women are wildly immoral;, the 
insolent luxury of colored women” -is-an- insult to the white • 
race; from the ag© of seven,- girls -dream of nothing but 
dancing ;. men'are "short and given to anger, falsehood'and 
mean vengeance,” and are proud of their:• ignoranceIn a ' ■ 
word, Louisiana probably offered some charm during the French 
and Spanish rule; but to the' faults which the;inhabitants . 
already had, the .Americans have now added "Leur;humeur -morose

■ 6Ibid-. p. 829. This quotation is : given'In Frenoh'l
as a: sample of his style® - ' . . • /v; • •
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leur- fanatisme aveugle , et leurs moeurs liberticides." ' • '

' On January -2, 1817» -the- discontented traveler, sails ■ 

from Louisiana ..with- joy, saying.:that■■'thé, climate, .is unbear- \ 
able, and the minds of the people are tainted with gangrene:

"Only one more calamity could;befall-that: cursed, .laiidr to: . ' - 
fall, under American' c o n t r o l '-.-ASter' a few .more-1 such ' .
amenities, Montlezun generously, hopes-.f aat' hia diarytwill ' ■
warn other travelers : against • making' the:-mistake, which.'ire' liad : 
made in visiting,"Louisiaiia, : ; ■ ' ■ w"-'-, .-I ' . 1 :. p . .itl
• ' / A "brief anonymous' volume,; Notide sur -1* et at-. actuel - :;v 1
de la mías ion de -la-Louisiane,-" belongs to the; 'same 'class of ' , 1 
factual reports* - It tells the story- of'--the- ecclesiastic ■ ■;
mission of Father Dubdtirg ;in'-1817. 'Finding it easier to con
vert the Indians' then to persuade ̂Europeans-' to 'live 'moral',' 
lives»- he had founded colleges: at-Opelousas and New Orleans-1 
In a short discussion .of-the Indians y the' author'praises their 
readiness to .accept the Christ Ian..falthy but deplores their ! ' 
indolence - and- their-"fondness' for>-"wht&key,- a strong - liqueur,, • 
made, of gin, pepper,;-.and. cinnamon, harkw" '■ .' - ;

: 'Beltrami 3. on the other hand, ■ is' neither accurate'nor

ary* Fie .was an Italian writing-a travel-diary in French 

under the. guise of letters to a 'Countess.' Most of the .Let- ■ 

ters describe the Mississippi, and. the : states, of ; Ohio and; ' g 

Kentucky, the latter-'being1 nt'he. Menc'of Ithé.- United States »"■■■'.'
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Tiie manners of the. Indians are carefully depicted. Only . ■ 
the eleventh and last letter in the volume» entitled La/ ; ' 
Decouverte des sources .du,Mississippi et- de l a -Riviere/ ■ .
sanglante , dated December 13» 1825, is- devoted to. Louisiana, 
properly speaking. Beltrami makes ¿'few ironical allusions 
.to the beautiful. lies• which haye.- been' told' about that coun
try. He describes; the town, of the Natchez 'and the rivers,' ' " 
and even .attempts- to depict the .beauty 'of. "'the''banks - of 'the 1 
Mississippi:- -‘one of. the largest, - .the most beautiful» and ■■■ 
perhaps the -most fertile valley in the world; - - - a. thou-. : 
sand tributary rivers empty ' thems elves '.into if as, in /  : v .' - 
common .center prepared by nature,” The style : remains .' ' ■
equally, as ■ ambitious and ' vague - throughout', Beltrami's com
ments on historical'events prove hardly.more' commendable ' 
than his. style. He attributes'General Jackson’s victory ■■ •
in the Battle of New Orleans to the desire of the soldiers -, 
t o'”piease the lovely creole' ladies.” Yet in spite of■ his " 
boasts of discoveries which-'leave the^reader .full of dis'- • 
trust» Beltrami' may have actually seen the country which he. 
describes® . Nevertheless» he ■ is fay.less .colorful and less.- ; 
accurate than Chateaubriand, who had gazed- upon Louisiana. ■ 
with only the- eyes of his imagination, and had woven the
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fabric of his dreams from the writings' of English travelers.7

. I» 1825, .a celebrated visitor,' 'Lafayette» touring 
the United States which he had befriended so gallantly half ' 
a century 'earlier, arrived in- Louisiana, .He had been.: of- ■

■ f icially invited by. 'Congress,, and was welcomed everywhere,
The mayor .of Hew Orleans ' induced; thé':maçĥ feted'..Frenchman 
to. visit New Orleans, then a-city of forty ' thousand inhabit'' 
tants, ' ■ - ■ ■. : ■ . ' .; .- d 1 ■,■■■■
. A triumphal arch, bearing an inscription /expressing A ,.
the gratitude of the people, was; erected"'in-'the Place .diArmes, 
The Oabildo was chosen as his place of residence, and: the. A : 
venerable chambers of that historic' 'building, adorned with ' 
marble and crystal, were converted•into sleeping•quarters' ' 
for .him. The inhabitants of Hew Orleans/displayed boundless 
©ntmisiasm■ for their guest, and■ the--five days which he''spent ■ 
in their city were filled with lavish entertainment in his' .
■ honor. The Marquis then' visited Baton Rouge, .and; Natehes* • •
' In the latter city he- admired ;a: pagent of'.children- arranged

•• All works by minor writers concerning -America- in-' 
which no mention is. .made of Louisiana; are'being omitted. 
For" example, B.;B, warden, fordier Amerioa-h consul in Pari 
published in Prance in 18S0(translated from the English) 
Une Description ; atatistique t historiq-uelet politique des 
•lotats-Unis de I*Americae septentrionale'. .-It -is a system
atic description of each state: taken'.' .separately. Few- of 
the Southern states are- included,.- / ■ A : - - ■ .
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■to welcome - Mm. Ho writer was present, iowerer, to record 
any of those moving scenes of heart-felt- enthusiasm. • . • 
Lafayette himself:i. who lived in an age when some of- the. 
test writers of-memoirs composed'-their.'.'masterpieces of ' 
personal confessions, "never'wrote the- story of his life for 
posterity.® ■ ' -. ■ ■
■ Some .literary merit is to he found-.-in-' the writings 
of the most interesting frenchman who'.-visited' and - described' 
the South'-.in, that period (1S15»1848-) ■. Prince Achille. Murat, 
the son of-the- celebrated King of Naples, came to the United ' 
.States as an 'exile from Pranee* Proudly , signing his writings 
."Citizen.of the United- States-,”, he .devoted a share of his 
energy - to the task of enlightening, his. countrymen-, concerning 
the true merits of his adopted country* His two works, . . 
Lettrea sur les Etats-Uhls and Esquisse morals et politique, 
des E tats -Unis, should he ranked among the-.most charmingly

8e
official ils visit to America is told - in -an .uninteresting, 

way.hy his secretary, A* Levasseur, in Lafayette 
la. Aaerlque en 1824 et 1825 . His, visit to Hew Orleans - has • 
been studied by-James -¿.'"Kenshaw, • in -' the Lo ul s 1 an a Histori
cal Quarterly, April 1936, IX, No. 2 pp.-■ 1.82-189.- There . 
exists a work in. six: volumes, entitled Memo Ires-, correspond 
dance et iaanuscrits dm 0-eneral Lafayette. .The first volume 
contains fragmentary memoirs by Lafayette' .-.covering .the 
period anterior to 1780, The letters are disappointing Tor 
the literary historian. Two are' dated from Louisiana in XI \ 
PP* 199-203, one from New Orleans, April -15, 1825,' and one ' 
from Natchez-, April 22, 1825.. In them-,- .Lafayette says al
most nothing'..about the land- or the' people of. Louisiana.



natural 'books, written "by French visitors, to our eouritj?5r*:®'-;-'n.:--l;L: 
■ Murat decidedly' belongs to the -longotraditiontbif 

writers who - are more interested in-•..institution's and motes . 
than-they are- in the lines and'colors of a landscape, -in '■ • 
'many of his .comments, in which he refers .to the United 
States as a, whole, he praises .the .government ;and til©-con» • ' 
sti.tution of .the American Republic® These opinions, it is 
worth noting, he expresses- some months before .Tornuer1 1 1 e •• ;• 
composed his exha list ive analysis.- /Everything- -in America ' 
says this son- of one of Kapdleon* s generals and kings i- -!f is ' •
rational, ami open to - comprehension "by' the simplest mi-rid* " '
What alohb- surprises -me. is -'that-.-the-.nations of Europe are' ■ ■ 
not governed by the same -principles, : The; .chief virtue of ■ 
'the - constitution, • however, is not .it's--intrinsic excellence:; • W 
'it- lies --in the. spirit which made it possibi'© —- that Is,, the .. 
ideal and practice of .self-government » The mistake of- many • 
nations in'.Europe 'is that their.- rulers . want: to' govern ■■■ too ■ 
much.”''1-0. - Murat then gives am able summary of the ins ti tut ions 
and' manners of the . Americans "'in -the form/of' letters written .to 
a friend In France. Though not;.blind, to' the':"faults of- art and

Q ,An . interesting French,..'travelerand: wr it erg - Victor 
came, to the United States in"1836-1827',.".is

omitted from this study he,cause' lie -does not seem to have-.: ■ 
visited Louisiana. 'I- -. ! ; .' ..
J acq tiemont, who

- Preface to Fsguisse. morale■ et--politique des :'Stats-Unis» It'Appeared 'in America, in-an .English "translation In -1851, under the title America.-and the .Americans. ■ ■ ■ "
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literature in America,. he. endeavors, to-.-prove- -to Europeans'-
that America is aot a nation of merchants only, butthat ■ 
idealism in this country plays a no'.less important role \ 
than materialism, . . ■ ' ; -

Achilla Murat1 3 letters are dated from Florida, where 
he lived for nine years. It is-, -therefore, not surprising., 
that they treat of problems- which concern the South. In a 
penetrating and convincing, way he explains that very- impor
tant differences- s.et the South apart from- the rest of the . 
country* These differences - he enumerates'' as' largely' due to' 
economic conditions arising from the agricultural character 
of the Southern States, as well as .to -particular traditions 
- prevailing.- in .the states which were-' formerly - Spanish .or 
French, and to . s l a v e r y . - - That Murat sééms -inclined-to ' . 
prefer the Southern States to the Eastern States is shown, 
in. his endeavor- to-remove the prejudice :against the South-', 
which vpas'current among pre-Revo.lutionary :'trevelers :as' 
well as more recent ones. The • following- passage, which is "■ 
being Quoted as translated in the American' edition, is-. , 
characteristic of his views: , ■ . . '

' See. Leftrea sur leg E ta ts -U n is ;- the first letter, 
July, 1826, concerning general a ffa irs*  and the -fourth
letter , February, 182.7, on; -slavery*- ’ • • '



South: Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Iliahiss ippih 
. / arid Louisians, constitute' what- are.'.'called' ̂ e i f  :..

; ' 1Southern States* -v~:d^Lthough/th©ichs'raGtar-;
'■ of fixe. people varies ..much over" suefc.. an---extensive-

line-; of country', a southernly. easte is observable «■' ' ■' ■ ■ Frankness , ■ generosity, hospitality, and -the ■ ; i • ' liberality of: their, opinions-.is proverbialV ■ '■ ' ■ ' •■'■-'forming';'a' perfect contract -to '■'■■the' Yankee -'.chars- ' cter, by- no means' to . the-'-advantage •• ofj.-.the' latter'.. •
- - Like many other tbmiigsy: slavery lien ; ■

■ .-viewed .from afar, ifroni 'Europe) lias quite another
■ ; physiognomy from-'that .which presents-, itself to -
■ ,us when -viewed on the spot* .My -object,- therefore,
. in writing on slavery,".is-by no.means to defend ;. ,

it., but to rectify false notions,-and afford a . ; ■'
just idea of the condition of negroes 'in the -

■ above-mentioned'-, states.3-£/. ' ; \ . ■ ■■■: •
The- author continues 'with the description of a ■' . ■ 

plantation in the-South, and-presents1 slavery as a necessary; 
but temporary -evil; which- will be-''.abolished when --free- ..labor . •
is cheaper than slave labor* 'Rash-changes, he says, .cannot, 
be made -without the gravest .peril.' - Europeans,,, - he adds, . 
should he'reminded also that negro -slaves are.probably 
happier-than workmen in. the., manufacturing; cities of England,
and than'most peasants all' over Europe

■ 'Achill-e Murat discusses the character of ...the Indians 
in a chapter as free from sentimentality and rhetoric, and 
as delightfully refreshings as. are his remarks-'on slavery. '•

■■■ IS ■ ■ ■ ■
. ' " 'M urat, America and the Americans, p • 17:.and p f  67* .

13 ' ■ ■ ■ ' - ■ ,-'■■■■■ '• Ibid-., ..Lettre Iv, p. 132.' L a t e r w h e n  the question
of -slavery .becomes a burning'-one, an American commentator '
from the North reproaches'Murat for judging -the .South na s:
if'lie was a bigoted native'instead of a stranger in. the land 
declaring his-pro-slavery argument-to sophistry* Henry I*■ 
Tuckerman.- ' ■ 1  ■ : '
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.He- protests against Gooper* s .'descriptions of the Indians , .
-saying that this writer. "has. always wished to make gentlemen
of them,” and that ,lie nhas even endowed" them Tilth delicate
sentiments'toward the fair sex* The: wife of an. Indian,
"says Murat, "is, on the contrary, his marketable animal, .
carries the burden of his baggage on her back, and is beaten ■'

■ 1 4 ■by everybody, even by his children^1' ; ■' . " ' . . ;
' Most- of Achilla Murat’s work consists of general re

marks and conclusions derived' from his experiences in Florida ■ 
and his travels in the South«, Such abstract generalities. : 
cannot be localized geographically, but it has'been -.assumed 
that they apply to Louisiana as. well as to the: rest of they .. 
South, as they were, no doubt., • by .Murat’ s; French -readers.. ; 
Murat had, however, visited -Louisianaas can be inferred • 
from' several precise details in his second volume.» in the 
last chapter, he describes New Orleans. Here again, he is ■ 
not concerned with the exotic scenery, nor the grandeur of 
the Mississippi, nor the.fertility of the soil and the in
conveniences of the.climate* He is more interested .in '
general remarks on the metropolis of the South® He f m&.s• 
little education among 'Louisianians and. little 'intellectual 
conversation® ; But, he adds, in his epigrasmatic French' style,

14Merica and, the Americans Chapter LX, p. 212.



Msi 1* ori ne cause pas, lf on maagep -1 ■'onpjouit ■ et- -fait 1* 
amour.** Then follows a.' minute 'description of; one of : the 
elaborate balls Mil oh struck' the ' fanej of so many French
travelers, who , visited Hew Orleans; ■ ■ ■ . '

The free women of color alone are admitted to have 
• • the honor of dancing with their white masters, while •
' men of color are 'strictly excluded» The whole forms 
■ a unique spectacle - to behold; •• some .'hundreds of . '• •

lovely, well-madeand.well-dressed women .of all ■ . •.
. ’ castes.» from' -cream-color to the. most d@li.cate white, - 

' united In these.- s'plena'id.- saloons of luxbrv and -d'i'sr ■ '■.. ' sipat'ron '— • in this Bablyon of -the West.-w '• .- .
:. Through M s  familiarity'with the country in which-lie
lived for'many' years, .Achilla. Murat stands put alone among 
the French - visitors to the-South-during ills- century-.-.' :-WKat
he bed to say, however, about this, cotintry.'which he knew so 
well, was more lucid than picturesque■ and too far from' the
prevalent, trends of romanticism in Franc® to receive much 
a t t e n t i o n . . ■ - ! ■ .
- a-ap a® nfa K&t *=*■ «£=■ «» *3S> S«t «a =.«t eSi *££ as! ' ' -

l5Ibid.-, Lettre: W, pp',-" S69»3?0v 'Ac Mile Murat ■ pro- . pably wrote more letters from America, between -1850. and 1835'. They seem,' unfortunately, 'to. have '.been lost. ■ ■■ ■■
■ 16A Work.in two volumes, Lettres sur les ■ Etats-Unis '
d’Amerlque -ecrites en 1832 -et 1855 et a dr esses a £$., -le Comte0:iMahony ~bv Jacques Maximilian Beniamin Bins, -Comte de 
8aint-Yictor was - published In. 1835.» A royalist and a ■ 
-Catholic above all, tMs French nobleman visited America ■ 
with ardent prejudices against democracy and. protesfautism»■ 
It does not.seem possible to tell from Count' ie Saint Victor* volume's whether - be visited Louisiana'. . However, lie does not' 
■fail to warn ins readers against -Chateaubriand* s- mendacious 
descriptions, ■ ■ . . ■ . w.ir ■



. Theodore Pavie is, on the' contrary, a, .true romenti- 
sist and the first author writing about America, since ' - . '
Chateaubriand who shows an inclination to desert lucidity 
and' simplicity for a declamatory and enraptured style. 'Later 
he was'to study oriental languages, to ,be■a disciple of . 
Burnouf, and teach Sanscrit at the College de France. • = Coming 
to -the United. States at the romantic age of eighteen, and 
influenced by memories from- Chateaubriand,, he colored every
thing with his own .high spirits. The record-of his American 
experiences was published in '1835, in two volumes entitled'; ■ 
Souvenirs It 1 antiques. Voyage, aux Bfats-Bnis et au Canada.***7 '

- , ■ ■ . . : . . ' 355 ■

1 ' The first - volume of this work is'.devoted to the. young
man’s experiences, in, New York, Quebec> and' Philadelphia, and 
to the expression of* his enthusiasm for the natural beauties 
and the "virginal aspect”, of America. • • in - the -second volume, 
Parie tells how he reached the Mississippi,- "majestically” • 
depicted by- 'Chateaubriand, and describes his sailing clown • 
the river on a boat laden with five hundred slaves. The 
beauty of the river beggars- description, and after various 
-exclamations Pavie refers- his readers to the only adequate 
rendering of that Garden of Eden, the illustrations of ■ ■ ■ 
Milton*s Paradise Lost. In lyrical tones he then describes 
Louisiana: ■

A Theodore-Marie Parle is not to be' confused with Tictor 
Pavie, Hugo's friend to whom the poet addressed many letters . 
around 1850-1840. ■ ' ■ ; ■ :P ' ■ . • ' .
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Cette etincelaüte ..Louisiana, ou -j ! ai passe dès. . . p 
jours trop doux pour jles- .compter,- ou. j’ai laisse ■ .. .- 

■ .mes jeunes idées se naturaliser trop profondément ■'. '" 
peut-etre pour mon 'bonheur■ -■ A!en fais l5 aveu, la . 
Louisian© est.mo.a rexe. de loisir.1® ' .. ' ; ■
■ His descriptions of the natural scenery, impressing . 

the reader as more. bookish .than •'real, • savor a little too. ., 
much of C'ha t eàubr land,x ® although Pa vie ha a actually visited 
the country e x t e n s i v e l y He. devotes - several pages to a ■ ,■ 
'description of Alexandria, Hatches,-ana-the-Red'- River; he ■ 
makes observât ions .about the-; Indians, and tells of a . bear--m 
hunting trip with native .Louisianians.'--. -Everywhere, in -spit© 
of .slavery,pHavie breathed the exhilarating air of 'liberty. 
In a final chapter^  on KewtOrieans, ravie makes an eloquent 
address' to the great city of Louisiana, recalling its limita
tions as 'well as its'charms-: . . ■ ' • . . ' ■■
' y 'Ohi • si. le soleil voulait se • contenter is - jeter ' .. ••
' un rayon oblique sur cette belle Louisiane qui il . ■
dévoréj et arrêter en mai sa course.-brûlante,; ■ si.' ;•••.- ;
les-marais aux-', bambous, elegants gardaient, pour 
leurs serpents, leurs' caméléons, leurs- crocodiles

■an, aim SB® ai-. s»  ;-Sî HZP ,KT- «üî ma «se W® «a . . . ' . ' . - '

xQSouvenlrs Atlantiques, Chapter XVIII, p, ■ : .

^For example,., in Volume TI., p. 141::. "Ce. sont' des , 
torrents de fleurs qu’agite et .balance la. brise, .des .masses 
de- corolles empourpees, ~des thyrSeS: dores- a joncher des- ■ 
villes entières'.?': . l ' ■ ' - -' ' . :

; ~uChapte'r'uŒIV; .Chapters XVII and- XV±11 concern 
Louisiane more- particularly, .as. well - as. Chapters 212. t© - 
.AXXV •' . , . .- ...- . ■
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■ et leurs tortues, ; ces.mortelles exhalaisons ..d’aout, .
cea moustiques, -fléau de l'a colonie ; si' le Meschacebe 

1 moins fier ne sortait point-chaque printemps de ses : ..
• limitess pour déposer -avec"les:germes d'une vegetation '

' puissante ceux âe: fièvres plus puis gant es encore1, la 
■Nouvelle Orleans serait■ peuplée comme .une. capitale' . .■. 
df Europe , riche autant, qu’une' cite'.de-it-IMé, 'Joyeu-ae. - . 
comme une ville, â*Italie, brillante : oharae /.une Orientale, ^

■ . The/ next? writer' 'encountered among French travelers in
Louisiana during' the .reign 'of Louis.-Philipp'é. is . probably '. '
the"most famous and the most profound thinker who ever ' 
analyzed. America' and lucidly'prophesied her.- future; Alexis
..de'Tocqueville. ■ ■ ; - ■ : ' .■ " . ■ ; '

■ ■ It does-: not fall;.within the-scope of -this ' subject, to 
recount the. career of that grave member. of the French' aristo- . 
crapy, or to. comment upon, the merits' .of" his political, philo- : 
sophyv*2 The reader of De -la Nemo ora tie en-Amérique will',.-

>p. 391-192, quoted sample of his
■ ' :21 1 ■
■ " : ■ 0p> ■ Gif. , . .11; 

florid, romantic' style. . Elsewhere,' .p* - 300, 'Favie adds that
crocodiles were actually seen in brooks and serpents soiae- 
• times '-.entered 'shops in New’ Orleans® ■ ■

. J ».- P « Mayer’-s- Prophet of the.Mass Ape, ■ A Study of
Alexis de Toeq uevllle. Loudon, 1939,. iri the most recent work 
on Tocqueville, yet it is not the most penetrating or 'the ■ ■ 
iiiformafive. Comme disait Monsieur de Tocqueville byAntoi.ne 
-Hedier* published in Paris in 1935 ;-.ah- essay by .Harold La ski 
in the book éntitled:- ■ ’"The ;/.Soeial'-and'-Polltieal Ideas of- 
some Representative Thinkers' of thé Victorian Age” by F, J.C.. " 
Hearnshaw, London, 1933;' and an es-saypin -French by Paguet in 
Politiques et Moralists, III, seemed ..to us '■•-the - best ...comments' 
on Tocqueville’s - philosophy. . Andr&ACh'eyrillon., Fortmiat i 
S t r o w s k i and Firmin Hoz have'published-shorter studies on . 
”To.cqueville et les Ft'at 3 -Un i s : - ' In o G a hier s ; d eNPo 1 i •t i q u e. -, 
Etrangère,' Editions Franc ©-Amérique:, -Paris:, -It'S©,,.- Theijgreat- 
est- help was .derived from George Pierson*s .book quoted -infra-.



Indeed, be disappointed If he expects- tn find any . traces -of,!; 
keen Interest either in.Louisiana- or in the explorers of : / 
that former French colony » To cane ville ?s remarks about the 
Indians, towards whom, he was very favorably disposed,' indi
cate that las might have been Influenced by Chateaubriand, - 
although'he imitates in no way the poetical and musical 
style of his predecessor. ' His-'conclusions regarding slavery 
are- far-sighted, but their merit. is due. to 'Toxineville’ s ' 
talent for philosophical generalizations and not.to senti- ; 
mental..or realistic observations« - Tocqueville, was' suspi-- .. 
cious of all theories which explain a country by the racial 
■origins of its inhabitants and by-the climate. He spends 
little time describing the historical, and geographical back
ground of the United States, k general- statement., such as • 
his remark in the first chapter of Be ,1a Demoo.rat 1 e en 
Amérique, Is sufficient for him; nLa: vallee du Mississipi 
est, a tout prendre, la plus magnifique .--demeure, que Dieu alt 
jamais prepares pour l1 habitation de 1 ’.homme J* In fact y 
until very recently, it might have been questioned whether . 
Tocqueville .had- ever, seen Louisiana and Hew:. Orleans' while 
making his fruitful exploration - of 'America in 1831-135-B.

Much new light, however,' was thrown: on Tocqueville by 
an important study published by Professor George W,-Pierson,



• ■ ■ ■ ’ ' ' • . ■ ' 1 . - orí • 1 •.■ib 1933: To oque vil le and. Beaumont in- .America . ■  Professor 
Pierson- utilised for the first time-several letters fey 
' Tpoquevill.e,- fourteen, small pocket diaries.,, and a great' 
mass, of subsidiary manuscript, alllof which enabled him - to •• 
reveal some of the' secrets' of Tocqueville* s. magnificent . ■
understanding of America,. Besides possessing' a lucid. a.M- : 
profound intellect, the French historian mas a .keen, observer 
of"men and of places, as well as a tireless-.traveler eagerly 
asking questions and 'weighing- .the.: answers' with', critical'' . ■ ■ . 
insight.n ■ ■ ■ .' 1, ■ ■ a '' h ■ .. ■ a ' ■ ' f

■ .It -is well known that Tocqueville, -at that time, a 1 A 
young man of twenty-six..years.came, 'to the United States with 
one of hi a close, friendsGustave de Beaumont.. -. The official 
purpose'of his': visit veas to- investigate the penitentiary' - . 
system of .America. Tocqueville, however, was not satisfied 
with-visiting prisons .and calling"'on. magistrates. In a ’• .. 
country-.with unl.lxaltcid natural resources, with strong relí» 
gious traditions, with no.aristocracy, no .extreme poverty, 
and a rising' and- growing pluto cra.cy., lie, - found much to learn. 
Yet he had no desire ®f -presenting' America.- to .his- countrymen 
in France as a-model to be imitated! 'nor'1 was'- he..-inclined- .to 
disparge; arid criticize all that did not, resemble'his native

. 2 5 . ' . ■ . ■ ■■ '■'.■■■ '■ *■'. The same author had already published a shorter 1 
article .on..’* Alexis de Tocqueville- ia Hew Orleans, 1833 rir
in the Franco - American Review, • June'' 1936,Yly-No; I,.'pp#'.-.-g5-' '■•
42...■ :■ ■ .' h-..': . '■■■ y;;-1.,.,...:,.,



land,. : ■ . . ". . . ■. ''.-I . ' c'l.l "1.I :
Although. Tocqueville spent the most • part,of ninev ■■ i ' 

crowded, months in the last, tie realized; that some direct 1 ' 
observation' of - the South--was 'necessary to -a full understand
ing of the American Republic, and was therefore anxious.to 
include a visit to 'New: Orleans in'his "travels'. In November, 
1831, he and Beaumont set out f or AK@w .'Orleans, intending: to 
spend two weeks there, but '.fate had-decreed ..otherwise« . They 
were- shipwrecked at Wheeling, where■stopped by the ice on 
the river at Louisville, and were delayed ten days at Memphis 
In a fit'-of .discouragement, they were-planning- to give up 
their visit to Louisiana, when'a-.steamboat, .appeared, on 
December. 25, and- the- captain, offered-to take them on board.24

Traveling. in the moonlight ‘bn the' Mississippi was a 
wonderful experience until the boat touched ..bottom. Tocque— 
vlile, who in-such a. despairing situation, .displays his. keen . 
sense of humor and his delightful personality,. describes it
thus: ■ ' " ■ ' ■: A , ■ ' .

We prayed to the heavens .which said'not a word, 
then to .-the captain who sent' us to ../the pilot.- As - 

' for the - latter.,- lie .received us' like a .potentate.
lifter. having blown a cloud of smoke' in -our' faces-, .- '

■ . sep- ■ ■:

24ToequevilleJs' account .of Ills experiences en.rqtate 
to Louisiana are to be found in A  J. Pierson, op/ioit «vi-. 
Part Till, Chapter- 2L¥II, entitled: : "Vingt-quatre heure;s,; 
a la 'Nouvelle Orleans,n ' ■: ■ . : . ;
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he observed peacefully.that the sands of the 
Mississippi'were, like the French- and would' 
not stay' a year In the same place® - The com
parison p you will admit ,:-;-was ,insolent' enough

■ At last on the first of January, 1832,- "the sun- ..
rising in: a brilliant tropical- sky revealed to• us' Hew Orleans 
across the masts of a thornsand ships®” There remained, only 
one day for. the travelers to enjoy the celebrated pleasures ' 
of Hew Orleans's- and two hours would be-devoted to visiting ' 
'the city and to examining its-morals and "its customs; . then ■ .; 
would follow a call on the'French consul,■and: four hours of ■ - 
visits to important men® "Between .'these. .calls ,n . adds tlie: : ': ■ 
young magistrate, 3we would, insert visits to the most--beaut 1» 
ful women solely'for .the. purpose of resting ourselvesy I ■ '
s w e a r . 'At seven ■ in the evening they would go■ to. the theatre, 
then'to a ball«. At midnight they were to'.ret urn home to' ' ■ '
.organize their notes® Their apparel' was"to--be appropriate to 
such a varied schedule; • "We; .put;on. a.l. black; tie for the 
hers. 'Of the . legislature, a white vest for- the. women,■ we. took''--, 
in our hands a, little, swagger.'stick' to raise .us'-, into' intimacy 
with the fashionable world,--and highly .contented with:- our- ' 
selves, we descended the stairs-."26! . 1 y • - A , '' : '

' fi-re « 9  i w  «srr y t s  aza cfcgs m  iSF 1ÏS3 . . .

■ ^Translated ' by Paul..- Lambert.''i.hit® »-..who"-discovered fcbe 
documents., :and quoted by "Pierson,- q d ».- alt., Chapter Tv'll, p, .:



: Unfortunatelys the diary of our travelers -was inter- ■ 
ru.pted at this point, but some, brief notes discovered - by-' : . 
.Piersonamong- Tooqu-evUle* s papers,; give.' us- an. idea of-his ■
. impressions of iiew Orleans. The houses - struck him;as 1
examples of fine architecture; the streets he found muddy; ■ ' , ■
and the- populations though a' very sired -one, resembled .the • 
French in-their "general appearance;-the . condition of the ■ .
prisons filled him. with -disgust':.". ;,fWe.--:saw'. there-'.men -'-thrown . '
in pell-mell with swine, in. the mids.tl of, excrement -and filth-;. ..
- - » criminals•'chained like wil'M-hebstsM; mind-yet these'■■ •;■'...
prisons were for whit© men-and not '.'for slaves® ; . 1 ■ it "

. Toc^uevill'e’s .-visit to the;French ■ consul'..in Near Orleans" 
is told in a vivid and interesting' manner* . The .travelers, . .
Pent on learning much, in a little time; had some difficulty " 
in.keeping- the .conversation on New Orleans., because the consul, 
M. -Chilli «¿in, was anxious to-hear about France! He bad been 
living, in New Orleans for fifteen'.years, '"and.-was still enth
uSiastic. about, its -future possibilities,' as ;well as about those 
of' Louisiana as a whole.- Ten states of .the Union, he said, 
would-soon find-their natural water-outlet through this, city 
founded by the French over .a. century ago.. ".The travelers . 
listened .attentively! and as Toccuevilie writes in his note- . 
book, ."kept.' very-'quiet, the reason being that, we were occupied
in registering: in. ouf' mind every one of M s  words* hill 1 era, in» ■
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moreover, had one of - those, egotistical intelligences which 
.speaks but does not converse and. finds pleasure'" in; the sight 
of its own thoughts."1̂7 . • • • : .

The Consul, however, assured -them .that the- prosperity 
of Louisiana was: in no way due to republican Institutions.,
for the government was the worst possible, so bad and in
efficient that tilings were allowed to- hmrcher--toutes seules.” 
His philosophical eonelusions were! . ■ : :

In the present state of affairs, America, in order . 
to prosper, does.-not need, able leadership or deep-' - . . -.-

■ laid plans- or great .efforts *: 'but only liberty and ■;
still more liberty* /The reason, .for that is that no . :. 
one has yet any interest in abusing that-' liberty.2®''.'.;/ :

Tocqueville'and Beaumont then proceeded on their e - .
visits. They had. seventy-one letters of ,recommendation, .
which they classified according to the merit of the' person p ■ 
to whom they .were addressed.• For ToeQueville adds, doubtless 
with a smiles 1fWe are among those who' '-'think-'that, ■ ao: matter- 
how.hurried one is* one cannot sacrifice too much time, in 
favor of logic.n ■Alasl'logic did not reign in. New Orleans, 
where houses nave numbers which do not run. in. sequence* They 
visited -first a M. Mazur eau,' who had come to' America from 
France in 1802,-. . ,fThe eagle of. the New - Orleans bar-,” .he was
SB» 51!« ¡BE! <fiFS gB? S®1 gBS - 1 1 • " -

S7Ibid., p. 623* . , - ■ ■ •'

Seibid. , p.'-624. ; ' ; ■
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"receiving - at that - very'moment it - was 'New Yearns Day ) the 
homage, of. his assembled posterity!" Thé -visitors, who. /-. '■ 
subtly directed the conversation. to the subject' of slavery,'
were very much:, impressed with, the/fact that MV Maaureau V 
had- become - convinced that slavery- was necessary/ in that : ■" 1
tropical climate .where the whites cannot work:''lit' - thé' fields' 1 
efficiently enough to' make a livelihood. .' V , ■

m- his .obstinate questioning; of -the 'prominent ■citizens;:' 
of Mew Orleans's .Tocqueville- was apparently little"'-concerned ■ 
with the pastf and littlë";môv,ëè" by .t'IleimèmorlesMo-f file1-former' 
French rulers : of* Louisiana... ;Thé. jgradu&lipstssage-' of eighteenth 
century Louisiana, from absolut©'..ig-oyernmeht-''■ to 'sélf-goyerimeht 
as an - independent state of - the:Union;,;:; interested him'- above all 
else. Tocqueville noted, iioveyèy ,■ -that -in ■.th'ei-'p'atchywQfk of- 
racés which had/settled in. -lew? Orleans. 'and- Louisiana, thé . 
French still 'dom.ljia.ted and set' the style.' of -'everything♦ . • '■

The grave, young. Ffench;.magi:St-ràt.e';ana:',:;his,.' companion, ■
.Beaumont, spent the evening at the'theatre , as they had.plan-' ;
n©de ■ The., cliff ©rent ' shades of women1 s Complexions from :. white 
in the first bow? of the audience to • black '-''in. the ' la's-t- 'stalls' 
amused-them, highly. • The. audiene.e,- as a 'whole, was f?noisy , 
uproarious, turbulent, talkative;:;-:-- ». /We think ourselves

At ten ' they-left: for : a '-.quadroon .ball:! Tooque-in'FranceV^9

'£9Ibid'. , n, 628,■
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vill.e,. who, like Ta.ine, was. fond of oiserTing reality, in ■ ■ ■ / 
order to prove his theoretical views' all. the more con= ' . ■■ •. .
elusively, mentioned la his' notebook that the. ”incredible • . A 
laxity, o.f morals”' was another harmful' consequence .-of- slavery: A

■ Strange sight:, 'all. the' white, all' the women': : • ••• ' . • .
colored, or at least of African.bloodA Single, . '

' tie created by immorality',between races* A sort' A  ■ . ' '
' of -bazaar. The women, vowed.- as it ..were, by law to- A

concubinage. Incredible laxity of morals* • Mothers, ' . -
young girls, children'' at'...the dance* ■ - = - Why, of 

• all European races, sis the English race, the -one that .
' has preserved, its Purity of blood and mingled least ' ■

with the -natives?^ ■ ' . . ; A - '. •
Toeqtievllle and .Beaumont were so fascinated by their ■ 

discovery'of' Louisiana as a strange worldy entirely different . 
from the North;, and felt so enriched by their visit to New 
Orleans, that they altered their plans and' remained three ■ . 
days instead of oneL' They saw the French Consul again, and ' 
tried to discover. whether there was. any, economic rivalry be
tween the French creoles and the Americans-' who had arrived . 
more 'recently- from the. North * The Consul .reassured them by . ■ ■ 
his assertion that there was enough prosperity - to satisfy . :
everybody.' They asked also, why religion had so little hold ' 
on the souls of people in Louisiana, and were told that it ,
was the. fault of the bad priests sent from Europe* Ale are . 
inundated,” said the Consul, • rtby Italians ’who have, nothing, in . " 
common with the population-and,whose morals are .detestable.”'

■ ■ ■ aoIhid.; - p. 6S9. . In the following paragraph, Toaqueyllle
answered his own" question bp reasons derived from the•different, 
ways In which Spanish and English had- colonized the New World-.
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He thought church•' and state should b.e completely' separated». 
As to the'- depraved state of morals *..'the French' consul at-
tribu,ted it to the'refusal -of ..the whites- to- assimilate the' ■ 
mulattoes. Tocqueville-must have been deeply impressed by 
the Consul’s 'reasoning, which he reported: In the following 
terms: ■ ' ■■ - :

. 1 If,. without giving the negro -rights^ it '(the' white 
•’ ... aristocracy) had at least taken-.in 'those '.of the - 
; i: colored ,men whose birth and education- most - nearly ' . 

approximated its own, the latter .would infallibly- . .
■ ' have beep attached to its causei for ;tliey are in -■
.. reality..much'closer. to the whites than:to-the blacks.

■ Only■ brute .forcewould haveremained; Tor -the negroes,. 
By repelling th© mulattoes, however, the white • aris-/

. ■ - -tocracy gives the slaves, on the' contrary, 'the only
• weapon they^need to become-fresh Intelligence and ■- 
- leadership,56 - : ■ -.. . 1 . 1 ■ 11
- As befits a true spiritual heir of-Montesquieu,

Tocqueville added a few notes in his travel diary on the '
powerful, .influence of climate upon the- character of people.
The French in- Canada are a tranquil'and religious people; ■ 
the French in Louisiana are ”restless, dissolute,, and lai 
in all things. Between them-are- fifteen degrees -of latitude

On the second day of his stay In Hew. Orleans., Tocq/ueville 
interviewed other lawyers, one■of whom informed him that the 
jury system-was a failure in. Louisiana; but since it was in
opposition to his pet theory, he could not"believe such a 
disconcerting- statement to be true. Another-lawyer 'with whom 
he conversed enlightened him concerning -the sorry state of

51lbia, 631.
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tiie local legislature in the following terms-:' ' ■.
When the legislature is in session.,' it ®an he said 

that, the whole body of leg i si at.Ion Is jeopardised® - ' • 1 - 
'Our .houses are composed In large part of' .young lawyers., • 
ignorant .and. fond of intrigue „■ - - - They make, .unmake,'

, slice and. cut- up at. random.;-'. -. .. . ' . ... . ' ' ■ .
; ' But why-'-'don’t ;noteworthy:,men:.reaeh the legislature?
■ I doubt whether people would name them. Besides,- 

■ little -store is set by. public office and the outstand- • '
ing men don’t 'solicit' it ̂  ' ■ g ■ v . ' ■ • •' ,

■ It Is not rash- to 'assume that the -information' gathered
in Hew Orleans , vividly present .-in: Tocgueyill'e’ s -memory,' 
might have contributed to the political .philosopher* s- -¿on-' a- 
elusion..that democracy In America1 might make way. for -plutb̂ fh-I 
cracy, - and that business and commerce, not -politics., .-might-. -p 
attract the best elements in the .country. .1' ' ■ . ■

Tocquevill.e*s. three days' in Louisiana, crowded with 
observations derived from his conversation with, eminent 
citizens of Mew Orleans, proved a • fruitful experience..- - 'Next -.. 
.he visited. Mobile and-Montgomery, and then traveled :npfthw.ard' 
through Georgia, North Carolina, .and''Yirginia,. a most'diffi
cult trip at the time,- But as'Professor Pierson concludes,- . 
he "had'-really seen too- little of the South® He has 'not' ob
served' life in the country, nor -.even-visited .a cotton plan» 
tat ion;' consecmently he generalized. with; much. haste,. .and ' 
citing too persistently . to his • p.re-.conceived 'ideas.-... What ■ he. 
saw In .Louisiana merely; served to 'confirm conclusions al-

^ Ibid.. p. 655®
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ready formed' in. the Northeast.: . Neverthelesshis observe'-' ■
tions- in Louisiana play an important - part In the work 'which 
’lacquerIlls was 'to publish four .years later«, ;in 1855, .'a part 
which,- if not obvious In its pages, is none the less a product 
of the experiences and reflections which'.led to the .book.; •

■ It may be readily perceived' that - although- Tocquevillels 
observations concerning the South’— since they were not .
introduced in his celebrated masterpiece— exercised no in- - 
fluence upon .American and European opinion., they are never-" - .
theless far-reaching and throw much light on the subsequent 
history 'of -Louisiana. Not to be classified as exotic' and p ■ 
descriptive, literature, they are penetrating'analyses of ■ ;
politics and far-sighted visions of .-future developments. Of. . 
even more value is the charming picture, furnished by his ' 
diary, of Tec.queville as an inquisitive political thinker, 
as' a young man full of eager, .understanding and subtle:-pene-
tratio'n. Thus,, after receiving the: visits .of- missionaries, 
explorers, and colonists and officials -from loanee, not to 
mention the celebrated men of letters who", without having- 
seen it had made the country- 'famous,. Louisiana had enter
tained one of Trance’s foremost philosophers, ■ ; :

In the same - year in which that-epoch-making volume, 
De la Democratj.e eiq .Amerique, appeared in Paris, 1855, 
Gustave de:Beaumont, Tocqueville's'alter ego, published a
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a book on the same' subject but ©f: a: different- ■eh&r&otex,h " 
Mari© on 1 *'-e'scl'avage aux • Btats-Unts." Tableau' de iaoeiius: 
amerlealnesl Gustav© d© Beaumont, who -was- ¡only three years ' 
older than Tooqueville, had been his constant' companion:dur
ing their travels' in the United.-States*;-'Precise, notes' ■ '
recorded by.him'.would have enabled us' to trace the-.sources 
of' Tocqueville*s observations, but he; left--nq -diary'-of'his 
experiences; -Beaumont, having • been powerfully impressed: by ■'
slavery in the Southern states, and the effects of- slavery" 
upon the customs, .limited himself to a study of '!Tle.s .moeurs.”

. It i s' di s a p p o i nt ing t h at Be a uiao Jit • s h mil d .. -have •' under- • 
taken to present.his opinions on such-.a serious -subject In' 
the form of a novel, ■ Bis plot is banal'.and' slow; . his / 1
characters .but pale shadows ' expressing tlieir ideas , and ■ 
emotions In endless dialogues; his.-needlessly.'pompous'.style- 
is montohously'exalted and stilted; and' his message scareely- 
convincing, Chateaubriand’s influence., 1 and even that. of.
Paul and Ylrgdnle, is felt. -One© again,' -a. writer who had ; 
actually : seen - the country which he. describes, is less e.on- •' 
vincing than those who had merely imagined' it with the help 
of .travel' .diaries. 1 v . ■

The subject of Beaumont’s novelpis'fairly simple.
The. hero comes to Michigan from Trance' in 18311. He meets, a 
11 solitaire,” -Ludonio, 'whop-tells' the- story of his life.."•••• ..



Ludonic had, come ter America - to seek a virgin land and- a'N'heiy yI/ • 
and purer society. He had a friend In Baltimore,' Daniel■'' IpiAi 
Nelson. Nelson’ s daughter', who resembles Atalà, seems- . t o M y  
lore Ludoaic and'yet to avoid him constantly» Finally,• Miy 
Nelson reveals the. mystery. His children are fromV.''L0Uisia4h'k;H 
a land corrupted by-slavery. ' A Spaniard who was In love -with 1 
Ills- wife,, had spread the rumor 'that;'Nelsoü’ s wife was of \ 
remotely colored blood. Public opinion turned, .against-Nelson - ' 
and his family, so they left New Orleans for Baltimore.. ■ •
M a r i é however, was not unaware of the stain on her mother’s 
name and felt that she could only bring misfortune to a . 
white man, Ludonlc offered to' marry her, in spite of her . .
confession. He nobly disclaimed all. p'rejedice, asking to 
■take Marie to France to live. Her 'father, '• however j ' .refused; 
saying that .his children should not desert■America, their 
Motherland. Poor Ludonic is left alone to wander romantically 
and plaintively among the Indians in the-region of the Great 
Lakes. ■ ' ' .■ ■ '
■. ■ • There is• much 'sincere' feeling for the difficult prob
lems caused-by slavery and race-prejudice in America, us 
well as much precise knowledge and 'documentation in -Beaumont’s' 
'novel.33 But' the whole is very clumi sly'mingled with, a'most

ssThe Appendix to .Volume I oh ’’the social and political 
condition-of negroes”' quotes the laws of Louisiana extensively.
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undrsmatic. plot, and romantic.'complaints on’nia.nAs fate and 
human prejudices,- Marie on the whole, fails . to . convince’, it 
fails to interest and fails to more® at' was left to a story» 
not less romantic, hut more•skilfully’told, and appearing at 
just the right time’, Uncle Tom’-s. Cabin-, to utilize the rich 
sentimental possibilities of psuch a s u b j e c t . : .

, Michel Chevalier- is., next to .Tpcdueville,- probably 
the- most famous French' writer who .visited'and described.the’ 
United States in the. first half of. the; nineteenth century, ” 
This brilliant. Saiiit-Simoaian economist .was- only .twenty- . .
seven .years old, when iia was sent to America - by-llixers - to 
study American railroads® He spent almost two years in the

. • ’ '.. ^ A t  this point, -mention' may ..be made of.a_novel.of thesame type which appeared a few years later,.-. It is a., childish tale written by. Eauline Guyo't, and -published.-under the name . of Mmel Camille Lebrun:' Amite et Pevouement . ou fro is mgAJLJi. la Louisiane , Tours, Porntn,- .1845«- The story . takes place in 
•Louisiana:’ : 'two' orphan girls.'travel’’’on the Mississippi pin a. boat, and describe Louisiana as. rtI.e sejour le plus delicious i *uhiverp /v New Orleans has, Hun cachet tout particulier dfelegance"et do symetrle®« - The .descriptions_seem, to have been written by-someone who had been, .in Louisiana or wno ■ ■
IcTithe pxs.T)hy of the country w.xth.■. some s.cc'u.xscy* Theplot is ¿on-esistent ? and- the .novex Itself Intended for., children with moral 'remarks -about - Indians, the beauty of ■ savannahs, humming birds, orange groves-,- and 'God’s’.’Providence watching, over well-behaved "jeunes. fill.es«,11 .
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Hew Wor.ld---f.rom 'December 1833 to October 18'35.— sending-to.' 
the- Journal des Debate a series of letters, subsequently - 
published in book form: Lettre sur 11 Aoier ique du Word.- '■
. Chevalier's study of the American economic system was
a thorough one. Hi a point of view was. broad, and lie did not 
hesitate' to .propose' the example of :the American Bepublic for 
the rebuilding of France's economic structure, especially in 
the fields - of ' banking and credit'. Since Michel Chevalier was 
asking America for lessons in commercial technique» he was . Y-.; 
naturally more- concerned .with the 'industrial, last than.-vrith phi 
■ the agricultural South.' Ke -distinguished sharply between"-two H 
types of men— the - Yankee and the'Virginian. The Yankee 'alone 
is efficient,.' accurate, practical, control ling. the commerce 
and business even in' Kew Orleans, according to this -young 
French observer. In a chapter on «Banking. and Slavery,” ' .
Ch.eva.lier prophetically'points put the extreme gravity -of 
the differences between the Worth and the'-'South, and he.'con
demns slavery as a great evil. Later he returns to the same 
subject, - saying'that slavery causes a,moral and psychological 
difficulty.which, the french would•probably have solved because 
they have more Christian charity'than other races.- But an- 
Englisimian,-according to our author, cannot sympathize or 
.mix with peoples-.of another race; arid the Yankees', due ..to 
their English origins, have «become., like -Jews and have fallen
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■back under the law of Moses,^ ■ . ■ . ■

It Is not' possible 't-o tell'whether Michel Chevalier .'. 

visited Louisiana or any; of the southern states. He went ■ 

to llerico and Oubay and probably stopped at Hew Orleans' on . 

the way, although there is nothing to • prove .it. ■ He studied •’ 

reports and documents on the South-,.*-'“ . but- this-'"builder of .a' - • 

•new .industrial.world was not attracted -by :the picturesque 

descriptions of the Mississippi nor by. the' memories of Hrench. 

attempts at colonizing Louisiana», : ■ . : . ■ •. ■ ■ ■

' 5'rederio Haillardet, Letter known ' as'one of the many 

..collaborateurs 'o-f .Alexandre 'Dumas and'who ended., by fighting •• '1 

a duel with him,..also belongs to .that- group'.of young'French-

.men,• born., .in the early .'years, of • the'-'bentury-., cwhom a keen"' 
intellectual .curiosity - and' a- spirit of adventurous enterprise 

drove to • America' -'during the reign .of - Lo.uis-Phi.iippe. In . 

1837, he sailed for -America and- stayed there for over forty 
years only making 'occasional trips to France® ■ .

.... ■ G-aillardet1 a first visit to .Louisiana was in 18-37. ■ '■

H© -wrote f rom tiiere. to two Parisian newspapers, .La ■ Prssse . • 

.and I'e Journal des Defeats, respectively:controlled by'two 
famous editors, Emile de.. Gifafdin 'and.-.Armand--3ertih. These 

letters,- which were intended to -form a ̂ counterpart to ■ .

TociiueVil'le1 s analysis of American. democracy,. were' not pub'-

■: ' . '■‘‘Note 46' in 
’‘Citizens 'Bank. 1'n Lc

Mo lunr ell 
uisIanavT

of his • Lettres: -mentions , the:■
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dished in book form until 1885, -when they appeared post-- 
huiaously under the title: Id,iris to era tie en Am.er5.que.
After a varied journalistic career, -Gaillardet died in 188S, 
the editor of Le' Courier des Etats-Unis. - ' ' '

• juigji. 1 J  r —TIT—  r’ ■—■ •

While Tocqueville and Chevalier had found much to
praise in America ,• Gaillar&et was severe in his criticism ' 
of American aristocracy - and her demo, ora tie institutions « 
Needless to•say, .he does not reach their stature and despite 
his long acquaintance with- the -country, offered hut super-.
fioial and loosely connected' remarks .on American life, ■
manners and -women.- What lie writes about Louisiana is particu 
,larly disappointing.: He sailed - up the -Mississippi as far as 
the Ohio, visiting Louisiana.and- Texas! . He vaguely regrets 
that France had given up Louisiana and the prospect of an - 
empire in Texas, He described nothing-and.explained noth- •

One of tils'last french visitors-to Louisiana during . 
this period about whom there' is any; precise information has 
been only recently discovered,, although his work was pub-

■ 86 ' ■Gaillardet’s fifth chapter is entitled: nLa._La.ngu@
franchise a. It Louisian© et an Canada,”- What the found most 
striking in Louisiana was the - antagonism between the Creole 
and the Anglo-Saxon population. Be made ,no attempt to. 
analyze it, ■ . ■
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li'shed in IS^ . - * 7 . Tietor Tixier. was born in Clermont- ■; •' 
Ferrand in; 1818* .He studied medicine, became ill, and -then
decided to travel to . the. New. World® He left for • America-. in 
November 1859. with, three friends, one cf ■whom, James Trideau 
was a native Louisianian who. had. been educated in Paris.
Thfey. reached .New Orleans on • January 87, 1340. • They'..'went'.-up
the Mississippi to visit -.plantations'’ in Louisiana, Indian; 
settlements in Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma®. '. ■ , W p ■
'. The. account of -their•;experiences was recorded by ;• ■
Tinier, with simplicity and charm,® Though young and naive, 
they were -neither - conceited'.nor condescending iii' their Judg
ment of 'Americans.-- Tixier/'found' the inhabitants of" - ■ K.
Louisiana— and the • Americans in ' general— a- little..n sans- ■ ■ •
gene. Be observed:the negroes ' verycclosely, and wisely
concluded on the vexing' problem of slavery; ."Give' the. negro 
■intelligence before giving him liberty, to prevent him from-

^bTric!eati subsequently settled in New; Orléans as a
.doctor® He died there in 1887, '■ . •• . . '



being ruined by- freeing him too '.soon,”^^ ■ He 'traveled Into-'' 
Aeadia, made a few precise observations.about the fruit, 
trees, • and tiie animals in the country, then took a steamboat 
to- Saint Louis,^ After.interesting experiences among the 
0sages, he' went to Hew fork by way of Pittsburg and Fhila- ' 
(3el.pb.ia, and sailed, for France .'in September, -18.40, The most 
interesting -part of Tinier* s writings .'are "his ./chapters on 
tiie Osage Indians, What he had - to say about his' visit to 
New Orleans and Louisiana is written with - simplicity.' Only
every here- and there are a few touches of romantic feeling ■
■ 41 ■ ■and of literary -effect, Tixier does- not -generalize nor

. ■ " ■ . . . .. ■ - 376-

propose general conclusions of political economy. He merely 
tells what a young .Frenchman saw in Louisiana forty, years 
after Atala.^'“' ■ ■ . : ■ . , . ■ - - ■

39Tixier’s Travels-, '.Â.J., Sal van’s translation, p. .50,-.'
. ■ ^Tixier talked to a few Americans' on board ship, try

ing; to explain sòme' of the French 'customs to them. He notes:
* Americans 'always want 'to -be right and accept no objections.

109.
I H
-O
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' Allusions to Louisiana are 'rare In. the worlos of the 
romanticnprosewrlterse ■ G-eorgs -Sand, Balzac> 'Stendhal*43 
The Lraiice of Lottis-fPMlippe w a so no- longer ■mourning its de- 
ifurict colonial'empire .in the .New-. World;' it was founding-a 
new-one nearer to its shores* Her-literature was active in • 
depleting the aiannera. and spirit of the times» and.-wholly 
attracted, by the social and polltleal '-probleras .of ■ France» or • 
the realistic study of Parisian and provincial .life-. : T h e ■ • . 

dene lop merit- of remote Louisiana, concerned her but little. -•••;- 
The-/'time. of: Chateaubriand1 s" nostalgic 'dreams of lovers wander
ing la the moonlight' among1 the. forests and savannahs, of the 
Mississippi Talley, seemed- irretrievably past. The old P . - 
Menchanteur,” himself» was a solitary figure .among his ... ■
literary -successors,- who. were gradually transferring; romanti- •'

' ■ ~'°St.endhal mentions '-the United States and
usually, however, .with, bitter--irony or ' contempt; 
to 'him, love, -T,l ’amour-pass.iobT, has no place' in that

’’'the Yankees,lf
According 
' CGuntry

which worships-business - and money. Of, B e'LiAmour» appendice, 
■fragments'LNumbers .XL, L7, XCIL, If he had. .known more about 
the United States» Stendhal - would., obviously- have, preferred, the 
South to the North* p In De .11 Amour, Chapter'L,. (Lhfimcur aux . 
Stats “Unis” it he declared' dogmatically: Lul ly a tant . .
d* habitudes,- de raison aux St'ats-Unis' -que-., la- civilisation y.a 
ete rendu e ' impossible * — J ’ augure- beaucoup-' mieux.-.des Flo rides ■ 
et de l ’Jtaterique meridionale.n . - He did. not, however, develop 
the Idea or mention Louisiana precisely, although he.must • 
have, included it in w'les Florldes .LP-ln the same work-,a; ■ ;■
Chapter ’ILL» he quotes a traveler who explored the'Missouri®. .



'Oi'sto. into energetic realism® He died a few months after • 
t.b,e revolution- of 1343, as'if Iiis well-orchestrated' life 
could but e.iid with the passing of the great romantic era.
' ■' Hardly less infrequent were illusions.to Louisiana ■ '■
in the- works of romantic posts. '-Lamartine’s 'favorite 'land ■ ' 
of escape was, as is well known, Italy-or the Hear Hast. ■
The moonlight glittering on the-.Bay' of .-Naples or the tall 1 '
cedars of Lebanon were-the settings of his sentimental or •/ • 
religious reveries, and not , the hanks o f . the Me-schacebe 
and the luxuriant magnolias' depicted b y -'-Chateaubrland. Even.. 
in'. the years - of' his inexhaustible' prosewrlf ing; of the Conrs • "' 
fain liter, Lamartine does hot. seem to- have been attracted by - 
subjects -connected with, the Hew World.^ ' .

■ Victor. Hugo sang -several. hymns to the United States 
of • Europe, hut was seldom moved lex sing of America-. _ .The young 
man who had proudly 'declared' !fJ.e veux etre Chateaubriand era . 
rien” turned to Spain-and the Hear Hast for the exotic luxury 
once discovered in the western hemisphere by''the painter of ' 
Lea Natchez. The explorations of America by the: sixteenth 
and seventeenth century travelers .are also omitted from, the 
Legends lies S.iecles. Poem HIT in that huge' epic, entitled 
Lea Chutes-ffleuves et Poetesj describes the -Hiagra Falls in •
.a cataract of thundering sounds hut.says nothing of the hug© .

. . / . : ■ - . 378 /

■ ^The subject nearest, to Louisiana treated by Lamariith 
was that of slavery• and- the injustice- of - the whites -.to-.the wy:- negroes, in a drama, entitled Toussaint Louvertur-e. " It -was 
compos eel in 1839 and acted in ' ’ '
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river of ''.which Chateaubriand sang*...... ' .. :

■ Nor has-Alfred de Musset, any;; place . for. the Hew World. ■ 
ia his dreams .and regrets. ' He-who' complained- that he was \ 
"verm. ■ trap"- tard dans mi momi® trop vieux”' d.id not turn to ’ • • 
-America for rejuvenation.-.- -Repeatedly,-'he.-lamented:' "Tout 
esf sort en • Surope, --oui,' tout.»: jus.du? a ;1 * amour,rt 'and ap- ./ 
pealed, for a. rebirth-, '.not to','the/.country where !f icicle :'Manon'''.. 
had learned' the -.virtue of fidelity, but to Greece 1 and Italy.

Louisiana, however, remains linked -in-,French lit era- ' 

Pure with the name of one 'great- romantic' poet, f'Alfred de ■ 

Vigny.' Though less attracted by "exotic scenes and pictures

que landscapes, than his'great contemporaries', -Vigny.was.. 

interested in Ameries.^b •' He was'not-'an-'-enthusiastic ad- : . 
mirer of Chateaubriand, yet- he ••had -read .and. remembered 

■M a l a . Sloa, the angel born of -a tear si.ied-.’by Christ, . 

drawn by pity.from paradise., . wanders among ■ the stars looking - 

for a friendly, suffering planet-.- In a-famous' passage, ' 

which stands among the few pages.which immortalize Louisiana 

In 'French' Literature, -Vigny compares -..the. angel to the radiant 

humming-bird of the Louisiana forests: . ■

 ̂̂ ‘ ■ ' . .Prof essor F. Baldensp e.rger ' ha s stüdiéd that aspect
of Vigny in an article, "Les 'Stats-Cnis d-’Amérique dans' l'a ' 
vie et les iàees dfAlfred de Vigny, Revue de: Littérature 
Comnaree, 1923, -III, pp. 616-635A.. . . i - ■

46Ibid., p» 6SO,
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.Ansi, dans les forets-de la Louisiane, 1- "
Berce sous les-bambous' et la longue liane', • ;■ ■ ...
Ayant rompu l’deuf-d'or par le1 soleil mûri', • ■ ■'
Sort de. son lit de fleurs V  éclatant, colibri*

The details of tiis famous description, have, been-: traced'easily-
enough to the Prologue of A t a l a where ;f.he words',: colibri, '
lianes» ualmler. erable, aleee, • cypres-, ,1asmIns p. serpenf- .
oiseleur, were found by P'ig nyv Needless, to'bay, Vigny’s - ..... :
evocation is even more unreal than 'Ghateaubr 1'ahd 1s.47; Tet
for the countless lovers of poetry, who hav© memorized these 
lines, Louisiana-"harmoniously pronounced in five -fluid . 
syllabi esj is an enchanted land of. luxuriant vegetation,

• The - .humming 'bird ’'of Louisiana is also . a', symbol for 
Vigny: it .deserts the variegated ' hues and -the''tropical > 
magnificence of the wild forests'to seek■refuge in a more' 
moderate, and, .as it were, more humane.. surrounding.

Mais les bois sont trop grands pour.ses ailes.naissantes! 
.Et les. fleurs du berceau de eesplieux sont absentes; , 
Sur la verte sa.van.e il descend les. -chercher. '

As Vigny* s learned comenta t or- expresses it: "Le romantique,.
Vigny, assignait des bornes' aux •aventures de sa., reverle - et- ■
de son exotisme,• en laissant ainsi paraître, a son premier
contact de poete avec la solitude»

. 4' l'bld » » p, 621-, Professor Baldensperger aptly âe-
fines it as••”!*Amérique fie convention, riche de couleurs 
éclatantes, cul se. voit transplantée en plein, firmament de
reves et de 'beatitud.es : ' ' A
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■ lu mi appartement' - ; ■  .' . ■ ' ■ ' ; ' . .
: /Modestej mais ' cornic'd©, ou pour tout ornement, . !
. On voyait j reproduits dans tm'e ' glaoe nette, ■ ■ ■ ■■ 

Washington d’une part, et 'de-autre Lafayette, ■
•y Tous dent: en pied," tous deux-, dé leurs points /opposes 

• Dominant -tout le reste en .Ironse composes ® / '/ ■

Invocations, emmeratiens, speechess . : homeriô similes féllow

through ten cantos., and' .descriptions- of vepio :-battles,. s.ueh ■

ast ■ : ' ■ -: / ... . ■ -, ../ : ■
. Le lendemain, avant qu’aux ,ra'yoni.s-/du*'s pi ail, ■ . ,

; , L ihorizo ii vap o reu x . s '  a llum at .de /vermeilV- : :
. ; ' X/’amee était dsboùt, pi* eta ay -gagner la -.plag.e -- pL

We are mentioning Urbain David' here because1 be:" presents-■ ■

himself in the qpa.D,iag lines •■■of his epic- as' à bard nvenü de

l ’antique..MarseilleMi ■ , ■ /■' ,: :i / ■ ' ,1-: / ' l ' '. . ■ ■ .



CHAPTER XI

THE 3EO0KD' HALF OP THE NIKMSEMTB OEHTUHT

: ' . sximabx ,... . : .
Growth of industrial literature during.- thenineteenth 

. century. 1» I. Ampere’s visit.'td 'America*; Cornettant*s
journalistic attempts, Iks Emigres francais de la Louislane. 
Two articles' by Eli ¡see Seeing■in Rerue : des Deux. Monde s. The 
Civil War in French writings, . Alfred. Assailant. HTTltomeneeh 
The prolific writer, 'Louis Xavier Sym'a. '¿illusions to- 
Louisiana- by the .'French poets of this, period. Historical 
studies of Louisiana, Leon Oho'tteaiu Salle Malezieux'. 
Members of the nobility who visit America in the nineteenth 
century, .French travelers to the United. States between 
1869 an cl 1898 who did not visit Louisiana, Du Tonkin an 
Havre by Jean d’Albrey, Paul Bourget * s • Outre Mer. '

In.the--second half of the nineteenth century, indus
trial literature, as Saint©-Beuve called -it, blossoms under 
the- utilitarian..and pragmatic Second Empire,.'producing com
mercial and technical books and journalistic writing or
travel books designated to satisfy superficial .curiosity. 
With regard to the value of this literature of travel, the 
opinion of the'most objective student'cannot but be sever®. 
There is probably no branch of literature in.which so many ■ 
■platitudes of merely ephemeral interest are uttered and 
printed more often than in books and articles by travelers 
sad reporters, Inaccuracy, superficiality, end unwarranted 
generalizations are among their common faults, even in this 
most scientifically-minded of all -centuries, 'the nineteenth. 
It is' worth noting, however, that in. - the -eyes of many compe
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tent critics, the french tower tar above- other-observers 
of the Few World: Tocquev.il.le * Michel... Chevalier/.Jules. ...
Eur.et, and.Andre Siegfried among others', have ..studied and 
interpreted America with more .penetration and more tiiorough“ 
ness than visitors from other European nations.-. As -early . '
as 1864»-HenryAT. Tuclcerraann, writing study of, foreign 
oommentafors on..America-,, gave the first place- to the Wrench»
■ and -accredited their superiority to. "the social character, . • 
the. adaptive facility of. the french, -and their 'readier: . . .
sympathy with .th© American characteri ■ MB;nf thispartial '■ 
sympathy,-rt he added, "does not altogether, account lor the . 
.french understanding • America b e t t e r ■: that Is owing to a ' 
more liberala. less prejudiced* a- mors chlvalrlc ■ spirit; • •
to .quicker- sympathies, to more .scientific '■■■proclivities-,-. to . 
greater candor and humanity among, her-. thinkers'.n ■ ■■

■ The chronological division of this period includes
the Frenoh writers between 1850 through the..'Civil War (1861
1865); then to the end of the. Second (Empire (1870) and the

^Benry To Tuck-ermann,. America and'her Qomaentators.,"
P . 1.55» frank Monaghan-In the • introduction -to-, his ■ a7.1 - - 
graphy, op. cit. ? also remarks -orif the superiority of . '
French travelers) more 'curious, than the "English, and'"on the whole catching the perspective better'll. . . -
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remaining- years of the nineteenth, century* During this■ ' ' 
second half of the century, no traveler to. the New World , y 
rivals Chateaubriand or- focqueville, - or Mi-chei. .Chevalier-, In
importance*. Most of them continue vto- be'-haunted., by their 
great predecessors* .- ■ " . ' - : --'

The first wort, on America- t o . appear after the middle 
•of the century, hears 'a -famous name, that of-a writer-who •
courted success several times but ■ tierer .quite.. succeeded in : ■ • 
gaining its  - J, 1» Ampere,- The. son-of the celebrated 
■physicist had been to Greece. Ita ly -, -E g y p e the Scandanvian 

c o u n trie s ,■Spain, Germany, England, and Turkey before coming 
to this . country in 1851, fo e q u e v iile ’ s. s tu d y  of American 
democracy had.inspired-him with a desire to visit the Hew ' 
World». The'two volumes which JW JW Ampere respectfully ' 
dedicated to .T o c q u e v ille , are not remarkable fo r , th e ir  . -• '
political p h ilo so p h y.' They give an accurate picture of 
America In .the early f if ties, ana a w ell-inform ed discussion . 
of American Literature' of the period, mentioning Longfellow, 
Washington Irving, Emerson and 'Audubon* .. The impressions 
recorded by Ampere, though often vivid, and: pleasant, .lack" 
the depth and. originality of vision that alone might have 
given them an enduring, value.-,.. Sainte-Beuve-, who' knew the ' 
.author -very well;, . is- not to© ' severe when he hints , with .a . 
subtle smile,-'.at the.main faults of. the. book: superficiality



and haste.*”' .
. Ampere. left Europe in August* .1351'. " During the u
crossing, lie sat at the saran liable with business men from

Alabama- by rail and road, then .'.traveled by boat down the 
Alabama ■ Slyerand .by steamer from Mobile to Lake Eontcliar-' 
train® The winter happened to he-•■'unusually;.cold, and the

came more favorable. After .-the restraint of .the .Northern ' 
United .States',' the bustle of the city and the .gesticulations 
of the: inhabitants amused him. One aspect' of. the survival". , 
of' Préiieh traditions he- enjoyed.-hugely— good .cooling, ac- 
■ companied by lively .conversation jdurifig meals® The second

: *Sainte-Beuve, 'Nouveaux Lundis, XIII »• p, 249; î:l.Oette
Promenade en-. Amérique qui il a-, racontée' avec la. meme .rapraite 
et ,1e meme entrain qu’ il nuit ■ a la faire .y: Pour lui,-- visiter, 
les Etats-Unis, c'était encore continuer L'entretien, avëc 
Tocqueville.” ; . . A ■ ■ '

Oiiapt-erS Till and IX .la Volume II refer to '.Louisiana ■ ana 
New Orleans * - ■ ■ . , ■ ' . .

U=r. • A « !
en. Âoierio-ue

5
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object of ills praise was, as usual, f,la-toilette et .la ' 
tournure deg femme a.," in whom.'he ■ appreciated a combinat Ion 
of Parisian end of Creole charm.' He was invited to .several 
balls and parties, praised the opera .and the elegance of 
several '-belles danseuses,”- le.iae.nted'the gradual: disappear
ance of the French language in Hew Orleans' and the lack of . 
true intellectual curiosity* ■ ' , ' • ■.

Though firmer© stay ed; eight days in Hew.- Orleans and ' 
Louisiana, he saw and recorded much" less 'than '.Tocqueville- . • 
had in his. -three full and hurried days. Two sub jects are / 
discussed in the thirty pages which -he devotes'.to- Louisiana-- 
the growth of sugar cane and the evils of slavery. In M s  ' 
opinion/, the two are inseparably /linked., for sugar is. the : 
great enemy :of the suppression of, slavery*"^. He hopes/. ' ■
however, that a more efficient organization of-:the sugar, 
mills and'the use -of better machinery.will gradually solve / 
the.problem. With mild eloquence, he.revolts.against the 
selfish reasoning of those who want; to retain and perpetuate 
slavery, and censors his countryman, Achille Murat, whose- - 
sophistry had justified that monstrous injustice. . ...

On January 26th, Ampere sailed' down the Mississippi 
towards. Havana, ' Only mildly .impressed'•‘by the. Meschacebe,
Ills comments concerning it. display -no- picturesque touches. /

137.
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"It is one of the most' respectable; bodies p of . water of the . 
universe, says .Ampere 5 In 1853', the river aii.d the,- country 
hardly -recalled . Chateaubriand’s .splendid' -descriptions . 
Axtpere.j however, pays a respectful tribute ■to'"the author of 
Atala- and Leg Watches, whom .’he had ■ known' Intimately and ; .. 
concludes -with the., following comment:' nThe landscape -"is- 
•not.-beautiful, nor is it. ugly .either:,- but' large - and .sad."6 ■
. '. / Like' Ampere, 'Xavier. Marini er (1809-1892 j traveled-' .
extensively-,• hot only in America- but-'in- Switzerland,' Holland 
Germany, .-Sweden, :Norway,' and 'Russia.. ' Although his Lett res ■ 
sur I timer lon e are neither, complimentary -hor .original, they 
do Include Louisiana in their-study of •America.- 'He tries . 

to be . impartial in his ■ judgments1-but M s  European nature ' .
suffers many shocks from the lack .of -manners, apparent in ■
- taciturn' Americans,% He is happy to get to Canada where. h©.. 

rejoices to hear: - French -again, -'.saying -that his short stay 

in the United States had frozen, his heart and his tongue,'-.. 

Later, when, he goes clown to Louisiana he .is - filled with 

nostalgic regrets: "It Is sad to. see the ..fertile, land which 

Is. Louisiana and. to' think that this". country - belonged- - to - us 
twice, and %wibe we abandoned it'." - As soon as - he arrives., . 

he Is conscious .of the friendliness' .of the Creoles, similar .

Ibid,, II, p. 162.



to the hospitality, of the Canadians. : He is reairtâ.éà/:ôf.'.; ■ A'kt 
Buff on* s ■ comparison of ■ the. world to .an incandéscént .globe : i . 
which cools off at each end, saying .that America, is different 
for .it: has - conserved its. warmth of heart at".its two -.extreni- • 
-itles— in. Louisiana and in 'Canada-, ■ ■■ ; .

The same transitory interest : displayed by Ampere and 
Marinier is to he found in other.travelers 'during the Second 
'Sapire.. Among these is Oscar Gomettant* He traveled m  • 
America in 1852-1355, arid aecording: to the title of his hook, 
spent three years in 'our 'country if. Trois Ans aux Stats»ünis * 
Etude de moeurs- et ' gouttâmes - américaines. 'Several of Ms 
journalistic chapters'' might have been, written by recent 
• travelers'* and their content copied, by twentieth century 
reporters t "L*amour en ■.Amérique,..-la blague en Amérique, et
le - confortable." •• : •.
■ in his final chapter, .Cornett ant' sums up ' his remaries
under the title of "Physionomie,..general.e des Etats du Suâ-,tt.
ï'n a- few wordsh he describes thé 'geography of the• Southern
states, and. in a few more comments, on slavery, saying, that 
the negroes ssem to be as well fed as • wo.ricaen j-B France *
The most striking features of New. Orleans, in' his opinion, 
were."the great beauty of Creole women and the fighting 
spirit of the men." ' Careful touches of his pen are employed 
in describing the dark- eyes ©f Southern'women **shaded
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voluptously by' tMcicblack lashes .— The Creole is' more • .
f.emiiiiiie than other .women, in her body', in her .mo v emeu ts ■ - ■ 
and in her mind.h ■ Unfortunately, 'he 'oust be truthful-,. and.
addsi MHer laxiness . is on the same, level as. her intelligence, 
and deplores the fact that - the. only care: of these ladies pis

their skin, * ■ . ■ ■ ■' ' ■ ■■ ■■'’
If Comaettant1 s writings' do not deserve a place-of .

honor in literature ' concerning Louisiana neither does the 
novel entitled, Lea Smigre-s francnils cle la Lguigiane-,,•(ISOO-
1804') j pullisited- anomymously in. 1353» --The -author was a . 
German 'who lived in America for several, years and was then- a 
resident, of Switzerland. Evidently* '.he - had -seen the country: 
in which the events of his narrative are supposed to have; ■ 
taken place for the geographical. information - is', accurate, ' 
and the life of the planters and..- the . slaves , is. ...described.' . • . 
with spile , appearance ©f' truths’ -though -with little display 
of ■-skill,'- The attitude of thp- author'toward'the..Creoles- is . 
severe; he condemns their illiteracy and ’their'" ho a st fulness. 
Ee describes hew Orleans ."'a s'- a dirty, city, and the scenery of
the Mississippi Talley.as desolate and' uninspirin



in the Revue des Deux Monies for July .15 and iRigust 1 ,
1859', two excellent, geographical articles entitled, "Le 
Mississipi, Etudes et Souvenirs,n by Elisee Reclus described 
the Mississippi for the French public.. A 'comparison of these:. 
accurate descriptions- with Chateaubriand’s imaginary accounts 
gives an idea of - the improvement' - in geographic and ethnical / 
knowledge made in the span.of fifty years, Reclus stresses 
the magnificent and awe-inspiring■impression produced- by the 
great river. He foresees the brilliant future of the harbor 
of the'Crescent Qity- which will serve the whole Mississippi 
Valley. Although his study stresses physical geography sore 
than human geography, he succeeds in-'nullifying in a few • 
■words many hasty and .slurring remarks made by his predeces- 
sons concerning the women of Louisiana. . hihat ..others have - 
called their "nonchalance," he asserts, conceals on the con- ' 
trary .a serene and modest but relentless, activity. ■

The French accounts of- the United States from the year 
1860® are all concerned with- the problem of slavery and the

8Two of the most interesting Frenchmen of .this period 
who traveled through Louisiana on tneir way to Texas, out 
failed to record their Impressions of the region, are not 
included in this study, One Is Etienne Gabet-, who, ■ in his 
Icarie— an anagram of r!e.a lrau—  had previously presented_a 
rosy picture of a new world built according-to the princi* - ̂ 
pies' of Rousseau* s' Contrat Social«- His dearie- was published 
in 1846. In. February, 1848"; he left France for Hew Orleansf 
traversed Louisiana, and established his" colony of equals is 
Texas. He later emigrated to Illinois and died tnere in 1856. 
The other is Victor Considérant. - In 1849, accused usf treason, 
he fled from France to. Belgium, -in 1852 he -sailed for Hew. fork and from there to Texas. • vis two ■volumes., Au hel%&f.f ■* • • * a history of. irenob ̂ ob-ial.x-sm. .TerP) <3. * ? are interesting
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Givil War», Already, - in 1852, the critic,. M i s  Monte gut had, 
in a discussion of Mrs. Beecher -Stowe’s novel., pointed to ' 
the grave uneasiness which the moral problem of slavery was- 
causing in the. New 'World.9 ■ • journalists' and several prolific' 
writers then multiplied,.studies of the negroes and the.prob
lem of slavery, making full, use of the sentimental aspects 
and -of the -political.. Implications'Of the'tragic internal • ; ■ 
problem which was then rendering asunder the ..American . ■ ■'
Republic« w ' 1 ' . y , ; . p

One of those producers of industrial literature was ;• : 
Alfred Assollant, a facile .and witty.journalist. He had - 
begun his 'career as a MIomalTerN anda professor. In 1858»' 
he traveled in New York, -Maryland, .and' Kentucky A .and, wrote 
three long-short stories,. Aoamia:, Xtis 'Butterflx,!and Bnn ■' 
Manualsie Ajiierlealne. . Theseyst pries published in' a hook ' 
entitled, Scenes de la; vie aui iStatB-Otiis, do not portray- •

'?!. Hontegut., ”Le Rpian; ■ abolitionttiste a m  Itats-' , ■
Unis,’* Revue dea Deux Monies., 'October T, 185S, pp. 155-185.
Other articles followed in the same periodical which may he . 
briefly .mentioned by name- since they do not concern Louisiana 
directly;V Qucheval-Clarigny, December'. 1,11865, December 1, ■
I860; Lang el, November 1, 1861,- -October' 15, 1963y July .1,
1864. 1 0eernber 1.5, 1854, April" W- «w % 1865, July -15, 1865; T*
Favie,• March. 1, 1861, tells a'very romantic tale, .El- Cachupiny
of a Spanish couple seeking refuge, in Louisiana, and of a ..
slave woman’a poisoning.her master, their benefactor, when
ha-no'longer wants her as his mi stress ... Pawls* s descriptions 
of that part o.f Louisiana which lies just.-across the Sabine . 
River from Texas, are vivid and accurate; John Semoine, .
November X, 1856, discusses I&rsV .Stowe’s: novel, Lrea._le;Jiomaii 
de la vie Ides xioirs» saying . that its only quality Is its .. 
hatred of tyranny* : : 1 : . ■ ■'.■ ■ ■
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Louisiana nor any other ■ portion of. the extreme South.. They 
enjoyed a great success at the time, hut seem insignificant 
today, and certainly do not depict either a'true or an ■ '

interesting' America* . ■ , ■ ... . ' .
■ Another prolific writer w a s  e,. priest :and missionary,

L„ Domenech,- who- spent .several years in Texas and Mexico, ■
" ' ' ' -10 :and traveled in Louisiana as well as in the Middle rest • ■ 

His chief Interest was in the Indianswhom he had studied 
wltii. genuine understanding while, tie was trying to convert ■ 
them. f vy Ly y /y ] ft c

lies Missions ail crépuscule

ism volume, entitled Souvenirs aRtutre-wer.
' y la 'Tie, .he devoted a few /line#

diet New Orleansand-praised the pictures -to the .¿french-
que charm. of the motley crowd of races which one can observe, 
there* The remainder of the volume ' is devoted..- to the author? s

experiences' in ■ Texas. v ■ ■ : ' ; y '
. The most prolific writer of all, however, was Louis 

avier XOyma, horn in Martinique in 1816, educated in..Laris,, 
and sent' on a mission to. his native, island in 1846. He made . 
repeated visits to Hew Orleans,. wheye his father practiced . 
law, and was' in Louisiana in 1358,’ after having published' , , 
three hooks- on the- Unite a 'states. Two of these are I,es ?eaux 
Rouges and Las Reanx Ho ires y. He continued his career, as an

"V"•U'

■ l0Cf. 
gyaphyu The 
the last, one

the five titles by this author in the bxblio-
first four app 
1884. •• .

eared .between- 185? and ■ 1362 and.
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inexhaustible writer, either under his, own'name or that of 
Ado In he Si eared until his death in 1876 . ' 1 ... , , ■

: ea'ux.

and is a aery humble predecessor;oi

net

a:true example 
not .treat r:" .

'an' impartial 'series of 
n.d the colored people s ' 
Paul iiorsnd’-s Maple :

¡otre* Bph modestly asserts that :Hthe- .misfortune ' of coun
tries. with slaves'is aeveh to .have hah their novei.xst,M a 
le proceeds to he thatpnovelistm Three years, later, nyma 

cublished his nxcantrlcit 
of industrial literature 
particularly of Louisiana, pis' full, oil pi a tit tides s often uny 
complimentary to religion, wofienp and- the" press . of' the Dm.tod 
States. . Les gemoie-s du ifoirveau 'Monde is'.■similar in style and.
subject matter.' iAmother 'no¿¿me, y ;; p
vnyage3 dans le nouveau moncle h cohjures up the memory ofl. l ■ 
Chateaubriand» post of the Patches and -of . -uouisiciii«, and 

falls into, easy 'and superficial. discourse on suvb •.
■cts: as thieves in Louisianas' the .shameful condition ,of 
•emeteri'es in'New Orleans >' and the bayous of that region.

iad'ef atigable- .author- published a •
, Er ■■T- ir_ t r . I p h -  a- ̂ “In p cm ■ :i |j ' yjjn 1 o i) ti© (10 VOt08- ■ayiitliesiB on 3.. ̂  " ; 7 . .

several passages to his visit''. to the ■hatchet. country. ■
Mxpressing.admiration for Chateaubriand's style,:- he remarks- 
that ' the ■ name of the great French writer, iscompletely m -  

known in the town of Natchezp , ■■ ■ ■ y . ■■ p .

t nen
sub 3 eets■ as thie 
the cemeteries i 
Finally in 1876»



Alasi ■whoever v?ould take the illustrious -wMteàitji H 0 -U
pages for his guide would not know if he were - - . f c r h 
Ceduta and Chà etas’s' country, or ins the : steppes . ofiSiherlà.«/-;:: :■ ■

In one passage he reminds the French' that . L o u i s l a n a ■ 
is inhabited by one .hundred, fifty" thousand -people■ -.-of'/French;//v / 
origin„ who hare given a. ■ distinctive .charm to ; H ew -Orléans > ill/. 
He deplores, however', the low level of. French iraveldiaries ■ ■
in America, and also the prejudices of the. French, whom: h© ■ 
accuses '.of carrying their-caustic wit and.'their fondness -tor 
pleasure wherever they gov. The impartial critic may .well, 
wonder whether Ey;ma is Qualified to ' criticize his predecessors. 
His.hooks have certainly done little to give France an authen-. 
tie picture of either the United States, or of Louisiana. 1 1

Ih. limoli ■aThe reader expects 
such, as Ernest'Duvergier da . .compared with'Tocquevllle.' His 

AaeriQue, comprise -one 
of America written in

Mols en 
accounts

. more from a. serious observer 
auranne., whom 'Salnte-Beuve has. 

two - volumes, entitled Hult 
of the most■reliable and lively 
the -last. century. His ezper’**.

iene e s however, were limited' to' New. England, CanadaMaryland, 
Kentucky and' Georgia. Other hooks written by .French, travelers . 
.in the United States .at. this, time need / only be mentioned _ he- ■ 
cause they do not concern. Louisiana.;; .Marc Gabriel- Hurt~-Bi.net,
Neuf Mois àur Ita
iS 61;" Smil-é lo uvea uz, 

' Utats-
sectes

North ihnerica 
institutions.

■Unis-5 Georg es/Fis ch, :hes Etats 
’Amerjoue actuelle 

■Unis, - Constitution, 
religieuses.

ns en
, and 1 Olympe" Anâo.ùard,
moeurs, usagés-, . lois
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■ In view of sucii meager interest- In Louisiana shown by 

•French travelers of the Sec.dha,--3Smpire, it is not surprising, 
■that there should-b©. very-: few allusions to-' the'land: of Maron 

Le scant- and of Atala in the; French literature of the period* 
Exotic inspiration held as potent a fascination for the ■ ■ ■ 

artists and writers':of/the ■ sixties.-and seventies- as -it • pap. . . 

held for the romantics'.^1. . Rimbaud and - Gauguin., fled their.. - 

.country and 'Westera' ci-vilization® . Pissarro was: born in the. 

island of .Saint. Thomas ,.--'one -of '-the lAxitlllesv But none- of ■ . 

these painters- and writers sought their' inspiration .in '. 

Louisiana* ■ It seemed as. if ehateaubriandV whom most of them 

continued to treat with-reverence., w a s l o  retain'the mono ply

of that .exotic vein. ' ; . .. . ,
. ... • Indeed, the history of. Louisiana in French literature 
after 1648 would he one with the history of Chateaubriand1s ' - 
posthumous fame and influence a It .-would - show the-indirect 
links 'joining- Flaubert, BaudelaireLeconte, 'de-' Lisle, and. 
Heredia with the 'country-of the Hatches.- "LI est he fait 
wrote Anatole France of Flaubert,and his boast that he had. 
-red blood in his..veins, -,TquVil -descenaait' des Hatches, mis' - • 
c'eta it car Chateaubriand*"13-/ Baudelaire's; vision of America

■ ■ 1‘"'Alone among the artists of that period,. Degas,-■ -Born
in' 18B4, -visited' Hew. Orleans • during;the Second--'Empire. ;'Be. : 
painted the famous ,?Gotton Market" In ' that city.- ' : " • -" •

15Anatole Franca, III,- 505.



Edgar Allen'. Poe, Emerson aiid .-Longf ell'ow. ' From -the' author '

of Evangeline, Louisiana's epic,. .he' borrowed ¿. poem,'Le . ' w 

Calumet de la paix,• a topic often, mentioned by -French \ ■ '

'travelers . in Louisiana In the seventeenth, and eighteenth. ■ . 

.centuries. The poet'of Les Fleurs du Mal was one'of Chateau-" 

briand’ s- most .ardent admirers.'.- He .heaped the.most scornful • ; 

insults, oh Till ©main, because■ that -, critic failed to understand 

the greatness of Les' Hatches: .- »C1 est .''bien la jugeote d’un''/ ' w 

pedagogue, incapable d* apprécier 1©-, grand gentilhomme ' d e s • '
■ ' . . ' ■ ■ ■" . .. t 5 ' ■decadences, dui - veut .retourner a; la--vie sauvage.n In hisf; 

Salon de.'1859, in' praising a picture, by his idol., Delacroix, '
mpleur cle touche et de sentiments quehe • finds in it Ml*«.

' -14 ■.■ ■ One of Baudelaire’s friends,■ Ernest Brarond, traveled,
in ¿America -in 1864 and sent his impressions' in versified form' 
•to. CL Ee Yavasseur, another one.' of Baudelaire’s. friends. The 
brief, volume of vers© is entitled: ■. Voyage en. Amerique  ̂ He 
apparently did not - visit • the. S o u t h • In the- fourth section ■ 
of his hook, YL’Ouest..h.e .celebrates • the Mississippi in ■ 
verse, defective'in rhythm and sense: . ■ . ■ :

Le pere dec 
Coule devant 
Il a. vu de

fleuves 
nous 

veuves 
■Pleurer aux..©preuves
De rouges epoux ';

îs neuves 
preuves 
>ius 1 doux

St des villej 
8 ‘©lever en 
De siècles' P

. p5 . 1 ■ ■ . v '■ . Baudelaire, Ilotes sur l’esprit, et le .-style • de ML
Vlllemain/’ Oeuvres/S-dition' de la. Pleiade, II, p, 581?.



oaracterisaii la plume qui a ecrit Les ;Natchez«n “' ' OMth© p 
whole, however, the alluring land of LfInvitation au'voyage 
remained -for Baudelaire .either Holland'.or the picturesque . 
harbor o.f Eonfleur in Normandy, or ”la -langoureuse Asle et
la brula.nl© Af.rique," and that combination of the two' conti
nents which he •found in. his "terms n o i r e . \

Leconte de Lisle is also the heir'mf.romantic, exotic
literature... A famous page in his DiscoürMon .'Victor-Hugo,' 
delivered at the Drench Academy, recalls Ills ecstatic dls- 
covery, as a boy, of Les Orientales, ; A large part of. M s  ' 
work consists of variations..of exotic themes--the forest, •• 
savannahs and jungles of'Ms- native .island; ■ America seems to 
.have haunted him less than Africa, India;.:and the North of 
Europe. The absence of a legendary. past- in America probably 
made the setting of the .New World-lass poetical for him. Bis 
Calumet in Sachem, in Boernes Tragiques may, however, he con- 
siclered as having been inspired by an American theme. '

16.Baud el a ire ultea 'esthetiaues .n Oeuvres p.
Í41.

1 Baudelaire’s biographers assert that Jeanne Duval was 
actually born in San Domingo, Baudelaire was profoundly 
interested in the North American savages 'as'••'depicted by 
contemporary painter, Gatlin; - ^Les;-sauvages- de Nprd-Amerlque 
Quej meme dans lour etat' de decheance, '..np.us f aisciient rever a 
f1art de - Phidias et aux grandeurs homeriquos,fi Ibid'», II, p.
9RP, ' ' - ■ . ' ■ ' ' : . ' ' ■

® • • ' ■
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■. lixotio creams which had remained important elements ■ 
of French' Literature'-, during ' the •' Se'cond" Empire, gradually -, 
lose their place-after 1870-1380 A The Motto ..of the symbolist 
generation is "Partit A* '( in Mallarmé1 s. Bri.se marine , for ' - 
inatanoe) 5 m' it had "bees the -.nostalgic', cry '.of Baudelaire5 a .. 
Voyage. But their dream of escape becomes .more ambitious .
as ;well .as more metaphysical„■ Their desire is not so much 
to escape to stra-iiger--Isncls (except in the. case--of Ki-mbaudj 
as to escape from marf-s fate and man13 pi imitations* -.'Probing 
the secrets ■ of .unknown, America does, not profoundly interest 
the contemporaries of ..Anatole. France sud Mallarmé« Since y 
most of the books which mention. Louisiana - beWe8h--.lS70 .aM- 1 
1900' show no.'definite trend... it- must suffice to groupfthem a.s- 
logically as possible* gp . , ; A. ■ ■■ : ■ ■ ■ .

. The- -first group includes a -few .teclirii.cal books 'written
about America from various points■of view--historieal, geo 
graphical,- commercial .and scientific* 'History. M &  'made
brilliant developments'In France during the first half of 
the. century . Thiers and Michelet hhd studied X-avM g. financial; 
system and French colonization.-:during- the Regency, The " .
honcourt .brothers were .soon to study, the eighteenth, - century, 
from an anecdotic ' angle. ' A- feta studies dealing with the early
history of French colonization iir Louisiana' are undertaken 
in the- latter part of-the .nineteenth century A -hone .of them, 
however, arouse any sentimental' regrets of - Louisiana’ .s. .- ... .. .
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romantic past, -The first task was -to collect documents, . 
end that task is fulfilled diligently by the archive-keeper»
Margry .̂ ° ... ■ . '

■ The few other historical studies of.Louisiana which 
appear "before the more systematic attempts of the twentieth 
century scholars consist of a volume on Law’s System, by 2L 
Levasseur., a French prof essor- who tries to .justify the . 
famous speculator and to explain with.-sympathy the failure 
of M s  plans; and a 'general work in three 'volumes on . :
La France et ses colonies by the same scholar> m  which he 
gives a 'brief resume of the French control of Louisiana ih. ..pi 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries*: ■.'.In. 1887» Castonnet 
de ' Fosses 'published a. very short'account of La Lonis_ian^jigous 
la domination française; and. at the dawn of- the twentieth 
century, a scholar, G* Musset» printed in thé. Journal de. la

scount of a trip to 
manieLouisiana

des Indes j giving the technical snd. ethnical details, noted
19by an official*' ■ ■

1JFor these -volumes, see the Bibliography under. S. 
I-evssseur, Castonnet de Fosses and Fraxieuet de. Chavilie, _ 
the latter being the name of the official of- the oompagnie 
des In do s who stayed in Louisiana in. ...
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■ 'Another Frenoilman wd-hT-td cyerlea' in-18&9-and again 
ini-1878, and apparently: ti■ ’ 0^3 r.s far .an Hew Orleans. His 
purpose was merely, e'cmraereiaiy-tins alia being the. -development'- 
of better'trade relations-between;franee and the United in
states . This trav-el-er, Leon Chotteau-» wrote a- little'- .book,
Hes Leun -Oampagnea. aun • Etats-Unls» -1678-1879 oo nt a in lag 
his -essential remarks, which are "of a purely : ebrnmeroial chara
cter« .Smile :Maiezienx, an engineer, ■ wrote "a-more, interesting--- 
account of ,M s  visit to Meries g in 1870,.: Souvenirs '¿tune 
Mission ans ■ Stats-IInis* -,' Jk - cultured man ric h in'general ideas 
like most .-of ills, countrymeh.Malesieuy saw .&■ .great deal of the 
country i including California-. . lie co'mmeiite'd- with.-' sympathetic ■ 
understanding -.on the trains',--cities, .and 'custoiis-:of America, .
t is- to he regretted that lie.; did not' , venture farther. south 

than Washington','.Richmond, and North Carolina.p He -ds 'includeC 
in.:-this review--, of French travelers-. he cause he devotes .several 
pages to ■Chateaubriand's romantic picture -of the Meschaeehe, 
Malesieuw - saw th-.e' Mississippi at Hock island , and.',commented-'-;.•.-•
with geiitie; irony on;the- colorful.Idescriptions of Atala. which 
had caused Mm, to expect so much more than -the reality, E-is- 
imagination -carried- hxia .beyond -Atsla to the early--.days of '• ' 
French cold, hi nation j- 'and. he'-'is. ohe-.-of the -few' French' visitors
to the Xliiited States' at the ,end-''.'of -the! nineteenth century.-who., 
mentions' with admiration the names':of .Marquette ,' Hennepin,
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Joliet and La Sali©, Eecalling Chateaubriand’s romàntic- 
oieture aî the Meschaeebe, tie lamentes ' . ■

J’esterais bien- apercevoir Quelque lie flottante de 
nénuphars et de p.istlas, puis' des serpents verts, des 

' hérons bleus, des flamants.roses, de jeunes crocodiles 
î1 s * emh arq ua nt p e 1 e -me le. s ur v des vaisseaux de fl eur s, 
et la colonie 'déployant, du vent" ses voiles d’or pour

• aller aborder dans quelque' anxe retire® du f l.euve.” 
Mais 5*eus beau plonger des regards avides a travers 
les grandes mailles du pont.que le- train parcourait■

• ' lentement, je n’avais sous' les'yeux .gu’une large •
riviere, divisée en. deux bras par une île^qui est 

■ plate- et prosaïquement boisee comme, les rives ;
ce que je" vis rêaemblait fort- aux-moi-ns .belles. .
parties du cours de là .Loire«’ -Jé. .ü’ entendis meme 
d r s -’’le sourd mugissement des crocodiles dans les: 
glaïeuls H’ Sans nier enfin qu.-’il'puisse y avoir 
dans le Misaissipi .(que j’ai revu plus tard a ■ 
Saint-Louis) un genre particulier :de-grandeur . :
solennelle— je dois dire mie mon attente fut ici '.

■ de eue ■

Several Frenchmen, members of the nobility, who found • 
themselves without function in their own. country, were at- . 
tracted. by democratic America.- Louisiana - and the. aristocratic
South failed, however, to attract them as much as the East 
and the far West. The first one of this group is Count Louis 
cie Turenne, who traveled ill. the United States in .1875-1376, 
and summed up his impressions in O.uatorze Mots' dans IJ^^erigug. 
du Hard..' He appears as a vain and superficial observer whose



■interests during: a' three ¡weeks-*.';yisi-t to -New Orleans, were , 
limited- to receptions in theyfashionable clubs. Be-, does, .
however, describe the huge alligators swarming- in', the' bayous. 
His impressions of Louisiana were biased by the swindlers is 
i gambling house, to w h o m  he had fallen: an'easy'-prey 3 ; and by 
the unruffled equanimity''of the ;local- police to. whom he had; 
appealed. Count de lurenne;"was ■ not ¡concerned with- the develop- 
meat of the country, the .character . of . the . inhabitants, nor .
the erotic scenery. • ' ;• ; " ■ ■
- Yiscount Paul d*Abzab spent, a' much longer period of

time in. Be#'- 'Orleans, where 
seventies, A very precise

he was- French Consul in the late- 
and technical, observer' of com- ■ .

mereiai developments, ■ he 'had' published a ; wort 'entitled -... ■ :
Encmete sur la navigation» ■ .1 * i r a m i g r a t i o n '
’francai3”a la Houvelle. -Gfie-ansl-en 1878.- His second work, -• 
Excursions en Louisiana,'more literary.', in character,- relates ■
$ few stories of Oreoles and slaves xn Louisiana, and aims
like the first, to discourage ¡French .emigration to. Louisiana, 
unless,the French-'immigrants are ready to endure the un-. 1  

'pleasant climate .and are provided, with - sufficient-.funds -aor 
their needs, discount: :&>.AlzaeF reserves his warmest praise ■
- for -the -artistic and cultural • (dualities- 01 the orencli ®1®~ 
me-nts in Louisiana, and. also-“'-unlike most of his compatriot s_. 
for the women. He is not- coheerned.-.-with. their • indolent . charm;



"out with their moral' virtues., and 'their perfect .'ijbedii'n'ce
t o "  t t s i t * b n g b a n d e ; : ■■ ■ ' s' • . 1 ... y  .'

- A, )t,-.l :s .■ ■ and affectionate ' 
r L :_r.. 'nr-, discuss' modern' : • 

v ■ ..'.i . s „ Faithful . to the;
1 -i ' -!if _Ai.. notion, the; Creole

' ■; J ’ a-1 if, via tbg spersoii»- 
ud. rK: •> c • is. la.wML: ■■ 'A

f . i j,, - s ■1 '.n ; ' w i ! four hundred pages about
M s  visit to America in 1883-, .but .omitted '.the• South. from M s
wanderings, He stopped at Saint: Louis for the sole purpose V- 
of admiring the Meschacehe» '.'An.' obstinate- aomirer of p .-. ; . '
Chateaubriand» ' Vis count d’Haussoliville prefers too reread 
Atala, even.' if Chateaubriand’s . descriptions are inaccurate, 
and bemoans the natural ■'beauty-which industrial development
ha a destroyed: y ■ 1 " ■ 1. '■ ' ' ■

Ala si where 'is the Mississippi! s blue jay?. ."How'
' wise.'"he.was .to fly- away! I see'flowing at .my'feet 

•’ only yellowy- dirty wat er^he tween two muddy ' streets',
’bordered -with’ factories*^ ' . ■ ... . . -.

it' will suffice to. mention only .the titlesoof other 
accounts '-of French visitors to America between 1869 and-.1898, 
none of whom visited the South or displayed any interest in-' 
Louisiana, ■ -In .tills lack: of curiosity concerning â land stills 
rich with'French.memories is seen the baste, of mast of these

^MLlczac, Bscursions ea. Louis lane, p, 31 ' ■ ■ . '
•O p ' ' ■ - ' ■ • ' • • - ' ! 'DMausponville', -A Travers les Ftats-Hn.is;; p. 581,
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travelers, and also the "interest of .'-'the French public in
New' York, Chicago,: and oeoasionally California^' ïhese tra™, 
velerà and writérs- are: L ,, Simonin, Le Monde' américain, ■ 
souvenir de mes voyages atxx .libata-Hiiig » 1876; and a second. . 
volume by thè- same autiiorf A Travers les Ktats-Unls de 
l’Atlantique ah Pacifique, 1885; • G-, de .Marinari, Lettres ■ . 
sur les Btats-Lnis et le Canada , 1876 .Alexandra. Clerc 5 . .
Ciie s les Yankees ».. .1884 ; ■ Claudio dannet, Les listata-Unis' '■
Contemporains, 1889 ;24 Alexandre' Clero, Au Pays du pétrole-, 
1889J2*5 Adolphe de.3acourt, gouvenirs âfmi diplomate,'--1891 ;2b 
B . Bureau, Los Ltate-ünis en 1850, 1891;: Henri G'aullieru,v .
Ffiides aaeri calnos> 1891; Leon ¿A Bionet, . A  Aren Chilian In 
America (published under the name of Max 0®K©ll)y 1891; dSnil©

■ ^LiMolinari visited New' Orleans, ' but recorded only .a 
dull description of - cotton growing . and picking, . and' a. few 
sentences about' traffic congestion - in'the'streets of Hew 
Orleans* ■ ' : : . ■ ' '
' r? /j ■ • ' • ■ , . '
■ . uaiiiiet .discusses. in ■ vague geiioralities the bhegro

question and the misery of the .South, ' ; '

■ &0This is practically the same- hook as Chez les' Yankees»
except lengthened by an accumulation, of more uncomplimentary
remarks on America., -s.g* > ,f Ivory one knows that in this- coiiri™ 
try, stealing is considered a prof ess-ion, which success 
makes'legitimate. ■ To..succeed and', make a fortune is a goal 
which excuses, 'justifies, • and exalts all professions, even . 
that of stealing/* (p»99)f . ■' . ./• .

■ g6The author., a former French' minister in Washington, '
compares the Tankscys-and the Southerners, and censors, the 
latter for having borrowed all the worst fleatures of French '. 
oiviliaation— ”nos penchants revolutionnaires . ' T
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Barbier, voyage au pays du dollar, ?1895*/ .Philippe i)e,s champs-, ■ 
A Travers-les 'Etats-Unis1 etja ; O-anade ,--. 1696 ; Dr-. -Lutaud, - M x :. 
Btatg-IInls, I7'97. 1 .; : ; A' : / ■ / ■ ' ■

■ Two-books et e serve particular'mention r- onè, by Seau £ 
d’Albrey,- becau.se the. -authbr-.isfampng the-very.rare.travêlera 
rlao Tentured as far as. Louisiane.: in th'e-le te nineteenth ■ 
century; the other, by-Paul Bourget, on - aqcount o.f the ■ P.
eminence of the: ailtho'r A  ■ p /v- . . p p ■. ' ■ :
■■ -lean ct'Albrey, 'a former student of the Bcpl’e poly-. ,  
technique, traveled in Asia -and returned■ to Prance, "by way 
of America. -In his.book', -Du'-. ’ Tonkin m  -Havre.1696, ten . ; 1
pages are'devoted to 'Louisiana. .".-'The author, . probably - an ' 
engineer ."by profession, "was. disappointed- with. the--tra-iris in 
America and criticises them relentlessly.:- He traveled through, 
/Louisiana ’by’’train and,'sketched' the.;"scenery. XAKe'many other 
foreign observers, he -was unfavorably ■ impressed'/by the Spanish 
moss :whieh. A© saw hanging frompthf»- trees.87 He described the 
marshy swamps and cotton, fields as • dreary anci colorless * me . ■ 
found the French .Quarter, of '-New - Orleans' dirty, poorly -con- a 
.struct@a, and.' in -some sections decrepit with age; even;the ’ ■ 
sky seemed ^fuliginous/  and.the weather damp-.'. .On the other, 
hand-, he was .attracted by the modern.’American .buildings, and '/ 
the large., bustling boulevards, His only real praise, however

■ Albrey,' Du' Tonkin au HavreV-.-p;' '243 n.^There is noth
ing more hideous' than thlsTproiiigious,.’ parasitic- growth .pro- . . 
duced by. the 'humidity fn ■ -, ' ■ .- .-" ... .
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was :for tiie French Opera, which he wag-happy .to discover, in 
this remote: country. He .found proof: of France^s. "artistic 
preeminence" in. the.operas sung In;the:-French language. He . 
expressed regret concerning, the sale of Louisiana oy .bonaparte
or rather of the incompetence of the French colonial a.diminish
t rati on in the eighteenth century. , .. .

One of.the rain regrets often..uttered in the course 
of this study .must he repeated her©:: it -is to he deplored
that one of the most sensitive and subtle books on America,
Paul Bourgef's Outre-Mer, 'does not include" the South in its
interpretation of the-United States! ' In;1893, the author of 
Oruelle Snigme and Cosmopolls,'the penetrating' analyst of the
EssaIs de psyohclogle oontemporaine, undertook to visit.': the
democracy which Tocqueville-had dissected sixty years earlier, 
Bourget,■ who Mad .already• traveled- in .Italy, .in Greece, and . 
repeatedly .in England, brought to America not only a'much 
wider culture than most of M s  countrymen since Toequevllle,
hut also the ability to interpret’a country through.its
’ ' ' . ■ ' OQ' ’scenery, its' inhabitants-, and its poets.-0 .1 ■

. During his travels in England., Tennyson had, helped
hhn to depict the Isle of Wight y Thomas Moore,' Ireland; ■ 
Walter Scott» Scotland. On all these points» and^on .the . . 
biographical background' of Bourget1s trip to _ America, tire 
learned study by. Gilbert ...ifeuxllerat, raul-;.; Bourgetnistoir© 
dfmi esprit sous la Troisième - .Républiquey .offers mvaluaWle
information.' ■ ■ y '.A"a . ■ ..
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His■ main preoccupation, .however» was not Iitera:rys : , 
hut, like Toog.iieville-*s political. Three distinct threats, ., 
looming like .dark' clouds iipoii-the 'horizon,. seeBied :to him - :
omonious for the future of. Sure ope: " democracy, science, -aM .. 
the race q/iiestion„ The situation created by', these, problems 
were especially conspicuous in America A Hoping ■ to- allay-his. • 
fears 'and-, forebodings for the future of France, Hour get- , ; •. 
crossed the Atlantic Ocean. He returned with some admiration 
for democracy in America, but convinced that the'linenoh ..v. - 
solution, inherently'different from the American solution, yA 
should be rooted in the past of france.« Tn' other words,. ■ ■ ■ A 
America drew him .nearer-to-the royalist creed® ' . : ■

' ..... Bourget had sailed for America with: a nostalgic longing 
for ‘Europe and for her past® In la'"foreword dedicated to lam.es 
Gordon Bennett, who. had-'suggested -his. trip, he confessed;:' ■
' ' Hsny things. in America .-a re' outrageous and displeas-.' 

ing. : There one often -regrets, the agreeablejiess ■ and ■ A. ■
slowness of Europe;. At 'times.,- .one - has real nostalgia, •

" ' for a country .'with a . historical- /background'.-wherei there •
are the- dead: behind the living, ■ ■ ■
.■ It would seem naturalfor' such a mood to' recall mem-' . 

orieg- of the great Tfrenchmen- 'who' had been sent as': courageous 
pioneers to the wilds of the Mississippi Halley; tor attract • 
him to the State which,-., alone of all the State's in the Union,, 
has a, French past and a nostalgia, A not seldom expressed', for 

vieille Prance A‘ Instead, • -he traveled as'far north as
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Minneapolis, visited. Chicago, . observed :« M g h  -life* in Newport, 
and'discussed psychology at Harvard. " In February f 1894, he ■. ■ 
went to Georgia and .Florida for a few weeks of-rest. ^His ■ 
life.in this semi-tropical" country was a delightful memory 
which remained with him for a long timewhites his Dio» 
grapher»29 The only man who might have written a f ew moving 
pages on the survival .of French customs in Louisiana3 perhaps 
also on problems of race as that State offered, to the ...clear
sighted observer in the nineties, did not visit Louisiana.. 
Thus French literature concerning Louisiana was. doomed to 
remain barren .after Chateaubriand,- and. throughout the whole 
nineteenth 'century. .' ■' -. . .



CHAPTER, 111 -

TWENTIETH - GEHTIJHT '

. . . . . . . . .. . :SHMMAHT ; '■= , . , , .
' ' Louisiana's place' in French Letters of the twenties thy

century* ' Scarcity. of historical ..--accounts ■ in French, concern" 
ing the-'United States published .before 191?® Suenin’ s La 
Louisiane. Other histories of Louisiana! Travel: books • ■
between 1900 and- 191? winch-do not concern-' Louisiana. L>e& ■ 
Etats-Unis â1Amérique by Paul a’HstouriieXles de. Constant® ' : 
Pules Huret * s . impressions of ' the United States.» Paul ' Adam* ■
• Change- of the French attitude ' in' regard to America .after -, ■ 
the. war. - Historical accounts' of America' by- Frenchaen. _ - , 
Pilles' et Paysages aiAiierlqiie by 'lean Garni. Use;ale by -y e'an''. 
Prévost-, •: Duhamel. Luc Duxtainy Paul Parand* Glraâoüx. y ' 
Joseph Kessel® Jules -.Roma ins'* ',. Andre" Maurois » Emile ; Ripert. 
Andre Dehiaison.® Frank-■L..®."Schoell A WUdards's‘' Vieille Amérique, 
Sud bu Pierre de I,anus® The. French -Mission* s- visit in. March 
.1937/ IP Empire ' français dWPaériQÜe'by Gabriel-Louis Jaray.
'Dr P Hene ' Cruohetis so journ in. Louisiana.. . The importance :of ; . 
Emile .Lauvriere* s. works .Madame .Kegine Hubert-Hobert.1 s .. ■ ■: 
Histoire' merveilleuse- de'- la. Louis lane -française.

. In.surveying the literature.produced during-the last y. 
forty years— 190Çel94Ô--incluaèâ in this study,-, ohe' discovers 
almost at once that .thefttwentieth, .century 'diâ not .really find 

self until it 'was tea .o'r,-fifteen-years -old-.. -The 'first pi.1 V O
decade wag., .as. far as ■. French/'-coiriments-- ¡concerning''- America '.' 
and .Louisiana are concerned,
i n

mere;-..coatlnuatioxi of . the writ
... gs of the late nineteenth century. Then,' as a new literary 
arui artistic generation gave an-original impulss to -French . 
letters and fine arts, a. new attitude, developed in regard to 
America. Several eminent men of: letters sailed for.the New 
World, which, had not .been' visited by a; single French novelist
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or poet of first .order from- f lie '.time of ..'Chateaubriand to 
that of Loti, ; Since this new 'curiosity was, greatly favored ' 
by political events-/and was to a great- extent a result 'of, 
the first World tar, the year 191:7, the date- o-f 'American : : 
intervention iir the war may. he used, as the dividing line in. 
the studs? of the twentieth century.- - There'are fee/ interest
ing mentions of Louisiana found in Jrenon .letters from 1900 
to -191?; but a much keener'- interest - in the- South and in 
Louisiana, develops after - that''date.-;• ' , ' ' . . -

; ’ The interest of the wrench in American history seems 
to have been' surprisingly, lacking, if- it may be judged by 
the small number of historical'- accounts dealing, with America'- 
which were oubli shed in 'France -before 1917« A' few - volumes
written between 1900 and. the World War briefly' mention.. '
Louisiana, Thesej however, do- not deserve a detailed study, 
since they are not first hand accounts nor .do they claim- to . 
be based on more, than an- elementary knowledge of the South,
In this group, trie only work devoted entirely ;t.o Louisiana 
is written -primarily for, children-. This book, 'La Louisiane; .. 
by Eugene -G-uenin., -is a summary of the history of Louisiana. .•• •
from its discovery by. Cavelier de Li: Salle to the Louisiana • 
Purchase, The.book is neither scientific nor'scholarly in its
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presentation of- facts and doouniertts 3 nor literary In its' - . • 
style- end--purpose. ' '1 . '■ ■; - p :

- A few comments' on negro ■-education in Louisiana, are' . 
found in a French thesis entitledI If Education-des, negrea ' 
a m  Flats Minis, by Este Brouaseau, -^professeur-de' p.sychologie 
a locóle Nórmale de Los Ilngelesi1''1 ■ p-'Seyeral histories, of 
French- colonisation were written, in the - twentieth;.;century , 
after the French public had■ fully realized:"the;;importance 
of the Colonial Ifcpire which ' the -Third -Republic -had 'given ; 
themw these usually denote -sp'chapter to french . efforts in';-; 
'Louisiana.-, -ana explain;, often with nostalgic regrets-,, . the- " 
ultimate failure- of Francetopretalri her Mississippi Colony, 
In 19081 Paul Caffarel, "doyen le la Faculte des Lettfes 
d1 MxMSarseille published a learned volume : lea ling with ■

1850, filile .he
to ;ed- States byregrets ■ the sale" of Louisiana 

Bonaparte, and- laments..the loss .thereby. gufferef by French 
culture and the French,language on. the North American- conti
nent, he blâmes' the" French' peu pie':,f hems elves' and their .

■ :: ■■ uPag-es 141-144 deal "with Louisiana, The'purpose of
the. 'book - is to - give statistics: coneernixig -the number'of - 
schools for negro.es ...in- each- state, and other similar data., 
•An .excellent .systematic study of the United States Csoil y 
population, sericulture:-, : universiti es', and hammeree), hyp _ ; 
Pierre jberoywBeaulieu,- -Los .su -Ea © siecl.e, .1 ar.is-,Col-In, .1904.", is' o'm.itted frorn thils study because the author . 
is hot concerned with Louisiana aaâ :m-entIoa.s : it only in, the 
preface
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leaders for. the irreparable' blunder ' Charles -de la . ,
Roncier©, the learned historian of the 'French navy and of 
French colonies;, mentions .the French epic in- Louisiana in ■■■ 
his to ole j Ce qu’cmt fait en America© leg Français depuis aa 
decouverte .jusqu Van percement de "IF is thine de -Panamá ; and in
191Í lenaut dealt with nLa: Question de la Louisiane,
179q-1806',*® in tIie Revue de 1 ’ histoire- des colonies françaises 
in a detailed account of the political conditions prevailing', 
in fixe colony while pit/was successively --'owned, hy the Spanish,- 
the French, and fh© Americans. ■ ■ ■ . '
. ■ In the literature., of travel .'in. the United States .

written-'between .1900' and 1917,. there are a' number • of worts 
which deserve special consideration. The•Abbe Felix Klein, ' 
a professor at the Gatholie Institute in Parla, published ■ p 
three books deal ing.: with-the United States; Au'Pays de ' 
la via intense, L 9Amérique : de. demain, and 3n Amérique -a - la A - ' 

la guerre. ,Apparently p he did not visit Louisiana,1
and his remarks concerning' the negro, problem and the Oat Si- 
oilc ' element in .America, .include' no '-reference to the. Southy ■ 
Therese Yianaone, • who published, her Impress ions 6J une . .
franealse en Amerlqug, -was content with visiting the larger 
-cities' of the hast and Canada, and with praising Catholicism''

■ Fcagfarel, o p » oit.,' p» 186: ; "Si-nous' n’avons pas 
réussi, c’est nous seuls q/ui'sommes responsables de ces 
essais malheureux. ' Nous -avons.''ete punis la .ou nous avions 
necheF1. . . . .......
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in aerica.- Three brothers Bournand, who entitled•their
book, Am Pays cm Dollar, merely collected-••conventional' •
observations on women® s . clubs p churches, commerce- and . 
industry in the United States, and' never visited the south, 
.Professor Louis Cons? then a young man teaching in tii©
United States, and until his recent death, one of - the out- . 
standing Trench scholars in America, mentioned Louisiana 
• briefly in a lucid analysis and interpretation of the United 
States, published in -19IS, and entitled Lea -Stats-»Unis - .del. 
1764 a -1912, In 1915, a journalist, Paul Heboucc, -published 
a- diary of his trip to Cuba, Haiti' Jamaica, and the south
ern United States under the title, Blancs et'Moils*. Carnet--: 
de Voyage;■ He made no attempt', to conceal his-disappointment 
■in Florida and Louisiana. He had expected; to find in New p 
Orleans' an animated and happy, city. Instead, he laments:-'. 
■Uiliat impression ' of intense sadness “-enormous, stores y -build
ings made of brick, having a seurvy appearance," trolly-o'ar • ,.- 
lines everywhere; rails"' everywhere:, and everywhere'-trolley- , . 
.oars whose incessant noises and.squealing brakes deafen one 
by 'their- tiring' outcry. • The streets .are dirty ana full of ' • 
holes s the sidewalks are -paved with'large, - uneven flag-stones. 
A London fog floats over-the cityriS- . . . . . . ■ A . ' '

Rehoux, ‘ :o.p, 'cit. 564',
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; The. last work - of ..any-.- importance on the-United: States 
published before America is entry'into'the war Is. • -by a " '.
■political figure . of -some eminencePaul. df Satournelles de , 
Constant: lies Itafg-Unis d1 Amerlq-iie-. The -authorwho was ' 
a senator and one of France ® s ■■¿elagaf eg to the -Peace Cge- • 
ferenee at the Hague, had visit ed-'"America for the -first - -
time in 1902* He relates his .travels" in. the first; half-of ■ 
the hooka and-, discusses a.meriean-:problemS”“Stich as- education, 
negroes, and religion— -in the second- half«; la a- few indignant •
passages he .laments the -neglected-.condition 'in which France, .: 
left'her colony, - in .Louisiana. Speaking of "the- corameroial- 
treaty by which Louisiana was sold ,to-the -Arierieaii Republic', 
he makes- the following ■ commentt - '1 p- - ,. p. ■■ - - ■

1 know of no other .piece of -barter so. sordid and;
. repulsive as this¿1 '-—-Louisiana should have been ■ ....

■ treatedp&s' a daughter to become a mi sen in -marriage 1-
■ . -and not. as-a slave-to be "bartered.*- ■ ' '

-In- 1917, the same author published a second edition • 
of his-book, in whieh. he deplores--in oveil more eloquent ' . 
strains, the inept- policy which: had co.sk France the loss .of. 
her .oniony. ■ Almost alone among French, travelers ■ in America 
sine® Chateaubriand, .he thought, regretfully: -of:. La . Salle and 
the. valiant French heroes who . had given..up their lives, to:

4.THkstournelles
p. 148.

de -Constant, 'Les Stats-AInls alAmeraane,
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explore the- Mississippi. Valley-, and offer it, to .France.'
Tet this nostalgic regret for the'fruitless endeavors of'
great -Frenchmen did riot •• blind - Paul dri&stouriielXes to trie
wonderful advantages to he found in modern limeric.a, His 
hook is one of the most favorable: to trie .United States
appearing .in'tris early part of trie ■ century p ■ " . ' ■'
... The. difference between so-called. creative writers 

and joiirnalists for reporters-was,, more marked .in trie early 
part of' the-'twentieth;"century than it has Veen-: in recent .•••• 
years, when ííaürois, Morana, GlraudóUxf Duhsmei, and U " U  
Dedal son have been .journalists as .w:ell. as- novelists ■ of high' ■ 
repute» . The two most valuable accounts-.W-.-French. travelers- 
in the'United -States produced during trie -first; decade of . 
.the .present century, were written "by gifted journalists, '
one of whom was also a .novelist and critico: 'Jules .coiret
and haul. Adam. ' . ■ ■ , -py . ’ . . .
” ' lilies Buret made a specialty'of travel-books: and of '
• literary 'wenquetes,n a favorite pastime of French-newspapers



in, the happy years when :newspapers ■ had no' wars, or rumors of 
war. to report., His'^Snauete sur X* ©Volution til'tteraire, ■
first written itt the Baton he Paris, in March-Julyf;; 1891 ,■ made . 
him famous, Then- he traveled erhenglvely ill -Germany'.-.ana-. '• 
'Argentina, and in ' the /United states * In 1904, 'he..published 
two volumes- on North .America; ,t-ne. first .is entitled'• &©,<• New 
York a. la. NouveXle Orleans , andithp- second Ds- nan- Francisco- 
an Canada; These two.'hooks,;.';:wr itten by an- alert intelligent 
Frenchmans hare remained to this day" among - the truest'.and ......
most accurate pictures of. America in 'the early years ;.of this
century * ' ' p ■: . . .' 1 p . ■" .
.. Like many Suropeans;who visit Hew York: for: the first'

time, Hiiret was dazed, and dismayed by the', noise and-haste, . . 

and by "the inhuman worship., of work and'; efficiency, upon 

leaving New- York .tie decided to.■visit the boutm, and.to .•
plunge -into the romantic and • sentimental atmosphere ■ of ' ' '

Louisians, before venturing ..'into' the. ?/est.' Full of, hopes. • 

and expectations.,-.-he left:by train,-..-for.:-Louisiana, 

appeared to me in the distance-, like--an. oasis., in. the rays . 

of the sun FI The memorietoof totala. ".pursued- -him, ■■ and .upon o ■ 

reaching '.Louisiana--, he .expresses .-his joy In .'.enthusiastic- ■

words reminiscent of OnateawbriaM:. . ■ ■' p I



. Here I am in Louisiana, the home of the 'mocking • ' . . • 
birds, of creeping ■vines, of beautiful oak. tress, 
of the Mississippi, Father of the W a t e r s o f.bayous . '
where crocodiles sleep, of ’sugar, cane plantations, . ,Louisiana, the home of snakes and flowers lG .■ • •

” ■ . Sven -'.the parasitic- Spanish moss, hanging gracefully 
from the trees, which had been so displeasing to' many other 
travelers, appealed to Huret, ■ In’ Louisiana he ■ found leisure, 
e-xoressiv'e and responsive faces, animated:, gestjur.es, exuoerant 
spirits, and all that he had. failed'to' find in .'New York.. ’
The houses in Hew Orleans seemed to him. -the ■ most attractive ' 
in' America 1 He decided to prolong his. stay In. that ’ charming 
city in order to observe it -better,. He described it as be
ing like Spain, but less ’rugged.',. as voluptuous .as Italy» 
but less wiry; , a country made forpplaying triiaiit. and where 
one is astonished at the energy:of' the inhabitants.8 Indeed, 
his remarks show a less hasty and more understanding and . 
penetrating judgment than those -of most travelers since 
Tocqueville. ' .• ' ■ - :' . ■ : . .• .

6Jules' Hnret, In Amérique. De New-York-a Ta Nouvelle* 
Orleans, ,p. 330. : . • • . ' .

■ 7ïïuret, -OP. 'oit. » p, 334* lia Nouvelle Orleans, :1a 
dus jolie ville que j’aie jusqu’à ..présent rencontrée en- ' '
Amérique..” 8t.' Gharle.s Avenue 1s■ to'-him.,- ’’une: sorte de
Neull.ì'y tropicali’ - , . .

■ XIpilc!.# § p® I3ï5o ® - .-y. ■■ . ■ ■■■■' -■



. Jules Hurst's inures si on ' of ‘New 'Orleans.., 'which lie 
visited at a time when, he felt repelled 'by "the rigorous 1 
hypocrisy ,of New .Bngland”-' and the .long, cold winter in the
hast, remained unchanged.,-. He is. among'the few Frenchmen
who found Louisiana -more charming.. than California. .¿it the 
end of his second" volume'; De gaii Franolgoo an Canada, he 
refers again to his pleasure in discovering New.Orleans 
Although' his chapters on. LouisIans are .neither.-profound 
nor: picturesque., they •nevertheless, present to French readers 
a favorable., picture of ,Xouisiaxia:'and Hew/Orleans. . Though ■■ ■ 
Euret does not rise to.-, the heights of political analysis' p- 
nor of economic, and .ahthropolQgiGai.ldiscussion, he renders'
his impressions .of New -Orleans with liveliness ■and freshness. 
Howeverj ."he does not fail to add to his naive description of 
a city so' unique in many of its: aspectsfrom its flowers ■ 
and its women to its'.ihcomparabl.e.;; cooking, the -inevitable ■' , 
chapter .on the negro' Question» merely presenting the problem
hut offering no solution* ; -.. ... ' . ' : i '

■ ■ Paul Adam could he- called "a; precursor -of futurism.
He found' poetry .and beauty in -the-'• machine, in., commerce and. 
finance, and welcomed .the future with an Indomitable energy

• • 9 • ' . .■ Huret, ou, cit« * il, p, 519: lion je m'oublierai,
jamais .la joie douce, qui ,mt inonde des que j'eus - mi s--le pied 
a la Nouvelle'. Orléans;» ; Os . jour fia'. ma- 'conscience- s fagrandit 
de la perception nette du -produit européen que je suisAs-
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and- an intelligent- love of all that is- pregnant with energy. 
In- his hues d* Airier feme, he protested against the' - condescend
ing attitude adopted by .Europeans toward youthful;.America, 
and undertook to--'Show that architecture and art .are much. . 
better understood and more profoundly ■ loved- -in the United
States than is commonly believed. " ' .. '

The chapter which Paul' Adam devotes to the South, is
brief, and his analysis • of the character and the customs- . •
of the 'creoles is superficial. He had obviously passed 
through New Orleans.;somewhat hastily oh;his way to Cuba, 
However, lie wan struck by the colorful atmosphere of the
city and by the talkative- and ;gesticulating .crowd, in con

' • • ■ . . - 1 ' • ' . - -.•vy • . • '
trust, with. the -severe'land ; puritanical aspect- .of Eastern 
cities. He perceives the survival'in the old French and
Spanish families of. age-old -hatreds, rivalries, and feuds, 
traits of manners -worthy" of figuring in Stendhal1 s writings 
or in Gaganova’ s. memoirs!1 It’ is- to be deplored tnat raiil. 
Adam* s trip was iso Hasty that lie could not penetrate more ■ 
deeply Into the -a-oul. of Louisiana, Yet his talent, • which . 
was that of a naturalist and an epic novelist, prepared him 
better for an understanding of- the industrial centers,: h M  
the architectural .and engineering innovations- of mmeriea, 
than for an appreciation,of the more idyllic: and nostalgic

South.
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; . The first World War brought shout a ■ .re~dis.covery of.
America..'by European nations, especially by'France. -The- 
attitude-of French writers: .since" Tooeyieville had been some
what patronising and condescending, toward the New World® ! 
The United ' States was not considered /sufficiently .'pictures
que for exotic novelists nor' sufficiently '• subtle" to."-at- '
tract the psychological- story-teller. . As .the nineteenth 
century declined.and the twentieth opened, the political ' . 
and . economic ’ organization of 'the country, the commerce wend' 
industry * the; railways and oil-wells, or. the.- inevitable' 
Chicago stockyards,. were . the favorite themes 'of. Ifrench books
on America ® ■ ■ . ■ ' i ; ■. '

.Europe, .suddenly, 'discovered .America as 'a country, -with
a soul® For a/few ■ years, the words ” American' Ideal ism” 
became the motto of many French■journalists and travelers® 
French cities .opened their, "avenue dii President Wilson®” ' 
American, history was included In the French curriculum, of ■ 
■study;'' American literature was taught. at the lorbonae .and 
in other French.Universities. However, 'after 1935, the ; . 
attitude changed® .Among . conservative .French moralists f ■ .- - 
there was fear of excessive American influence.. The. whole.'

It is' not surprising that Loti neglected America. 
Primitive.and waive souls alone interested him. He'devoted• 
only -a .few- pages to - the .United States in ' no ) cues Aspects.- 
du vertige 'mondial. The chapter fia -entitled; - ”N©w York o 
entrevue par .un'orientai très- vieux., feu Fi . . ■ :.



■subject, America as seen -by the French between 1917 and; ■ 
the present - day, presents sufficient variety to''require ■ - '
several years of.patient study*11 ,l shall, therefore, ae- a 
rote my attention, to the share that the South--and' more. ' 
particularly Louisiana--had in that new wave of French’- 
interest in Aaoriea.1™ \ " ■ ■ ■
. In .a survey of trench literature dealing'with the
United States'— and the South in parti cular--between 1917 '
and 1940, no chronological division seems' to be justified.
Ho clear evolution or trend Is distinguishable, in the French.' 
studies and Interpretations of America during this period ' A- 
except an increasingly hostile'reaction against the mechanical 
aspect of .American life— and consequently against Hew York, •• 
Chicago and Hollywood--ana a much more sympathetic interest 
in the South, which is Considered more traditional and better 
balanced than-the North.- However, first a ■number of volumes 
will be examined which'may be ’classified.- as historical and 
.objective in character; a second group will Include inter-'-

A. Very•helpful article by J. Simon., .'rtXA Amérique 
tell© que l1-ont vue les romanciers français, .1917-1917,” 
in -Etudes- anglaisea, November, 1937, . pp.-. .:198™5'fî0treats 
part of this subject. Some help has been drawn from it.



prêtât ions of ths Uniteà Stares. .by iiòiv’èlìsts ' andtsssafiats g.M 
who aire not eoa cerne cl ritti such objectivity of outlbpK.a. ' : ■ 

After America is 'entry . Into -.the war -in :I917( Mstori- / 
cal accounts of America, .’handbooks of ,1m erica n history ; 
surveys of Mverie-an. life, and customs;-written ' by journalists 
and travelers, and even scholarly works- on. '.amerlean litera
ture will "be suddenly multiplied. .-Louisiana, often, receives' 
a fair share of that increased; ..interest-in the ‘United States 

Under the leadership of :the/French, historian, ■ '
Ha no taux, palo had also been an çMnejit French Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, several French scholars, writers, and 
other intellectuals'— many' òf them grouped around the--Qomite 
FraD.ce-AMerioue-~undertool;h to acquire :®, broader and more • 
accurate knowledge of America,-.and to disseminate this. ; 
knowledge in France, They viene interested - in the past as. . 
-well as in the present. Many more Frenchmen than .ever be- . 
fore became interested in the-history of. French explora- ' 
lions in the Mississippi lalleyy ' and in thé present »da y,, 
fostering of French culture in A,oui si aha:,.. . . . . .  ' : ,
■ la 19B0, Hector lamean '.brought. ouf.is. new edition of
lis Histoire' du Canada prefaced by; M,- Ah ’Hanotaux , -in 
which he discussed Francois colonial failure'-in the Mew. :

1ST!mie first ..volume had,.Appeared in 1915.; the second,, 
.with which >a ere concerned, .An 1980. ,
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World in the' eighteenth century. In the first 'chapter of 
the second volume;, the historian gives a' clear and .'fair . 
account of Law's.-system, - and of the effects, both good and ■ 
evil, which it tied, in Louisiana,. In 1925, P.» Belmont , ■
"ancien. President Me la Commission- des: if£sires; Etrangères s,f " 
published an extensive work on .American foreign policy since 
1778, entitled:.. La Politique des .Etats-unis .et V  Bqro.pe, ■ .
1778-1919.« He emphasised the momentous 'cons-eouences of the 
Louisiana Purchase'upon the diplomatic: history of America* 
Bernard layy wha was one of thé French.specialists.on Aaeri- 
can affairs, does not take an active'interest,in'the South- 
in M s  works on America.14 Charles Oestre,■professor of .. 
American Civilization1 at the. Sorbonne, and a frequent vis.i- ' 
tor to American. universities, also.seems .to have been much 
more 'familiar with the .last end the'Middle West than, with 
the South, tils comprehensive survey1 of- the United States 
(geographical , political, (economic, and ' cultural.:) >-.,-Les ■
Etats Minis, devotes three pages to Louisiana..; Bis..attitude, 
.although : complimentary j does, not. sound very: personal. His
- ' ' ' ' ■ ' ' ' '' ' ' ' 1 ■' 1 SJ ■ 'description of'-Hew'Orleans is. colorlessM ' .Lite aamu year, -

' ^  Mille si interessante par son parfum ûMntlouit©, ; _
.car la. douceur de .ses moeurs égal .a la .douceur de .son climat, 
par son goût le l'art et .des., choses de V  esprit yMp* 159.. ■ p.
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Siegfried completed ; the work' which., was .hailed1927, Andr̂
at once as the most-, lucid and. comprehensive' analysis - of -• 
America appearing since Tocqueville; Led Btats-IJ'nis " 
dfau.jcurdfhiai.d- Siegfried-s hook is'.not a record- of 
things seen .and heard in. .the United States , tut .a ; systematic- 
analysis undertaken "by an -economist and moralist* Though 
the purpose- of the author, who' had visited the South as wel 
as the rest of the .United -States, - was, not to trace-- the- i : 
historical origins of the American -nation, - it 'is.. surprising'-,, 
nevertheless, how' little attention he devotes, to the French! 
element in America.' - Ee is struck'with fear even more than 1 
with wonder by the gospel of efficiency, and prosperity.;-as ■ 
practiced in the United States* As a European, he'voices, 
in his final chapter, his misgivings and .his Costalgie 
d,une' atmosphere ménacee de. .dìs-paraitr é,n'• his regret that 
the aristocratic sense of- refinement and of- individualism ' . 
was disappearing in America, .

M. -Firmili Eos has been- considered in France,;'along- 
with the two writers last mentioned, a-s one ,of the most : 
eminent specialists on America.The .leit—motives of his

-■j ty • • ■ • . - ' ' ■ . • '• ' a -works- are i?-American energy”' and MAmerican idealismi 
last 'and the West seem more familiar to him'than- the -South*

1 6 T t  '.V J p

America comes of. Age»
in America-under the title

A" ̂ C 5- -",lee the titles' of his ■ volumes in the bibliography.

M 
:



I shall 'merely mention other books' which bar9,1 y per
tain to- 'this subject? ■ those of Edward -L'apocque Tinker, ' 
whose works , although .he is-'a bilingual writer and the 
author of an 'exhaustive study on Les Ecrits.de langue 
française - en Louisiane au kike sueolej ■ really belong'to 
the literature of Louisiana; the Initiation a la vio aux ; 
Etats -liai a written -by 'sixteen -French writers and, scholars, 
and published in, 1931. under .the auspices of the -Comité . ■ ' 
France-hiiaeriQne ; several informing-but 'hasty accounts of 
America which leave Louisiana out of their considérât longh
and the./very; useful handbook of Ataerioan- History.'.by Profes
sor F r e d  in:/ Histoire.'des lubats-üiris. ■ ... " ■ '

■ Two 'volxaia.es 'seem to stand out among the la.rge number 
of general descriptions and interpretations of the United ■ 
•States -publis-héd. in Prance by men of a younger generation 
than that' of Professors Oestre, Siegfried, and" Rq'sU p They 
may b© chosen as. samples of the best ■ journalisfio reporting 
and methodical study produced by the French, They are; ; 
Pilles-et Paysages ctjAiaerihhe, by Jean Canu,."and -.üaonl®„

• - ]D . ' . . • .
■■ 'Libert ■ Tissandier, Sir Mois aux Etats-Unis : 'Rene 

Piiauxf Découverte des America Ins which devotes nine pages 
to New Orleans; Marcel Brauns oiirig, La Tie américaine et 
ses leçons ; Luc i-e Delarue -Ma r drus, ' L{ Amérique chez elle ; '
Marie Theresa- Gadala, Impressions aiAmérique; Emile -Soreiber 
1U Amérique reagit) (ten pages deal.-mth New. Orleans) ; -. ;
Vladimir Poznerp 'Les' Etats désunis. A thesis by Josaphat 
Benoit,' L’Ame .'franco- m u q -■ -p..'- -icludes an.attempt at à";- 
psycho logical’ analysis ■ of the .Acadians'as an element of. the 
l'y©neo-American ethnical group in the. Hew 'World®' .
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Baqulsse ge la Civilisation axaerloatne, by Jean-Prevost. •'' .
Tilles et Paysages A* Menique is a pleasant and • •

vivid record of an automobile.trip In the United otates, . 
undertaken 'by .a ; yornigyPrenchman and two of his' friends. i 
The author, an.expert geographer/observes with a keen and 
penetrating eye the scenery of the different states of the 
Union. He does not look for strained or sensationally 
picturesque details/ he avoids mistaking Harlem or Hollywood 
for'America. He tries to depict with accuracy and restraint 
what lie saw during -a rapid trip around -the - country.
. Three chapters are devoted.to the South:■ one to
Texas, one to New Orleans/and a third to /the' old South*"
Louisiana’s' landscape'is faithfully depicted, but without.

' ■ : 1 . ' ' , 1 9 ■ .excessive enthusiasm or any .vain declama tio.ru  ̂■ The 'pages
discussing Acadia, the Mississippi and Hew Orleans offer ' ' 
little more than the usual comments of a Trench traveler ' 
interested 'in -a glorious arid- romantic.-French past t but dis
appointed in the lamentable condition of many of the .former 
French "buildings- of Le.. Vieux Carre. . , .

■ . Uso.aie, ■ by Jean :Prevost, a, gifted-French writer of
the yolinger generation, Is one of -the most solid pictures

. 1? ' '■ - /. ■• nLa-veritable'heante a.e cette terre amohihie, sans
cease raenaeee par les suintementa, les marees du golfo, les 
inondations du fleuvég ce ' sent.- ses arhres gorges d’ esu, see
cypres et ses .cbeiiesi/p« 292® '■ -A- ■/.■■>■ ■
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of America'-written by. a' European. If .need not detain us' 
here sine© the author apparently did not visit the. South/ 
and does not include any speculative;-consideration ' of ■.that
region in his attentive and sympathetie- study of science • 
and literature in .America«" . ' ' ■

: The- roll-call, of fatuous ffreach writers- who. visited "
the United States .anci either-wrote , their impressions of the 
country .or used it as 0. setting for .episodes in, their novels 
is...an imposing one: Duha.mel, Imic Durta-in, Paul-liorandy. 
Gifaudouoy Celias, • Kess'el-, .Jules Hoinaicis, and' Andr-e /Maurois» 
None of them, however, .occupies an important place in.the- ' 
Trench literature concerning .Louislane . One has to look: '
elsewhere,• among a less...brilliant group;of writers-,. for the' 
final rehabilitation, of -Louisiana in Trench Letters- of the ' 
last 'twenty years«. ' - . 0 ': .a- ' ■

The Trench no relists who .discover©! tmorico-' after the 
first World War were attracted to -it— even -''.'hen, as in one 
or -two .famous cases, "disappointment'' and repuj ©ion followed ' 
the short-lived at tract ion--as a modern. ..-s.etting for their 
modernity» America be.c'teoned.'"togthem as' to -o land of escape 
from war-ridden Europe, and as a land, of rejuvenation for an 
ardent generation/ grown -tirecl' of the ■ intellectual soohisii-
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cation-ana skepticism of the Old fori4. ■ Though their .work '■
, is often more-.than hasty, journalism;» -It is-— in the case 
of a-i-ioraiid and a hsurois— superior journal ism* executed . 
with skill and.humor9 ' ■ ' t

The author of toones de la Tie future, on his one ■ 
and only trip to .America,' landed in- Hew--'Orleans, .and enjoyed 
the advantage ' of . haring as his -guide3 a cultured. .repr es.en-
" ' ■ ’ ' f)A ' ' ■ .tatlve-bf Louisiana, Professor Lionel (L Durel..^' He -- ' . 

reached New Orleans' embittered by the medical examination ' ' 
imposed : on hoard the 'ship» and. annoyed that 'a;--,doctorand 
future member of the 'French Academy ., should have teen ■ treated 
as an. ordinary.; mortal. Hecresolyecl to .avenge hiras elf .by- p h 
writing a revengeful test-seller* If is needless .tp ■em.pha- 
.size the superficiality, and tide- unfairness... of the hook, .
.wh ioh Du name 1 um-st long ago havetregretted .'writing; : nor is 
if necessary to. point out the - weakness : of -his fundamental ■ 
assumption that America is the. land oft the machine, and. is . 
conouering Europe and corrupting her soul through her worship 
of the . thing.which she crested. ' The events of. 1940 .have . .. 
already '"proved that- another country -mas to conquer-and . 
..corrupt -Are nee, and that -its salvation, would one- day lie. lit 
[core .American machinery and not lest.-y . ■ : . '■■■■-. , '

. labile he,..vituperated against American movies, banks,! . 
prohibition, ana the worship of calo.ri.es ■ Duharael ..forgot to..

20ln Chapter XI , ■ he ref ers.'to him as ,'H-ichardtC. Durel.
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look at .-the country which he -ii'a'd .come -to • improve .through ,
als lectures. : On board a steamer which sailed up the ■ ' ; .
Mississippi * be failed to observe the; trees, the -birds and 
the sky.. la Hew'Orleans where h© could; have discovered-many' 
remnants of frenot. eivi.ixssiioBy he found.nothing to report?e 
■The separation of negroes. from ■ the whites .oh'the streetcars 
and trains, however, stirred in him.sincere but facile . 
rhetorical indignation;, ana- even his visit t-o. the yic Uifib- 
sue and melancholy cemetery ■ in. how Orleans..-inspiied no «iw* a 
appropriate comment than a- -me to drama tie. para .grape aocu»ine ■ 
Arrierlca. of separating the-races .even, in death* : ■.
' Mug 'curtain, like Duhamel, a doctort and friend of-
suffering humanity, also came-to the United States,- this . . 
travel books on western1Europe, Bussla, .and America are p 
written in a less 'hasty .style than most' of the, abundant • 
literature of the nineteen ;■ twenties. Bur tain was; attracted 
by California. His l.uarantie.se Btag.e- (1927) and -Bollywood. - 
depasse (1928) offer -a striking picture of American. civili- .- 
ration'on the West. Coast. Like Duhamel, he concluded that 
.the mechanical civilization of .-America is crushing the - .
inii vl lues 1 1 and again .Like, n-im, .no .reached unis geneiaitza—

. tion after only a-fragmentary acquaintance with the United
States, and.none at-all of the South,--- . ■ ; ■ ■

.After a second .four -of America, he discusses American-



. civilization with mare fairness than previously. In Oriel- ' ' 
ones Holes of II, 3, A . and Les Penn Shoes- lie llAmeirlque, a • .. 
f e w  allusions to lew Orleans show that, the- author had •
traveled In the South, Like most .Irenoilmen in the-late , 
twenties, however, .he was obsessed by the- evil's of pro- ■ 
hib.it.lon, .and talks-of -nothing else. In.two novels dealing 
-with the United. ’States , Captain. 0. K. ana Ymnkl and -Marjorie 
he utilises the relations of the whites and the negroes as 
picturesque themes for his novels, v . '

. Paul Morand Is possibly,the- most Indefatigable 
traveler of all 'the - French -writers' of the post-war group.
He had already traveled extensively when he visited America 
In 1925, crossing the country from Hew York to Yancouver 
with his accustomed speed. The. book which he Has -then pre~- • 
paring, ■ 51 en que :la Terre, 1926, does not .mention, the ■ 
Southern States of theUnIo.nl Nor does his' novel," Champions 
dn Monde (1930), whose, heroes are four students of 'Columbia . 
University, or tils clever guldv-bookl lew York (1930). -

Marie Loire, published In: 1928, Is considered by ' ' .
many critics one of the best of-Morand! s books . -It repre
sents: the Importance of African ana American negroes In - '
the comprehensive series of studies devoted-by the author 
to the contemporary world! None of the action lit MyiY a .. •
oxre- actually takes . place in. Louisiana',' although iiorond
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had'visited trie state. In 192?j;Xas: the •'Avert~propo8ti : in
forks' us), as well as twenty “-seven.- other- "negro .countriesA 
These- vivid and picturesque stories '-'need no- praise, and 
their relative truth is-very, -striking. Several of the 
author* a allusions 'prove that ’he was' keenly interested in 
the Creole songs and. traditions- of Louisiana, as well as ■
in the negro superstitions•current in the South .

Mor.and* h only discussion .of New Orleans is found - in ' 
Air Indien» one of his works which is devoted to a descrip- . 
tion and "analysis of the'Pacific states of South/America, 
Traveling by airplane, he visits Lhile, Peru, and Ecuador, '
traverses Central America, ■'and .after flying over the -Gulf 
of Mexico, hails the Mississippi as Ale-per© des eauxA’ •
The last chapter of the .hook, is'-a brief and moving- meditation 
on 'New Orleans and Manon. Lescant-* s grave, ■ The first para
graph which presents with striking, intensity the main fea
tures of Louisiana* s landscape, xs :Qiie of in© most concise 
and graphic descriptions recorded;-by any -of the Trench , 

travelers; ' ■ . . , . w - ' ■ ■ . ■' ■



Les Champs de coton brun et les roaeaux^de cannes' 
a sucre, alternent avec-des steppes•de palmiers nains 
dont les'sabres en éventail me piquent-aux jambes; . 
les feuilles cie mais font un bruit de papier sec* 
Tout semble vieux ici; aux grands 'orages caraïbes 
- succédé un. air dliixié finesse .très'.ancienne* Ce 
n© sont plus des cadavres de ■ chevaux qui bordent
la. routej msis des • cadavres de- Lord,- aux tôles . 
tordues par. les souffrances- d’une-trop- longue vie, ■

' aux coussins troues, ou tout a p e n sauf les yeux 
clairs des p-Iiarers» Ailleurs,- les- balles de ̂ coton 
cerc^ees de"bandes 'de fer moisissent en plein vent»
Les 'filets de.peche sont- déchirés, les negrës ont 

■■ Is a n  aussi là s eue les mules ou’ ils montent sans . . ;
' etriers; de la. pipe où* ils fumenthil.. ne reste que 

le culot«iJij ' ■ . . ■ ■■ ■ . .. . ■
Then Morand, -who often seemsithe most modern of all 

writers and the least concerned with memories of the past, i- 
recalls a sentence. from tne melancholy. concxusiun oî Msnô n 
'Lescaut_^Hous nous aimons-au milieu d’une vaste plaine'1 -.-w
and comments; ?,Ces mots de Des Grieux,: :cos...simples, mots ■ 
m ’ont toujours, rempli cilune ..fatigue, desespereef- .He mentions 
the old.French .cemetries "ou dorment depuis plus de deux 
siècles nos nobles',-, nos pretres, nos -aventuners., • nos ■ 
prostituées , parmi, des esclaves af ricains &nd, tnen by ■ 
straining his '.imagination excessively, - he. - even pictures 

spot -where «le per© Ha Salle disait sa messe, entoure 
de. pirogues indiennes , ici, ¿a-quarante.■■■¿ilomatres de là
H ou v elle H) ans

Indien, pp. 26Ö-261V
' 23Ibid*,na 163» Morand'd memory failed him her^v'since

lm Sail e wüTno-y a Jesuit' father and never . said 
five "miles from New Orleans. " r:: p;t ' .. M



: Iri a lyrical ■ and touching 'invocation, Morand ad-' 1 ■
dresses Louisiana., • and like"Chateaubriand and I'igny, seems 
to delight in the'harmonious syllables of ■„a name dear tp 
the ,F r e n c h . ' ■ 1 • .. ■ . '■ ..

: . . . ■ /. .. . .. ' . . ' . ■' ■■■ ' ■ ... 435

Terre de -Louisiane, '-pour' la seconde fois tu ■ . ■
-m’accueilles, et je' retrouve ton visage. désolé '
comme celui' d’une jeune malade incurable. .̂ . 1

' --Louisiana-, ' gehenne ensoleillée et inhabitable, ” -
oui tour a-'tour sus . combler- de joie, et broyer. .
sous la: .deception la plus'., atroce ceux qui»-“ '' . -. ■
arrivaient ici a condamnes-', au "Mi clcipy , y ..
■ Jlnong the- outcast"ovorasn whose-,fate it was to oe sent ■ ■

to Louisiana , 'he.-recalls.''-Manon - lia one of -.-the-'best'-passages •
inspired by Louisiana. / Its subtle and" restrained charm re~
minds the modern .reader of hreyostf s lucid... a.n dp discreet prose;

' Ce oue-Manon, apportait .Ici, c’est 1s nostalgie du ■
■ plaisir.. Mais le"’ plaisir mourut avec elle ; f air ' .

indien dessacha cette t.eïidre s-emence- Se Paris et. - ' .
ce n’est qixra Paris que les 'filles'1 d’'Amérique.. ' .
peuvent, aujourd’hui encore en cueillir-la fleur* . . •. •

- ' Je ne sais plus, Manon, ou . tu-- reposes, ' parmi;
tant de tertres qui gonflent a peine le soi.' ; ■ ' ■
c cohulller-, comme un corps d* enfant’, soulève les ' g 
. draps.; ■ tombeaux français du -Mississipi, ou . : . .
' filtre une eau déjà smere, oui a Ie:g.out des' ... ■' .

■ ■ '.larmes-. 35 : ■ ■ ' . y
. Giraudoux’-s tmloa America' ( 1918) y. is a felicitous .

mixture of .irony and-.enthusiasm which tells .of. thétAmerican’-s
lore .for the heroic France-of Ter dun . In 19i.7,- and of;, the- . ■
hiiieriean. jeunes fill eg M’ 'The' author;, ftio .was a. .student, at

“4iMâ-n P* 268. 

2oIbid., p.:265.



Harvard before the first Ho rid. War, returned to the. Bait ed 
States with a French military: .mission. in 1917-1918, and.- 
who has visited ixaerica repeatedly sincea penis to have., 
been :familiar orljr. with the Hast and the: Heat .If he y 
■went ns far'as. the southern, -IvLississippl Halleyy it must; • ■ 
not. hare awakened -in 'him memories of Manon ond .Atala s more 
passionate ami less sophisticated than GIraudou.x? s rmua— ■ 
erotis heroines, . . ; ■ ,t. . . .. " . ' .
' . ■ lix: P'ovsis’ber 1918, Joseph Keasel visited .Apierioa ' 
while an officer sin the French army oa ills, waf to. Siberia, 
He wrote of a flyer’s romanticy..a,dventur es- in California..^' 
hater he returned to Hollywood, only to be bitterly: disap.- 
pointed In that reputedly glamorous oityv- Oelitiei or his. 
mouthpiece, Ferdinand, relates in -the -Voyage an bout de la 
yurt, how.he was- attracted to the united, States through an. 
Yaer lean girl/Lola, whom he met in Laris, during' the' war. . 
His .visit to'Hew York is . described with gusto v ' y

Jules Homain’s descriptions of-Yperlea are also ' . ■

■ 86M íl Y?entures de Jerome Bar-din:1 contain; c; lovely-
description offspring in Yew York, America is discussed 'ad
versely by-the banker, Moise, in Hglantlne, In h’lcoie des
__ f_ ^ j _ .-girl,. Miss Hpottxswood,^explains .

her conception, of France as opposed to .America, -One of-the 
.most recent novels by Giraudoux, Oholx des Mines, takes ./ 
place in California, ■■ ■ .. . ' ..

/  ̂Yoseph Kessel, Dames de ■ Californie1920.; .Hollywood,
YlHI.e mirage. 1936, . ' .■ , ' y • ■



18limited, to Hew' York ana, California.1̂ . ■ Andre Laurels has 
been too much; concerned with his - study of 'changing .America' 
to devote his attention t.o secluded Louisiana* His Stab3 -1 
Unis' 59 implies that he lectured in Texas'., "but ■ that he was 
too preooctipi.ee! with the ominous threat of tier, and .pi the . 
timer I can'attitude toward Su.ro pe an .problems to think of . the ■ 
early Preach explorers of the-KIssis-sIppM , . ■ '
■ • ; ' '••Among. Trench travelers to iM,erics An the. 'twentieth
. century',. Smile filbert As exceptional-in that his;- impres
sions of the United States ..center' around .the- South." ''The " 
post-war period has been an era of travel, not only for 
French novelists but also for 'French, university-professors, 
H  Klperty, a ; professor of Provencal-.literature..at the. uni- 
verslty of Aixi came to the .United States ■ In  19S5-192.6 • on-.-. . 
a lecture .tour, A romantic. from .the south of. France, he. 
■reached AnerI.oa full of reminisoences of Uncle Tore.s : Cabin 
and ; of Chateaubriand’ 0 prose epics. The sights oil a modern 
Minnie Torn1’ preparing'..his ' berth, on-the sleeping oar' and a . 
son of Chaetas carrying his -bags at the 'station'naively-.; . 
thrills -him. . On M s  way to Louisiana , schoolboy, memories •• 
of Chateaubriand haunt himj •. . A r. ... . • ' . . ■



Le fier M'esehaeefae roulait ses vastes oiidesi '
Dont le bruit sourd■ montait dans . le -calme. des airs, 
St, se reper.outant de deserts en deserts, ■ '■
■ expirait a traders la'.foret ,solitaire.-f9 ■

' 1m Expert, the first french.. port mho sings, of- .
Louisiana, since Yîgny, lias, written a moving poem, on the
trench cemetery i.n New Orleans, where he deciphers the
names of his -.countrymen on the • tombstones: . ■

D U u  sorterit-ils? --De- quel pillage ; -
Sont “-ils 'remis vers cette, plage, ■ . ..
Ou 11 oxi a vu ta jit de Manon s. . ■ . , ■ p
lui mouraient- sans laisser vie lions 1 p

..Me. voici, a.' la. point ©.entreras :■ ■ . . ■ ■ ' c .
Du. monde j ..ou la France Jadis t7„ , ■ ;

■ A fait fleurir les fleurs de lis..vC,. . 1
ïn aribtàier'- ooem,- United ■ States , .in wiiich: he honors

the different: States of the Union, Ripert expresses bis - :
sinoere affection, for Louisiane. î . . p.

■' Mais .parmi les Liais de ■lf inmiense domaine, . ■
. Lorsque lfon a nomme le 'ferment et. le Maine, ■
hui tendent leurs coteaux français sur 1'horizon,
Ce qui met dans les coeurs un.merveilleux frisson, 
font a coup, au milieu de la foret austère .
Ou foisonnent, du Sud a.u' Mord, sur cette'terre! " 
G’est de voir, pour les enchaîner a notre amour,■ 
SUnrcmler autour 'd’eux, ainsi ou»une. 1 iane,

■ Le douce inflexion de oe. noms L o u i s i a n e . .

29,

.30
idle Ripert, Posmes -'d'Amérique. .’’-L’Arrivée,” p.-6 . 

l'bid«,' pp. 36-38, '• r*Cimetiere a .la-Nouvelle Orleans

31T'biâ. p p p ,  49“50i 'United. Otâtes U
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■ Like Ripertj Andre: Demaisoa .also' refused to yield! ■ ■ 
.Ills' attention; exclusively to tiae attraetions of' trie I-Iew' . • '•
York .skyscrapers,- the Chicago stockyards, and.the Hollywood 
.movie stars.,- He came .to America! in 1937 with .a; background ■■ 
and a purpose- different; from' those of other Parisian and ■■ '
cosmopolitan lirench writers* .He was. known- as a. specialist ■ :. 
of T!Colonial literature! (In the French' me,anlng of .the. .
word')', aria as an■ adventurous observer of the lie-groes and .! '
the animals in' Africa, -'.Luring his visit' /to• the .Southern Ip. p . . 
'United-States , his interest continues to-be - centered .upon 1. 1 
-the negroes and -the "animals, just as- the -main, ■■interest"of ' p - 
Irench. explorers from Cavelier - de- I,a ; Salle.. to.;: Chatesubrland1' ■
had heeh-.focused'.upon-' Indians, arid'wild game, rfhe ..book '.- ■. -
.which .Andre Carnal son published lir 19.39, after hit ’'visit" to ■ 
the United,States, has,' However,. other claims to our at--. ' •'■ . ■ 
teat ion; for-as in his previous -hooks-’ -'on A£Mc.a''- the. 'author- ... 
undertakes to bring a-new point .of view to Hreach.exotic . ' 
literature,. that is. to .the".outward''difference's which separate 
■the southern United states from • Europe, Dema.ison prefers,.-the . 
profound-/underlying similarities®- For this reason, he re- ' 
fuses to bepattiwoted"by:- the ■ striking and exceptional ,fea» . 
turess .of ;the soil, the" vegetatioiiv the 'towns : of the. v ■ 
country which.he is .visiting..- Instead,- his.interest;is in !■ 
animals, interpreted in a human- way',; ©Mpin..the ' humble ! .



people' of peasant stock living near-the soil and in closed : ; 
communion with ties earth. The. very title of. the hook In ' v 
which he: describes ills automobile trippin America reveals 
his attitude: .-Terre dfAnegig.us, . . ; -

Andre DemaisoxAs Itinerary is planned 'to avoid those- 
places viiicii a score of French "writers' 111 described over ■ 
and over agaiai3E His careful planning,. however, does not 
always protect him from rush 'conclusions ”The French,... 
Kipling,-" as- Demaison’s admirers have called him, unearths 
the favorite topic of .French - tr-ayelers— serpents--.and hisr 
experience as. a spectator of a .light between kingsiiakes and 
moccasins ' in Florida. is described as s. thrilling - adventure. 
Then, with great lightness of: heart, IDeisiaIson;presumea to ■ 
present «-solution of the negro problem.of the United States, 
which, would simply consist of a- wholesale emigration- of 
fourteen million American colored people-to/Africa apparently 
without the consent .of those most. deeply •concerned.: . •

The Importance of his hastily' writ ten ■ work in this 
study is not in. its literary value, but'in•the writer’s •

' '"'"'The. reader is desoreetly told- ’.in -the first chapter>
p. is, that President Roosevelt congratulated the visitor
■ on his itinerary. .- A-tp.-. a ' ■

o3There' is the Inevitable chapter which., ©very French
■ traveler of the stronger sen feels that he must devote to
■rL8 femme américaineChapter jCXII..» ■ . . 5 - . ■ p p:
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sympathetic int-er est' •• in .the'' South.• Eis-purpose Mrom-. the: '1. 
outset vm.s- to .di3cover f,the aristocracy-of ■America!- in■ the ■ 
lower Mississippi halley, where a predominantly;.agricultural
oiwlliKation.enpoyed a harmonious adjustment between work 
and leisure,- His arrival in New. Orleans p his visit to the : 
famous restaurants of the city; in- le- Mienx Carre, are de-' ■ 
scribed with enthusiasm byva traveler who. obviously enjoyed 
his trip.' .Like other French visitors p'he. is' gravely con™ 
,.cer.ned with the lack'of unity among French-speaking peoplew 
living abroad,- end with the gradual■■'■disappearance oil-the 
French language, even among the Aeadians oil.Louisiana ,.,-p:i; 
However,' liis haarked preference for the-study of; animals;' andh 
of : negroes left him too little vtimepioconcentrate- upon the.- 
•.whites, and.more particularly, French "survivals in ■ 1 -
• Louisiana .’34 .His' general definition :of 'Louisiana may-be

: ■ M54It is to be deplored that Demaisori, ;a talented, but
very geli-satisfled individualp allowed; his objectionable; 
personality to intrude continuously' in.-Ms writings, With- 
unforgivable'-and almost chilclwllke- vanity, h.e devotes sev-- 
eral .pages -to an insignificant visit to the-governor of 1 
Louisiana , Pie found no better way to .impress . this local 
politician with the 'proper respect for a french writer than 
to show his strength.' by:-tearing in his presence, a panic of 
fifty-two cards', and' adds: ttL. simply glorypin-the,;.feei.ing 
that in-a very 'unusual; Mayp I have, made a- friend for our 
country and for French literature sn p-,' 64, -must about the- 
time that Demaison’s book relating this incident was .pub--. . 
listed,'the .politician whom .he. had thus .won to the cause'of. 
Frenoh' culture was cooipelled to leave, the luxurious capital- 
of louisiaua. for■ an enforced'residence, in a.'Federal ■
penitent iaipy. ' . . - ■ x ' ■ ' '  '



. ' 1 • ! :• ' . . ' . ' • ■ • . .rightly judged as too' fragmentary;
: Louisiana which, was French in. the course of the"- ■
-eighteenth century * is really 'a cocktail' of forth

. . erii ¿if rica „ Madagascar, the Antilles', the Ivory .
.Coast and Brazil r with .puffs of wind and .vegetat- ■ 
tion of'the Cote ..d'-Acur. . . ■ ' ■ . ■:' .

But though Terre dhAneriaue oannot claim to be a . 
great' dooA on Louisiana f it-.nevertheless serves too mark - a ' 
definite, trend in .French curiosity ' and interest in Arerio'a—  
an effort, to perceive ana recall an. element of. the human, 
well“balanced and venerable in.that country which had often 
been overlooked by 'European journalist«-,

■ Between 1935 .and, 1941, several works of Frenehmen '. 
revealed to the European public a true re-discovery of 
Louisiana.,: The number .and quality of ' these stand' in. marked 
contrast with the superficiality- of .the french works on 
Louisiana published during the nineteenth' century.. a
. . 'A french scholar,, frank X. Schoell, who after the. . 

first World Aar taught at Tulane.university? In Mew Orleans, 
took a keen interest.in the country in which .he was called 
upon to live,- Two -subjects-■ engrossed his attention; the 
negro .problem and the question .of the survival of. the-French 
language in' Louisiana. 'Hie first hook, entitled La question 
Aes noire- a m  Stats-IAils, appeared' in 1,923, ana the secona,
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U, 3, A. dm Cote de a1 blancs eh- du. coté des .noirs»^ in-.19S9-!' .' 
In' a' third volume on ha Pansue française ̂ délie, le monde L pub-; 
listed in 1956, Professor hohoell fe turnsytoPthe- quest ion of 
th.e decline of... the 'French language ■inline' Bayoiis of .Louisiana.,. 
and adds several pels lui 3 tic ■. conclus long :to .the ■ subject, . . ■ 
which, had already: .Been studied la .his1 -second '■ volume» ■ .. ■ .

George lGudarcIt a VnLV. r_-y-y--. i-, • -nlch. has:!) sen. a
mentioned Previously 'in the study.:of hJae -eighteenth century, 
appeared in. 1931» . lit endeavors.' to .,bring iy>the .attention . ;p 
of the French, people an aspect of iurieric.à which they naa ■ . 
long negle.cted-“an 'aspect which was; ■closely connected. with.; ; ■
à a heroic, if not ultimately. ...successful., epic, of -French. : p
history-~the colonization' of''Louisiana by, the French! iGudardp 
lamenting .France1 s; .loss 'of Louisiana '.says there, is one place. 
in this - vast territory .where France ’'s' efforts were . crowned. . y 
with success., and that is in.-îiew Orleans' yhere, the Lieux . 
Garre and. La Place <ihlrm-esstand ■ today in memory of--French.
colonial daysyi...' ' h it . ■ h. , . ■ . .. ' ... ■
' Pierre de.Lanux.a French historian' and nan ofplettB-ry
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long familiar with America, and its history, undertook', in ;
ond, to claim for the--Southern. States of the Union a - .
special place in tie sympathy-and affection qf„ French read- ■
erg. His hook is largely denoted f© incidents .of the* .Civil
far and to the Reconstruct ion era. which, followed, La mix .
thinks that--the victorious -Borth treated the defeated South '
.unfairly, and. that it has required -a half century ;for the-
South to recover from its defeat. Throughout the hook an.-
analogy is traced between the vanquished -south and • the south
of France, which.-was crushed ruthlessly in the war of the
Albig8iiaes* Indeed, the volume is dedicated. Hto-the memory:
of the southern French civilization shipwrecked in the. • -p.l •
thirteenth 'century"-The merit of the hook-lies in the :. h
precise- understanding and knowledge of the touth acquired ;
by the author through several visits, and in his skilful ■■■

" 36 ' 'utilisation of'recent American'histarieal works f-;iU Among : 
the states grouped under the .general iiame of ,fthe South,U ■■ 
La.-n.ux naturally reserves a- place of. honor for Louisianag rh© 
state; which more-than all others appeals to the French, In' '



his concluding .chapter, -he. urges-the French ho take more ' ■ 
interest .in the ■southern: .united States, 'which; since I860 . : 
had' suffered ordeals similar to those ¡which France suffered ■ 
after 1870, and which represent old.-and valuable-, cultural •' ; 
elements in-.the American homo nwe alt fu ■ 1 • . '
■ ■ A'-similar appeal echoes "in other , recent hooks on . ■

America,'57 - '-.The crowning .a chi element of thee renewal of. " 
Freaoh interest In Louisiana was an.'official French Mission,; 
named Cavelier he La Salle. The occasion-was. the: two him-. : ■ 
area' and fiftieth anniversary of his-'death., -Twenty-six- ,
eminent ■ men composed this- distinguished-mission., - represent-• ; 
lag several '.French Academies universities and • other-' i-nsti™ - 
tut ions • -In parch, 1937 i they* sailed ;. from. IM'vf e ■- .to Hew : .1 

Orleans, --Though■ several states; were visited, Louisiana was 
their true- objective; ,:and -the' book which recorded the detail 
of -the trio and' -the- eioouenc.e of the• tributes, lavished upon 
each other -by the French visitors and,- their'.hosts,., is de~: 
oted mainly to past events connected with Louisiana* .-Y

■This volume, entitled nouislane -eh Texas,'-gives e
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full' account of the observations and experiences, of the- 
emissaries--of -French, culture during 'their seven-clay visit 
to'Her? Orleans} Baton Smige/ anc! the -Ae-adi-an country 
Their eyes were fired upon the present, several articles . '
■ and volumes were the outcome o'f their .vlsiti),-, upon the past,
especially upon the heroic.epic of Cavelier■he La Salle and 
D'Iberville, end upon the future« They emphasized. France's 
desire to--'encourage- and foster: closer cultural., relations ■ 
•with'.••Louisiana, and .her sincere attaehmeht. for/.the Creoles , 
oh:Louisiana, . . ' . p g-Ay 1 ' ■ 1
y i; shall mention the most ■ import ant studies inspired' •
bp the Cavelier de La Salle Mission, several. of.which were 
first given as ie.otufes in Hew Orleans, Baton Rouge, and 
Lafayette, .three-cities of Louisiana'/ ''They were reprinted'
■ la Louis lane et Texas ,: the- most import ant record of the ■
mission.39//LI of these studies, which are written with . 
remarkable care, reach a high standard of excellence. In 
several of these eloquent essays, not only La Salle .and ' ' 
D’Iberville, hut also Abbe Drevost, - Chateaubriand, .Vigny,; .■ 
Tocqueville'-and other writers who somehow belong to the _ ■
French literature of Louisiana, are praised. ■ The'preface

. ' ^ Cl ■ ' - .. . . . • • • w ' • . '"other■ records are a statue of .La-Salle given to ■ .
the 0amatol of Louisiana, maps .of. French explorations in the 
Mississippi Valley, medals "of .French- explorers,.. and books 
given to colleges in Louisiana .and Texas . ... - .
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is by-the french Academician, Gabriel Banotaux* '.'The' Hreel"'. 
dent of the'mission,-'M--. -Andre ' Ohevr il Ion, & .nephew oif Tains, 
was- another academician.' mio had alweys-been .attracted to ■ - ■■ 
Sngland and America.40 A : distingui sheet ■ Canadian .ecclesiastic,-' 
■Msgim Ma urani t, celebrated. the 'share of -thè: Sulpicians la : ■
the exploration of the.■Mis-sis-sippi Talley;;. G. J,J Jaray ■ 
snaiaed no- I),.lDe^¥iIle, s, career; Professor Henri peyré, in a '" 
brie'? end suggest ire chapter, discussed Aha Louisians dans: g ' 
la lit cerature- francaise-;" six -other . essays igrouped under : :
the general heading, "Le Present recorded - the' impressions . 
of Lòiiis.ìana received by: the hurried but ...sympathetic - tra».--p; 
velers. On it he whole, in spite of the Apacedevoted to..the " ,-. 
.formulas ..of politeness inevitable 'under/the .circumstances "■ g 
attendant upon such a mission-,.--- tix© volume, Louisian's' et; Texas, 
occupies an important place in the Hrenah literature of . 
Louisiana, in pur century, .. ' . ■ y. .- ... ;g ■' . : -.

■ The o'omiorehenraive. history' of .IHilapirs-' -francais .'A
d timer ipiieg published soon after the .official; Hr.ench missioni 
■ by its oxganigerp G-abrielALouis Jaray, : has already teen dxs-

L.
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cussed, and'utilized in-the .early part of tills study.!. It is. 

baaed on ui'very'souiid knowledge-, of French'-'explorations., and ■ 

colonization in'kort.ii AmerIe.a;6 :T,h-s. author’3 ..tain purpose is 

not to -analyze, or ■ desnri.be nQuisi ana or the.-MisslsBinpi ■ 

Talley,, tut to indicate the. mistakes'-which eventually, ruined 
French., hopes In Louisiana. . r. :pp. ■ ■ ■ 1 '

' -.about 'this time,' Dr. .Rene Orueheiy ..a physician, and 
president of-the regional academy of Bordeaux, crossed the . 
Atlantic -with -tire avowed purpose: of visiting Louisiana, .
The'- author brought with, him an ardent, love of his native . .
city, .'He wished to prove that ..the pirayorlty of French' 1 by a 
people who;'eM.grateci to Canada and Louisiana In the ' seveft- .. 
teenth -and-eighteenth centuries- ''.oamey.'not from Korraandy' and 
Brittany, hiit'. from, that part of, France wh I oh -lies between- ' 
the Loire-arid the Pyrenees,"1 Els '' chapter .on New' Orleans 
’fLa . Kouv-eile. Orleans la, C.reoiefp yep eat edly; express eg the ■' 
author’s tils appointment over the decline of the' French ... ,
language in .the chief inetropolIs of the .South-»'- . His. deb 
■scription. of; the scenery, his psychological analysis of the. 
inhabitant's of Louisiana., and his style.■;are yu;no sense' . 
'■remarkable. ■ Ee lavishes Compliments on the. French ' element



../■ • . . . . ' ' ' ■■in.Louisiana ; .and even'on..her politicians* . . ■ . ■
: ■ The name "of. Smile Lauvik'ere-will he /forever linked
with that of Louisiana and. Lea dietie has hone ..more tnan 
any cue since .Maiyry to cormeot and no o.iaot iw, uaiu. I'-hm 
reader1 s reach- a great miiiiber of documents ■ relating nip tee 
coloiia and tile people.-of Louisiana.,. ■ a professor of. --iism.¿.no.- 
in 3, ■ Trench Lrcee, aiid me. author 01 a i,ilierai.)? .»fcudy .oh
LIfred a© Vigny and © tth.es.is. 'on Jaeger xmiah ¿me, ne luiusi' . • \ ' ■ ■ ' ;■ ■ ' ■ ■ . - .
took to prepare an edition of. 1-o.n.grelioWî s y w-r'-
French' school ehiicirei; -■ -w! r !1 
grossed' in the tragic r- . ' k

1 l ■ ; :

sacked. archives to discover "more about their o

- ■ ■* en-
LUi*i ;
■their

migration, and their ■ survival In,the various regions ;l.n, . h
which they found.refuge,. ;In I983p he published Iw-leerned

volumes' on. La. ■ Trageel1e of un .peuplg_._.« :
•acadien« ' Two' chapters in that exhaustive ■ historical--sbiinv 
tell of LouisianaThey-are .largely .composed, .of . c : ;

4i'iDr. Oruchet praises the magnificence- of tn© dapiuor 
at Baton '"Rouge * ancl admires the"-'-Bresident■ of: -the ./niaie ̂ oni» 

t,y (since■ convicted j under sensational circiims ̂ anoes 
which rocked-the .nation, 'of misappropriation of iniias». ,«nd 
is still' serving his term in prison) ̂  as a man vxt.o an -mw,. 
distinguef au regard droit .e.t, refleehik11 .-. -.■■■ ■ ,

' ■ '±üriiey are 
fourth, part, ,pp. 
volume. IX,- fifth

: Charter .IDOg -Section S-JIn./holuma. 11,
S05“£20 ,: and Chapter.'Llhii', lection. 1 of 
paihm- L̂a- menai a since 'en. Louisiane.f. y



statistics.4'4' i'rof'essor Lauvrlerefs writings on that tragic 
chapter in the history of the eighteenth century .are ill led 
with subdued but genuine indignation Pi''; ''...A ' . ■

' 'Tarough his. monumental ..history of the- -Acadian ■ people» 
whom he had followed to Louisiana as weir a.s' to their other - 
refuges in the Old and. .the Lew World,' Professor Leuvriere; 
hecame. Interested'in the history of Louisiana, hardly less 
monumental and equally valuable. "This interest resulted in 
a book, published by-the .Louisiana State University Press . 
in 1940, and .printed in Prance Lust before the German in- 
vaslon: Hlstoire de la ■Louisiana f r a n o a i s e . '
■ Prof essor .Lauwriere iia.s -att-eiapted'no original. ap- i . : ■

©roach. to the history of Louisiana, although- he makes us© 
of mans documents from the French Colonial and banal nr chimes 
■The interpretation of events and men is-presented with great

/ ^According t o  Professor.-Lauvriere’s ■ figures » there . ■
wore four thousand AcadIans in-Louisiana at the time of -tn© . 
Louisiana uurcha.se, and fifty thousand- today. ' La.uvrier.e ■ v.. ■ 
©raises the astonishing “fecundity”/and -courage of: tne . ;• •
loadiaiis f as... well as their “purete .ae .moeurs’1- and ‘ vertir;. - . 
•worthy of the ancient Romans. . ■ . : ' . ■

^ I n  1934, .-Professor L&.uvriere .-gave a. -summary of the . 
hi storv of the Acs-flans in the eighteenth century in the 
Revue de 1 Wlistoire .des ColpFiillA^iicMl^A''1^1®' trimesure,under the title: '"Le yeupie a cadi ©d.
an Xv'IlXe-siede.” . . ' . ■ 1 A



objectivity M-. Laurriep© is of the. ©pinion gthet laltEpngb.
was . aBienville enjoyed' -excessive ; fame:, -in' reality .■■he. 

criminally deficient administrator bnixthat many of the ; . ' 
officials sent to' Louisiaua-; by France in .tie. eighteenth ■ -. '
century {especially: among the military/ sngineers,) i were, ori 
the contrary, man of greatcompetence 'ana vision* His ' con
' elusions j- however , . are the-Vsame as. those of Fa ray ana most. ■ 
other French historians of Louisiana:;, ; the loss of the 
colony was due to the la ck of. unity among trie French , to 
the insufficient. insistence oil the, agricultural development 
.of the countryy to the desire for wealth, to the reluctance.-; 
of the -bourgeois' French . to' lean©- "la foell'e-. Fraxioen- and ' ' 
emigrate to. unknown lands, arret, finally- to 5,the rann ohsulnaey 
of wanting to found a colony oh' the more ' or v less sterile- . 
and unhealthy sand of a. forhiddiny.sea.»ooasfs .when .there ■ 
extended behind it the 'inimense'.Mi sp-issippi basin' wit.n 1 its ■

■ ■ ; ' '■ ' . ¿tig ■ " .inexhaustible' agricultural-' and -mineral;' resources f1"" .
Ixcept iii the 'hrant'-iropos3" aad in s' few rare pas» : 

sages. Professor Laumriere’s history 'avoids"general ideas® ■ 
The hulk' of, his' work Is comprised of. documents nxilrully 
woven into a continuous, narrative® r ..by no means aspiring to 
be literarys its style is often colorless and monotonous*' ■ 
Nevertheless,, it is .not. only :the first history-of .Louisiana -

46tauyriere, His to ire- d® la-l o u i s  xaiig., ge
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attempted 'by a- Frencbasii since tlie fall of Napoleon, 'Taut is 
among the; best.. and .most reliable m  any language, “ •
" . ' Doubtless many comments "in French reviews and .news
papers' would 'iiave oeen devoted to tins exn<ui&tive liiotory 
of Louisiana, had if not. been for the tragic: ©vents.of 1940, 
will oh bare imposed, upon Prance .one of the most- terrible ■ 
ordeals in. her history® .No.-" one can prophesy '-.how long a ranee 
may be doomed to that silent but heroic I martyrdom whieh.has 
temporarily silenced -tier voice® Her nisrory, .-however., liH® 
the ■ shorter and. less glorious history of Loaisiana and ■. 
Acadia, has'shown repeatedly that she - can arise from the.,.. 
most, tragic.depths of-humiliation.and sorrow to loftier ' ■ h 
heights, than she had 'ever before attained. ; ; .

. 1 In- the months following her defeat, many French.
refugees have brought the. torch of French literature to the. 
Hew World. Among these is Madame Regina Hub ert.-Eo peri, the 
author of travel books on various parts of the; world. Her.

' llHlnbolre mervem'eUsed&Jfa^ '■' v
franchise, was published, in 1941 at wa liaison rraneaiae in 
New York. The title is misleading, since, the; history of
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Louisiana, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, ' 
even'.as told-by'the vivacious- pen of Iladame Hubert-«Robert >• ■
does not read like a fairy tale. la fact, the hook rests 
on a very solid oasis of documents and represents very . ■ 
diligent research. The style is lively,' varied,. ana '.enter- ; 
taihing. The paragraphs and the chapters are short, and- ■ ■
the tone often familiar.- footnotes are not used, hut the •• .
author has added --a ..bibliography* The critical reader may - - 
feel - skeptical 'of 'statements found in the author’s imaginary ■ 
dialogues-, but: since the .book, does not claim to he an bis™-tr 
tori'cal work,' It cannot in all fairness:: be' judged as such. .1 
Moreover, though the author, may give'Tree rein-.to .her- y 
imagination! she also displays a keen appreciation of o.on-. ;
orete detailsj and knows the value of .picturesque: anecdotes. 
As a fairly -reliable .history of. customs1,-:' this latest -volume, ■ 
one of the first literary presentations of the history of ■ '
Louisiana attempted for the- generalpublic, deserves an - '
enviable place in the long arid revealing, history of .Louisiana 
in French. Letters® ' ■ p ' . - - : ■ ■ .



CONCLUSION.

' ■ The history of Louisiana has- "been Yhry-ealorfult 1 hr'
the -early period or Trench explorations', and-.colonization. ■ ■
.•with its subsequent. :dis.appoin,fea,ents;i Law® s spsciilatioiis
and failure j Spain’s rule, and. the.; inter estu taken by ,: 
"Napoleon ill. the country at. the mohtli of the Mississippi, 
mark the highlights in its progreosire changes. Did these" ■ 
great historical events hare any .-echo in Trench■Tetters? . . . 
■Such has been the theme of this inquiry. ■.■ " ' '■ ; ■

' In examining the scanty yet - valuable records concern
ing .Louisiana 'left by contemporaries• of.-Louis'-2£IV., no ■ p " . 
literary masterpiece wag dis.coverect*' keyertheiess, this ■ 
periods one- of the great epics of ■Am.erieaxi and 'French, annals, 
offers keen.historical:interest-and provides the literary : 
historian with, an indispensable background, After scanning- 
rapidly the prenatal, history-'of • Louisiana, ---I examined- 'how-- • . 
Louisiana 'was seen and described , oy - the. early .northern .
'explorers 1 Joliet, Marquette:,. and 'HennepinV " In his 'works, . ■ 
Louis ilennepin acquaints us „-with life...'in ■ seventeenth-century 
Louisiana."-' Ha is not a' .cnlturediniibnnet:© .,b.omme;'w ha' cer- . 
taiiily Is not a great -writer; Ills .gifts are -.not ..the classi*
■ ca'l virtues-of restraint and understatement„.. . Met his works ■
■ hare '.more literary qualities than more- trustworthy.; travel j .. 
diaries- of ’French' pioneers in Louisiana, sImply-̂ .bhcause- ..- n q-



liexmepln was not a ■ cons clientious explorer-, and was. not con
tent with merely recording dry. facts, dates,: ana geographi
cal data in an objective way, ' In a second group vws.iaolu»- 
ded those writers {often men of action holding a-faltering- . 
pen) who gravitated around the hold and--magnetic personality 
of La Salle, and '.who .acoojn.pan.ied him: ijenobe Menbre, Father 
Le Olercq.» Abbe lean Cavelier, Nicolas dp La Talle, arici ■■ 
above all Tints and dealt ©X . Cavelier himself stands apart, 
self-revealed In letters and reports 'diligently-rescued by ■ 
nineteenth-century research. However,. La Salle’s place in . 
French "literature is not merely that of. a writer of: a few: j"t 
letters and documents concerning■his daring 'explorations:in 
North .America» It is that'of a clear-sighted forerunner ,-of 
the greatest of later French colonists, of the one'French- 
man in the century who ■ conceived a coherent'-and bold colonial 
policy for French expeditions in .the Mississippi Talleyw 
The very. name. of" Louisiana is his own gift to America and to 
France. If he failed through excessive . ambition, or a plan 
that 'was too rash for his times, im- Lane nas left a lofty 
example', f orposterity, ■' Hone the--loss lofty is. the example, 
of the short-lived Canadian hero, D’Iberville, successor; to 
Cavelier de' La Salle’s feats and .fame, vet the few records 
(rescued by largry and other historians front-the'Trench'y / ' ■ 
.Archives )■ which -can be safely awnbutsa no vie i-LUiid of i
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D 8 Iberville can. lay no elaim. to /lJ:tera;ny:'i!i:erit...- They hiavj 
little general .interestand are ,.-scartelyiyops- than- brief , . 
Laetter“Of.“fact'"reports» lastly., .I. .'considered from. the ■ 
doable point, .of view of their ■ value aa; literature and .'their 
.merit as historical and psychological, -documents:,. those io.iilpi' 
the Jesuit’ Relations which, deal more .particularly.- with , .... 
Louisiana J-other accounts of several nlhaioiiaf yes, :ana those 
of the Brsiiliiae Sisters * Ihese: pioneers in Franco-iuoerican

taur
.nj..ojna

,T l ,

Ig spirit 5 
srve-. our .-

i ■ j

literature displayed admirable 
d bstina te. c ourago, and.. ®ubtla 
pious respect* . b-Wp

' In the .second 'part. 05 

Louisiana in French writings j 
through the; Way of Independer ( ■ t a ■' , - ww > , .
sene light’has been thrown.or c- 1  ̂ 1 - w  1 w. ' r « a;
by the leading !tpin,lbs'Opnes''f- 1 c 1 ' ‘ > ■ ’ , -1 ■■■
well as'by-, some minor f igures ..such--as .La.yQ.al-.and ChastelXuxL. 
'That literature,is' rich and comp1 ex 1 its "the. whole eighteenth 
century,-■ the . inheritor of. a great past pend an ’.indefatigable; . ’ 
pioneer "in: the. bold task, of- preparing :.a: ■nepnfuture for nail.™ ..... 
kind»- Several, prosaic and-teriipiricai'-lScistories hr sccouhts 
.by travelers deal with .Louisiana,. its,climate, agriculture pi ; 
ami Goinnierce." - Facta, howevery dp 1 notpsatisfy eight-e'entiip.
■ century philosophers. They ueriveithpories;;:irom':'thetisya!sd:;l-; ;.
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3 propos of Louisiana} they discuss french colonization and ■ 
the'value of colonies, despotism among t lie s a rages-,."-luxury, 
trade,•ana.the advantages and disadvantages of the'discovery ; 
of the New V̂ orl.d. A mystical color even permeates the ideas', 
of these Philosophers who had rejected Christianity as an.-.
• outworn creed® America "becomes for fnein tne- abode of virtue, 
the shrine of g new faith, primitivism.® -Among' the most im
portant boohs of.-this period which -discuss Louisiana is , 
Charlevoix1 s Hxstoxre de- la Ivouvelle. flvanoe. xn 0. fey pages,, 
thanks to his. gift of a clear style, to- hi s' - sole, -utiliza
tion and presentation of material accumulated cy other 1-esa: ■ 
skilful travelers, to his '.culture, and to his ideas ,■ Charle- . 
voix, whose iiorho Chateaiibriana >411 .utilize, later, -did'more 
than s score of second-rate writers such as Bonrepds, . ■
Bernard he la harps and others', to. vindicate Louisiana after 
Law’s .failure and to' popularize It among hrenoh readers v ' 
Such also was the service rendered.to -the -French. colony of • 
the Mississippi by another ecclesiastic, less, serene .lit his 
style, more passionate and tormented in his life, the 
creator -of Manor, lesoaut»- A few' pages of this cere or a tea. ' 

French masterpiece are onistsncijLiig 111 this -stuny lor In - 
utilizing the name of Louisiana . in his novel, .rr@vo.st ..spread 
her-fame to.e wide.public In trance® . ' ' . , .

. . Ihn American Mar of .Independence ■■and 'the French eml™

mailto:rr@vo.st


«ration after.' 1790 begin a. third period.'in the history ;o;f'y;;; ■ 
Louisiana in French Letters, After the -First '.'.'Consul' had' • 
'out an end .to freedom aiicl cismooraoy 1.11 i.i*ano.e3 hno .m .eDOm. . 
turn to; the united. States as a .land, of liberty* A numoer . 
.of .Looks appear in the .firstiyears of the - nineteenth century 
hut the outburst of French.curiosity and sympathy was^shorn- 
lived. However, Bonaosrte? s' interest in Louisiana was one ■ 
of. those chimerical'-areamp which the realistic conqueror 
deeply cherished,' He bad been a'great reader.of Haynal1s. 
Histoire flea deux Tildes,- which aavocated^ in eloQuent terms ■ .. 
French domination oyer Louisiana* Hisiora ■prevailed.^ - ai 
1805s the treaty was signed which sold.-' Louisiana 1 or eighty 
millions to the' government of" the United ■ S t a t e s nifniS' .
■accession of t erritory forever assures - the stability of the• 
United -states,“ Napoleon remarked- at the cession.-; HI. nave.
- lust, given England a maritime, rival who sooiief or later will

humble "her pride y’1 . V '  ̂ ,y" ' t . ..- ■
-■-: • The most important name in this.part of this study,-.;- 

in factj the most conspicuous figure in any history of rrenoli 
literature dealing ■with. Louisiana, is tnpt of Ghateaubrland. 
It is well known that Chateaubriand had not actually seenp ■ 
Louisiana but he imagined if through other travelers! hooks,
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the Illusion .becoming stronger .and stranger than the 'truth. 
The .Louisiana which he : depicted In. At ala seemed true and 1 
real for'him; It Is the setting for ids passionate story and 
the source of his harmonious descriptions. - Through M s  ■ '
literary discovery of the Mescliaeehe, of' thé' batches, he 
adds' a new realm to French exotic writings,, to descriptive- 
literature',, and poetical prose,.-His American esperienc.es • 
have been so ably studied that .it is. hard to renovate the ■ 
subject, ' I hope 3 however, that. the close consideration of 
.many of Chateaubriandls • contemporaries - who wrote .about . 
Louisiana.' in the early years of the nineteenth- century, Mas ' 
enriched .our taiowlecis© of-a great themeyworthixy treated by. 
a gifted writer. . ■ , • .• ' ■ . • •

After Chateaubriand-, Louisiana is no' longer the sub
ject of colorful,.erotic tales, French-visitors are at
tracted by her'scenery', by the. few remaining trao.es- of French 
colonization, by her lovely. representatives of the fair; sen , 
and by her cuisine. After the' hatehez. and James Feriiaore ' y 
Cooper's novels,' Indians no.longer interest the.French public 
Slavery and the negro question-“become paramount witir tnern.
The end of the. century is probably the most uninteresting- 
period in any study of French literature dealing with the 
South, Other parts of the American Republic--the .East and 
the West»-attract Europeans* Nevertheless.., there are some
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.great dames among'tile Frenchmen whey; visited Louisiana diir.- . g 
trig- the- .nineteenth and, twentieth centuries*,-: In 1825, . : . .a 
Lafayette was welcomed to 'New Orleans... -A.cnille. llurat -and... s' 
J,.J. Ampere hare left interesting accounts of their stay ■ 
in Louisiana. . Ihbugii brief, loogueville4s -visit to: New . 
Orleans wag important* A journalist 5 Aulas Huret, 'wrote ,aj ■ . 
vivid -account..' of his visit to trie South, praising Louisiana^ 
climateband people. Luring the years 1918-1940',. a new era 
dawns for Louisiana .in Fre.rich Letters'. ;. A new: generation of . 
French travelers3. eager to understand the South, vis:ts .
: .America„ ■ Among fixe most important .names' are ■ those of 'Paul 
Morand, 'a keen observer of :strange; racial types; Georges '. 
.Duhaiael who landed in, 'New Orleans .nod-was ■ touched by the 
■traces' of French civilization "in that mietropolx a before he. 
criticized "future- life” as' practiced b# America ns in the . 
North; Andre Demaison» who brought to Louisiana his pene
trating' knowledge of life in the wilds of .Africa; end smile 
Lauvriere, the foremost historian of Louisiana Lx great past,.

.Such apparently is the power of ̂literature when writ
ten .by. men of greet talent. Ho country'-of ■-.the bos torn 
Hemisphere, .not even :Peru. and -its ' fabulous treasures, V' m»o 
and its interesting• ruins» .Canada and-'.gits -French settlers, •
. Neve Fork end its skyscrapers or the" wide open- nlsius of the 
Per West has fired the imagination of. French rescers so



powerfully as Louisiana, its river, its scenery, and its 

inhabitants, because no other port of America can boast of 

havtrip attracted so .many talented writers, .i os?© fneo. to 

do justice to the literary value of the works of such wri

ters as Charlerois:, here du Poisson, hayxial, I’ocqueviiXe»
1» J , Ampere, Achilla hlirat, George Drhamel, Andre Deaiaiaori, 

Paul Porani and others. Among their fright glories, as 

wall as those of Abbe Prerost and Chateaubriand, a number 
of obscure writers hare been discussed, all of whom, played 

a part, no matter nor; humble, in the French literary history 

of Louisiana, It was ay desire to seme their memory and to 

place the greater .names in a clearer iig.nts -as trio same 

tins, 1 hope that this lengthy journey through, three cen
turies of French literature, has enriched Franco-toerloan 

relations, and that it will serve to develop mutual under
standing between France and Louisiana, as well as France 
and America in years to come*
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In thia bibliography «>f ÉL6ttleiana in Trench letter*,* therewlll be 
found only the works which see® essential to an; understanding of the subjeot, 
or for further research which othere-aBay want to Undertake. Only the workss 
which X have read and consultad are Included, andaaoag then» «¿ly the books 
and articles which were, of some importance In throwing light on thenain thane 
or theaes of ¿aeriean History, the Indians» travel accounts and other related 
subjects*

Part I of the bibliography groups in a single» continuous, alphabetical 
order the Individual authored—»lesionarles, travelers, explorers, and the 
critical works referring to thee* Under each of these nanes, a list of cross
references has bsen nade to all critical and historical works concerning then 
which are mentioned in the bibliography. .

Part II, also arranged in alphabetical order, includes general works 
referring to Trench a p 4 American History, histories of Louisiana and other 
general books*
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DfA l b r ■Du Tonkin au Harre} Chine. Japon, Iles Hawaii. Amérique. Paris, Plon, 1898.
. 1Alilot, Paul.Ses:Robertson (Part II).

Ampère, J.J.«Promenade en Amérique, les Etats du Sud, Charleston, et la Nouvelle- Orléans," Revue des Deux Mondes. June 15, 1855, pp. 1201-1228.
Promenade en Amérique. Etats-Unis. Cùba. Mexique. Paris, Michel Lévy frfree, 1855, 2 volumes.
Seei Baldensperger (Part I).



Mburéÿ, fhoaas» ‘Voyagea dans lea parties intérieures de 1*Amérique pendant le coure de la dernière guerre. Parla. Briand» 1790. 2 volumes. r
Journal d*utt voyage fait dans!* Intérieur dé 1 ̂Amérique Septentrionale. Parla, La ViUette, 1795, % voluÿèa*

Attonyoous. .. . .Kdticé atrir i*état aetual de la mission dé là Louisiane. Paris, le Clerc, 
1820»
Los Emigré a français de la Louisiane. 1800-1804* Paris, HaOhette, 1855.

Armstrong, Emma» ; ' ,>* : ‘ ■"Chateaubriand1 b Aaerlda, . Arrivai and £irai ¿¿pression̂ * Publications of the Modem Language Association. 1904, XSH, pp. 545-571.
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“Le Béjour de ïalleyrsnd. aux Etata-üttia," Revue de Parla. 1924, Volume 6, pp» 564-̂ 587. -



"Lettres inédites de J, J. Ampère relatives à sa Promenade en Amérique,0 Revue de Littérature Comparée. 1920, VIII, pp» 175-179.
"Toujours le voyage de Chateaubriand aux Etats-Unis entré Baltimore et New York," Publications of the Modern Language Association. 1952, XLVII, pp. 1120-1129.
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Baldenspaerger, F. et J* U. Carré.. "Pour une anecdote due peut-etre Review, January 1915, pp, 15-26. Chateaubriand.n Modern Language

Barbé-Marbois, François.Histoire de la Louisiane et de la. cessation de cette colonie » ar la France aux Etats-Unis de l'Amérique. Paris, Firmln Dldot, 1829.
See ;’ lyon. ’

Bertram, It * 'Voyages data lea parties sud dé l'Amérique Septentrionale. Traduit EevllsfflgïaiB par P. V, Benoist. Paris, Carteret et Brosson, 1790.

Baudxy de Lozières, Louis Narolsse.Voyage à la Louisiane et sur le continent de l'Amérique septentrionale, fait dans les années 1794 à 1798. Paris, Dentu, 1802.
Second Voyage à la Louisiane, faisant suite au premier de l'auteur de 1794-1798. Paris, Chez Charles, 1805, 2 volumes.

Beaumont, Gustave de.Marie ou l'esclavage aux Etats-Unis. Tableau des moeurs américaines. Paris, Gosselin, 1855, 2 volumes.

Beaunier, A."Le Voyage de Chateaubriand en Amérique," Revue d'Europe ét d'Amérique. Janvier 1912.
•La Véritable Manon Lescaut," Revue des Beux Mondes, 1er octobre 1918, pp. 697-708,
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: Travels In Loulalana and, the Horidaa In the year lBQ2. Haw lark,Riley &0o*» 180Ó ¥rar slated from the French by John Davies*
Voyage à la Louisiana ét sur le continent de lt̂ffiérlnue. Parili,Iapriaerie expeditive, .1805« r ' 1;
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Bertrin> Abbé 0."Le Voyage an Aaérique est-il una fiction7" Cbrresoondant *, Julllet 1900, 198, pp* 115—152*
Bienville* ,SèetKing*
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A ¡reprint of hia bibliography with on introduction by Orace King,' Louisiana Historical Quarterly* September 1917, pp. 12-78*
Hotea bibliographicuea ct ralsbhnees attr 1*ancienne Loulalane.. Hew Orleans, 1917* . i -i
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Carré, M. H.«Les Emigrés français eu Amérique. 1789-1795.« Bévue de Paris* 15 mai 1898, pp. 531-540,
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Chamfort, 5.La Jeune Indienne. Paris, Cailleau, 1764,
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V .La Louisiane ensanglantée. Londres, P. Mesplet, 1775.
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Journal of a Tarage to North America. Edited b y Louisa Phelps Kellogg. Translated into English. Chicago» tira Caxton Club, 1925, 2 volumes.
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Chastsllux, François Jean.
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then some even of the first of the missionaries or travelers 
in this strange land who recorded their experiences were 
found to he sensitive to the "picturesque" of the magnificient 
landscapes, the rivers, mountains, and boundless prairies —  
although this sense of the "picturesque* as is well known, 
was not greatly developed in the seventeenth century, and the 
■word itself had not yet been borrowed by the 'French from the 
Italians. These accounts of the first explorers show that 
they were inclined to consider the practical aspects of life.
The things which interested them were the fruit and grain that 
the country produced, the animals (the delicacy of their, flesh 
and the warmth of their furs), the gold and precious stones —  
or even baser minerals »- that they hoped to find in Louisiana, 
their Eldorado.

Moreover, since the seventeenth century was traditionally 
more interested in human psychology than in external nature, 
the early French travelers in Louisiana concerned themselves 
more with the inhabitants of the country than with the scenery.
A great deal of anthropological ("avant la lettre") information 
about the Indians is found here and there in the writings of 
the predecessors of Lafitau and Charlevoix. They describe 
the- maimers and customs of the savage tribes upon whom the 
French looked with a great deal of sympathy, their religion, 
food, war, and women. This branch of French writing, although 
seldom literary, already displayed a curious interest in the
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